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conjunction with the above recommended planning changes and the remaining 
recommendations related to idling BE REFERRED to the Environment and 
Transportation Committee (ETC) for further consideration. 

I I  PREVIOUS REPORTS PERTINENT TO THIS MATTER I I  
A previous information report with draft recommendations was presented to Planning 
Committee on September 24, 2007. Another report, which included comments on the first 
report, was presented to Planning Committee on November 12, 2007. Previous reports to 
Planning Committee on July 31, 1996 (Business District Commercial Zone Review), December 
8, 1997 (Convenience Commercial/Automobile Service Station Zone Review) and February 12, 
2007 (Update and Status Report) also dealt with drive-through facilities. 

PURPOSE AND EFFECT OF RECOMMENDED ACTIONS 

The recommended Official Plan amendments more clearly identify the Official Plan designations 
where drive-through facilities are not permitted and identify urban design guidelines as a means 
of addressing site impacts and design issues associated with drive-throughs. The 
recommended zoning by-law amendments add new regulations for drive-through facilities next 
to sensitive land uses and more clearly identify the zones which do not permit them. Changes to 
the site plan by-law and adoption of the  urban design guidelines will improve the aesthetics and 
functioning of new drive-through facilities. The additional information on potential health and 
environmental impacts of drive-throughs requested by Council will assist Council in deciding 
whether any additional action is required. 

RATIONALE 11 
1. The attached recommended Official Plan amendments, zoning by-law amendments, 

possible site plan by-law changes and urban design guidelines are intended to lessen any 
impacts of drive-through facilities if adjacent to sensitive land uses such as residential and 
facility/institutional uses, improve public safety around these uses and improve the 
aesthetics of uses with drive-through facilities. 

BACKGROUND 

On October 1, 2007 Municipal Council resolved; 

“That, on the recommendation of the General Manager of Planning and development, based on 
the planning review requested by the Municipal Council, the report relating to the regulation of 
drive-through facilities BE CIRCULATED for public and drive-through industry review and 
comment and that a subsequent report summarizing the results of this review and possible 
amendments for any changes to Official Plan policies, Zoning By-law regulations, amendments 
to the Site Plan Control By-law, development of urban design guidelines and/or other municipal 
regulations or procedures BE PREPARED and discussed at a public participation meeting of 
the Planning Committee to be held on November 12, 2007.” 

A public participation meeting was held on November 12, 2007 at which members of the public 
raised issues regarding the potential health and environmental impacts of drive-through 
facilities. In response, Municipal Council on November 19, 2007 resolved; 

“That, the report from the General Manager of Planning and Development with respect to the 
City of London Official Planloning Refinement Review for the Regulation of Drive-Through 
Facilities BE REFERRED back to staff to allow for further review of the issues raised by 
Members of Council and for staff to hold further consultations with industry, and to repori back 
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at a public participation meeting of the Planning Committee in six month’s time; it being noted 
that the staff report is to include information on the following: 

(a) the health and environmental impacts of drive-through uses, including an independent 
scientific opinion on the information brought forward by the public and the industry 
relating to the health and environmental impacts; 

(b) the impact of a complete moratorium on drive-through uses; 

(c) details as to the impact of restricting drive-through uses on persons with disabilities; and 

(d) the effect of restricting drive-through uses on future land use planning, including parking 
requirements;” 

The following report addresses the two previous Council resolutions 

Structure of the Report 

The attached report combines the previous September 24,2007 and November 12,2007 
Planning Committee reports. However, all of the data and information contained in the tables 
has been updated. In addition, all the comments made on the previous reports are still relevant 
in the consideration of the planning changes. The report starts with general discussion of the 
nature of drive-through uses, their impacts, an inventory of drive-throughs in the City of London, 
the current regulation of drive-throughs in the City of London and a review of other 
municipalities regulations. The recommended planning changes are discussed and identified. 
The next section provides comments on the recommended planning changes and addresses 
some of those comments. The last section of the report deals with the health and environmental 
impacts of drive-through facilities and provides responses to Council’ s questions. 

A) GENERAL BACKGROUND ON DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES 

Nature of the Official PlanlZoning Review 

Planning, site plan and engineering staff have reviewed drive-throughs at various times since 
they became prevalent in the late 1980’s and early 1990s. These reviews were largely initiated 
in response to issues raised with drive-throughs, including noise from idling cars and voice 
amplification equipment near or adjacent to residential areas, lighting, queuing traffic interfering 
with on-site and off-site traffic and pedestrian flow and off-site traffic problems. 

The first review was initiated in February 1996 in response to an inquiry to locate a drive- 
through in the Richmond Row Business District, an older pedestrian-orientated commercial 
strip. The review focused only on the appropriateness of permitting drive-throughs in the 
Business District Commercial (BDC) Zone, a zone which permits uses which have a 
streeffpedestrian orientation. The BDC Zone was also applied to Wortley Village, Old East 
Village, Wellington Street north of the Thames River and Byron Village. On August 6, 1996 
Council approved a zoning by-law amendment to remove “drive-through facilities” from the 
Business District Commercial (BDC) Zone and include a definition of that use in Zoning By-law 
2-1 (OZ-5194/City of London). 

The first comprehensive zoning review of drive-through facilities was initiated in October 1996 
(2-5304/City of London) as a result of the review of numerous new site plan applications which 
included multiple drive-throughs on one property and a number of complaints about existing 
drive-throughs and the noise emanating from them. Two related zoning reviews were 
subsequently initiated and were intended to deal with immediate issues. 

One of those issues, multiple drive-throughs in the Convenience Commercial (CC) Zone, was 
separated from the comprehensive review and was initiated in September 1997. This review 
dealt specifically with the Convenience Commercial (CC) Zone (Z-54881City of London). At the 
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time there were concerns about the size and range of uses being accommodated on sites which 
formerly only contained gas bars and on sites which were either within or adjacent to residential 
areas. On December 15, 1997 Council approved amendments to Zoning By-law 2-1 to add new 
and revised definitions for convenience store, gas bar and snack foods and to remove drive- 
throughs, as-of-right, from the Convenience Commercial (CC) Zone variations. 

On June 30, 2003, Council as a result of the review of a site plan application (SP-03105323) at 
564 Fanshawe Park Road East for a free-standing Tim Horton’s kiosk resolved; 

“ That the General Manager of Planning and Development and the General Manager of 
Environmental Services and City Engineer BE REQUESTED to review drive through uses in 
congested areas, in particular with respect to ingress and egress from the sites as well as the 
suitability of using 12 vehicles as a standard number in stacking lanes.” 

The second issue, drive-through queuing length, was reviewed in 2004. As a result of this 
review, changes were made to the Site Plan Control By-law to increase the length of the storage 
queue, increase the width and radius of drive-throughs and require a traffic study for uses which 
generate over 100 vehicles per hour. In addition, on December 21, 2006 draft Access 
Management Guidelines were prepared by IBI Group at the request of the City, to be used in 
the review of site plan applications. These guidelines are currently under review. 

On December 18, 2006, City Council resolved; 

(a) the Civic Administration BE REQUESTED to include an analysis of existing drive- 
through uses in the City during the forthcoming Commercial Policy Review of the 
Official Plan; and, 

(b) the Civic Administration BE REQUESTED to bring forward its previous report from 
several years ago with respect to drive-through uses to determine whether its 
analyses are still relevant. 

A report was submitted to Planning Committee on February 12, 2007 providing the requested 
information. 

Planning staff reviewed Council’s request and determined that it is better to review drive- 
throughs comprehensively through a separate study rather than through the Commercial Policy 
Review for the 2007 Official Plan Review. Recommendations may include changes to Official 
Plan policies, zoning by-law regulations, site plan control standards and/or development of 
design guidelines: the last three outside the scope of the Official Plan Review. 

Characteristics of Drive-Throughs 

Drive-throughs vary in their traffic generation, noise generation and configuration characteristics 
based on the primary use. Restaurant (fast food), financial institution and gas station drive- 
throughs are all different. These three types of uses account for the majority of drive-throughs; 
however, there are examples in the City of London of drive-throughs associated with 
pharmacies, a beer store, a wedding chapel and a convenience store. According to a City of 
Toronto study, between 1994 and 2001 drive-through traffic increased 250% and their 
introduction started first with restaurants, then financial institutions, then pharmacies, then dry 
cleaners and finally convenience stores and other retail stores. 

Based on the Toronto study, a study in Oakville and another study in Durham Region the 
following characteristics have been identified; 

Restaurants 

- for restaurants which sell coffedbreakfast foods, they are busiest between 7:45-8:25 am 
with the peak between 8:15-8:30 am: 
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- 

- 

- 

less parking is required for drive-through restaurants compared to eat-in restaurants 
because the majority of customers stay in their vehicles; 
if the queue for drive-through restaurants reaches 8-10 vehicles, customers have a 
tendency to park and walk-in: and, 
restaurants with sit-down and drive-through components have a greater opportunity for 
vehicle/pedestrian conflicts. 

Financial institutions 

- 

- 
- 
- 
- 

the addition of a drive-through results in a 17-27% reduction in traffic flows because 
visitors instead visit in non-open hours; 
average service time is 105 seconds: 
75% of the time, there are no more than 3 vehicles in the queue; 
there are no order or voice boxes so noise impacts are less; 
there are no large assemblies of people; and, 
they can be free standing. 

Impacts of Drive-Throughs 

The impacts of drive-throughs can be generally classified into one of three categories; impacts 
on adjacent uses, aesthetics and safety. It is important to note that these impacts are now 
occurring over a 24 hour period as more drive-throughs are accessible over longer hours. The 
nature of these impacts is summarized below. 

1) Impacts on Adiacent Uses, suecificallv Residential Uses 

noise from idling cars, placing orders at the voice box and from radios inside the 
car; 
light from site lighting, vehicle headlights in stacking lanes and from pick-up 
windows; 
smells from food and exhaust fumes from vehicles; and, 
litter from queuing cars spreading beyond the site. 

# 11 271 Hamilton Road - Tim Horton's 
Neighbouring house less than 3m away 

2) ImDacts on Streetscape and Urban Desiqn Concerns 

streetscape is dominated by vehicles and asphalt if drive-through located in front 
yard; 
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drive-through located in exterior side yard is not pedestrian friendly; and, 
introduction of additional signage. 

#80 1770 Ernest Avenue -Shoppers Drug Mart 
No landscaping or buffering across from residential 

3) Site Plannina and Traffic ImDacts 

if queues are not long enough, traffic can back up onto the public road or block 
sidewalks; 
turning movements into the site can be obstructed by full stacking lanes which 
can result in stacking on the public road: 
traffic in stacking lanes can block entry to and exit from on-site parking spaces; 
traffic movements circuitous and intersecting; 
stacking lanes with several turning movements become less user friendly and 
inefficient; 
narrow stacking lanes restrict vehicle access particularily in winter; and, 
double or multiple drive-throughs can affect the amount of landscaping. 

#20 564 Fanshawe Park Road East Tim Horton's kiosk 
Traffic conflicts in stacking lane, parking, exit lane, and on left turns into 
and out of the site 

Benefits of Drive-Throughs 
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Car Other Total 
Washes 

Since the mid-I 99O’s, the number of drive-through facilities has increased significantly and have 
been introduced to a wider range of uses. The trend started first with restaurants, then financial 
institutions, then convenience stores and recently a limited range of retail stores (eg. 
pharmacies and beer stores). The primary reason for the growth of these facilities is their 
convenience to the travelling public by saving time and allowing the customer to stay in their 
vehicle. They also provide a level of safety at night, and are easier for the physically challenged 
to use because customers can stay in their cars. 

The total number of drive-throughs do not match with the total on Table 1 because of multiple 
drive-throughs on certain properties. 

From the table above, it is evident that most of the existing drive-throughs are located in auto- 
orientated designations, particularily as part of free-standing buildings in mall parking lots (20%) 
or along arterial roads in auto-orientated commercial designations (58%) such as Associated 
Shopping Area Commercial, Commercial Policy Area, Arterial Commercial and Highway Service 
Commercial designations. Tim Hortons is by far the largest in terms of numbers with 31 outlets. 

From a planning perspective it is desirable to concentrate drive-through facilities in auto- 
oriented commercial designations and at nodal locations near shopping centres, and not 
adjacent to or within residential designations because of noise impacts. As indicated above, 
there are currently 8 drive-throughs in residential designations. Table 3 provides a breakdown of 
the number of drive-throughs within or adjacent to residential uses. 

Table 3 - Drive-Throughs Within or Adjacent to Residential Designations 
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Financial Car Other Total 
Institutions Washes 

3 9 3 39 
2 3 0 10 
5 1 0 11 
I n  11 1 Rn 

As indicated above, approximately 39% of all drive-throughs are within or adjacent to residential 
designations. Approximately 65 % of that total are within or adjacent to Low Density Residential 
designations where proximity of the drive-through to residential could be closer because of the 
structure type. Apartment buildings and townhouses can be clustered and setback some 
distance from the drive-through with opportunities to provide parking and landscaping in that 
setback distance. For financial institutions and other uses (pharmacies and beer stores) it is not 
a significant issue because those facilities typically do not have voice boxes or order boards and 
traffic volumes through the drive-through lane tends to be lower. Coffeeldonut shops, 
restaurants and car washes do create noise and traffic, and a combination of zoning by-law 
regulations, site plan control standards and design guidelines are needed to address these 
issues. 

Current Regulation of Drive-Throughs in the City of London 

There are no specific policies in the Official Plan for drive-through facilities. However, Sections 
1.2 ix) (Physical Growth Purposes), 2.1.3 ii) (Strategic Plan Goals), 2.2.1 vi) (Official Plan Vision 
Statement), 2.3.1 ii) and vi) (Planning Principles), 2.4 1. iii) and v) (City Structure Policies), 
2.14.3 and 2.14.5 (Urban Design Goal), 4.1.1 ii) (General Objectives of All Commercial 
Designations) and 11 .I (Urban Design Policies) all provide general direction for dealing with 
issues of land use compatibility, beautification of streetscapes, creating safe and healthy 
communities, enhanced urban design, minimizing impacts and protection of traffic carrying 
capacity near drive-through facilities. Based on the policies, drive-throughs have not been 
permitted in the Downtown, Business District Commercial, office and residential designations 
without an Official Plan amendment. 

Zoninq Bv-law regulations do address drive-through facilities specifically. Initially in Zoning By- 
law 2-1, drive-through facilities were treated as accessory uses to the main use (eg. restaurant, 
financial institution etc.). However, in 1996 a definition of "Drive-Through Facility" was added to 
the By-law and changes were made to the Business District Commercial (BDC) Zone to remove 
drive-through facilities in conjunction with restaurants. An official plan amendment, zoning by- 
law amendment and site plan application has been required since 1996 to permit new drive- 
throughs in that designation. In 1998 further zoning by-law changes were made to clarify that 
drive-through facilities are not permitted, as-of-right, in the Convenience Commercial (CC) 
Zone. An official plan amendment, zoning by-law amendment and site plan application has been 
required for new drive-through facilities in the residential designations and CC Zone since 1998. 
The rationale for the changes was because CC Zones are typically applied within or adjacent to 
residential designations where the impacts can be greater. 

Since 1998 the only zoning by-law changes that have occurred to either prohibit or permit drive- 
through facilities have been on a site specific basis. There have been no comprehensive zoning 
by-law amendments to address drive-throughs. All changes have occurred in response to site 
specific issues. 

In addition to the specific zones, Business District Commercial (BDC) and Convenience 
Commercial (CC), there are general sections of Zoning By-law 2-1 which are used to regulate 
drive-throughs. These include Section 4.1 (Accessory Uses), 4.12 (Landscaped Open Space), 
4.13 6) (Access and Driveways to Parking Areas and Spaces) and 4.26 (Uses Permitted in 
Listed Zones). 
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Drive-throughs currently are regulated primarily through the site plan review Drocess. Site plan 
approval is required both for a new use with a drive-through facility and for an addition of a 
drive-through facility to an existing use. Drive-through facilities do not have separate regulations 
but are dealt with through several Sections of the Site Plan Control Area By-law. These include 
Section 2 (Location of Buildings and Facilities), Section 5 (Access to and from the Site), Section 
6 (Parking Facilities and Internal Driveways), Section 7 (Walkways and all other means of 
Pedestrian Access), Section 8 (Facilities for Lighting, including Floodlighting) and Section 9 
(Landscaping and Buffering of the Site). 

The City does not have design guidelines for drive-through facilities; however, the Site Plan 
Control By-law includes a series of objectives under each Section which are similar in nature to 
design guidelines. 

There are two additional City controls that have an impact on drive-through facilities; the Idling 
Control By-law and Draft Access Management Guidelines. The Idling Control By-law states that 
"no person shall cause orpermit a vehicle to idle for more than five (5) consecutive minutes." 
The By-law is difficult to enforce and the wording of the By-law precludes it's application to a 
drive-through facility because vehicles do not stay still for the full 5 minutes. 

The Draft Access Management Guidelines were prepared for the City by IBI Group in December 
2006. They propose the following criteria for drive-through facilities; 

o "no stacking of vehicles shall occur on the public right-of-way; 
o stacking lanes shall be linear and straight in design minimizing curves and 

turning movements. The minimum centreline radius for curves shall be 6.5 
metres; 

o stacking lanes shall be defined by raised curbs and defined landscaped areas. 
The minimum width shall be 4 metres; 

o the entrance to a stacking lane shall be set into the site as deeply as possible. 
The minimum special separation of the access point to a stacking lane, and the 
street line of the site shall be 16 metres; 

o the minimum stacking lane capacity for drive-through facilities ranges from 4.0 
spaces to 15.0 spaces (6.0m/space), depending on the land use, as outlined in 
Exhibit 4-6. Fast food restaurants that request a lower stacking lane capacity 
than that outlined in Exhibit 4-6 must conduct a queuing study to determine the 
capacity required. 

Exhibit 4-6: Minimum Drive-Through Stacking lane Capacity 

1 Laflu use 1 I V I I I I I I I I U I I I  atatinrrly Lane Capacity 1 
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Coffee -Tim Hortons 
Fast Food Group A-Burger King, MacDonalds, 
Country Style 
Fast Food Group B-Wendys, Coffeetime, KFC 
Fast Food Group C- Harvey’s, Taco Bell 
Automated Teller-Financial Institutions 

Required Number of Stacking Spaces 
12 spaces 
11 spaces 

9 spaces 
6 spaces 
4 spaces 

C) OTHER MUNICIPALITIES DRIVE-THROUGH POLICIES AND REGULATIONS 

Table 5 summarizes the approaches used in other municipalities to regulate drive-through 
facilities. All municipalities use a combination of Official Plan policies, zoning by-law regulations, 
site plan control standards and design guidelines with a combination of zoning by-law 
regulationshrban design guidelines most prevalent. All the surveyed municipalities have studied 
drive-throughs at least once since 2000, with a number of the municipalities; such as 
Mississauga, Kitchener and the Region of Waterloo, currently reviewing their approach. 

On January 23, 2004 the decision by the Ontario Municipal Board to uphold a City of Toronto 
By-law prohibiting drive-throughs within 30 metres of residential uses encouraged a number of 
other municipalities to rethink their approaches to these facilities. In the City of Toronto, a site 
specific zoning by-law amendment application is now required for any drive-through within 30 
metres of residential uses and requires Council approval. 

Some municipalities do have specific Official Plan Dolicies for drive-through facilities. Oakville, 
Brampton, Mississauga, Guelph and Ottawa include policies which identify in which 
designations they are not permitted. Windsor, Toronto and Burlington rely on general policy 
statements; related to compatibility, improved aesthetics and public safety; in the Official Plan, 
similar to the City of London, to provide a basis for other regulatory measures. Kitchener, 
Calgary and Vancouver have no Official Plan policies which address drive-through facilities and 
Waterloo is currently reviewing the need for Official Plan policies. 

Most municipalities use zonina by-law regulations to regulate drive-through facilities. Table 5 
provides a summary for all surveyed municipalities but below is a sample of some of the 
regulations used; 
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-number of stacking spaces - 10 (Brampton, Mississauga), 11 (Ottawa), 12 (Windsor), 13 

- 30 metre setback to residential dwelling unless noise study provided, 15 metre setback if 

- within 60 metres of residential dwelling a noise study or noise wall 1.8 metres in height is 

- 60 metre minimum setback distance from residential zone (Mississauga); 
- 30 metre setback to lot line next to residential (Toronto); 
- No queue line within 3 metres (5 metres in Calgary) of residential lot line and must be 

- a car wash requires a side yard of 30 metres (Kitchener); 
- in a C6 Zone drive-through window has to be at least 15 metres from residential.(Oakville, 

- intercom stations 23 metres from residential zones (Calgary); 
- existing drive-throughs are permitted uses and do not have to meet 30 metre setback 

- other than regional commercial and mixed use commercial zones drive-throughs not 

(Waterloo, Kitchener); 

noise attenuation wall provided (Windsor); 

required (Kitchener); 

screened by 1.5 metre opaque fence (Ottawa); 

Burlington); 

(Windsor); 

permitted in front of building elevation, in community and neighbourhood commercial zones 
landscaping required in front of stacking lane (Burlington); 

Calgary); 
- identification of zones where permitted (Windsor, Toronto, Oakville, Mississauga, Ottawa, 

- specific definitions (Windsor, Waterloo, Toronto, Mississauga, Calgary, Vancouver); 
- 7.62 metre landscaped strip required next to residential (Oakville); and, 
- 16 metres (3 car lengths) required from road allowance limit to entry of drive-through 

(Mississauga). 

Very few municipalities have specific standards for drive-through facilities in their site dan 
control manual. Kitchener and Windsor are the only exceptions. Although any zoning by-law 
regulations or urban design guidelines are implemented through the site plan approval 
process there are no specific site plan standards in those municipalities. The two 
municipalities that have standards address location of vehicle access, stacking lane 
entrance, curbs, landscaping, pedestrian access and orientation of menu boards and order 
stations. 

Kitchener (2007), Oakville (2003), Ottawa (2006) and Vancouver (1986) all have Council 
adopted urban desian widelines while both Waterloo and Toronto are in the process of 
finalizing their guidelines for drive-through facilities. Most of the guidelines are very detailed 
and well illustrated with examples. All address the three main issues; minimize impacts on 
adjacent properties, create an attractive streetscape and provide for functional and safe 
traffic movement. As indicated earlier, the guidelines are implemented through the site plan 
approval process. 

D) RECOMMENDED CHANGES TO THE CITY'S REGULATORY APPROACH TO DRIVE- 
THROUGH FACILITIES 

1) Introduction 

In the past, there have been concerns raised with certain drive-throughs in the City. There were 
complaints raised with the Tim Hortons, Mac Donalds and Fast Eddies restaurants on Highbury 
Avenue south of Huron Street from the abutting residential neighbourhood about noise from 
speakers and idling automobiles. The Tim Hortons on Dundas Street at Edmonton Street was 
the subject of a noise complaint. Concerns were also been raised about the proximity to 
residential of an existing drive-through at Adelaide Street and Oxford Street. There have also 
been instances of traffic from the stacking lane backing onto the public road at the Tim Hortons 
on Highbury Avenue, south of Northland Mall, and at Oxford and Adelaide Street. Generally 
there are more complaints when existing uses retrofit to include a drive-through facility. As 
indicated earlier, of the 154 existing drive-throughs, 60 or about 40% abut residential uses. 
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In addition, when the current Official Plan policies and Zoning By-law regulations were being 
developed in the 1988-1993 period, drive-through facilities were a recent phenomenon in 
Canada and were not specifically addressed. There were very few in London at that time. 
Typically, banks, restaurants and convenience stores were freestanding uses and the 
regulations reflected this. Now there are multiple uses with drive-throughs on the same sized 
property, closer to sensitive land uses, with generally more activity resulting in more traffic and 
noise. A review of the regulations to address this new trend is needed. 

As indicated earlier there are three general themes which the City's approach to drive-throughs 
should address; impacts on adjacent uses, specifically residential uses; impacts on the 
streetscape and other urban design concerns and site planning and traffic impacts. 

2) Official Plan 

As indicated earlier, the City's current Official Plan policies do not contain specific Official Plan 
policies or references for drive-through facilities, but the Plan does contain general policy 
direction for issues such as land use compatibility, beautification of streetscapes, creating safe 
and healthy communities, enhanced urban design, minimizing impacts and protection of traffic 
carrying capacity. 

Since the early 1990's the City has discouraged drive-throughs in the Downtown, Business 
District Commercial, office and residential designations. An Official Plan amendment has been 
required to permit new drive-through uses. In the residential designations, an official plan 
amendment has been required for the main commercial use with or without a drive-through. 

Is it necessary to have specific policies related to drive-through facilities? It may be helpful to 
include policy statements both in the Commercial policies (Section 4) and Urban Design policies 
(Section 11). The additional policies in Section 4 should identify the Official Plan designations 
where they have not been permitted since the early 1990's and identify the types of matters that 
will be addressed in the zoning by-law, site plan by-law and in urban design guidelines. 

The urban design principles in Section 11 of the Official Plan address most of the design issues 
associated with drive-throughs; specifically retention of existing vegetation, high design 
standards along major entryways, architectural continuity with neighbouring buildings, improving 
streetscapes, protecting pedestrian traffic areas, improvement of landscaping, handicapped 
use, parking and loading, protection of privacy and noise attenuation. All of these matters can 
be implemented through the zoning by-law, site plan process and urban design guidelines, 
which are identified in Section 11 .I .2 i). 

These changes would more clearly identify that an Official Plan amendment would be required 
for new drive-through facilities in the Downtown, Business District Commercial, office or 
residential designations and provide more specific policy support for zoning by-law regulations, 
site plan standards, urban design guidelines and other municipal regulations. 

Recommendation 

The following policies should be added to the Official Plan; 

4.- DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES 

Drive-through facilities are normally associated with restaurants, financial 
institutions, convenience stores, gas stations and a limited range of retail uses 
and are normally located in commercial designations. Drive-through facilities 
will not be permitted in the pedestrian-orientated Downtown and Business 
District Commercial designations; Office, Office Business Park and Office 
Residential designations; Rural Settlement and in the Low Density Residential, 
Multi-Family Medium Density Residential and Multi-Family High Density 
Residential designations but may be permitted in other designations through a 
zoning by-law amendment andlor a site plan application. Urban design 
guidelines, to address such issues as impact on abutting uses, urban design 
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and circulation of onsite and off-site traffic, shall also be considered. Particular 
attention shall be given to sites which abut residential uses. 

Change the title of Section 11.1.2. to “Implementation” from “Application” and change 
the title of Subsection i) from “By-law Regulation” to “Methods” and insert the words 
“urban design” before “guidelines” in Subsection i). 

2) Zoning By-law 

As indicated earlier there are a number of Sections in Zoning By-law 2-1 which can be applied 
to drive-through facilities. Section 2 (Definitions) includes a specific definition of ’’ Drive-Through 
Facility”, Section 4 (General Provisions) includes regulations affecting accessory uses, 
landscaped open space and access and driveways to parking areas and spaces and Sections 
25 (Business District Commercial -BDC) and 29 (Convenience Commercial-CC) specifically 
exclude drive-through facilities as accessory uses to the main use. Amendments need to made 
to the By-law to deal with drive-through facilities comprehensively. To date, changes have only 
been made in response to specific issues. 

1. In which Zones should drive-through facilities not be permitted? 

There are three (3) types of commercial zones in the By-law; ones which provide for a 
pedestrian-oriented form of development; ones which provide for an automobile-oriented form of 
development and ones which provide for a mixture. The review of the Business District 
Commercial (BDC) Zone, completed earlier (02-5194/City of London), concluded that drive- 

pedestrian-type commercial development in older areas of the City. Amendments to remove 
drive-throughs from restaurant uses within the zone were approved by Council on July 2, 1996. 

The other zone which encourages a similar form of pedestrian/street oriented development is 
the Downtown (DA) Area Zone. Drive-throughs are also inconsistent with the Downtown Area 
policies and should be removed as a permitted accessory use. Currently, there is only one in 
the Downtown, the Tim Hortons at the southeast corner of York Street and Talbot Street. 

The amendment to the BDC Zone to delete drive-throughs only dealt with restaurant uses. 
There are a number of uses in the DA and BDC Zones which typically have or could potentially 
have drive-through facilities. These include financial institutions, convenience stores, retail 
stores, personal service establishments and convenience service establishments. Instead of 
identifying all the specific uses which could have drive-through facilities and restricting them, the 
best approach is to add general sections to the specific individual zones to prevent their 
inclusion for all permitted uses. By previous amendment Council approved the removal of drive- 
throughs from the Convenience Commercial (CC) Zone. 

The office zones; Office (OF), Restricted Office (RO), Office Residential (OR) and Office 
Conversion (OC); are also not appropriate for drive-through facilities. All of these zones have 
zone variations which permit restaurants, financial institutions etc., however, these are Intended 
to be secondary to the main office and/or residential uses. A drive-through facility is inconsistent 
with these two primary uses and would result in an inappropriate mixing of traffic. With regard to 
Office Conversion (OC) Zones, the zones which permit uses which normally incorporate drive- 
throughs (ie. restaurants, financial institutions) are applied only in specific inner-city areas such 
as the Talbot Neighbourhood. Because of the nature of the areas (ie. narrow streets, 
pedestrian-orientation etc.) drive-throughs are inconsistent with the intent of the Official Plan 
policies. 

The Rural Settlement Commercial (RRC) Zone should also not permit drive-through fac 
because this zone is typically applied to existing commercial uses within linear residential strips 
in Agricultural areas. A drive-through in these locations would impact abutting residential uses. 

Based on the above changes drive-through facilities would be still permitted as accessory uses 
in the Regional Shopping Area (RSA), Community Shopping Area (CSA), Neighbourhood 
Shopping Area (NSA), Associated Shopping Area Commercial (ASA), Arterial Commercial (AC), 
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Highway Service Commercial (HS), Restricted Service Commercial (RSC) and Agricultural 
Commercial (AGC) Zones subject to a site plan application and conformity with the urban 
design guidelines. Any new drive-throughs in the Downtown Area (DA), Business District 
Commercial (BDC), Convenience Commercial (CC), Automobile Service Station (SS), Office 
Residential (OR), Office (OF), Office Business Park (OBP), Office Conversion (OC) and Rural 
Settlement Commercial (RRC) would require a zoning by-law amendment plus a site plan 
application and consideration of the urban design guidelines. 

Recommendation 

That new sections be added to the Downtown Area (DA), Business District Commercial 
(BDC), Office Residential (OR), Office Conversion (OC), Restricted Office (RO), Office 
Area (OF), Convenience Commercial (CC), Automobile Service Station (SS), Office 
Business Park (OB), and Rural Settlement Commercial (RRC) Zones to restrict drive- 
through facilities in these zones. 

2. What options are available to change the Zoning By-law regulations to mitigate any 
impacts'if drive-throughs in the recommended commercial zones are adjacent to 
residential uses? 

Within commercial areas there is no reason to mitigate impacts through the zoning by-law. Any 
design issues, such as amount and type of landscaping required or traffic circulation, can be 
addressed through site plan control and consideration of urban design guidelines. Drive- 
throughs can, however, create problems where they are located at the interface between 
commercial and residential areas. There are a number of ways the impact of noise, gas fumes, 
food smells etc. can be minimized, primarily through the introduction of increased setbacks, 
landscaping, fencing and/or better design of facilities. 

1) Increased Interior and Rear Yard Setbacks 

In most commercial zones, the interior or rear yard setback between the main building and a 
residential lot line is from 6-15 m (20-49 ft.) depending upon the zone. Often the drive-through 
speaker is attached to the building and this is the setback that would be applied. However, when 
a free-standing drive-through facility is added to an existing use or a new use with a drive- 
through is constructed typically it locates anywhere within this setback. Since the setback is 
taken from the building, the drive-through lane and speaker could be less than 6-15m from a 
residential use. We have received complaints from abutting homeowners on sites where this 
has occurred. 

# I O  759 Adelaide Street North - Tim Hortons 
Noise complaints - proximity to residential 
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One option is to add a setback regulation from the speaker boxes and/or the drive-through lane. 
Typically, complaints are about the noise from speaker boxes and/or noise from idling cars (eg. 
mufflers, radios). After reviewing other municipalities regulations a minimum separation distance 
of 15m (50 ft.) from the drive-through lane or speaker to the residential lot line is appropriate 
where a 2.4m (7.9 ft.) noise attenuation wall is provided and a separation distance of 30m (100 
ft.) between the drive-through lane and a residential lot line where a privacy fence is provided. 
The City currently requires a 10m (32.8 ft.) rear or side yard for car washes when an Automobile 
Service Station (SS) Zone abuts a residential zone. Other zones require less than 10m (32.8 
ft.). Kitchener uses a 30m (98 ft.) setback for car washes next to residential uses. Regulations in 
Mississauga and Windsor are higher. Mississauga requires a 60m (197 ft.) setback between 
restaurants and residential uses, with or without drive-throughs. Windsor requires a 30m 
setback to residential dwelling unless noise study is provided and a 15m seback if a 1.8m high 
noise attenuation wall is provided. 

This regulation should be included in a new general provision. Currently, there is no separate 
section in Section 4 (General Provisions) of By-law Z-1 to regulate drive-through facilities as 
there is for outdoor patios (Section 4.18). 

Recommendation 

That a new section be included in the General Provisions Section of the By-law which 
indicates that interior and rear yard depths for drive-through facilities adjacent to 
residential uses be changed to require a 15m (49.2 ft.) separation distance from the drive- 
through lane andlor speaker box to the abutting residential zone line where a 2.4m (7.9 
ft.) noise attenuation wall is provided and a separation distance of 30m (98.4 ft.) between 
the drive-through lane and a residential zone line where a privacy fence is provided. 

2. Should there be a setback required from the ultimate road allowance? 

From an urban design perspective, it is preferable that drive-through lanes not be located in the 
front or exterior side yard. Drive-throughs in the front and exterior side yard also interfere with 
pedestrian access from the public sidewalk. 

#49 
Drive-through in front and exterior side yard with no pedestrian access 
and no landscaping. 

352 Wellington Road -Tim Horton’s 

In instances where there are no other design alternatives, there should be a setback in the front 
and/or exterior sideyard for drive-through lanes to accommodate landscaping to buffer or “hide” 
the drive-through lane. Currently, there is no zoning setback required for a drive-through lane 
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from the ultimate road allowance. When the facility abuts the property line a situation may also 
arise whereby people may exit a vehicle onto the City right-of-way. Planning staff had one 
inquiry for an addition of a drive-through to an existing video rental business on Dundas Street 
East where this could occur. There are functional as well as liability issues involved. There 
should be a separation distance of at least 3m (9.8 ft.) from the ultimate road allowance and this 
area should be landscaped and screened. For restaurant uses the area should be screened; 
however for financial institutions, based on CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental 
Design), it should not be screened for securityl”eye on the street“ reasons. Low level 
landscaping should instead be used. 

Recommendation 

That a front and exterior side yard setback from the ultimate road allowance regulation of 
3m (9.8 ft.) be included in the new General Provisions Section for drive-through facilities. 

3. Should the number of queuing spaces be increased7 

Most municipalities surveyed emphasized the need to provide for sufficient queuing spaces. 
Since drive-throughs have been introduced, the City has negotiated the number of spaces 
based on the design and information provided by the applicant to minimize traffic conflicts. In 
some cases, City staff have allowed required parking in the drive-through lanes. There has been 
no standard stacking space requirement, but generally, it has been less than 10 spaces. 

A number of municipalities such as Kitchener, Oakville, Toronto and Mississauga have studied 
the issue and found that different uses require different stacking spaces, and their zoning 
regulations reflect that. Brampton, Mississauga, Guelph and Ottawa all have varying standards 
with restaurants/donut shops the highest and financial institutions the lowest. 

The City of London Traffic Division has recently tabled Draft Access Management Guidelines 
prepared by the IBI Group which contain specific references to drive-through facilities. Based on 
other municipal studies and their experience in London they are suggesting that the following 
queuing standards be set; Tim Hortons - 15 spaces, Fast food restaurant - 12 spaces, Drive- 
Through/Service Station - 9 spaces and Automated Teller - 4 spaces. 

The next issue is how these standards are implemented either through the zoning by-law or 
through urban design guidelines. Windsor, Waterloo, Kitchener, Brampton, Mississauga and 
Ottawa include them in the zoning by-law, but Guelph and Toronto implement them through 
design guidelines. If they are in a zoning by-law, any changes would need a minor variance 
application, whereas design guidelines provide flexibility. If the standards are appropriate, the 
zoning by-law provides a more equitable and consistent implementation tool. 

Recommendation 

That the stacking space standards identified above be included in the new General 
Provisions in Section 4. 

4. Should additional space be required between the end of the drive-through queue and 
the road allowance limit7 

One of the issues with drive-throughs is the impact that they have on on-site and off-site traffic 
circulation. At times, traffic can back onto the public road allowance and/or restrict turns into the 
site because there is no room left to park a vehicle out of the public right-of-way. Combined with 
public sidewalks and bicycle lanes, this can result in a safety issue within the public realm. Cars 
back up in the left turn lane into and out of the site. 

The City of Mississauga has recently tried to address this problem by including a 16m 
(approximately 3 car length) distance at the end of the drive-through lane to provide 
manoeuvring area for incoming and outgoing vehicles. Sufficiently large sites and proper site 
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design could alleviate the problem, but this additional regulation would be helpful to address this 
problem. 

Recommendation 

A 16m distance should be required between the end of the drive-through lane and the 
edge of the public road allowance to accommodate vehicle movements into and out of 
the site and this should be included in the new Section 4. 

5. Should parking requirements be reduced for uses which have a drive-through lane? 

Yes, it may be reasonable to reduce the parking requirements for a use if they include a drive- 
through facility. The spaces in the queue and in the parking lot could be combined to arrive at 
an overall standard on the site. Currently, parking spaces in the drive-through queue are 
generally not included in the required parking for the site. The City currently regulates parking 
based on the size of the use. Since June 1995, the Committee of Adjustment has reviewed nine 
(9) minor variance applications which have requested reductions in the required parking on site 
from 6-50 % because of the addition of a drive-through facility to an existing use. Six (6) of the 
applications were for the addition of a play land and drive-through to the various MacDonalds 
restaurants. All of the variance applications were approved. 

The applicant's rationale for including drive-through queuing spaces as part of the required 
parking is that these spaces are being used by customers who would normally park and walk 
into the store. A review of literature on drive-through facilities; however, indicates that the 
addition of a drive-through to an existing use adds IO-15% more business. To meet this 
increase the number of parking spaces and/or stacking spaces would have to be increased to 
accommodate the additional traffic. In addition, as indicated earlier, some restaurants 
processing times are increasing because there is now more food preparation involved. 

The general parking area regulation may need to be adjusted if the amount of parking becomes 
an issue as a result of this change. The City parking standards are high and any additional 
requirements as a result of the drive-through should be able to be accommodated under the 
existing parking standard. Required parking on site could be adjusted on a site-by-site basis 
through the minor variance process based on justification provided by the applicant. 

Recommendation 

No zoning changes are required but should be monitored for issues. 

3) Site Plan 

Section 34 of the Planning Act indicates that Zoning By-laws can only deal with restricting the 
use of land; restricting, erecting, locating or using of buildings; and construction of buildings or 
structures. Section 41 of the Planning Act deals with site plan matters not covered by Section 
34. Through this regulation review a number of issues were identified which are not covered by 
Section 34 (Zoning). These may include include; 

1. Type and Number of Pavement Markings; 
2. Pedestrian Safety, particularily the crossing of drive-through lanes; 
3. Separation Distances from Street Intersections; 
4. Traffic Circulation, particularily vehicles backing across drive-through lane; 
5. Age of the Vegetation Required; 
6. Type of Fencing Required, Standard or Noise Attenuation; 
7. Need for Physical Separation between Drive-Through; 
8 .  Signage; 
9. Lighting; 
10. Width of Driveways and Drive-through Lanes; and, 
11. Orientation of Speaker Boxes. 
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The Site Plan Control Area By-law (Site Plan Manual) was enacted by Council on August 5, 
1986 and came into force on September 1, 1986. The document is frequently updated, the last 
time in 2006. The By-law includes 17 regulatory sections which are used to assess site plan 
applications. The most relevant sections for drive-through facilities include: 

Section 2 
Section 5 
Section 6 
Section 7 
Section 8 
Section 9 

Location of Buildings and Facilities 
Access to and from the Site 
Parking Facilities and Internal Driveways 
Walkways and all other means of Pedestrian Access 
Facilities for Lighting, including Floodlighting 
Landscaping and Buffering of the Site 

Ideally the site plan standards and proposed design guidelines should be used together with no 
overlap. Currently each section of the site plan by-law includes a list of objectives which are 
very similar to design guidelines. 

A comprehensive review of the site plan standards needs to occur by Site Plan staff so that the 
regulatory framework is easy to understand and consistent. 

That Site Plan staff undertake a review of the current site plan control by-law to identify 
possible changes to address the issues identified in this report. 

4) Urban Design Guidelines 

Planning staff initially produced a series of draft urban design guidelines for drive-through 
facilities which were contained in the September 24, 2007 Planning Report. After the hiring of an 
Urban Designer by the City, the draft guidelines were revised and included in the November 12, 
2007 Planning Committee report. Based on comments, the urban designer has revised the 
guidelines which are attached to this report. The City of Ottawa, Toronto and Oakville have well 
developed design guidelines for drive-through facilities. The guidelines include a series of 
statements to illustrate good examples or aspects of drive-through facilities. The guidelines 
would be made available at the preconsultation stage and through the zoning and site plan 
approval processes to assist the applicant in meeting the Community's standards. 

Recommendation 

That the attached Urban Design Guidelines for Drive-Through Facilities be adopted by 
Council to clearly identify the Community's standards for the processing of Official, 
Zoning By-law andlor Site Plan applications. 

E) DEPARTMENT, AGENCY AND PUBLIC COMMENTS 

The Enviornmental Services Department commented; 

no part of a drive-through facility should be located within the ultimate right-a-way; and, 

0 The entrance to and exit from the drive-through facility should be contained within the site 
as they are with loading areas and parking space service lanes and traffic entering and 
exiting the drive-through facility should not interfere with access to and from the public roads 
serving the site. 

On June 6, 2007 the Advisorv Committee on the Environment (ACE) requested that Planning 
staff attend their meeting to discuss this study. Preliminary comments, before the report was 
circulated, were provided to staff on September 5, 2007 to consider in the drafting of the report. 
These comments include; 
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“Currently, City of London planning staff are conducting a review of municipal policies directing 
the development of commercial establishments with drive-through facilities. While not 
specifically incorporated into the review, the Advisory Committee of  the Environment believes 
some consideration should be given to the environmental impact o f  drive-through facilities. As 
such, ACE proposes several recommendations for incorporation into the review to assist in 
mitigating environmental impact of current and future drive-through development. 

While quickly becoming an integral component of retail culture, drive-through facilities have 
detrimental environmental effects through ai& noise and light pollution. The municipality has the 
authority under the Municipal Act and the Planning Act to enact bylaws and urban design 
guidelines to assist in mitigating these impacts. 

In 2002, the City of Toronto enacted bylaws directing the development of drive-through facilities 
that were challenged and upheld by the Ontario Municipal Board and the City of  Hamilton 
currently has a moratorium in place restricting all drive-through development. As the 

environmental impacts of  automobile use continue to mount, the bylaw restricting idling within 
the City of  London can be seen as a starting point and basis for guidelines for sites with drive- 
through facilities. 

Recommendations 

The Advisory Committee on the Environment recommends that the following actions be taken 
with respect to zoning and regulation of Drive-Thru retailers in the City of  London: 

I. Drive-through lanes be permitted only in Regional and Community Shopping Areas (as 
defined in the Official Plan) and shall ensure a 50 meter separation distance is provided 
from all parts of the drive-through facility, including stacking lanes, to the edge of the lot 
line of  any residential use or zone where residential uses are permitted; (a separation of 
30 meters was upheld by OMB Decision 0154) 

2. Drive-through lanes shall not be permitted in Neighbourhood Shopping Areas. 
(Consistent with OP 4.1.1 (ii).) 

3. Drive-through lanes not be permitted within the Downtown area (OP 4.1.2. (iv).) 

4. Drive-through lanes be clearly marked with a pavement line and signage indicating the 
point at which the average wait to be served is greater than three minutes. (Consistent 
with City of London Idling Bylaw) 

5. Drive-through lanes be closed to motor vehicle traffic during smog advisory days. 

6. Drive-through lanes be designed in a manner which would prevent or make difficult for 
traffic to overflow onto the roadway. 

7. Parking and stacking lanes for drive-through access be placed further back from the 
roadway/sidewalk while the building faqade be closer to the roadway/sidewalk to 
facilitate pedestrian access and prevent traffic overflow onto the roadway. 

8. Retailers with drive-through lanes provide structural elements to protect pedestrian 
customers from the elements. 

9. Retailers with drive-through lanes provide courtesy parking spots that are close to the 
main entrance to facilitate access for caregivers with young children. 

air quality study and a noise impact study as part o f  a complete proposal. 
I O .  Proposed developments incorporating drive-through facilities be required to include an 
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71. Wording specific to the regulation of drive-through placement and use be included in 
Section I 1  of the Official Plan (Urban Design Guidelines) and other sections as 
appropriate. 

SupPofling and Related Documentation: 
e City of London Official Plan Sects 4.1. I (ii), 4.1.2 (iv). 

o 4. I. I .  General Objectives for all Commercial Designations 

ii) Minimize the impact of commercial development on adjacent land 
uses and on the traffic-carrying capacity of adjacent roads. 

o 4.1.2. Downtown Objectives 

iv) Encourage the consolidation and enhancement of a compact, 
pedestrian-oriented shopping area within the Downtown. 

City of Toronto Urban Design Guidelines for Sites with Drive-Through Facilities - Draft 
May 2005 
City of Toronto Bylaws 776-2002 to 81 1-2002 (inclusive) 

o Zoning By-laws throughout the City of Toronto prohibit development of drive- 
through facilities in residential or mixed-use zones containing residential 
permissions; 

o A 30 meter separation distance is provided from all parts of the drive-through 
facility, including stacking lanes, to the edge of the lot line of any residential use 
or zone where residential uses are permitted; 

Ontario Municipal Board Decision/Order 0154 - Jan 23, 2004” 

On May 14, 2008 the Enviornmental Proarams and Solid Waste Section submitted comments in 
the form of a report entitled “Enviornmental Statement on the Need to Reduce Idling in London”. 
Some of the comments relate to the Drive-Through Review and other relate to the Idling By-law 
which will be dealt with by Environment and Transportation Committee (ETC). The report is 
attached at the back of this report. 

On July 28, 2007 and August 4, 2007 Living in the City 11 
notice was provided in the London Free Press. 
The City also identified approximately 25 companies which 
have drive-through facilities and sent an individual letter 
requesting comments. 
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Responses: The public response has consisted of 4 letters and 7 e-mails. The letters from 
the Ontario Restaurant Hotel Motel Association (ORHMA), Canadian Petroleum Products 
Institute (CPPI), Tim Horton's and MacDonald's are attached and issues are discussed in the 
Analysis Section of this report. Comments in the e-mails are concerned about excessive 
idling and the pollution that this creates. Invasion of privacy and on-street traffic problems are 
also mentioned as issues. A number of the respondents want a moratorium placed on all 
new drive-throughs and an eventual phasing out of existing drive-throughs. 
In addition, in response to this liaison, and previous liaisons; letters to the editor, editorials 
and newspaper articles have been in the London Free Press discussing the drive-through 
issue. 

Analysis of Comments 

The previous background report presented to Planning Committee on September 24, 2007 
included a planning history of drive-through facility regulation in the City of London; identification 
of the characteristics, impacts and benefits of drive-throughs; an inventory of existing drive- 
through facilities in the City of London; how drive-throughs are currently regulated in the City; 
identification of planning issues with drive-throughs; a summary of approaches by other 
municipalities to regulating drive-through facilities; draft recommendations for changes to the 
Official Plan and Zoning By-law; possible site plan issues; and, draft urban design guidelines. 

The Committee approved circulation of the report, and on September 25, 2007 planning staff 
circulated the report to agencies, other City departments, advisory groups, approximately 25 
companies which have drive-through facilities, and the Ontario Restaurant, Hotel and Motel 
Association (ORMHA). Notice was posted in the Living in the City section of the London Free 
Press on two occasions in July and August 2007. 

In response to the circulation we received a number of comments. The second report to 
Planning Committee on November 12, 2007 included responses to the issues raised. Since that 
meeting six months ago Planning staff have continued to receive additional comments. Below is 
a summary of the issues raised and a discussion of how the recommended amendments and 
changes address the issues. 

IssusslComments 

1. Insufficient Time for Review 

Comments - Letters from ORHMA, Tim Horton's and Mac Donald's all indicated that they felt 
insufficient time had been given to the drive-through industry to review the 
possible changes. 

On July 28, 2007 and August 4, 2007 Planning staff placed notices in the London Free Press 
indicating that a review of drive-through policies and regulations was underway. On September 
24, 2007 a background report was submitted to Planning Committee and the Committee 
directed that the report be circulated to the public, agencies, other City departments and the 
drive-through industry. On September 25, 2007 the public, agency and department liaison was 
sent as well as an individual letter, with the background report, indicating that comments should 
be received by October 26, 2007 in order to provide time for Planning staff to address any 
issues in our report. The letter also included the time and date of the future public meeting. 

Another public meeting was held November 12, 2007 at which time Planning Committee 
delayed consideration for six months in order to allow staff time to collect information on the 
health and environmental impacts of drive-through facilities. In the last six months we have also 
met with representatives of the industry on three occasions. 

Planning staff feel they have provided sufficient time for review and comment. Without 
considering the Living in the City notices in July and August, material was provided on 
September 25, 2007 which is a month and a half in advance of the public meeting. This exceeds 
the 30 days required by the Planning Act. Planning staff requested comments by October 26, 
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2007 so that any issues raised could be discussed in our staff report. Public comments can be 
submitted up to and including the date of the public meeting. 

The industry also had a concern about the draft recommendations in the staff report being 
formulated without their input. The previous background report submitted September 24, 2007 
provided the Committee with a summary of drive-through regulation in the City of London and in 
other Canadian Municipalities consistent with Council’s direction on December 18, 2006. The 
report also summarized previous studies of drive-through facilities and the amendments made. 
Planning staff reviewed the available information and corresponded with other municipalities 
about their process and regulations, and based on that information, formulated draft 
recommendations to the Planning Committee. Historically, Planning staff felt that by including 
draft recommendations that it will focus future discussion and comment. 

The industry also had a concern about the approval of amendments on November 12, 2007. 
The approval of amendments is at the discretion of Planning Committee, and subsequently 
Council. Planning staff provided the requested information, and based on that information, 
made recommendations to the Committee. That information has been circulated and public 
comments have been received and can be received up to and including the date of the public 
meeting. At the public meeting public delegations can be made. Based on this process and the 
information available the Planning Committee can decide how it wants to proceed. 

Another public meeting was held November 12, 2007 where the industry and the public made 
additional comments and the Committee provided an additional six months for staff to meet with 
the industry and collect additional information. 

In the opinion of staff, more than reasonable provisions have been undertaken with regards to 
public notice. 

2. lndustrv does not Like Prohibition Amroach 

Comment - Tim Horton’s, MacDonald’s and CPPl have all indicated they do not like the 
prohibition approach in the Official Plan and Zoning By-law and would prefer new 
drive-throughs be subject only to a site plan application and urban design 
guidelines. 

There is little significant change in the planning approach to drive-through facilities except for 
the policies being more explicit about the desired locations for new drive-throughs. Table 1 
provides a summary of the differences between the existing planning approach and the 
recommended approach for new drive-through locations. 

Table 6- Comparison of Existing and Proposed Planning 
Approaches for the Location of New Drive-Throughs 
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Business District No No 
CommercialIBDC 

Low Density ResidentiaV No No 
cc,ss,oc 
Medium Density No No 
Residential/CC. SS,OC,RO 
High Density ResidentiailCC, No No 

OPNZBA 

OPNZEA 

OPNZBA 

OPNZEA 

1 Rural SettlementlRRC 1 No' I No 1 OPNZEA 

Notes - 'All sites would be subject to a site pian and would need to address proposed urban design guidelines. 
' A  zoning by-law amendment or minor variance application may be required if the site does not meet the Zoning 

a There are currently no drive-throughs in these designations and the policies and typical form of development 
regulations in the proposed additional regulations to Section 4 (General Provisions) 

would normally preclude these uses. 

In the Downtown, drive-throughs are not explicitly prohibited but they would not be permitted 
because they are inconsistent with the policies intent to create a continuous pedestrian 
environment. Through zoning, the City currently prohibits drive-throughs associated with 
restaurants in the Business District Commercial (BDC) Zone and drive-throughs associated with 
all uses in the Convenience Commercial (CC) Zone. There are no drive-throughs in the Office 
Area, Office Residential, Office Business Park and Rural Settlement designations: however, this 
form of development is inconsistent with the existing policies and desired form of development. 
An Official Plan and zoning by-law amendment are currently required to add a new convenience 
commercial use in a residential designation. 

The intent of the Official Plan policy changes is to clearly identify the Official Plan designations 
where drive-throughs would not be permitted. In the past we have received complaints during 
initial inquiries from potential applicant's that the policies are not clear. A similar approach has 
been taken by Oakville, Brampton, Mississauga and Ottawa. The recommendations would not 
allow drive-throughs in the Downtown, Business District Commercial, Low Density Residential, 
Medium Density Residential, High Density Residential, Office Area, Office Residential, Office 
Business Park and Rural Settlement designations. The Official Plan provides direction where 
appropriate and is implemented through the zoning by-law. Official Plan and zoning by-law 
amendments can still be submitted and be considered on a site specific basis. 

The zoning by-law changes implement the above Official Plan amendments by identifying the 
specific zones where drive-throughs will not be permitted. This is similar to other municipalities 
such as Windsor, Toronto, Oakville, Mississauga, Burlington, Ottawa and Calgary. The 
recommendations would not allow drive-throughs as-of-right in the Downtown (DA), Business 
District Commercial (BDC), Office Residential (OR), Office Conversion (OC), Restricted Office 
(RO), Office Area (OF), Convenience Commercial (CC), Automobile Service Station (SS), Office 
Business Park (OB) and Rural Settlement Commercial (RRC) Zones. Zoning by-law 
amendments can still be submitted and be considered on a site specific basis. 

New drive-throughs that are in other commercial designations and zones and meet the new 
regulations contained in Section 4 are permitted as-of-right and would only be subject to a site 
plan application and consideration of the urban design guidelines. These designations/zones 
include; Regional, Community and Neighbourhood Shopping Areas; Associated Shopping Area 
Commercial; Arterial Mixed Use District; Highway Service Commercial; Restricted Service 
Commercial and Commercial Policy Area. 

Recent changes to the commercial policies through the 2006 Official Plan Review would not 
change the number of designations where drive-throughs are not permitted. The number of 
commercial designations has been reduced but have consolidated all of the designations listed 
above. 
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3. 

Comments - “1. Drive-through lanes be permitted only in Regional and Community Shopping 
Areas (as defined in the Official Plan) and shall ensure a 50 meter separation 
distance is provided from all parts of the drive-through facility, including 
stacking lanes, to the edge of the lot line of any residential use or zone where 
residential uses are permitted; (a separation of 30 meters was upheld by 
OMB Decision 0154) 

2. Drive-through lanes shall not be permitted in Neighbourhood Shopping 
Areas. (Consistent with OP 4.1. I (ii).)” (ACE) 

Designations and Zones where Drive-Throuahs Permitted 

Currently, other than Regional and Community Shopping Areas, there are 115 existing drive- 
through sites in other Official Plan designations. Staffs intent was to allow drive-throughs in 
those designations which cater to automobile traffic, that are typically on larger lots, and are 
normally separated from residential and facility-type uses. The new regulations in Section 4 
(General Provisions) of Zoning By-law Z-1 would be used to address issues with the interface 
between drive-through facilities and sensitive land uses. Planning staff are recommending that 
new drive-through facilities also be allowed in the Neighbourhood Shopping Area, Associated 
Shopping Area, Commercial Policy Area, Arterial Commercial, Highway Service Commercial 
and Restricted Service Commercial designations, designations which primarily cater to 
automobile traffic. There are 103 existing drive-throughs in these designations so making them 
legal non-conforming to the Official Plan is impractical. Even with the addition of the other 
designations, 15 existing drive-through locations would become legal non-conforming to the 
Official Plan. 

Requests for new uses in the appropriate designations may need a zoning by-law amendment if 
they do not meet the regulations in the new subsection in Section 4 (General Provisions) but 
otherwise would be permitted. A site plan application and consideration of the urban design 
guidelines would still be required for all applications for new drive-throughs or addition of drive- 
throughs to existing uses. 

Planning staff do agree that drive-through locations should be restricted in the Downtown. 
Planning staff have also restricted them in office designations, in Business District designations, 
in residential designations, Office Business Park designations and in the Rural Settlement 
designation. Any new requests in these designations would require an Official Plan amendment, 
zoning by-law amendment, site plan application and consideration of the urban design 
guidelines. This approach is consistent with the previous City position when drive-through 
facilities were previously reviewed with regards to their appropriateness in residential 
designations. 

4. 

Comments - CPPI, ORHMA and MacDonalds all expressed a concern about existing locations 

MacDonald’s (2 out of 16) and Tim Horton’s (7 out of 65) both provided the number of existing 
sites which they feel will become legal non-conforming; however, the zoning on those sites is 
not changing at the present time and they are still allowed. Of the 154 existing drive-through 
sites in the City, 15 would become legal non-conforming to the Official Plan policy changes but 
would maintain their zoning rights in the short term. Existing locations in the Downtown (I), 
Business District Commercial (5), Office (I), Low Density Residential (3), Medium Density 
Residential (3) and High Density Residential (2) designations could continue. 

The 2006 Official Plan Review reduced the number of commercial designations from ten to six. 
Under the Council adopted policies currently before the Ministry of Municipal Affairs for 
approval, 28 sites of the total of 154 (18%) would become legal non-conforming to the Official 
Plan. Most of the additional sites were added because of some areas changing from an Arterial 
Mixed Use designation to a Main Street Commercial Corridor designation. 

Following the Official Plan amendment approval, Planning staff will need to revise the 
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commercial zones and there is an opportunity to recognize existing, long established drive- 
through locations through that process. 

5. Stacking onto Public Roadwavs 

Comments - "no part of a drive-through facility should be located within the ultimate right-a-way; 
and, 

The entrance to and exit from the drive-through facility should be contained within 
the site as they are with loading areas and parking space service lanes and traffic 
entering and exiting the drive-through facility should not interfere with access to 
and from the public roads serving the site".(ESD) 

"6. Drive-through lanes be designed in a manner which would prevent or make 
difficult for traffic to overflow onto the roadway':(ACE) 

The recommended amendments try to address this concern by including an additional setback 
distance in the Zoning By-law of 3 spaces or 16 metres between the end of the stacking lane 
and the road right-of-way. One of the issues with drive-throughs is the impact that they have on 
on-site and off-site traffic circulation. At busier times traffic can back onto the public road 
allowance and/or restrict turns into the site because there is no room left to park a vehicle out of 
the public right-of-way. Combined with public sidewalks and bicycle lanes, this can result in a 
safety issue within the public realm. Cars also back up in the left turn lane into and out of the 
site. 

The City of Mississauga recently tried to address this problem by including a 16m 
(approximately 3 car length) distance at the end of the drive-through lane to provide 
manoeuvring area for incoming and outgoing vehicles. Sufficiently large sites and proper site 
design could alleviate the problem, but this additional regulation should be helpful to address 
this problem. 

6. Consideration of Environmental Impacts 

Comments - '"4. Drive-through lanes be clearly marked with a pavement line and signage 
indicating the point at which the average wait to be served is greater than 
three minutes. (Consistent with City of London Idling Bylaw) 

days. 

IO. Proposed developments incorporating drive-through facilities be required to 
include an air qualify study and a noise impact study as part of a complete 
proposal. (ACUPublic) 

5. Drive-through lanes be closed to motor vehicle traffic during smog advisory 

The comments are valid; however, the difficulty is with implementation and enforcement. 
Warning lines and/or signs could be posted but would require 24 hour monitoring of individual 
sites to identify offenders. As an educational tool, warning lines could be painted on the ground 
indicating a 5 minute wait where a customer could then choose to turn off their engine. This 
could be made part of the site plan approval process. Air quality studies would need to be 
completed after the drlve-through is in operation to determine its impact which would not 
prevent its establishment. 

Planning staff have recommended that noise impact studies be required for new drive-through 
facilities within 15 metres of a residential property in the new section in Zoning By-law 2-1. 
Typically, they would be submitted with the site plan application and would be reviewed by 
qualified planning staff. 

At the public meeting on November 12, 2007 members of the public raised concerns about the 
health and environmental impacts of drive-through facilities. In response, Planning Committee 
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delayed consideration of the amendments for six months to allow more information to be 
collected. Some of the material and additional comments are attached at the end of the report. 

7. Setback from Roadway 

Comment - “7. Parking and stacking lanes for drive-through access be placed further back from 
the roadway / sidewalk while the building faGade be closer to the roadway / 
sidewalk to facilitate pedestrian access and prevent traffic overflow onto the 
roadway” (ACE). 

Planning staffs recommendations for changes to the zoning by-law and new urban design 
guidelines clearly state this objective. Drive-throughs are preferred only in the interior and rear 
yard and pedestrian connections to public sidewalks and transit stops are encouraged. 

8. Site Plan Issues 

Comment -73. Retailers with drive-through lanes provide structural elements to protect 

9. Retailers with drive-through lanes provide courtesy parking spots that are close 
to the main entrance to facilitate access for caregivers with young children” 
(ACE). 

pedestrian customers from the elements. 

Both of these matters should be dealt with during consideration of changes to the Site Plan 
Control By-law although the urban design guidelines could include reference to these 
improvements. 

9. 

Comment - “11. Wording specific to the regulation of drive-through placement and use be 
included in Section I 1  of the Official Plan (Urban Design Guidelines) and 
other sections as appropriate” (ACE). 

Need for Urban Design Guidelines 

Planning staff agree; however, we feel separate urban design guidelines for drive-through 
facilities are more appropriate. General urban design principles, such as public health and 
safety principles, are included in Chapter 11 but the separate urban design guidelines (see 
attached) would have specific guidelines to address a number of issues such as streetscape 
and built form, vehicles and parking, pedestrian and cyclist amenities, landscaping and 
buffering, signs and utilities and services. These guidelines would be adopted under Section 
19.2.2 of the Official Plan. However, staff are recommending that “5 minute” lines be painted in 
the drive-through lanes. This would be part of the site plan approval process. 

I O .  Relationshia beween Stackina Saaces and ldlina By-law 

Comment - One of the respondents felt the number of stacking spaces in a drive-through 

The City of London Idling By-law currently allows idling for a maximum of 5 minutes. The 
respondent felt that the number of required stacking spaces should be based on how many 
customers can be served in 5 minutes. Based on information in the previous report, a financial 
institution would need 4-5 stacking spaces to serve customers within 5 minutes which is the 
same as the number of stacking spaces being recommended. Planning staff do not have 
service time data from other uses to do a similar calculation. 

Justification for Recommendations 

The regulation of drive-throughs in the City of London is not a new issue. In the past, issues 
have been raised and the zoning by-law regulations were changed. The City has been partially 
successful in directing these uses to the appropriate commercial areas. The recommended 

queue should be tied to the City’s Idling By-law. 
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changes provide more policy support for that direction and address any impacts, public safety 
and aesthetics better. 

Based on the above comments to the agency, department and public liaison, planning staff feel 
that the recommended amendments do address a number of concerns with drive-through 
facilities. The objectives of this comprehensive review of drive-through facilities were to 
minimize any impacts on adjacent sensitive land uses, improve public safety in and around 
these uses and improve the aesthetics of the uses and the accessory drive-through facility. 
Planning staff feel the recommendations do that. 

The addition of a new Official Plan policy in Section 4 (Commercial designations) which 
specifically identifies designations where these facilities are not permitted and the implementing 
tools for permitting them in the appropriate designations is now included where it was previously 
implied by the policies. 

The addition of new subsections to Zoning By-law Z-1 to identify what zones do not permit 
drive-through facilities and the addition of a new general section provides for consistency City- 
wide and provides a better means of addressing impacts on adjacent sensitive land uses. 

A thorough review of the Site Plan Control By-law will also help implement the above changes 

Finally, the introduction of new urban design guidelines for drive-through facilities will clearly 
state the City’s objectives and desires to applicants in advance of application submission to 
ultimately lead to better design and a more attractive and functional City. 

Other Alternative Approaches for the Committee to Consider 

1. Limit Hours of Operation 

Over time, uses with drive-throughs have generally increased their hours of operation; some to 
late night, others to early morning and others to a 24 hour operation. Within commercial areas it 
is generally not an issue; however, on sites that abut residential uses there may be late night 
noise impacts. The Municipal Act under Section 148 allows a municipality to limit the hours of 
operation through the issuance of a business license. 

2. Limit Ranqe of Goods Sold throuah a Drive-Throuqh Facilitv 

As indicated in the background report, the perception is that waiting times in drive-through lanes 
are increasing because of the introduction of prepared foods to menus of restaurants. This 
option may be very difficult to monitor and implement unless the individual restaurants are 
willing to comply. 

3. CaD on the Number of Drive-Throuah Facilities 

There has been some suggestion that there be a “ban” on all new drive-through facilities. In the 
previous reports it was indicated that the City of Hamilton had placed a moratorium on all new 
drive-through facilities; however, they have since indicated that their Council asked them to look 
at the implications of imposing a moratorium but have not implemented that option. 

F) HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS OF DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES 

At the public meeting on November 12,2007 a number of concerns were raised by members of 
the public about the potential health and environmental impacts of drive-through facilities. 
Planning staff do not have the expertise to address that issue and our comments in the report 
were minimal. In response, Planning Committee delayed consideration of the planning 
amendments for six months to allow Planning staff time to collect information on the subject and 
talk to individuals and groups which have expertise in the field. 

Following the meeting, staff did an extensive internet search, requested information from the 
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City's Environmental Programs and Solid Waste Service Area and other Ontario municipalities 
Environmental and Health Sections and met with the London Middlesex Health Unit. 
A selected list of the material received is attached. On May 5, 2008 , Tim Horton's submitted the 
study entitled "Air Quality Assessment for Tim Horton's Restaurants" prepared by RWDl and 
that study has been attached to the report. Comments on that study from interest groups are 
attached. 

G) ADDITIONAL COUNCIL DIRECTIONS FROM NOVEMBER 19,2007 

The Council resolution requested information on four distinct areas. Part (a) of the resolution is 
addressed by the above but the remainder are addressed below; 

(b)"the impact of a complete moratorium on drive-through uses;" 

A moratorium typically entails some commitment to not approve or allow new drive through 
facilities. A conscience effort would be needed by Council to not approve any new drive-through 
facilities. Once a site closes no new uses with drive-throughs could be established. In addition, 
more restrictive Official Plan policies and zoning by-law regulations than those proposed by 
Planning staff would be required. No site plan regulations or urban design guidelines would be 
needed. 

The financial implications to the drive-through industry are unknown. 

(c) '' details as to the impact of restricting drive-through uses on persons with 
disabilities; and, " 

Following the Planning Committee meeting on November 12, 2007 material (see attached) was 
submitted illustrating how the industry can better accommodate those individuals with 
disabilities. Drive-throughs are easier for those with physical disabilities. Planning staff are not 
aware of the percentage of the population that have a mobility or hearing disability, 

(d) "the effect of restricting drive-through uses on future land use planning, including 
parking requirements;" 

The City of London parking standards were developed when drive-throughs were not as 
prevalent. Planning staff feel that the recommended amendments adequately deal with issues 
of compatibility, aesthetics and traffic impacts but increased or reduced parking standards to 
justify unless they are specifically studied. Logic would seem to imply that if more people use 
the drive-through less parking is required; however, some reports indicate that a drive-through 
will increase business IO-15% which indicates that the same amount of parking is required. in 
addition, if sites are made more pedestrian-friendly, more people may walk to an outlet, and not 
drive, which reduces the need for parking and the longer drive-through lanes. Changes to 
parking rates are difficult to justify without a more comprehensive study. 
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The recommended Official Plan and zoning by-law changes, the improvements to the Site Plan 
Control By-law and the introduction of urban design guidelines will minimize impacts next to 
sensitive land uses, will improve public safety and improve the aesthetics of the uses and 
associated drive-through facilities. 

11 GENERAL MANAGER OMANNING AND DEVELOPMENT 

May 15,2008 
CPlCP 

Y:\Shared\lMPLEMEN\DRlVE-THROUGH REVIEW 2007Wrivethrouplanningrepo~may26200~ 
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Appendix "A" 

Bill NO. (number to be inserted by Clerk's Office) 
2008 

By-law No. C.P.-1284-- 

A by-law to amend the Official Plan for the 
City of London, 1989 relating to drive- 
through facilities. 

The Municipal Council of The Corporation of the City of London enacts as follows: 

1. Amendment No. (to be inserted by ClerKs Office) to the Official Plan for the City of London 
Planning Area - 1989, as contained in the text attached hereto and forming part of this by-law, 
is adopted. 

2. This by-law shall come into effect in accordance with subsection 17(38) of the Planning 
Act, R.S.O. 1990, c.P.13. 

PASSED in Open Council on June 9,2008 

Anne Marie DeCicco-Best 
Mayor 

Kevin Bain 
City Clerk 

First Reading -June 9, 2008 
Second Reading -June 9,2008 
Third Reading -June 9, 2008 
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AMENDMENT NO. 

to the 

OFFICIAL PLAN FOR THE CITY OF LONDON 

A. PURPOSE OF THIS AMENDMENT 

The purpose of this Amendment is: 

1. To add a policy to the end of Section 4 (Commercial) of the Official Plan for the 
City of London to identify the Official Plan designations where drive-through 
facilities will not be permitted and identify the process for consideration of 
requests for new drive-through facilities. 

To make wording changes to Section 11 .I .2 (Urban Design Principles) to identify 
urban design guidelines as a possible implementing tool. 

2. 

B. LOCATION OF THIS AMENDMENT 

1. This Amendment applies to all ands located in the City of London. 

C. BASIS OF THE AMENDMENT 

The recommended Official Plan changes will provide policy guidance for zoning by-law 
changes, the improvements to the Site Plan Control By-law and the introduction of urban design 
guidelines to improve the aesthetics of the uses and associated drive-through facilities, improve 
public safety around these uses and minimize impacts next to sensitive land uses. 

D. THE AMENDMENT 

The Official Plan for the City of London is hereby amended as follows: 

1. Section 4 (Commercial) to the Official Plan for the City of London is amended by 
adding the following subsection: 

"4.- DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES 

Drive-through facilities are normally associated with restaurants, financial institutions, 
convenience stores, automobile service stations and a limited range of retail uses and 
are normally located in commercial designations. Drive-through facilities will not be 
permitted in the pedestrian-orientated Downtown and Business District Commercial 
designations and the Low Density Residential, Multi-Family Medium Density 
Residential, Multi-Family High Density Residential, Office Residential, Office Area, 
Office Business Park and Rural Settlement designations but may be permitted in other 
commercial designations through a zoning by-law amendment and/or a site plan 
application. Urban design guidelines, to address such issues as impact on abutting 
uses, urban design and circulation of on-site and off-site traffic, shall also be 
considered. Particular attention shall be given to sites which abut residential uses." 

Change the title of Section 11.1.2. to "Implementation" from "Application" and change 
the title of Subsection i) from "By-law Regulation" to "Methods" and insert the words 
"urban design" before "guidelines" in Subsection i). 

2. 
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Appendix “ B  

Bill NO. (numberto be insetted by Clerk‘s Mfice) 
2008 

By-law No. 2.-1-08 

A by-law to amend By-law No. Z.-1 to add 
new regulations for drive-through facilities. 

WHEREAS the City of London has undertaken a zoning review to review drive-through 

AND WHEREAS upon approval of Official Plan Amendment Number (number to be inserted by 

facilities; 

Clerk‘s office) this rezoning will conform to the Official Plan; 

THEREFORE the Municipal Council of The Corporation of the City of London enacts as 
follows: 

1) Section 2 (Definitions) of Zoning By-law Z-1 is amended by adding the following new 
definition; 

“STACKING LANE shall mean an on-site queuing lane for vehicles which is separated from 
other vehicular traffic and pedestrian traffic by barriers, curbing or markings and is often 
associated with a drive-through facility.” 

2) Section 4 (General Provisions) of Zoning By-law Z-1 is amended by adding the following new 

section; 

4. - DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES 

The following regulations shall apply to a drive-through facility associated with a 

permitted use which is adjacent to a residential or facility/institutional use and/or 

zone: 

1) SEPARATION DISTANCE - INTERIOR AND REAR YARD 

The minimum separation distance, measured from the edge of the drive-through 

lane or speaker location, whichever is closer, to the closest 

residential/facility/institutional use lot line and/or zone line shall be 30 metres. 

This setback may be reduced to 15 metres if a 2.4 metre high noise attenuation 

barrier is installed between the residential/facility/institutional use and the drive- 

through lane. Further reductions to the setback may be considered upon the 

City’s review and acceptance of mitigation measures identified by a noise study 

prepared by a qualified noise consultant. A minimum 3 metre wide landscaped 

strip is required consisting of new and/or existing vegetation immediately 

adjacent to any noise barrier. 
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2) 

The City's preferred location for drive-through facilities is in the rear and/or 

interior side yard. Drive-through facilities may only be permitted in the front 

and/or exterior side yard if there are no other design alternatives and/or to 

address safety considerations. If the drive-through facility is located in the front 

yard, a landscape plan and building elevation plan is required to illustrate a 

minimum 4.5 metre landscaped buffer between the edge of the drive-through 

lane and the ultimate road allowance all to the satisfaction of the Manager of Site 

Plan Control. 

3) STACKING SPACES 

The number of stacking spaces required for uses with drive-through facilities are; 

SETBACK FROM ULTIMATE ROAD ALLOWANCE 

Donut/Coffee Shop 15 spaces 

Fast foodlEat-in Restaurant 12 spaces 

Service station with convenience sales 9 spaces 

Financial institution/Automated Teller 4 spaces 

Uses that request a lower stacking lane capacity must submit a queuing study to 

the City to identify the stacking capacity required. A queuing study is also 

required when projected volumes are greater than or equal to 60 vehicles/hour. 

A minimum of 3 spaces or 16m, whichever is greater, is required between the 

road right-of-way and the entrance to the stacking lane. 

4) PARKING SPACES 

Stacking lane spaces are included in the overall parking requirement for the site. 

Section 16.3 (Regulations) of the Office Residential (OR) Zone is amended by adding 

the following new Section: 

3) 

3 DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES 

Drive-through facilities, either as a main or accessory use, are not 

permitted in the Office Residential (OR) Zone. 

4) Section 17.3 (Regulations) of the Office Conversion (OC) Zone is amended by adding 

the following new Section: 

- ) DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES 

Drive-through facilities, either as a main or accessory use, are not 

permitted in the Office Conversion (OC) Zone. 
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Section 18.3 (Regulations) of the Restricted Office (RO) Zone is amended by adding 

"below or" after "out" in the third line and adding the following new Section: 

J DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES 

Drive-through facilities, either as a main or accessory use, are not 

permitted in the Restricted Office (RO) Zone. 

Section 19.3 (Regulations) of the Office (OF) Zone is amended by adding the following 

new Section: 

J DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES 

Drive-through facilities, either as a main or accessory use, are not 

permitted in the Office (OF) Zone. 

Section 20.3 (Regulations) of the Downtown Area ( DA ) Zone to By-law No. Z.-1 is 

amended by adding the following new Section: 

3 DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES 

Drive-through facilities, either as a main or accessory use, are not 

permitted in the Downtown Area (DA) Zone. 

Section 25.3 (Regulations) of the Business District Commercial (BDC) Zone to By-law Z- 

1 is amended by adding the following new Section: 

- ) DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES 

Drive-through facilities, either as a main or accessory use, are not 

permitted in the Business District Commercial (BDC) Zone. 

Section 25.2 (Permitted Uses) of the Business District Commercial (BDC) Zone is 

amended by deleting "without a drive-through facility" in Sections 1) v) and 2) c). 

Section 29.3 (Regulations) of the Convenience Commercial (CC) Zone is amended by 

adding the following new Section: 

3 DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES 

Drive-through facilities, either as a main or accessory use, are not 

permitted in the Convenience Commercial (CC) Zone. 

Section 30.3 (Regulations) of the Automobile Service Station (SS) Zone is amended by 

adding "below or" after "out" in the third line and adding the following new Section: 

3 DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES 

Drive-through facilities, either as a main or accessory use, are not 

permitted in the Automobile Service Station (SS) Zone. 
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Section 39.3 (Regulations) of the Office Business Park (OB) Zone is amended by adding 

the following new Section: 

12) 

- ) DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES 

Drive-through facilities, either as a main or accessory use, are not 

permitted in the Office Business Park (OB) Zone. 

13) Section 47.3 (Regulations) of the Rural Settlement Commercial ( RRC ) Zone to By-law 

No. Z.-1 is amended by adding "before or" after "out" in the third line and adding the 

following new Section: 

- ) DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES 

Drive-through facilities, either as a main or accessory use, are not 

permitted in the Rural Settlement Commercial (RRC) Zone 

The inclusion in this By-law of imperial measure along with metric measure is for the purpose of 
convenience only and the metric measure governs in case of any discrepancy between the two 
measures. 

This By-law shall come into force and be deemed to come into force in accordance with Section 
34 of the Planning Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P.13, either upon the date of the passage of this by-law 
or as otherwise provided by the said section. 

PASSED in Open Council on June 9, 2008. 

Anne Marie DeCicco-Best 
Mayor 

Kevin Bain 
City Clerk 

First Reading -June 9, 2008 
Second Reading -June 9,2008 
Third Reading -June 9, 2008 
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COMMENTS 



October 26,2007 
City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
P.O. Box 5035 
London Ontario 

Attention: Mr. W.J. Charles Parker, Senior Planner - Policy 
(cparker@iondon.ca) 

Dear Sir, 

Re: C o m m e n t s  o n  London Review of Regulation on  Drive-Through Facilities 

I am  writing to you on behalf of CPPI, Ontario Division, (the Canadian Petroleum 
Products institute). CPPI represents more than fifty percent of the retail 
petroleum operators in the province of Ontario and its member companies include Shell, 
Petro-Canada, Suncor and imperial Oil and Ultramar. The  majority of automobile 
service stations within the City of London a re  being operated by CPPl member 
companies. While CPPl members  are competitors in the market place, they work 
together under the CPPI umbrella on various issues which may b e  common to the 
industry. Since its creation in 1989, CPPl h a s  represented the  views of its membership 
on  business, environmental, zoning, traffic access, parking requirements, tanker truck 
circulation and health and safety issues. 

CPPl has a genuine interest in ensuring that its member stations have facility design 
standards in place which ensure that its retail petroleum services are safe and 
financially viable while meeting the customer needs  and being compatible with the 
needs of the community. 

We, the  members  of the Canadian Petroleum Products Institute (CPPI), have had the 
opportunity to review and comment on the latest "City of London Official Pian/Zoning 
Refinement Report on Drive-Through Facilities" dated September  24,2007. 

We commend the City of London (City) for trying to bring its Official Plan (OP) and 
Zoning By-law in line with the recent market trends which include a n  increase in 
popularity of Drive-throughs and  we are pleased to have the opportunity to provide 
comments and input. 

ZOMeli lde SbeetEarf Suile 901 Toionto, ON MSC ZT6 T.416.492.5677 F.416.492-2514 Websilo w.cpp1.c i  



After a review of the City document our concerns and comments are as  follows: 

Official Plan 

The proposed addition io section 4 reads. 

"Drive-through facilities are normaiiy associated with restaurants, financiai insfiiutions, 
convenience stores, gas stations, and a limited range of retail uses and are normaily 
located in commerciai designations. Drive-through facilities wiil not be permitted in the 
pedestrian-oriented Down town Area and Business District Commerciai designations, 
but may be permitted in ofher designations through a zoning by-law amendment 
andlor a site plan applicafion. Urban design guidelines, to address such issues a s  
impact on abutting uses, urban design and circulation of on-site and off-site traffic, 
shall also be considered. Particular aftention shall be given to sites which abut 
residential uses". 

We would prefer the term "automobile service station" rather than "gas station", as this 
use performs many more activities than just selling gas. 

Zonins Bvlaw Definitions: 

In order to better reflect contemporary service station designs the following wording 
should be added to the Automobile Service Station definition: "Anciiiary uses may 
include convenience store and resfauranfs". 

While the City Zoning Bylaw defines "Drive-Through Facility" we feel that the current 
definition is somewhat confusing and out of date and should be updated. Please find 
below a suggested more contemporaneous definition for your consideration: 

Drive-through Facility shall mean the use of land, buildings or structures, or 
parts thereof, to provide or dispense products or services, either wholly or in part, 
through an attendant or window or an automated machine, to persons remaining 
in vehicles that are in a designated stacking lane. A Drive-through Facility mus t  
be in combination with other permitted uses such as a bank, a laundry or dry 
cleaning depot, a personal service store, a restaurant, a bake shop, an 
automobile service station or a convenience store. A Drive-through Facility shall 
not include a car wash. 

For added clarity, it would also be beneficial to differentiate "Drive-throughs" from 
"Stacking Lanes" and here is a suggested definition for Stacking Lane: 

Stacking Lane shall mean an on-site queuing lane for vehicles which is 
separated from other vehicular traffic and pedestrian circulation by barriers, 
curbing or markings and is often associated with a Drive-through Facility. 

-2- 



Zoninq By-law recommendat ion:  

Drive-Through Facilities are a frequent part of new automobile service stations and,  
often, may be added to an existing facility. In CC, SS and  RRC Zones  it is proposed that 
any new Drive-through would require a zoning by-law amendment  plus a site plan 
application and consideration in the context of the  urban design guidelines. It is not 
clear whether or not this applies to (a) new service staiion facilities that include Drive- 
throughs and to (b) new Drive-throughs that a r e  added to an  existing facility. In our 
opinion, the Site Plan Control and Design Guidelines should be sufficient tools to review 
Drive-through additions to existing facilities without the need for a lengthy process of 
rezoning. 

With the introduction of new requirements and standards, inevitably nonconformity 
will occur for many existing service station facilities and these should "grandfathered", 
by specific reference in the zoning by-law. 

Urban Desian Guidelines: 

It is our understanding that the development of the  Urban Design Guidelines for Drive- 
through Facilities will be for a later da te  and  will b e  pleased to participate in this activity 
a t  that time. In the  interim, a cursory look at the  current draft indicates that some  
modifications wouid b e  required. For example: 

1. Section 1.1 recommends that D r i v e - t h r o u g h a b e  located in front or exterior side 
yard but instead directed to the interior side yard and rear yard provided 
appropriate setback, landscaping and buffering measures a re  introduced. 

a. This doesn't take into account the layout required for service stations with 
what is referred to a "reverse layout" having the main building situated with 
the back wail facing into the public roadway. In this c a s e  the Drive-through 
cannot be located on the  sidehear yard as the gasoline pump islands are 
located to the inside of the lot. 

b. W e  don't understand the City concern with Drive-through adjacent to the 
front property line since being near  the street may often b e  more 
appropriate from a noise point of view. 

2. Section 3.1 of the guidelines recommends to provide weather protection at the 
main building entrance, for areas close to public transit stops,  bicycle parking, 
walkways and in places with pedestrian amenities. We  a re  not su re  why facilities 
with Drive-through are being singled out for such requirements any more than any 
other establishments such as commercial, office, industrial, etc. 

-3- 



In our opinion, t h e  most important "guideline" is missing, namely, that the  functional 
design and  Ontario Technical Standards & Safety Authority (TSSA) requirements of t h e  
proposed u s e  or facility, in t h e  case of automobile service stations, are paramount, with 
the other Urban Design Guidelines' subservient to this principal consideration. 

In addition to the  many benefits of Drive-throughs as identified in the  City report w e  
should add  that Drive-throughs also often reduce the  amount of parking area required 
on a site therefore improving t h e  land use. 

W e  hope that these  concerns and  recommendations by CPPl will be  well received and 
w e  will be pleased to have the  opportunity to continue the  dialogue with the  City Staff at 
a later da te  if necessary regarding the amendments  to the Official Plan and  the  Zoning 
By-law, and  during t h e  on-going development of t h e  Urban Design Guidelines. 

Based o the  recommendation of the  front p a g e  of the  September  24, 2007 City 
document 02-5304 we understand that a subsequent  report will be prepared by the City 
and discussed a t  a public meeting on November 12, 2007. W e  hope that sufficient time 
will be  provided by the  City between such next report and the  November 12,2007 public 
meeting to allow for preparation of the  public submissions based on the revised 
information. 

Sincerely, 

J e a n  Roy P.Eng. 
CPPl Ontario Division 

cc. D.J. Williams, Davies Howe Partners 



im 

Via. Facsimile (519) 66b5397 
Via Regular Mail 

October 26,2007 

Attn:.Rob W. Panzer 
General.Manager of Planning and Development 
The  City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
P.O. Box 5035 
London','Ontario 
N6A 4L9 

- 
OPERATED BY THE TDL GROUP Corp .  
874 SlNCLAlR ROAD, OAKVILLX, ONTARIO L6K 2Y1 
'ELEPHONfi (905) 845.6511 * TACSIMILE 1905) 8156265 

Dear Mr. Panzer: 

Re: 'City of London.Proposed Policies 
Regulations and Guidellnes on Drive-Through Facilities 

We are providing this letter in response to your September 25Ih circulation of the "City of 
London Official PianE6ning Refinement Report on Regulations of Drive-Through 
Facilities'! and your request for public comment(s) by Friday, October 26'h, 2007. 

The  TDL Group Corp., operator of Tim Hortons restaurants, operates 65 Tim Hortons' 
locations in the City of London of which 32 include a drive-through facility. Tim Hortons 
employs over 1,900 fuil and part-time employees within the City of London and both 
corporately and within its franchise community, are a major sponsor and contributor to 
many social events, facilities and programs on an ongoing basis. W e  are extremely 
proud of our corporate and social initiatives that are in piace throughout Ontario and 
most.certainiy.within the City of London. 

As you-have noted in your staff report, the TDL Group Corp. along with other drive- 
through restaurant brands have worked with several municipalities since early 2000 to 
review and work on a coiiaborative basis to prepare urban design guidelines, zoning 
regulations, and policy directives as it reiates to drive-through facilities. To date, our first 
and foremost concern wifh f h e  Cjty of London's approach to this matter is the lack of fair 
and equitable public or industry consuitation prior to the completion of the Staff 
Recommendations Report which contains proposed regulatory changes and urban 
design guidelines that will severely impact existing and future operations of our brand. 

While the notification letter to staffs circulation of this report notes "that a public meeting 
will occur on November 12", it is our understanding, that directly following the public 
meeting, City Council will likely consider a n  amending by-law to formaily put in place the 
new Official Plan poiicy changes, zoning amendments, and urban design guideiines. 



We along with many of the drive-through restaurant brands first received this 
comprehensive staff report on September 24'h or October I". As such, we  were given 
approx. one month to review the proposed poiicy, Zoning By-law and guidelines (again 
without any prior input) contained in your staff report. The  circuiation da te  and the 
resulting timeframe to return, comments back to the City is simply not acceptable to u s  
and our franchisees' who are direct contributors to your municipality. W e  stronqiv and 
respectfully reauest that the meetina on November 12* occur oniv as a "mbiic meetin@ 
to hear aeneral oublic and drive-throuqh industrv delesations and written comments for 
your future consideration. 

As noted in the  Staff Report, several other municipalities and the drive-through industry 
have worked together to establish fair and equitable guidelines and zoning regulations to 
address drive-through facilities. As an industry, we have prepared and compieted 
various studies and reports that were accepted and referenced in OMB decisions. We 
strongly suggest the  City of London consider additional information and would be  very 
pleased to provide this information to you. The sharinq of proven information and 
documents, the exchanae and the draftina of arnendinq bv-laws simpiv cannot occur 
fairly within the four week period provided bv the Citv to our brand and the industrv. 

We have reviewed your staff report in detail and note that while the report is informative 
as to  drive-through concerns in the City of London, it provides very little substantive 
planning 'rationale for the proposed Official Plan policy and Zoning By-law amendments;  
particularly in regard to prohibiting the drive-through use from certain OP designations 
and several zones  across the City of London. The "prohibition approach" taken in your 
staff report is a significant concern to us and we would have like to have a fair 
opportunity to share important documents and OMB decisions; particuiarly as it related 
to the City of Toronto and more recently the Ciiy of Ottawa drive-through by-law 
considerations. While our foremost concern is the omission of fair and equitable public 
and industry consultation provided to us  and  regardless of the fact this staff report was 
"prepared in a vacuum", we  wish to respond to the limited planning rationale provided on 
page 3 , 4  and 8 of the staff report. Our corresponding response is as follows: 

Impacts of Drive Throuqhs 

I) Impacts on Adjacent Uses (specificallv Residentfa0 

a) noise from idling cars, placing orders at the voice box and from radios Inside the 
car - site plan issue mitigated by noise attenuation and site design; 

b) light from site lighting, vehicle headlishts in stackina lanes and from mck-uo 
windows - non-issue aslighting would e2.t from any re{uired parking lot, dehicle's 
and  windows; 

c) srnelis from food and exhaust fumes from vehicles - non-issue as  new food 
preparafion procedures eliminafe odours. On-site monitoring of vehicular exhaust 
meek MO€€ air quality standards; 

d) litter from queuing cars spreading beyond the site - social issue that exists 
regardless of drive-through use. Addressed through provision of receptacle a n d  
Programs to enhance Patron social awareness/responsibis; 



I \8 I I3b4 I 
2) ImDacts on Streetscme and Urban Desiqn Concerns 

a) streetscape is dominated by vehicles and asphalt if drive-through is located in the 
front yard - sjfe plan issue which applies to all vehicular use, commercial plazas, 
and is mitigated fhrough site design, setbacks and enhanced landscape; 

b) drive through located in exterior side yard is not pedestrian friendly - non-issue 
a s  Integration of pedestrian and vehicular movement can be effectively achieved, 
Toronfo OMB Hearing relafive fo Leslie and Dexter denotes a drive through between 
fhe building and street is appropriate; 

c) introduction of additional signage - non-issue signage is required for circulation, 
operation and direction. Ensure compiiance with The Sign and Canopy By-law; 

3) Site Pfanninq and Traffic IrnDacts 

a). if queues are not long enough, traffic can back up onto the public road or block 
sidewalks - sife plan and design issue addressed through site configuration and 
adhere to industry standard queuing lengfh; 

b) .turning movements into the site can be obstructed by full stacking lanes (ie. 
stacking on public road) - site p/an and design issue by preparing a Traffic Study 
and jmplemenfing recomrnendafions to address site-specific concerns; 

e) traffic in stacking lanes can block entry to and exit from on-site parking spaces - 
site plan and design issue addressed through site configuration; 

d) traffic movements circuitous and intersecting - non-issue a s  i'bhis perfains to 
design .. . of any on-site commercial parking facility; 

e) stacking lanes with several turning movements become less user friendly and 
inefficient - site plan issue addressed by maintaining minimum radii standards; 

f) narrow stacking lanes restrict vehicie access pafkuiariy in winter - site plan 
issue addressed by maintaining minimum lane width. Store operafion and site 
design accommodates private snow and refuse removai; 

g) double or multiple drive throughs can affect the amount of landscaping -site plan 
and design issue regulated by landscape sefbeck requirements; 

None of the above-noted items are drive-through prohibitive and we believe any issues 
raised can be appropriately addressed through site specific measures identified via Site 
Plan Control process and comprehensive zoning review. 
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Plannincr Issues with Drive-Throuqhs 

1) different land uses with drive-throughs generate different traffic leveis - non-issue 
in agreement with fhe generic assumption; 

2) drive through retrofits of existing uses are generaliy more difficult than new uses 
on undeveloped sites - non-issue considering challenges need to be evaluated on a 
site-specific basis; 

3) drive through window processing times are increasing because more prep time is 
required to prepare food -FALSE - Cify is unqualified fo draw such conclusion and 
no information has been provided to substantiate the comment; 

4) City regulations and standards have not kept pace with ' the  operations and 
marketing of these facilities - zoning issue whereby drive-through facility is an 
accessory use to the principle restaurant use. Further evaluation & industty input 
required regarding additionai regulations and the design guidelines; 

5) Current City standards apply to a broad range of uses - zoning issue where 
evaluation and consideration should be given to identify the variety of drive through 
uses and associated standards, not prohibition: 

6) Current City standards did not anticipate drive-through facilities - zoning issue - 
(Zoning By-law 2. I (1993 amended Jan-2007) define 'Drive Through Facilities" with 
limited restriction; and 

7) Corner lot sites .and gas station conversions have the highest demand by the 
Industry - FALSE - Cjfy is unqualified to draw such conclusion and no informafion 
has been provided to substantiate fhe comment. 

Our review uncovered. a couple specific errors found on page 5 and page 8, last 
paragraph of the report. It was noted that City of Mississauga requires a 60 metre 
minimum setback distance for restaurants from residential zones. Whiie this reguiation 
is applicable to all restaurant facilities with or without a drive-through, it is important to 
note that the 60 metre setback was substantlaiiy reduced to 10 metres in severai cases 
through Zoning By-law Amendment applications for commercial plazas, and varied by 
the City of Mississauga - Committee of Adjustment. Further, as mentioned within your 
staff report, the industry continues.to work collaboratively with the City of Mississauga on 
new and specific drive-through guidelines for our industry. it is proposed that, and 
based on City Council specific direction to staff substantiated by a noise study on 
severai drive-through in Mississauga relative to noise, a guideline be established for a 
20 metre s.etback with appropriate sound attenuation wail. An aiternative design option 
to this.reguiation may be provided in the near future. Furthermore, it is noted at the 
bottom of page 9 of staffs report 'That the City of Hamilton has a moratorium in place 
reStriCfhg all drive-fhrough development". We have confirmed with senior planning staff 
at the City of.Hamilton that no such moratorium in place. 



The City of London staff report references environmental considerations in relationship 
with drive through facilities, Unfortunately, w e  have not had the opportunity to provide 
you with a recent environmental impact report accepted by the OMB regarding research 
and proven information relative to drive-through facilities. This information shows that 
drive-through uses are  more environmentally friendly than parking facilities required for 
any restaurant operation and/or other commercial operations and shopping centres. On 
page 11 of the staff report, there are several references made to drive-thru associated 
noise complaints. Upon our previous investigation of such complaints in other 
municipalities, we determined the majority of site noise is relate to loitering of peopie in 
vehicles around commercial plazas and in many cases not directly related to our brand. 

W e  are very concerned with the proposed recornmendations of your policy amendments 
as well as zoning amendments that begin on page 12 of the staff report. Firstly, your 
intention is to prohibit a drive-through facility within the Downtown Area and.  Business 
District Commercial designations. We request an opportunity to provide you with 
information regarding our recent OMB decision in the City of Ottawa noting that it  was 
not necessary to prohibit a drive-through facility within the Official Plan and it was 
appropriate to allow a.proponent to be able to show that the use could conform to urban 
design and compatibiiity policies within one's Official Plan. The OMB decision further 
notes that within a "Traditional Main Street" designation at the intersection of Hannah 
Street and Montreai Road, there is a Burger King restaurant with a drive-through faciiity 
developed in the City recently released Urb.an Design Guidelines for Drive-Through uses 
in May 2006 and makes reference to this location as "good example on how to develop 
such a restaurant". 

With regard to the recommendations on the Zoning By-law Amendment to prohibit drive- 
through facilities within certain identified zones on page  13 of the staff report, we do not 
understand and little planning rationale is provided as to why these zones would 
specifically prohibit drive through use. W e  believe it is inappropriate and unacceptable 
that any of our existing or pianned locations become legal non-conforming to the Official 
Plan and Zoning By-law. These locations are as foliows: 

Existing TDL Operations 

1) 1314 Com.missioners Road West - OP is BDC and Zoning is BDC 
2) 1019 Dundas Street- OP is BDC and Zoning js BDC 
3) - 119 Oxford Street.€ast - OP is BDC and Zoning is BDC 
4) 111 York Street - OP is DA and Zoning is DA 
5) 841 Wharncliffe Road south -Zoning is CC and SS 
6) 915 Commissioners Road East-Zoning is RO 

': 

Planning Approved Projects not yet built 

1) 1655 Hyde park road- OP is BDC and Zoning is BDC 
2) 58 High Street -Zoning is RO and CC 
3) 1160 Oxford Street West - Zoning is CC and SS. 
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W e  have no particular concern with the recommended setbacks noted on page 14 
including the setbacks noted on page  15 regarding front and exterior side yards. W e  do 
believe, as accepted in several other municipalities in Ontario, that these associated 
requirements are.most approp.riateiy contained within urban design guidelines. 

Regarding the proposed stacking regulations, based on planning law and consideration 
to regulatory guidelines in other municipalifies, we request that 12 stacking spaces  be  
considered for all drive-through restaurant facilities. 

Regard to the recommendations found on page 16 relative to review of the current Site 
Plan Control By-law as well as a Draft Urban Design Guidelines, we request that staff be  
directed to properiy provide circulation of the proposed Site Plan Control By-law (which 
is not attached to staffs report). Furthermore, we request additional time to review and 
provide input on the urban design guidelines. Based on our experience and discussions 
with other municipalities, we  believe a comprehensive se t  of urban design guidelines 
together with Site Plan Control process is sufficient to reguiate development. These two 
specific documents if properly written and comprehensive in nature would preclude the 
need for amended policies, amended zoning reguiation and' the overali prohibition of 
drive through uses. 

In closing, we resoectfullv reauest that this meetinq scheduled for November 12" occur 
as a oubllc meetinq only. W e  believe additional time is necessary to fairly and 
collaborativeiy review all available land use planning control documents and ensure that 
a t  the end of the process, both the industry and the City are given complete regard to ail 
pianning matters and rationale in support of the final control documents for drive-through 
facilities within the City of London. 

W e  would be  pleased to discuss any questions you may have with regards to our 
foregoing comments. Piease do not hesitate to contact the undersigned. 

Regards, 
THE T D L ~ ~ O U P  CORP, 

MOO7 

C: Mayor Anne Marie DeCicco-Best, City of London 
Councillor Jon1 Baechler, City of London 
Gregg Barrett, City of London 
Vince Massarella, The TDL Group Corp. 
Nick Javor, TheTDL Group Corp. 
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McDonald's Restaurants 01 Canada. Limited 

MCDonajd'S Place ' , 

Toronlo, Ontario M3C 3L4 
Telephone: 416-443-1000 :' 

Fax: 416.446-3376 ., 

Via Facsimile (529) 661-5397 
Via RsgularMail ; 

October 26,2002 

Mr. Rob Panzer 
General Manager of Planning and Development 
The City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
P. 0. Box5035 
London, Ontario 
N6A 4L9 

Dear Mr. Parker: 

Re: City of London Proposed Policies, Regulations 
And Guldelines on Drive-Through Facilities 

We are providing this letter in response to your September 2dh circuiation to us of the 
proposed "City of London Review of Regulations of Drive-Through Faciiities" and your 
requested comments by Friday, October 261h to your staff report. Currently, McDonald's 
of Canada Limited operates 16 McDonald's store outlets within the City of London. 
Twelve of these outlets are faciiities that contain a drive-through. McDonald's 
Restaurants of Canada Limited employs approximately 650 full 2nd part-time employees 
within the City of London at these locations. in addition, McDonald's has  a corporate 
office location in London which serves the southwestern Ontario market area. 

As you may be aware, McDonald's Restaurants of Canada is a major sponsor and 
contributor to many social events and causes across Canada which would certainly 
include events, facilities and programs within the City of London on ongoing basis. At 
the core of our social and corporate responsibility, policies and programs, is the."Ronald 
McDonald's House of Charities Canada", Since its inception in 1982, RMHC has 
awarded over 47 million doliars in grants to twelve Ronald McDonald's houses across 
Canada and to many children's charities across Canada. We are  extremely proud of our 
programs 2nd initiatives through RMHC and, as you may be aware, RMHC has a house 
at 74? Baseline Road East in the City of London which provides a home and support in 
benefit ,of sick children and their families in times of need for those attending medical 
treatment in the City of London and surrounding areas. 
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These social programs and facilities are provided and operated by McDonald's 
Restaurants of Canada through the Ronald McDonald's House Charities rely on direct 
funding from existing restaurant facilities throughout Canada. The successfu~ business 
operations of our existing restaurants and faciiities are cruciai and paramount to 
maintaining not only the social community programs and opportunities offered by 
McDonald's, but to provide employment, opportunities and service to our employees and 
our customers. 

Our facilities, that exist within London as referred to above and further detailed in the 
planning staff report (025304), have serviced the London area since 1968. This was 
when our existing restaurant at 530 Oxford Street West which is the first McDonald's 
Restaurant drive-through built in Ontario was opened and was recently rebuilt as a 
"nostalgia" model in the year 2000. 

As referred to in the staff report, the industry has worked with several municipalities 
throughout Ontario on new and specific urban design guidelines for drive-through 
facilities as well as in some cases new Zoning By-law regulations within these 
municipalities. We have found that these discussions with the municipalities have 
resulted in a collaborative base effort to prepare specific guidelines for drive-through 
facilities and we have generallybeen provided with fair and equitable time to respond to 
municipalities initiatives with regard to drive-through design matters. 

The City of London approach appears, however, to be much more restrictive than what 
we have experienced in other municipalities, as we have been provided this report less 
than a month ago containing several restrictive regulations, Official Plan policy changes, 
and a.draff Urban Design Guideiine for our consideration and response by today's date. 
With all due respect, it is not acceptable, based on the proposed comprehensive 
amendments and guidelines contained within your staff report, to properly evatuate and 
consider the full impact of these policies, regulations, and guideline changes lo our 
existing facilities and planning considerations for the future location with less lhan a 
month review time and no consuitation. Further, we understand that City Council will 
deal with an amending by-law to adopt these changes based on a subsequent staff 
report to the one provided to  date, in order to put the policy regulation and guideline 
changes in place. This further underscores our main concern at this time that there has 
not been any fair and equitable consultation to our brand prior to the implementation of 
these new policy regulation changes to be considered on November 12'h. 

Again, our industry has worked collaboratively with 'several municipalities throughout 
Ontario on a consultation basis that requires several months to compiete. As such, we 
respectfuily request that the meeting on November 12'h occur as a "public meeting only" 
and that Council not deal with any amending by-law or guidelines at that time, and 
provide the industry and City staff an opportunity to fairly and properly carry out a 
consultation process in order that a Staff Recommendation Report be brought back to 
Council at a later date. 
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Based on the very limited timelines available to u s  to review and a s ses s  the impact of 
the staff report to our brand and its existing locations, we have a couple of additionai 
major/fundamentai concerns with the directives of the staff report to note a t  this time. 
Firstiy. we object to the prohibition approach taken in staffs report with regard to the 
proposed Official Plan policy amendments to our use as currently permitted in the DA 
and BCD designations as well as several other zones throughout the City. Again, based 
on our recent involvement with the City of Toronto drive-through by-law, specifically in 
this regard, there were no Official Plardpoiicy changes that would specificaliy restrict or 
prohibit our use within any designation found in the City of Toronto. In addition, we are 
aware of more recent Ontario Municipal Board proceedings in the City of Ottawa which 
noted that drive-through facilities, like any other permitted commercial use, should be  
given an opportunity to justify its location and design through guiding urban design 
guidelines and zoning regulations for these facilities. With regards to the  prohibition 
approach taken to the Zoning By-law wherein severarzones within the City, we would 
specifically note that two of our existing locations (1175 Wonderland Road North and 61 
Oxford Street West) would become legal non-conforming as a result of the proposed 
Zoning By-law changes. We would object to any amendments to the OMcial Plan or 
Zoning By-law that would result in any of our existing facilities becoming "legal non- 
conforming". 

In closing, we would respectfully request again that the scheduled "public meeting" as 
noted in the covering letter to staffs report, occur only as such and that no amending by- 
law or formal adoption of draft guidelines be considered by City Council a t  this meeting. 
McDonald's and the industry, as well as interested public, needs appropriate time to 
fairiy and collaboratively review the proposed staff report comments and complete a 
consultation process which Is based on a balanced pianning approach to the interest of 
all parties, and an additionai staff report be presented with the outcomes of the 
consultation process and proposed amendments for Councii's consideration at  a later 
date. We thank YOU for your time and considerations to the foregoing comments, and 
we would be  pieased to discuss any questions you may have with regards to our letter. 
Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned to discuss this letter accordingly. 

yours truly, 
McDonald's Restaurants of Canada Limited 

RGJirn Mc&y 
Regional Dlrector of Restaurant Development 

COPY: Mayor and Members of Council 
Mr. Gregg Banett, Planning Manager- Policy 
ML Charles Parkel; Senior Planner - Policy 
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Re: City of London -. Proposed Policies, Regulations and Guidelines on Restaurm.nl 
Drive-Through Facilities 

2600 Skymark Avenue, Suhe 8.201, Mis&sauga, ON L4W 582 
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q o r t  is very troubling to ow association and member brands. It feels as if it was 
ated to our industry as an afterthought. The timing of the release of this report suggests 

you u e  .not interested in real industry input and consultation. To take .this approach, 
mlarly when you have the knowledge, as noted in your staff report, that our industry, and 
ed brands have worked collaboratively with several municipalities throughout Ontnrio t o  

me up with specific urban design guidelines and zoning reaations for drive-through is 
t.fair. Our industry has important information to share that would assist you in preparing 
r and reasonable guidelines and regulations. 

... ~ 

We we also very concerned that the "public meeting" that has been scheduled on Novmber 
12" will adually be a meeting to consider mid formalIy adopt the proposed Official Plan and 
Zoning By-law Amendments, and the Urban Design Guidelines for Drivethrough Facilities. 
We believe t ? i s  is unfair as it does not provide our industry members enough time to infomi 
and educate planning staff and Councillors about ow concerns. 

We do not beIieve that our Association and member brands can provide you with 
informative ahd construct& comments on such an important matter to  our industry 
with such liffle time to review the Staff Report Based on t h e  comprehensive set of 
policy, regulatory and design guideline changes you proposed, it is simply impossible f o r  
us to provide necessary and fair input t o  this document within this unreasonable 
timeframe. 

Based on the foregoing, we respectfdly but strongly request that the meeting on November 
12" be conducted as a "public meeting o n l y  and that City Council or Committee of Council 
not deal with any amending by-laws that evening so that our indusky may be properly 
consuIted on these changes. 

Another item that is of abroader concern to anumber of restaurant locations within the City, 
is the proposed Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendments to prohibit this use f i o n  
specific Official Plan designations and zones within the City of London. In this regard, we 
understand that there are twelve (12) existing drive-through facilities that are in either Official 
Plan designations or zones that are proposed to remove/prohibit a drive-through facility 
within the respective designation or zone whereas it is currently permitted. AS such, These 
existing restaurmts would become 'legal. non-conforming",' A legal non-confoniiulg status is 
noi appropriate as it negatively impacts the continued and successful operations of these 
businesses. 

In addition, we are aware offour (4) other restaurant proposals which have either reoeived or 
are within the plahing. approval stages that again'fall into m Official Plan designation or 
zone that is proposed to prohibit a restaurant facility. Extensive investment and planning has 
gane into these future locations for their planned ope$ng in the very near future and to have 
this quashed by virtue o f  yourplanning and zoning amendments is again - unfak, 
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closing, on behalf of our member brands, we respectfully request that no consideration of 
By-law or Official Plan Amendments be dealt with at your meeting of  November 12, 2007, 
until such time as our industry has had a reasonable amount of time to work with your staff in 
an effort to establish mutually acceptable guidelines. We lock fornard to an o p p o ~ t y  to 
discuss these and other issues concerning the Staff Report: and look forward lo building a 
productive relationship with you and city staff. 

Thank you for your attention to  th is  letter and if you have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to contact the undersigned. 

Robert J. Evans , 

President '& CEO 

cc: City of London 
'Anne MarieDeCicco-Best> Mayor 
Controller Tom Gosnell 
Controller Bud Polhill 
Controller Gina Barber- Planning Committee & Board of Control 
Controller Gord Hume - Planning Committee & Board of Control 
Councillor Joni Baechler (Chair) -Planning Committee (Ward 5)  
Councillor Roger Caranci - Planning Coinmittee (Ward 1) 
Councillor Nancy Branscombe - Planning Comit tee  (Ward 6) 
Councillor Judy Bryant -Planning Committee (Ward 13) 
Councillor Bill .$mastrong (Ward 2) 
Councillor Bernie MacDonald (Ward 3) 
Councillor Stephen &sa (Ward 4) 
Councillor Walter hnc (Ward 7) 
Councillor Paul Hubert (Ward 8) 
Counoillor Susan Eagle. (Ward 9) 
Councillor Paul Van Meerbergen (Ward 10) 
Councillor David Winninger (Ward 11) 
Councillor Harold Usher p a r d  12) 
Councillor C h q l  Miller (Ward 14) 
Rob Panzer, General Manager o fP laang  &Development Dqartmmt 

Nick Jayor.- TDL Roup Corp(op,erators ~ .. .... ~.. of Tim Eortons Restaurants) 
Don MacCharles - Wendy's"Restaurarrts-o~Canada, h c .  
Sheny MacLauchlan - McDonald's Restaurant of Canada Cinited 
Dmen Sim - A&W Food Services of Canada Inc. 
Jeff Weinman - Burger KingRestauriats of Canada he. 

. 
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Bain, Kevin 

From: 
Sent: 

To: 

London Chapter - Council of Canadians [londonchaptercoc@gmail.corn] 
Monday, November 12,2007 3 3 9  PM 
DeCicco-Best, Anne Marie; Gosnell, Tom: Barber, Gina; Polhill, Bud; Hume, Gord; Caranci, 
Roger; Armstrong, Bill: MacDonald, Bernie; Orser, Stephen; Baechler, Joni; Branscombe, 
Nancy; Lonc, Walter: Hubert, Paul; Eagle, Susan: Van Meerbergen, Paul; Winninger, David; 
Usher, Harold; Bryant, Judy; Miller, Cheryl 

Drive Through Issue - Council of Canadians London Chapter 

Document (ACE AQ Working Group Document).doc 

cc: Bain, Kevin 
Subject: 
Attachments: STERN REPORT Executive Summary Short Version - 4 pagespdf; Drive Through Public 

Dear Mayor DeCicco-Best and councilors, 

Drive throughs are an incredible detriment to our environment and are a luxury item we can live without. 

Climate Change is real. A grave threat to ail life on this planet. it is time to place our environment and 
the health and well being of our children ahead of business interests and profits. 

We request that staff be directed to review the possibility of imposing a moratorium on all new 
commercial drive through operations and establish a timetable to phase out all existing drive-through 
operations through zoning or other by-laws, including the implications of such a prohibition. 

If we, as a society, don't even have the will io rid ourselves of something so completely unnecessary as 
drive throughs _ _ _  when facing the most challenging crisis, we as humans have ever faced _... what 
hope do we even have to face the daunting challenges in technology & human behavior that we must 
overcome in order to save our own species? Time to take action later is no longer an option. The 
window of opportunity is closing fast. There are no arguments to justify existence of drive throughs. Are 
we really too lazy as a society that we cannot get out of our vehicles? At the expense of our children? 
Future generations? Are we not all willing to phase out the drive throughs for the sake of our world? 
How can this not be ... if we cannot give up such a trivial convenience for the sake of our children -then 
it seems no one is willing to change at all. If this is true - how do we find the hope to continue the fight 
to redesign our planet & redesign the way we think. Changing a light bulb is not going to be enough ... 

We don't need to change our quality of life - but we do need to change the way we live. We need to 
think beyond ourselves ... to separate selfish wants from simplistic needs. We have greater 
challenges to overcome than drive throughs ... to choose our environment over convenience is a 
symbolic gesture which promises hope & promises positive change. It places us on a path to 
sustainability. 

The city of London and its people must recognize that drive throughs are an incredible detriment to our 
environment and are a luxury item. It comes down to this - Do we choose to protect and keep non 
essential items such as drive through or do we choose to re-design our planet in which future 
generation can live? Our communities must start drastically cutting out emissions - drive- throughs 
should be viewed as a very simple place to start. We have lived without them for thousands of years 
and we can survive without them again. The benefits are immense - environmental health, physical 
health. People stepping out of their cars symbolize people re-engaging in community.'Such a culture 
shift is a step to encourage people to slow down walk or bike, and to ride mass transit. Slowing down is 
necessary in this fast-paced culture. We have to organize a resistance to the momentum of running. If' 
we learn how to slow down and nourish ourselves, we can pay more attention to living sustainably and 
mindfully in our communities. Many of today's problems are rooted in efficiency and convenience; we 
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zoom from place to place without slowing down to enjoy the simple joys around us. Sustainable yet 
slower modes of transportation like walking and biking, getting us out of our cars and help us to do that. 
This gives us the clarity and mindfulness to recognize things as they are. When you are mindful, you 
recognize what is going on, what is happening in the here and now. Without mindfulness we make 
and spend our money in ways that destroys us and other people. We use our wealth in such a way that 
we destroy ourselves and other people. Climate change is upon us - a grave threat to all life on this 
planet. The time is now to place our environment and the health and well being of our children ahead 
of business interests and profits. The well being of our citizens is the City of London's mandate. 
Quote - Vision London - London, The Forest City: We are a caring, responsive community committed 
to the health and well-being of ail Londoners. The actions we fake will be socially, environrnenfally, 
and fiscally responsible so that out qualify of life is enhanced and sustained for future generafions. Our 
people, heritage, diverse economy, strafegic location, land and resources are our strength. - Based 
on this vision in conjunction with the Stern Report, the city of London must, with urgency, recommend 
that staff be directed to review the possibility of imposing a moratorium on all new commercial drive- 
through operations and establish a timetable to phase out all existing drive-through operations through 
zoning or other by-laws, including the implications of such a prohibition. 

Thank you, 

Council of Canadians London Chapter 

In the course of history, there comes a time when humanity is called to shift to a new level of 
consciousness, to reach a higher moral ground. A time when we have to shed our [car and ghe  
hope to each other. --- That time is now. - Dr. Wangari Maathai, Kenya's "Green Militant" and 
winner of Nobel Peace Prize, 2004 

For all this talk, still we head steadfastly for catastrophe - UN's Human Developinent Report 
Office 

ht03://~olitics,nuardiaii .co.~lc'~ee~coiiuiient/0,~2 I 77256,OO.html 

Environmental failures 'put humanity at risk' 

http://w ww.guru.dian.co.uk~env~ro1~ent/~OO7/oc~Z6/cli1i~~t~ch~ge?g~1.s~c=rss~~ee~l=e1iviro1~1iie1~t 

Last but certainly not least are the drive-thus. University of Alberta students have found h a t  in Ednlonton 
alone, drivers spend a whopping 5,000 hours idling in Tim Hortons drivc-thrus while waiting for their 
dotible-doubles and Boston Cremes, choking out about 23.5 tonnes of greenhouse gases . Did I mention that 
those stats represent just one day ? Tim Hortons has said it's working to reduce drive-thru. wait times, but 
seriously, isn't it high time we banned them? ht~://www.nowtoronto.com/issues/2007-0~-20/~oo~1s ecoho'lic:r>lii, 
[Incidentally - we require 4.4 Illillion trees to offset 1 million ton of carbon emissions1 

httr,il/www.yesmaqazine.orq/article.as~?lD=l834 
http:/llondoncoc.bloespot.cond 

CC Kevin Bain, City Clerk, for Council agenda 

-- 
Council of Canadians London Chapter 

http://londoncoc.blogsoot.cord 

2007-11-13 
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STERN REVIEW e conomics o limate Change 

Summary of Conclusions 

There is still time to avoid the worst impacts of climate change, if we take 
strong action now. 

The scientific evidence is now overwhelming: climate change is a serious global 
threat, and it demands an urgent global response. 

This Review has assessed a wide range of evidence on the impacts of climate 
change and on the economic costs, and has used a number of different techniques to 
assess costs and risks. From all of these perspectives, the evidence gathered by the 
Review leads to a simple conclusion: the benefits of strong and early action far 
outweigh the economic costs of not acting. 

Climate change will affect the basic elements of life for people around the world - 
access to water, food production, health, and the environment. Hundreds of millions 
of people could suffer hunger, water shortages and coastal flooding as the world 
warms. 

Using the resuits from formal economic models, the Review estimates that if we don't 
act, the overall costs and risks of climate change will be equivalent to losing at least 
5% of global GDP each year, now and forever. If a wider range of risks and impacts 
is taken into account, the estimates of damage could rise to 20% of GDP or more. 

In contrast, the costs of action - reducing greenhouse gas emissions to avoid the 
worst impacts of climate change - can be limited to around 1 % of global GDP each 
year. 

The investment that takes place in the next 10-20 years will have a profound effect 
on the climate in the second half of this century and in the next. Our actions now and 
over the coming decades could create risks of major disruption to economic and 
social activity, on a scale similar to those associated with the great wars and the 
economic depression of the first haif of the 2dh century. And it will be difficult or 
impossible to reverse these changes. 

So prompt and strong action is clearly warranted. Because climate change is a 
global problem, the response to it must be international. It must be based on a 
shared vision of long-term goals and agreement on frameworks that will accelerate 
action over the next decade, and it must build on mutually reinforcing approaches at 
national, regional and international level. 

Climate change could have veryserious impacts on growth and development. 

If no action is taken to reduce emissions, the concentration of greenhouse gases in 
the atmosphere could reach double its pre-industrial level as early as 2035, virtually 
committing us to a global average temperature rise of over 2°C. In the longer term, 
there would be more than a 50% chance that the temperature rise would exceed 
5°C. This rise would be very dangerous indeed; it is equivalent to the change in 
average temperatures from the last ice age to today. Such a radical change in the 
physical geography of the world must lead to major changes in the human geography 
-where people live and how they live their lives. 

Even at more moderate levels of warming, all the evidence -from detailed studies of 
regional and sectoral impacts of changing weather patterns through to economic 

vi 
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STERN REVIEW: The Economics of Climate Change 

models of the global effects - shows that climate change will have serious impacts 

All countries will be affected. The most vulnerable - the poorest countries ald 
populations - will suffer earliest and most, even though they have contributed least to 
the causes of climate change. The costs of extreme weather, including floods, 
droughts and storms, are already rising, including for rich countries. 

Adaptation to climate change -that is, taking steps to build resilience and minimise 
costs - is essential. It is no longer possible to prevent the ciimate change that will 
take place over the next two to three decades, but it is still possible to protect our 
societies and economies from its impacts to some extent -for example, by providing 
better information, improved planning and more climate-resilient crops and 
infrastructure. Adaptation will cost tens of billions .of dollars a year in developing 
countries alone, and will put still further pressure on already scarce resources. 
Adaptation efforts, particularly in developing countries, should be accelerated. 

The costs of stabilising the climate are significant but manageable; delay 
would be dangerous and much more costiy. 

The risks of the worst impacts of ciimate change can be substantially reduced if 
greenhouse gas levels in the atmosphere can be stabilised between 450 and 
550ppm C02 equivalent (C0,e). The current level is 430ppm C02e today, and it is 
rising at more than 2ppm each year. Stabilisation in this range would require 
emissions to be at least 25% below current levels by 2050, and perhaps much more. 

Ultimately, gabilisation - at whatever level - requires that annual emissions be 
brought down to more than 80% below current levels. 

This is a major challenge, but sustained long-term action can achieve it at costs that: 
are low in comparison to the risks of inaction. Central estimates of the annual costs 
of achieving stabilisation between 500 and 550ppm C02e are around 1% of global 
GDP, if we start to take strong action now. 

Costs could be even lower than that if there are major gains in efficiency, or if the 
strong co-benefits, for example from reduced air pollution, are measured. Costs will 
be higher if innovation in low-carbon technologies is slower than expected, or if 
policy-makers fail to make the most of economic instruments that allow emissions to 
be reduced whenever, wherever and however It is cheapest to do so. 

it would already be very difficult and costly to aim to stabilise at 45Oppm C02e. if we 
delay, the opportunity to stabilise at 50C-550ppm Cole may slip away. 

Action on climate change is required across ail countries, and it need not cap 
the aspirations for growth ofrich orpoor countries. 

The costs of taking action are not evenly distributed across sectors or around the 
world. Even if the rich world takes on responsibility for absolute cuts in emissions of 
6040% by 2050, developing countries must take significant action too. But 
developing countries should not be required to bear the full costs of this action alone, 
and they will not have to. Carbon markets in rich countries are already beginning to 
deliver flows of finance to support low-carbon development, including through the 
Clean Development Mechanism. A transformation of these flows is now required to 
support action on the scale required. 

on world output, on human life and on the environment. 
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Action on climate change will also create significant business opportunities, as new 
markets are created in low-carbon energy technologies and other low-carbon goods 
and services. These markets could grow to be worth hundreds of billions of dollars 
each year, and employment in these sectors will expand accordingly. 

The world does not need to choose between averting climate change and promoting 
growth and development. Changes in energy technologies and in the structure of 
economies have created opportunities to decouple growth from greenhouse gas 
emissions, Indeed, gnoring climate change will eventually damage economic growth. 

Tackling climate change is the pro-growth strategy for the longer term, and it can be 
done in a way that does not cap the aspirations for growth of rich or poor countries. 

A range of options exists fo cut emissions; strong, deliberate policy action is 
required to motivate their take-up. 

Emissions can be cut through increased energy efficiency, changes in demand, and 
through adoption of clean power, heat and transport technologies. The power sector 
around the world would need to be at least 60% decarbonised by 2050 for 
atmospheric concentrations to stabilise at or below 550ppm C02e, and deep 
emissions cuts will also be required in the transport sector. 

Even with very strong expansion of the use of renewable energy and other low- 
carbon energy sources, fossil fuels could still make up over half of global energy 
supply in 2050. Coal will continue to be important in the energy mix around the 
world, including in fast-growing economies. Extensive carbon capture and storage 
will be necessary to allow the continued use of fossil fuels without damage to the 
atmosphere. 

Cuts In non-energy emissions, such as those resuiting from deforestation and from 
agricultural and industrial processes, are also essential. 

With strong, deliberate policy choices, it is possible b reduce emissions in both 
developed and developing economies on the scale necessary for stabilisation in the 
required range while continuing to grow. 

Climate change is the greatest market failure the world has ever seen, and it 
interacts with other market imperfections. Three elements of policy are required for 
an effective global response. The first Is the pricing of carbon, implemented through 
tax, trading or regulation. The second is policy to support innovation and the 
deployment of low-carbon technologies. And the third is action to remove barriers to 
energy efficiency, and to inform, educate and persuade individuals about what they 
can do to respond to climate change. 

Climate change demands an international response, based on a shared 
understanding of long-term goals and agreement on frameworks for action. 

Many countries and regions are taking action already: the EU, California and China 
are among those with the most ambitious policies that will reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto 
Protocol provide a basis for international co-operation, along with a range of 
partnerships and other approaches. But more ambitious action is now required 
around the world. 
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STERN REVIEW. The Economics of Climate Change 

Countries facing diverse circumstances will use different approaches to make their 
contribution to tackling climate change. But action by individual countries is not 
enough. Each country, however large, Is just a part of the problem. It is essential to 
create a shared international vision of long-term goals, and to build the international 
frameworks that will help each country to play its part in meeting these common 
goals. 

Key elements of future international frameworks should include: 

5 Emissions trading: Expanding and linking the growing number of emissions 
trading schemes around the world is a powerful way to promote cost-effective 
reductions in emissions and to bring folward action in developing countries: 
strong targets in rich countries could drive flows amounting to tens of billions of 
dollars each year to support the transition to low-carbon development paths. 

4 Technoiogy cooperafion: Informal mordination as well as formal agreements can 
boost the effectiveness of investments in innovation around the world. Globally, 
support for energy R&D should at least double, and support for the deployment of 
new low-carbon technologies should increase up to five-fold. International c e  
operation on product standards is a powerful way to boost energy efficiency. 

5 Action to reduce deforestation: The loss of natural forests around the world 
contributes more to global emissions each year than the transport sector. 
Curbing deforestation is a highly cost-effective way to reduce emissions; large- 
scale International pilot programmes to explore the best ways to do this could get 
undelway very quickly. 

5 Adaptation: The poorest countries are most vulnerable to climate change. It is 
essential that climate change be fully integrated into development policy, and that 
rich countries honour their pledges to increase support through overseas 
development assistance. International funding should also support improved 
regional information on climate change impacts, and research into new crop 
varieties that will be more resilient to drought and flood. 



The world cannot afford to wait before tackling climote change,fheU 
icholas Stern suggests that 
ut taking action now wouid cost 

woss domestic moduct, the 700-page study says. Tony Biair said the S 

prime minister has 

1st 1% of globoi 
?rn Review showed 

chat scientific ebidence of globai warming was "overwhelming" and its consequences 
"disastrous". 
We have the time and knowledge to act but only i f  we act internationally, strongly and urgently . 

given prime consideration in London. 

Other products in the air as a result of burning fossil fueis include sulphur dioxide, hydro-carbons, 
road surface, tire and brake abrasion substances as well as oii, cadmium, chrome, lead, copper 
and zinc. Particulate is relatively insensitive to temperature. The US EPA has found winter and 
summer emissions factors to be the same: therefore, particulate becomes a health issue year 
round. The city of London must make the caiculations of these particulates in ihe,London region 
and inake these reports avaiiable to the public. The health care costs of ti-eating Londoners with 
conditions related io this exposure must be coiculated. This report requires urgency. 

3) As drive-throughs continue to grow across Canada and the USA given their perceived 
convenience and time savings to customers, trends of drive-through8 anticipated in London over 

stili purchase the food if they wish to do so. It must be stated that the historic growth is  not 
acceptable. If we cannot consider what Hamilton is considering right now we strongly urge that 
growth be constrained to at minimum 50 -80% of the historic growth. The city of London needs to 
review the moratorium consideration with urgency. 

therefore, a reporting of other cities shouid 
not be limited to Canadion cities in defining pianning policies addressing drive-throughs. This will 
further assist the understanding of the impacts of drive-through facilities in urban settings. The Stern 
report ciearly states that this climate change crisis must be dealt with from an international 
perspective. Our actions locaiiy must Commiserate with what wouid be deemed to be the best 
practise worldwide. These reports should be made avaiiable to the transportation advisory 
committee with urgency. 

5 )  Comments should be incorporaled into reporting reflecting the following: 



. Even with owners looking at ways to reduce idle times at drive-throughs, the increased 
number of vehicles on the road yearly and additionai ddve-throughs being built yearly 
locoiiy overshadows the benefits. Given this fact - it is incomprehensible to not be seen as 
taking firm and meaningful action when we have this opportunity. 

The USA Clean Air Act defines "programs to control extended idiing of vehicles" as a 
candidate transportation control measure. The idea being vehicular emissions can b e  
reduced by eliminating vehicle idiing, either by turning the engine off while the vehicle is 
stopped or by  limiting the periods of time in which a vehicle must be stopped and idling. 

Window services contribute to smog, emissions, poliution even within ihe store itself as 
employees ai drive-through windows are constantly breathing in exhaust fumes. As 
determined b y  the USA Environmental Protection Agency, drivers use more gas when 
idiing than whiie in motion. Our mandate is to ensure that we do everything possibie to 
make certain that he atmosphere that empiayees are exposed to is  as hospitable for their 
health as possibie. Monitoring equipment must be installed with the data being published. 
Engineering methods must be used to mitigate agoinst the risk. This is ais0 wasted energy 
in the winter, as well as, the summer. Our task must be to minimize this using engineering 
controls. 

. 

Dive-throughs moy congest parking lots or given access to arterial roads create ionger 
line-ups, therefore, adding to even more idling of vehicles. 
contact LPD to provide data on the quantity and severity of accidents that can be linked 
to drive through congestion] 

[Needed -Accident data - 

Example - How many trees are required to plant? How much energy do we need to save?] This 
figure provided represents the total carbon footprint of one million adult vegans. 

Edmonton's numbers couid approximate proportionately an estimated 34% or 3,060 tons for 
London although other faciors must be considered such as weathei condiiions [based on 2006 
Census, Edmonton's population is nearly at 1,040,000 vs. London's population is estimated at 
352,000). 

7) it being understood a vehicle is considered to be idiing only in times when its engine is operating 
and the vehicle is staticnay, only those vehicles that idle for more than five minutes in one fixed 
location in.a sixty-minute period contravene London's anti-idiing by-law. 

8) Other influences on the impacts of idling ai drive-throughs include the quality of air [particularly 
during smog days, vehicies should not be allowed to idie locally anywhere) and other less tangible 
factors of interest being the age of the vehicie. fuei quality and biends, fuel consumption and 
levels of vehicle maintenance. 

9 )  Locally, the transportation sector generates 37% of the equivalent COz emissions for the City of 
London (2004) and 32% of energy consumed j2004). 

....... ~~~ .. . . ~  . ~. 
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Recommendations 

1) W e  can't begin to comprehend world-wide pollution from dsive-through8 but London can 
identify some meaningful numbers based on further analysis of doto available on the City of 
London's energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. Reporting should include estimated emissions 
resulting from London drive-through8 including carbon monoxide, voiatile orgonic compounds and 
nitrous oxides yearly. There is  urgency for yearly comprehensive reports which need to be available 
to the public. 

2) An  amendment of London's idling control by-iaw should [must] be extended to drive-throughs 
in that they are not exempt under the by-law and thus vehicles using drive-through facilities must 
abide by its stipuiations, thus recognizing the potential that drive-throughs have in leading to 
excessive idling. it must be stated cleariy and unequivocally that a person idling in o di-ive thru will 
be charged - furthermore - this must be enforced. 

3) Reporting on London drive-throughs should incorporate an ink?grGkd study involving 4-6 sites 
inciuding solid waste management practices, air quaiity and traffic impacts, noise, pedestrian 
safety and planning policy toward on-site vehicle capacity as part of an overall approval process 
to ensure negative impacts are minimized and to better understand the issues involving drive- 
throughs. 

4) Policy should consider the following concerns. traffic impacts, impact on streetscape, noise, 
environmental/air quality, odours, hours of operation, landscaping, illumination/signage, 
iittering/waste, visuai impact and iond utilization. 

5) Finally, the city of London and its people must recognize that drive throughr are an incredible 
detriment to our environment and are a luxury item. It comes down to this - Do we choose to 
protect and keep non essential itenis such as drive through or do we choose to re-design our 
planet in which future generation can live? Our communities must start drastically cutting out 
emissions - drive- throughs should be viewed as a very simple piace to start. We have lived without 
them for thousands of years and we can suwive without them again. The benefits ore immense - 
environmental health, physical health. Peopie stepping out of their cars symbolize people i'e- 
engaging in community. Such a culture shifl is a step to encourage peopie to slow down walk or 
bike, and to ride mass transit. Slowing down is necessary in this fast-paced culture. We have to 
organize a resistance to the momentum of running. If we iearn how to slow down and nourish 
ourselves, we can pay more attention to living sustainably and rnindfuily in our communities. Many 
of today's problems are rooted in efficiency and convenience: we zoom from place to piace 
without slowing down to enjoy the simple joys around us. Sustainable yet siower modes of 
transporiation like walking and biking, getting us out of our cars and help us to do that. This gives us 
the ciariiy and mindfulness to recognize things as they are. When you ore mindfui, you recognize 
what is  going on, what is happening in the here and now. Without mindfulness we make and 
spend our money in ways that destroys us and other people. We use our wealth in such a way that 
we destroy ourselves and other people. Climate change is  upon us - a grave lhreat lo ail life on this 
planet. The time is now to place our environment and the health and well being of our chiidren 
ahead of business interests and profits. The well being of our cibzens i s  the City of London's 
mandate. Quote - Visjon London - london, The Forest City: We are a coring, responsive 
communiiy committed to the health and weil-being of ail Londoners. The actions we take will be 
socially, environmentally, and fiscallyresponsible so that out quality of life is enhanced and 
sustained for future generations. Our people, heritage, diverse economy, strategic locotion, land 
and recourses are ourstrength. - Based on this vision in conjunction with the Stern Report, the city 
of London must, with urgency, recommend that staff be directed to review the possibility of 
imposing o moratorium on all new commercial drive-through operations and establish a timetable 
to phase out all existing drive-through operations through zoning or other by-laws, including the 
impiications of such a prohibition. 



In the  course of history. there c o m e s  a time when humanity is called to shifl to a new level of 
consciousness, to r e a c h  a higher moral ground. A time when w e  hove to s h e d  our fear a n d  give 
hope  to e a c h  other. -_ -  That time is now. -Dr. Wangari Moathai, Kenya's "Green MilitanP' and 
winner of Nobel Peace Prize, 2004 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

cc: 
Subject: 

kevin lomack I 

Monday, November 12,2007 4:40 PM 
Armstrong, Bill; MacDonald, Bernie; Polhill, Bud; Miller, Cheryl; t-lume, Gord; Usher, Harold; 
Baechler, Joni; Branscombe, Nancy; Hubert, Paul; Van Meerbergen, Paul; Caranci, Roger; 
Orser, Stephen; Gosnell, Tom; Barber, Gina; Bryant, Judy; Winninger, David; DeCicco-Best, 
Anne Marie; Eagle, Susan; Lonc, Walter 
Bain, Kevin 
Drive Through - Public Participation Meeting 

Dear Mayor, Controllers and Councillors, 

Thanks so much for the opportunity to speak on the subject of the 
drive Through issue in the City of London. 

I am of the opinion that we in London - due to our geographical 
location , are subject to the effects of certain pollutants in a 
greater proportion than we are generally responsible for emitting. 

We are said to be in the smog belt. It strikes me that we should 
be keenly looking for opportunities where we can take action that are 
beyond what some other municipalities may be doing to mitigate against 
this effect. 

I would like to see a climate fostered in the City of London where 
the goal would be to think outside the box and embrace any reasonable 
option to reduce emissions instead of thinking why we cant accomplish 
major strides in this direction. 

I am certain that there are a number of organizations that would 
be willing to partner with the City on this sort of a project. 

Toronto has a by-law prohibiting drive throughs in residential and 
mixed use zoning, this is working for them? Hamilton is presently 
considering a moratorium on new drive through permits, when this 
passes, as it should, they will be on the leading edge in Ontario. We 
should be doing something meaningful first, ask anybody on the street 
these days about the environment, they will tell you it is the most 
important thing. 

I would like to be able to say that this City was on the leading 
edge of adopting the so called "best practice principles" on this 
important subject. Since I checked out the mounds of statistics 
indicating the damage to the environment from drive throughs alone I 
would never have the gall to frequent one. 

Consider this for us, and the future generations of citizens. 

We need to be see as the progressive municipality in the province 
and the country if we can. 

Lets have a moratorium 

Kevin & Kathleen Lomack 

- _  
Kevin 

1 
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From: Jean Johnston 
Sent: 
To: DeCicco-Best, Anne Marie 

Cc: 

Monday, November 12,2007 3:56 PM 

Bain, Kevin; Gosneli, Tom; Barber, Gina; Polhill, Bud; Hume, Gord; Caranci, Roger; 
barmstrong@iondon.ca; MacDonaid, Bernie; Orser, Stephen; Baechler, Joni; rbransco@london.ca; 
Lonc, Walter; Hubert, Paul; Eagle, Susan; Van Meerbergen, Paul; Winninger, David; Usher, Harold; 
Bryant, Judy: Miller, Cheryl 

Subject: Drive Throughs meeting Nov. 12 at 7 p.m. 

Dear Mayor DeCicco-Best and councillors: 

Drive throughs are an incredible detriment to our environment and are a luxury item we can live without. 

Climate Change is real. A grave threat to all life on this planet. It Is time to place our environment and the health 
and well being of our children ahead of business interests and profits. 

I request that staff be directed to review the possibility of imposing a moratorium on all new commercial drive 
through operations and establish a timetable to phase out all existing drive-through operations through zoning or 
other by-laws, including the implications of such a prohibition. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

(Mrs.) Jean Johnston, London West 

2007-11-13 



November 

To: London Mayor Anne-Marie DeCicco-Best and City Council 

Re: Drive-thru Services 

TREA is a local environmental group that has been active in London for 20 years. 

We have concerns regarding the continuous pollution created by businesses with drive- 
thru services. Although we understand the convenience, the unnecessary idling is 
disturbing for several reasons. 

First, it is a form of unnecessary emission pollution that is unfortunately continuous from 
early hours to evening hours. 

. .  

;.,. It unfairly targets the air quality and health of residents living in the vicinity. .. ,. 

''.,\, 
Drive-thru services conflict with the City anti-idling by-law particularly in seasonal 
weather and when waiting lines are long. 

TREA recommends: 

I. The number of drive-thru services be restricted within a certain square mileage. 
2. That guidelines go into effect that dramatically reduce the creation of new drive- 

Drive-thrus, although convenient are not critical to the success of the business. 

thrus. 

We hope the above recommendations will be seriously considered to continue to 
improve the health of Londoners, their families and the generations to come. 

r ki,"", 
Thames Region Ecological Association (TREA) 

. 
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From: Teresa Rutten 
Sent: 
To: DeCicco-Best, Anne Marie 
Cc: Bain, Kevin 
Subject: Please read ... for input re. drive throughs -thank you. 

Sunday, November 11,2007 8:18 PM 

Dear Mayor DeCicco-Best, 

We are asking you to recommend that city staff be directed to review the possibility of imposing a 
moratorium on all new commercial drive-through operations and establish a timetable to phase out all 
existing drive-through operations through zoning or other by-laws, including the implications of such a 
prohibition. 

We believe looking to eliminate all areas of unnecessary avoidable waste, including wasted fuel, will 
benefit the health of individuals, the environment and the economy now and for generations to come. 

We as a society should examine practises that we have moved away from for their inherent value. 
Slowing down our pace of life ... walking ... biking .... connecting with community, becoming familiar with 
our neighbourhoods ....p otentially safer communities ... are the benefits we have lost through our fast 
paced lifestyle .... and desire for convenience. 

Climate change is upon us - a grave threat to all life on this planet. Cars idling in drive throughs 
contribute to the overall air pollution in London and to the increasing number of smog days we 
experience. There is scientific evidence that air pollution may shorten human life expectancy. People 
with asthma, lung disease and heart disease suffer even more because of poor air quality (MLHU). 

The City of London has to be consistent. On the one hand they want everyone to walk and bike more, to 
save energy and fuel and at the same time are permitting drive throughs that use more fuel and make it 
hazardous for citizens to breathe the air while biking and walking. 

On the Air Quality Ontario reports fiom the MOE there were 55 moderate pollution days in 2006 and 0 
poor days. In 2007 there were 62 moderate days and 3 poor days. It is only 2 years of data but it is going 
in the wrong direction for air quality. 

This is fiom Environment Canada website and John Baird's announcement April 26,2007 re: actions 
against climate change. 

"Reducing Emissions fiom Transportation 

Transportation is one of the largest sources of air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions in Canada. 
Cars, trucks, trains, and planes account for over one-quarter of all greenhouse gas and air pollutant 
emissions in Canada." 

Given the above info London needs to be a leader and begin reducing the greenhouse gas and air 
pollutant emissions contributed by cars at drive throughs. 

Worked out this from a calculator on the Environment Canada website. 

2007-11-13 

. 
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If 2000 driver(s) of light-duty vehicles, avoided idling because of the elimination of drive throughs for 3 
minute(s) a day, this would: 

Reduce the use of 50,730 litres of fuel per year 
Save $50,729.84 
Reduce 123,291 kilograms of GHG emissions per year 
Equal to taking 88 vehicle(s) off the road 
Mean each dnver would save 25.36 litres of fuel, $25.36 in fuel costs 
annually, and contribute to reduction of 123,291 kilograms of GHG emissions 
annually for the whole community 
Equal to having 740 tree@) planted to absorb GHG emissions 

Waterloo has said no more than 10 seconds for idling - that would effectively eliminate drive throughs. 

The time is now to place our environment and the health and well being of our children ahead of 
business interests, profits, and convenience. Like smoking, we need to protect the rights of ALL 
citizens. It is not acceptable for individuals to intentionally pollute common air space for the sake of 
convenience. 

Vision London states .I' We are a caring, responsive community committed to the health and well-being 
of all Londoners. The actions we take will be socially, environmentally, and fiscally responsible so that 
our quality of life is enhanced and sustained for future generations. Our people, heritage, diverse 
economy, strategic location, land and resources are our strength. 

We like this vision .... let's make it a meanin01 vision. 

Teresa Rutten, 
Project Team Member 
Waste Free Events in London 

Maryanne MacDonald 
Waste Free WorldiLondon Plastic Bag Project 
Help us Slash the Plastic Trash 

2007-1 1-1 3 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

cc: 
Subject: 

Meiissa Parrott 
Sunday, November 11,2007 9:Oti ANI 
DeCicco-Best. Anne Marie: Gosneii, Tom: Barber, Gina; Poihill, Bud; Hurne, Gord; Caranci, 
Roger; Armstrong, Bill; MacDonald, Bernie: Orser, Stephen; Baechler, Joni: Branscornbe, 
Nancy; Lonc, Waiter; Hubert, Paul: Eagle, Susan; Van Meerbergen, Paul; Winninger, David; 
Usher, Harold; Bryant, Judy; Miller, Cheryl 
Bain, Kevin 
Phase out polluting drive-throughs 

Dear Mayor DeCicco-Best and councilors, 

Drive throughs are an incredible detriment to our environment and are a 
luxury item we can definitely live without. 

Climate Change is real. A grave threat to all life on this planet. It is 
time to place our environment and the health and well being of our 
children ahead of business interests and profits. 

I request that staff be directed to review the possibility of imposing a 
moratorium on all new commercial drive through operations and establish a 
timetable to phase out all existing drive-through operations through 
zoning or other by-laws, including the implications of such a prohibition. 

Thank you, 

Melissa Parrott 
melissa@londonindie.com 
http://www.melissaparrott.com 

Some links of interest - 
For all this talk, still we head steadfastly for catastrophe - UN's Human 
Development Report Office 

http://politics.guardian.co.uk/green/comment/0,,2177256,00.html 

Environmental failures 'put humanity at risk' 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2OO7/oct/26/climatechange?gusrc=rss&feed=environment 

Last but certainly not least are the drive-thrus. University of Alberta 
students have found that in Edmonton alone, drivers spend a whopping 5,000 
hours idling in Tim Hortons drive-thrus while waiting for their 
double-doubles and Boston Cremes, choking out about 2 3 . 5  tonnes of 
greenhouse gases. Did I mention that those stats represent just one day ? 
Tim Hortons has said it's working to reduce drive-thru wait times, but 
seriously, isn't it high time we banned them? 
http://www.nowtoronto.com/issues/2007-09-20/goods~ecoholic.php 
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From: Laura Beaulne-Stuebing 1 
Sent: 

To: 
Saturday, November I O ,  2007 2:20 PM 
DeCicco-Best, Anne Marie; Gosnell, Tom; Barber, Gina; Polhiii, Bud; Hume, Gord; Caranci, Roger; 
Armstrong, Bill; MacDonald, Bernie; Orser, Stephen; Baechler, Joni; Branscombe, Nancy; Lonc, 
Walter; Hubert, Paul; Eagle, Susan: Van Meerbergen, Paul; Winninger, David; Usher, Harold; 
Bryant, Judy; Miller, Cheryl 

cc: Bain, Kevin 
Subject: London drive-throughs 

Dear Mayor DeCicco-Best and councilors, 

Drlve-throughs are an incredible detriment to our environment and are a luxury item we can live without. We know 
that climate change is reai. It is time to place our environment and the health and well being of our chiidren ahead 
of business interests and profits. We have to start thinking differently. 

I request that staff be directed to review the possibility of imposing a moratorium on all new commercial drive 
through operations and establish a timetable to phase out all existing drive-through operations through zoning or 
other by-laws, including the implications of such a prohibition. 

Thank you, 
Laura Beaulne-Stuebing 

Express yourself with free Messenger emoticons. Get them todav! 
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Further comments from Advisorv Committee on the Environmen Lf CKCE) 
reqardinq zoninq and resulation of drive-throuqh facilities 

On September 5'h, ACE submitted recommendations to the City of London 
planning staff regarding the need to incorporate environment impacts on drive- 
through facilities in reporting and policies. The municipality having the authority 
under the municipal act and the planning act to enact bylaws and urban design 
guidelines to assist in mitigating these impacts. 

In addition to September's comments, members of ACE'S Air Quality/Climate 
Change working group request the following broader recommendations be 
incorporated into the environmental impacts of drive-through facilities reporting. 
This to be done through appropriate staffing and the Middlesex-London Health 
Unit prior to further drive-through facilities being considered in the City of London. 

Preamble 

I) Toronto's by-law prohibiting drive-through facilities in residential or mixed-used 
zones containing residential permissions and Hamilton's consideration of a 
moratorium restricting all drive-through development need to be made available. 

2) Ontario Medical Association's (OMA) report, Illness Cost of Air Pollution 2005, 
identifying Ontario air pollution results of approximately 5,800 premature deaths, 
17,000 hospital admissions and combined healthcare and lost productivity costs 
of almost a billion dollars yearly should be reviewed with the intent to identify 
what estimated percentage of these totals influence the London area. This 
calculation needs to be made available given London's proximity within Canada's 
smog belt. 

Other products in the air as a result of burning fossil fuels include sulphur 
dioxide, hydro-carbons, road surface, tire and brake abrasion substances as well 
as oil, cadmium, chrome, lead, copper and zinc. Particulate is relatively 
insensitive to temperature. The US EPA has found winter and summer 
emissions factors to be the same, therefore, particulate becomes a health issue 
year round. 

3) As drive-throughs continue to grow across Canada and the USA given their 
perceived convenience and time savings to customers, trends of drive-throughs 
anticipated in London over the next 5 years (London currently having 147 drive- 
throughs) need to be estimated including expected rationale for them. It needs to 
be understood the number of fast food drive-throughs have doubled in five years 
in North America. For instance, in 1975, McDonald's didn't have a single drive- 
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through. Today, more than 90% of its 13,000 USA restaurants do. Drive- 
throughs are now recognized as an integral part of this industry in sales. 

4) Cities ranging from Sierra Madre, Berkeley and Santa Cruz, California, 
Concord, Massachusetts to Carrboro, N.C., have banned new drive-throughs, 
therefore, a reporting of other cities should not be limited to Canadian cities in 
defining planning policies addressing drive-throughs. This will further assist the 
understanding of the impacts of drive-through facilities in urban settings. 

5) Comments should be incorporated into reporting reflecting the following: 

Even with owners looking at ways to reduce idle times at drive-throughs, 
the increased number of vehicles on the road yearly and additional drive- 
throughs being built yearly locally overshadow the benefits. 

The USA Clean Air Act defines "programs to control extended idling of 
vehicles" as a candidate transportation control measure. The idea being 
vehicular emissions can be reduced by eliminating vehicle idling, either by 
turning the engineoff while the vehicle is stopped or by limiting the periods 
of time in which a vehicle must be stopped and idling. 

Window services contribute to smog, emissions, pollution even within the 
store itself as employees at drive-through windows are constantly 
breathing in exhaust fumes. As determined by the USA Environmental 
Protection Agency, drivers use more gas when idling than while in motion. 

As a predominantly North American phenomenon, the drive-through 
culture has been widely maligned as a major cause of obesity. In a 2004 
issue of American Journal of Preventative Medicine, a study found that an 
extra 30 minutes in the car each day translates into a 3 percent greater 
chance of being obese. A Washington Centre for Law and Public Health 
paper (2006) addressed the use of zoning to restrict access to fast food 
outlets as a strategy to reduce obesity. 

Drive-throughs may congest parking lots or given access to arterial roads 
create longer lineups, therefore, adding to even more idling of vehicles. 

6) Estimated statistics (May 2007) from the University of Calgary found 
Edmonton drive-throughs contribute an estimated 25 tons of greenhouse gas 
emissions into the atmosphere per day. Over a year, this could represent up to 
9,000 tons. Using a total of 115 cities with same population and same amount of 
drive-through's, this could generate a total of I MILLION TONS in a year. 

Edmonton's numbers could approximate proportionately an estimated 34% or 
3,060 tons for London although other factors must be considered such as 
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weather conditions (based on 2006 Census, Edmonton’s population is nearly at 
1,040,000 vs London’s population is estimated at 352,000). 

7) It being understood a vehicle is considered to be idling only in times when its 
engine is operating and the vehicle is stationary, only those vehicles that idle for 
more than five minutes in one fixed location in a sixty-minute period contravene 
London’s anti-idling by-law. 

8) Other influences on the impacts of idling at drive-throughs include the quality 
of air (particularly during smog days, vehicles should not be allowed to idle locally 
anywhere) and other less tangible factors of interest being the age of the vehicle, 
fuel quality and blends, fuel consumption and levels of vehicle maintenance. 

9) Locally, the transportation sector generates 37% of the equivalent C02 
emissions for the City of London (2004) and 32% of energy consumed (2004). 

Recommendations 

1) We can’t begin to comprehend world-wide pollution from drive-throughs but 
London can identify some meaningful numbers based on further analysis of data 
available on the City of London’s energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. 
Reporting should include estimated emissions resulting from London drive- 
throughs including carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds and nitrous 
oxides yearly. 

2) An amendment.of London’s idling control by-law should be extended to drive- 
throughs in that they are not exempt under the by-law and thus vehicles using 
drive-through facilities must abide by its stipulations, thus recognizing the 
potential that drive-throughs have in leading to excessive idling. 

3) Reporting on London drive-throughs should incorporate an integrated study 
involving 4-6 sites including solid waste management practices, air quality and 
traffic impacts, noise, pedestrian safety and planning policy toward on-site 
vehicle capacity as part of an overall approval process to ensure negative 
impacts are minimized and to better understand the issues involving drive- 
throughs. 

4) Policy should consider the following concerns: traffic impacts, impact on 
streetscape, noise, environmentaVair quality, odours, hours of operation, 
landscaping, illuminationisignage, littering/waste, visual impact and land 
utilization. 



STERN REVIE&: I he tcohdmics  or ate Change 

Summary of Conclusions 

There is still time to avoid the worst impacts of climate change, i f we take 
strong action now. 

The scientific evidence is now overwhelming: climate change is a serious global 
threat, and it demands an urgent global response. 

This Review has assessed a wide range of evidence on the impacts of climate 
change and on the economic costs, and has used a number of different techniques to 
assess costs and risks. From all of these perspectives, the evidence gathered by the 
Review leads to a simple conclusion: the benefits of strong and early action far 
outweigh the economic costs of not acting. 

Climate change will affect the basic elements of life for people around the world - 
access to water, food production, health, and the environment. Hundreds of millions 
of people could suffer hunger, water shortages and coastal flooding as the world 
warms. 

Using the results from formal economic models, the Review estimates that if we don't 
act, the overall costs and risks of climate change Will be equivalent to losing at least 
5% of global GDP each year, now and forever. If a wider range of risks and impacts 
is taken into account, the estimates of damage could rise to 20% of GDP or more. 

in contrast, the costs of action - reducing greenhouse gas emissions to avoid the 
worst impacts of climate change - can be limited to around 1% of global GDP each 
year. 

The investment that takes place in the next 10-20 years will have a profound effect 
on the climate in the second half of this century and in the next. Our actions now and 
over the coming decades could create risks of major disruption to economic and 
social activity, on a scale similar to those associated with the great wars and the 
economic depression of the first half of the 20th century. And it will be difficult or 
impossible to reverse these changes. 

So prompt and strong action is clearly warranted. Because climate change is a 
global problem, the response to it must be international. It must be based on a 
shared vision of long-term goals and agreement on frameworks that will accelerate 
action over the next decade, and it must build on mutually reinforcing approaches at 
national, regional and international level. 

Climate change could have very serious impacts on growth and development. 

If no action is taken to reduce emissions, the concentration of greenhouse gases in 
the atmosphere could reach double its pre-industrial level as early as 2035, virtually 
committing us to a global average temperature rise of over TC. In the longer term, 
there would be more than a 50% chance that the temperature rise would exceed 
5°C. This rise would be vely dangerous indeed; it is equivalent to the change in 
average temperatures from the last ice age to today. Such a radical ,change in the 
physical geography of the world must lead to major changes in the human geography 
-where people live and how they live their lives. 

Even at more moderate levels of warming, all the evidence -from detailed studies of 
regional and sectoral impacts of changing weather patterns through to economic 

vi 



VIA E-MAIL AND COURIER 

May 2,2008 

Mr. Rob Panzer 
General Manager, Planning and Development 
City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
P 0 Box 5035 
London, ON N6A 4L9 

Dear Mr. Panzer: 

Re: City of London ProDosed Policies, Reauiations and Guidelines on Drive-Throwh Facilities 

As you are aware, we along with our representatives (Labreche Patterson &Associates inc. and RWDi 
Inc.) and representatives of our Restaurant member brands have met with you and members of your 
Department on three occasions to present our concerns with this subject matter. The Ontario 
Restaurant Hotel & Motel Association (ORHMA) is providing this letter as agents for several of our 
member restaurants namely McDonald's Restaurants of Canada Limited, Tim Hortons lnc., Burger King 
Restaurants of Canada inc., Wendy's Restaurants of Canada, and A & W Food Services of Canada inc. 

There are over ninety (90) restaurant facilities currently iocated in the City of London. Collectively, 
these restaurants employ approximately 5,000 full and part-time employees. There is no doubt that the 
commercial success of major employers in the City, including the restaurant and hospitality sector is 
vital to the overall success of London. 

This letter further expresses our objection to staff report 02-5304, issued under your name, to be 
considered at Planning Committee on May 26,2008. 

Staff have previously reoeived submissions directly from TDL (by letter dated October 26, 2007) 
McDonald's Restaurants (October 26, 2007) and the ORHMA (by letter dated October 24, 2007), as 
well as from other interested parties and restaurant brands. 

As outlined in previous correspondence and as noted in your report, since early 2000 we have worked 
coilaboratively with several municipalities to review and develop urban design guidelines and zoning 
regulations related to drive-through facilities. Naturally, we are similarly interested in working with 
officiais from the City of London to reach similar accords on mutually acceptable standards. 

Of note, most recently, in the City of Ottawa, initial attempts to severely restrict drive-through facilities at 
the level of the Official Pian were defeated at the Ontario Municipal Board, and gave way to design 
guidelines arrived at in a consensual manner. 

As an industry, we along with our representatives have prepared and completed various studies and 
reports that were accepted and referenced in OMB decisions. This process has continued, with the 
production of air quality studies in particular, that demonstrate unequivocally that the measures 
proposed by staff that will result in the reduction of drive-through facilities will lead to the growth of 
parking lots, and resulting increases in emission of both particulate pollutants and green house gases. 
This would seem to be the precise opposite of the effect intended and sought by your proposed 
measures. 

2600 Skyrnaik Avenue, Suite 8 - 201, Mississauga, ON L4W 582 
Tel: 905-361-0268 Toil Free: 800-668-8906 Fax: 905-361-0288 Toil Free Fax: 888-359-5588 

E-mail: infa@orhrna.com www.orhma.com 

.. . . ~ . .  . . ~ .  . 
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We note that in the report produced under your name for the meeting of November 12,2007, you quote 
the Advisory Committee on the Environment C'ACE) that states "drive-through facilities have 
detrimental environmental effects through air, noise and light pollution". interestingly, the report 
provides no basis whatever for this broad assertion. We note that the ACE, as quoted by you, goes on 
to recommend the closure of drive-through facilities on smog advisory days, the requirement of 
production of air-quality studies and noise impact studies for the development of drive-through facilities, 
and other recommendations that derive solely from a conclusion that there are detrimental 
environmental effects from drive-through facilities, 

We note with interest that such targeting of drive-through facilities as environmental villains by some 
members of the public might seem to make superficial sense. However, we wouid expect a greater 
standard of a government dealing with the property rights of persons and corporations. The expectation 
wouid be that a proper ievei of investigation and study take place before the making of 
recommendations broadly contained in your report. 

As recently as March 19, in a meeting attended by members of your staff, it was emphasized that 
councillors and the public were requesting a moraforium on future development of drive-through 
facilities due to environmental and health concerns. 

From what we understand, no scientific study has been made to provide foundation for these 
comments. The only available study as you are aware based on our meeting with you and others on 
April 28, 2008, is that of RWDl Air inc., as peer reviewed by Professor Deniz Karman of Carieton 
University. A full copy of study as well as an executive summary note are attached for your review. 
The study conclusively establishes that with respect to air quality and green house gases (associated 
with climate change), drive-through facilities are less harmful to the environment than are parking lots. 
Nothing in the proposed amendments to the Official Pian or the Zoning By-law would restrict parking 
lots. In the recent City of Ottawa Official Pian decision of the Ontario Municipal Board, the Board 
accepted the notion that the presence of drive-through facilities wouid result in less need for parking 
lots. 

We ais0 note that the Ontario Municipal Board found in the Ottawa Official Pian decision that Official 
Plans are not the level at which drive-through facilities should be regulated. 

Apart from any environmental issues, your reports of September 24 and November 12, 2007, raise 
nothing more than design and site pian issues. As noted above, we are more than prepared to discuss 
and agree on reasonable design guidelines. We note that both reports refer to issues reiated to noise 
and light. It is our view, as provided by our representatives, that from the perspective of sound and 
light, there is little if any difference between restaurants dependent on parking lots, and those that 
include drive-through facilities. in either case, careful design and site planning are capable of reducing 
or eliminating impact on adjacent property owners. 

The reports and the .limited public response of which 4 of the 7 public response letters came from 
industry members wouid indicate that this is not a pressing issue for the City of London. The limited 
responses reference a concern regarding traffic generation. We note for the record that the Ontario 
Municipal Board has found in decisions in both Toronto and Ottawa that drive-through facilities do not 
contribute to traffic generation. The Ontario Municipal Board has determined that drive-through facilitigs 
provide a servica to those already in cars, and the majority of people do not use their car to make a 
single purpose trip:to use the drive-through. 

City planning staff recently advised that approximately 30 drive-through locations wili become iegai non- 
conforming as a result of the proposed Official Plan and Zoning By-law amendments. A iegai non- 
conforming status of what today is a permitted use, is not acceptable for these existing businesses as it 
will negatively Impact the successful continued use of these businesses. 

-...I ...... . ~. , . 
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The latest "Draft 'Drive-Through Urban Design Guidelines" were just provided to us on April 1, 2008. 
We and our member brands have not had adequate time to fully review these proposed guidelines at 
this time, but will 'have further discussion with Planning staff and provide our specific comment to them 
over the next three weeks. 

In the absence of any scientific evidence and thorough Pianning justification to the recommended 
changes, we are of the view that the restrictions proposed in the latest report and position of the City 
are subjective and made without sufficient study or requirement. 

In closing, and as stated in our representatives' previous meetings with Planning Staff on March 19, 
2008 and April 1, 2008, your continued pursuit of Official Plan Policy amendments to specifically 
prohibit drive-through facilities in many identified designations is not acceptable to us and our members, 
and i5 done in our opinion without proper and complete investigation and justification as noted above. 

The ORHMA welcomes the opportunity to work with the City of London to develop mutually acceptable 
standards related to drive-through facilities. *-- 
Tony Elenis 
President &CEO 

Attachments 

cc: City of London 
Anne Marie DeCicco-Best, Mayor 
Controller Tom Gosnell 
Controller Bud Poihili 
Controller Gina Barber - Planning Committee & Board of Control 
Controller Gord Hume - Planning Committee & Board of Control 
Councillor Joni Baechier (chair) - Planning Committee (Ward 5) 
Councillor Roger Caranci - Planning Committee (Ward 1) 
Councillor Nancy Branscombe - Planning Committee (Ward 6 )  
Councillor Judy Bryant - Planning Committee (Ward 13) 
Councillor Bill Armstrong (Ward 2) 
Councillor Bernie MacDonaid (Ward 3) 
Councillor Stephen Orser (Ward 4) 
Councillor Waiter Lonc (Ward 7) 
Councillor Paul Hubert (Ward 8) 
Councilior Susan Eagle (Ward 9) 
Councillor Paul Van Meerbergen (Ward 10) 
Councillor David Winninger (Ward 11) 
Councillor Harold Usher (Ward 12) 
Counciiior Cheryl Miller (Ward 14) 
Gregg Barrett, Manager - Land Use Planning, Policy, Planning and Development 
W. J. Charles Parker, Senior Planner, Planning and Development 

Mr. Nick Javor'-Tim Horton inc. 
Mr. Don MacCharies - Wendy's Restaurants of Canada, inc. 
Ms. Sherry Maclauchlan - McDonald's Restaurants of Canada Limited 
Mr. Darren Sim -A & W Food Services of Canada Inc. 
Mr. Jeff Weinman - Burger. King Restaurants of Canada Inc. 
Mr. Victor Labreche - Labreche Patterson & Associates Inc. 
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Advisory Committee on the nvironment 

Recommendations Regarding the Zoning and Regulation of Drive-Through 
Facilities 

September 5,2007 

Context: 

Currently, City of London planning staff are conducting a review of niunicipal policies 
directing the development of commercial establishments with drive-through facilities. 
While not specifically incorporated.into the review, the Advisory Committee of the 
Environment believes some consideration should be given to the environmental inipact of 
drive-through facilities. As such, ACE proposes several recommendations for 
incorporation into the review to assist in mitigating environmental impact of current and 
future drive-through development. 

While quickly becoming an integral component of retail culture, drive-tlxough facilities 
have detrimental environmental effects through air, noise and light pollution. The 
municipality has the authority under the municipal act and the planning act to enact 
bylaws and urban design guidelines to assist in mitigating these impacts. 

In 2002, the City of Toronto enacted bylaws directing the development of drive-through 
facilities that were challenged and upheld by the Ontario Municipal Board and the City of 
Hamilton currently has a moratorium in place restricting all drive-through development. 
As the environmental impacts of automobile use continue to mount, the bylaw restricting 
idling within the City of London can be seen as a starting point and basis for guidelines 
for sites with drive-through facilities. 

Recommendations 

The Advisory Committee on the Environment recommends that the following actions be 
taken with respect to zoning and regulation of Drive-Tlxu retailers in the City of London: 

1. Drive-though lanes be permitted only in Regional and Conununity Shopping 
Areas (as defined in the Official Plan) and shall ensure a 50 meter separation 
distance is provided from all parts of the drive-through facility, including stacking 
lanes, to the edge of the lot line of any residential use or zone where residential uses 
are permitted; (a separation of 30 meters was upheld by OMB Decision 0154) 

2. Drive-through lanes shall not be permitted in Neighbourhood Shopping Areas. 
(Consistent with OP 4.1.1 (ii).) 

3. Drive-through lanes not be permitted within the downtown area (OP 4.1.2. (iv).) 
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4. Drive-through lanes be clearly marked with a pavement line and signage 
indicating the point at which the average wait to be served is greater than thee 
minutes. (Consistent with City of London Idling Bylaw) 

5. Drive-through lanes be closed to motor vehicle traffic during smog advisory days. 

6. Drive-through lanes be designed in a manner which would prevent or nialce 
difficult for traffic to overflow onto the roadway. 

7. Parking and stacking lanes for drive-through access be placed further back l"roni 
the roadway / sidewalk while the building fapde be closer to the roadway / 
sidewalk to facilitate pedestrian access and prevent traffic overflow onto the 
roadway. 

8. Retailers with drive-through lanes provide structural elements to protect 
pedestrian customers from the elements. 

9. Retailers with drive-through lanes provide courtesy parking spots that are close to 
tlie main entrance to facilitate access for caregivers with young children. 

10. Proposed developments incorporating drive-through facilities be required to 
include an air quality study and a noise impact study as part of a coiiiplete 
proposal. 

11. Wording specific to the regulation of drive-though placement and use be 
included in Section 11 of the Official Plan (Urban Design Guidelines) aid otlier 
sections as appropriate. 

Supporting and Related Documentation: 

4.1.1. General Objectives for all Commercial Designations - CoL Official Plan 

ii) Minimize the impact of commercial development on adjacent land 
uses and on the traffic-carrying capacity of adjacent roads. 

4.1.2. Downtown Objectives - CoL Official Plan 

iv) Encornage the consolidation and enhancement of a compact, 
pedestrian-oriented shopping area within the Downtown. 

City of London Official Plan Sects 4.1.1 (ii), 4.1.2 (iv). 

City of Toronto Urban Design Guidelines for Sites with Drive-Though Facilities 
-Draft May 2005 



City of Toronto Bylaws 776-2002 to 81 1-2002 (inclusive) 

o Zoning By-laws throughout the City of Toronto prohibit develc nient of drii !- - _  - 
through facilities in residential or mixed-use zones containing residential 
permissions; 
A 30 meter separation distance is provided from all parts of the drive-througli 
facility, including stacking lanes, to the edge of tlie lot line of any residential use 
or zone where residential uses are permitted; 

o 

Ontario Municipal Board DecisiodOrder 0154 -Jan 23,2004 
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Parker, Charles 

From: 
Sent: 
To: Parker, Charles 
cc: 
Subject: THE CITY PLANNERS GUIDE TO THE OBESITY EPIDEMIC: ZONING AND FAST FOOD 

Council of Canadians 1 London [counciiofcanadians.iondon@sympatico.ca] 

Monday, May 12,2008 4:42 PM 

'Council of Canadians I London Chapter' 

Health Aspect of Drive-thrus in relation to our current obesity crisis in North American society, including Canada, 
which has reached unprecedented obesity rates, particularly in children. 

As a predominantly North American phenomenon, the drive-through culture has been widely maligned as a major 
cause of obesity. I n  a 2004 issue of American Journalof Preventative Medicine, a study found that an extra 30 
minutes in the car each day translates into a 3 percent greater chance of being obese. A Washington Centre for 
Law and Public Health paper (2006) addressed the use of zoning to  restrict access to fast food outlets as a 
strategy to reduce obesity. The cost of acquiescing on this issue is enormous. Furthermore, it is our responsibiiity 
as a city, as adults, as caregivers, to protect children, who are the most vulnerable in our society - completely 
dependant upon adults and adult decisions, from such detrimental health impacts. 

Until we find the political will to place a moratorium on drive-thrus (which hopefully we will see happen first in 
London resulting in a domino affect across Canada &then the globe) to mitigate against climate change and 
pollution, we must, until this time, take the necessary precautions. These health impacts must be a consideration 
in all aspects of zoning and planning by-laws. 

Sincerely, 
Cory Morningstar 
Council of Canadians I London Chapter 

THE CITY PLANNER'S GUIDE TO THE OBESITY EPIDEMIC: ZONING AND FAST FOOD 

http://~.publicheal~ilaw.net/Zoni1i~~o2OCi~%20Pla1iners~o2OGuide.p~~ 
. 

Childhood Obesity - t h e  Fastest-growing Cause of Disease in Canada 

Over the last 25 years, we have witnessed an alarming rise in the proportion of overweight and obese children. 
Obesity rates among children and youth have nearly tripled during this. It is an issue that affects children 
everywhere in Canada - across the country and across diverse populations. 

The economic costs are also significant. Direct and indirect costs associated with obesity have been estimated at 
$4.3 billion in 20011. 

Health Risks 

Childhood obesity is a particular concern because excess weight over time increases the risk of developing 
chronic health problems. 

Obesity is one of the leading risk factors for heart disease and stroke, as weil as for type 2 diabetes. Unhealthy 
weights, combined with risk factors such as age, family history and the presence of other health conditions, such 
as high cholesterol or high blood sugar levels, can greatly elevate the risk of developing a wide range of chronic 
diseases including: 
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hypertension or high blood pressure; 
coronary heart disease; 
type 2 diabetes; 
stroke; 
sleep apnea and other breathing problems; 
some cancers such as breast, colon and endometrial cancer; and 
mental health problems, such as low self-esteem and depression. 

No virus found in this outgoing message. - -  
Checked by AVG. 
Version: 7.5.519 /Virus Database: 269.22.0/1342 -Release Date: 3/25/2008 10:26 AM 

No virus found in this outgoing message. 
Checked by AVG. 
Version: 7.5.519 /Virus Database: 269.22.0/1342 -Release Date: 3/25/2008 10:26 AM 

No virus found in this outgoing message. 
Checked by AVG. 
Version: 7.5.524 /Virus Database: 269.23.711409 -Release Date: 5/1/2008 8:39 AM 

No virus found in this outgoing message. 
Checked by AVG. 
Version: 7.5.524 I Virus Database: 269.23.1611428 -Release Date: 5/12/2008 7:44 AM 
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This Environmental Statement on the Need to Reduce ldlhg in London is divided into five parts: 

Part A: Idling - The Issues, Challenges, and the Requirement for Change 
Part B: The Role of Corporate Social Responsibility in Addressing Idling 
Part C: Staff Review of the Air Quality Assessment for Tim Horfons Restaurants 

1 
5 
7 

Part D: Next Steps for London 14 
Part E: Staff Recommendations 14 

Background data and information used for this Environment Statement are limited as this is a 
relatively new field of investigation. Conclusions drawn in this document combine technical 
information regarding vehicle emissions with personal behaviour in general and location-specific 
behaviours. 

Natural Resources Canada’s ldle free Zone website is the primary source for information on 
vehicle idling in Canada. 

In the first quarter of 2007, the City of London obtained some London-specific information for idling 
behaviour at commercial retail plazas in London. The study found that the about 10 to 15 per cent 
of drivers idle their vehicles while visiting plazas, and that the average idling time was around two 
minutes and 20 seconds. This preliminary investigation found that visual prompts, such as anti- 
idling signs, reduced the incidence of vehicle idling by around 10 to 15 percent. However, the study 
also found that ambient weather conditions also influenced idling behaviour, with the incidence of 
vehicle idling decreasing as winter turned to spring. 

In late 2007, TDL Group, the parent company for Tim Hortons, commissioned Rowan Williams 
Davies & Irwin (RWDI) to carry out the Air Quality Assessment for Tim Hortons Restaurants study. 
The RWDl study will add to the limited pool of information that is available on the topic of idling. 

~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~~ 

Note: City of London staff recommend that the reader familiarizes them self with the RWDl 
study and the May 2, 2008 letter from the Ontario Restaurant, Hotel & Motel Association 
(ORHMA) prior to reviewing the comments provided in this Environmental Statement. 

Part A. Idling -The Issues, Challenges, and the Requirement for Change 

The issue of idling in London continues to be addressed through an existing Idling Control By-law, 
some signage at known idling locations and some information and promotional pieces (e.g., radio 
advertisements). In 2007, the Middlesex London Health Unit (MLHU) undertook a dedicated 
enforcement program during the summer months issuing warnings and some tickets. City and 
MLHU staff have been examining a number of potential by-law changes and will be delivering a 
report to the Environment & Transportation Committee (ETC) on this matter later in the summer. 

In January 2008, a report on the impacts of idling was submitted to the ETC for the purpose of 
being reviewed for the 2008 Budget deliberations. Funding support was not made available for 
additional idling initiatives due to competing environmental and community needs. 
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The primary impacts of unnecessary idling are well known. Point form details below are from 
Natural Resources Canada's website called Welcome to the Idle-Free Zone. Direct quotes from 
this site are in italics. To put idling in perspective, research in Canada suggests that Canadian 
motorists idle their automobiles an average of 5 to 10 minutes a day. More idling occurs in winter 
due to our climate but idling does occur year round (e.g., hot summer days). 

Climate change and Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Impacts -The average car produces about 2.4 
kilograms of carbon dioxide (CO2) for every litre of gasoline used. Carbon dioxide is the 
principal greenhouse gas. Any time a vehicle is not running; greenhouse gas emissions are not 
being produced. 

If every driver of a light-duty vehicle in Canada avoided idling for just five minutes a day, we 
would prevent more than 1 million tonnes of C02 from entering the atmosphere each year. That 
would represent a huge contribution to Canada's climate change efforts. 

Health impacts of idling - Vehicles not only generate carbon dioxide but smog-forming 
pollutants as well, such as nitrogen oxides (NOx), unburned hydrocarbons, and fine particulate 
matter. Increased air pollution can impact all Londoners but it has the greatest impacts on 
children and the elderly. Children breathe faster than adults therefore they inhale more air per 
kilogram of body weight. Elderly people and those with respiratory problems, such as asthma, 
emphysema and chronic bronchitis, can be further aggravated by poor air quality and smog. 

These health problems could become even more common and pronounced as climate change 
progresses. That's because climate change results in more frequent and severe heat waves, 
which tend to make smog and air pollution worse. One way to head off the problem is to stop 
unnecessary idling. Our air would be cleaner, and respiratory health would improve in our 
communities. 

Idling wastes fuel and money - With today's high fuel prices, including estimates of $1.40 to 
$1 5 0  per litre by the summer of 2008, individuals must recognize that money can be saved by 
not idling vehicles. , 

Idling wastes a non-renewable resource - Gasoline is produced from crude oil, a non- 
renewable resource. Crude oil reserves in Canada and around the world are being depleted at 
increasingly faster rates than experienced in the past. In addition, wasting crude oil via 
unnecessary gas consumption will have unintended consequences on the ability to consume oil 
for other energy uses. 

An Example - What Does Less Idling Mean to Londoners? 
Question: What are the benefits if every driver of a light-duty vehicle (e.g., car, van) in London 

reduced their amount of idling by 20% per year (or about one minute per day?) 

Assumptions: Londoners idle, on average, for 5 minutes per day 
There are about 190,000 light-duty vehicles in use everyday in London 
Fuel prices in London average about a $1.20 per litre 
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Using The Idling Impact Calculator found on the Natural Resources Canada website 
(www.oee.nrcan.uc.ca), environmental impacts and financial impact data specific to London can be 
calculated based on the above assumptions. 

What are the annual benefits if every driver of a light-duty vehicle in London reduced 
their amount of idling by 20 percent per year (or about one minute per day?) 

1,548,000 litres of fuel, a non-renewable resource, would be saved. 
Almost $1.9 million would be saved by London drivers every year. 
3,760 tonnes of greenhouse gas would not be produced (enough GHG to fill over 2,200 
NHL-sized hockey rinks). 
22,580 trees would have to be planted to have the same benefit. 
2,670 vehicles would have to be taken off the road to have the same benefit. 

Why do People Idle? 
There are many reasons why people idle their vehicles: 

listening to the radio 
waiting for someone 
talking to someone outside of the car 
running a quick errand 
parking illegally 
keeping the heat or air conditioning on 
combinations of the above 

Some parents prefer to heat up (or cool down) the interior of their car first before buckling in their 
young children. Another reason is because some people believe that the car's engine needs to be 
warmed up before driving away, or that idling is better for the engine than turning off the engine 
and restarting it if running a short errand. 

All of these reasons are unnecessary - there is no reason to idle a vehicle enuine. 

What are the Most Common Locations for Idling? 
Idling at drive-throughs has received the most recent attention in the media. However, the drive- 
through lane is just one typical location where idling occurs. Common locations for idling include: 

Warming up (or cooling down) a vehicle in the driveway 
Dropping off and/or picking up children at school or daycare 
Dropping off and/or picking up a passenger at work, the mall, or any other destination 
Waiting for a train at a railway crossing 
Running quick errands at the plaza, such as dropping off dry-cleaning or returning rental DVDs 

It is quite possible that a driver in London may idle their vehicle at more than one of these locations 
in a day. 
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What about Emissions from Re-Starting My Car? 
According to Natural Resources Canada, idling your engine for longer than ten seconds wastes 
more fuel than then fuel needed to re-start your engine. This means that for greenhouse gas 
(carbon dioxide) emissions, engine start-up emissions are the same as ten seconds of idling. 

However, as discussed in the RWDl study, the emissions of smog precursors from engine start-up 
increases the longer an engine has time to cool. Based on the information provided in the RWDl 
study, the emissions associated with starting up a vehicle after five minutes of parking are: 

Equivalent to 2 minutes and 43 seconds of idling for nitrogen oxides 
Equivalent to 1 minute and 17 seconds of idling for hydrocarbons 

What are the Challenges for Reducing Idling? 
North Americans are creatures of comfort and convenience. In general, they like to be in a 
comfortable environment that‘s not too hot or not too cold and to have everything at their fingertips 
to minimize effort. The automobile provides this kind of environment and service, as long as the 
engine is running. 

Given that automobiles are the dominant form of personal transportation, products and services 
have evolved so that they can be delivered to people in the comfort and convenience of their car. 
For example, traditionally associated with quick-service restaurants, the drive-through “craze” now 
extends to services such as pharmacies and beer stores and unlikely services like drive-through 
wedding chapels, funeral homes, and flu-shot clinics. 

Unfortunately, this has contributed to energy-intensive cityscapes that have been designed to 
accommodate automobiles rather than people. It has also led to a dependency on the automobile 
for everyday needs such as accessing food and workplaces. With rising global fuel demand and 
declining fossil fuel resources comes rising energy costs and air emissions. 

Idling may not be the largest component of automobile-related emissions. However, the decision to 
leave an automobile’s engine running is a voluntary one, and one that usually serves no useful 
purpose except to provide comfort and convenience. 

Efforts to reduce idling face challenges, in that we are asking people to, for example: 

Sit in and/or drive their vehicle whose interior may be cold (or hot) for a couple of minutes 
Park and get out of their vehicle to get their morning coffee or lunch 

For many people, these are trivial issues. However, for people with mobility challenges, drive- 
throughs provide a valuable service. Efforts to address idling must take into account the societal 
value drive-through services provide. However, at the same time, providers of drive-through 
services must address the adverse environmental impact of idling associated with these services. 
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Individual driver responsibility along with awareness-raising support specific to locations where 
idling occurs is equally important. All vehicle idling is a problem -not just drive-throughs and quick- 
service restaurants. 

Part B: The Role of Corporate Social Responsibility in Addressing Idling 

Tim Hortons should be commended for taking the initiative in commissioning the RWDl study. This 
can be seen as a first step in applying corporate social responsibility principles to address 
community concerns about idling at drive-throughs. This builds upon Tim Hortons' reputation for 
supporting local community initiatives (e.g., minor sports programs, free access to community 
arenas during designated times of the year, London Clean & Green) and broader social initiatives 
for children. It is imperative that Tim Hortons and other members of the Ontario Restaurant, Hotel 
& Motel Association become part of the solution to reduce idling. 

As stated on the Industry Canada website: 

"Corporate social responsibility, or CSR, is a concept that frequently overlaps with similar 
approaches such as corporate sustainability, corporate sustainable development, corporate 
responsibility, and corporate citizenship. While CSR does not have a universal definition, 
many see it as the private sector's way of integrating the economic, social, and 
environmental imperatives of their activities.. . . . .CSR also frequently involves creating 
innovative and proactive solutions to societal and environmental challenges, as well as 
collaborating with both internal and external stakeholders to improve CSR performance." 

Generally, CSR programs contains various elements that typically fall into one or more of the 
following categories: 

Community investment, engagement and values 
Environmental investment, engagement and values 
Workplace investment, engagement and values 
Business strategy - competitiveness, financial sustainability and values 

5 
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The adaptation of CSR by 
corporations across Canada varies. 
Well-known companies such as the 
Starbucks Coffee, Royal Bank of 
Canada, Suncor (Sunoco), Loblaw 
and Home Depot are cited as 
examples of corporations applying 
CSR principles to their businesses. 

A CSR initiative that includes 
environmental responsibility 
prominently is demonstrated at 
Vanclty, Canada's largest credit 
union. 

In terms of the environmental 
aspects of CSR, more and more 
corporations are starting to look at 
the environmental footprint of their 
products and services. Often, this is 
focused on the core business's 
products. In a number of cases, 
these principles can be applied to 
customer use and post-consumer 
management of products and 
services, as is the case for those 
corporations participating in 
Stewardship Ontario (e.g., Kelloggs 
Canada., Kraft Canada, Coca Cola 
Bottling Company, Proctor & Gamble 
Inc.). The concept of extended 
producer responsibility - taking 
responsibility from cradle to grave to 
cradle to cradle - has been 
implemented for some products in 
different locations around the world. 

With respect to idling, corporations 
who have embraced CSR should 
start addressing the impact that their 
customer behaviour can have on the 
environment. Corporations whose 
businesses include drive-throughs 
need to educate their customers on 
the environmental impact of vehicle 

./" 

:xcerpf from Vancify's Corporate Social 
?esponsibi/ify Webpage - Climate Change Solutions 

'hinking ahead is in our nature. And while we enjoy a spectacular 
nvironment in British Columbia, it may not always be so. That's 
ihy we're committed to supporting ways to find positive solutions to 
limate change. There are so many easy, everyday changes we 
an make to reduce our impact on the environment around us: 
ecycling, using less energy, alternative forms of daily 
ransportation. Here's what we're doing to be part of the solution ... 

Funding community action -Over the past three years, 
we've funded numerous organizations for activities like 
sustainable transportation, greening spaces, sustainable urban 
form and green energy. Examples include: 

Better Environmentally Sound Transportation (BEST) 
Friends of Renewable Energy BC 
Sierra Club of BC Foundation's Victoria Get Coo! Climate 
Change Project 
A program, created in partnership with the Real Estate 
Foundation of BC. The program's goal is to minimize the 
impacts of climate change and to improve sustainable land 
use practices by supporting green building initiatives in BC. 
Grants of up to $50,000 are available. 

Encouraging sustainable transportation - Our employee 
incentive programs offer priority parking for carpoolers and 
reduced-rate transit passes. Our branches, which are located 
close to public transit, have bike racks and our head office has 
a secure bike room, lockers and shower facilities. And it's 
working. Today, over 50 per cent of our employees take 
alternative transportation. 

Leading the way in energy management - Since 1992, we 
have undertaken dozens of initiatives to make our operations 
more energy efficient. As a result, we've saved more than $1 .I6 
million in electricity costs, reduced our energy use by 27 per 
cent per square metre and decreased greenhouse gas 
emissions by 223 tonnes. 

We are committed to a further 10 per cent reduction in total energy 
use over the next three years. And we've set a goal to rank among 
the top 10 per cent of organizations in energy efficiency within our 
industry. 

idling. Businesses wiih parking lots and loading docks also need to remind customers and 
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suppliers to turn off their engines when vehicles are parked. This introduction of additional 
messaging and constant reminders (Le., message repetition and message frequency) are 
fundamental components of behaviour change initiatives that are needed to create change, 

The City of London has undertaken its own efforts to reduce the idling activity of the City Fleet. To- 
date, the City has adopted, and is subject to the Idling Control By-Law, and has implemented anti- 
idling training at both new staff orientation classes and at the mandatory driver education course 
that every employee must pass before driving a City Vehicle. We do know that more can be done. 
We are taking steps in that direction by providing in kind support to a Government of Canada 
project, the Intelligent Vehicle Tracking and Monitoring System Pilot Program. This program 
consists of technology that monitors fleet vehicle use, including excessive vehicle idling. The final 
report for the pilot program is expected by late spring/summer 2008. 

r 

Part C: Staff Review of the Air Quality Assessment for Tim Hortons 
Restaurants 

On November 12, 2007, the Planning Committee recommended that: 

The report from the General Manager of Planning and Development with respect to the City 
of London Official PlanQoning Refinement Review for the Regulation of Drive- Through 
Facilities BE REFERRED back to staff to allow for further review of the issues raised by 
Members of Council and for staff to hold further consultations with industry, and to report 
back at a public participafion meeting of the Planning Committee in six month's time; it being 
noted the staff report is to include information on the following: 

(a) the health and environmental impacts of drive-through uses, including an independent 
scientific opinion on the information brought forward by the public and industry relating to 
the health and environmental impacts; and 

(b) the impact of a complete moratorium on drive-through uses. 

One of the reports that are being submitted by the industry to the Planning Committee is the RWDl 
study commissioned by Tim Hortons. The RWDl study has raised the bar in terms of the available 
information on idling, in that: 

It is the first attempt to quantify the environmental impact of drive-throughs that is being made 
available to the general public 

It has provided information on smog-forming pollutants, such as nitrogen oxides and 
hydrocarbons, as well as greenhouse gas emissions (carbon dioxide) 

It has provided information on emissions associated with start-up emissions as well as idling 
emissions 
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The technical environmental impact information provided can also be applied to other idling 
scenarios besides drive-through operations 

The report methodology and findings were subject to a peer review by Dr. Deniz Karman of 
Carleton University, as selected by Tim Hortons. 

City staff have reviewed the RWDl study. It should be noted that any comments that have been 
raised by City staff are limited to information contained within the RWDl study, and that we have 
not done any in-depth analysis or data gathering of our own. City staff welcome any additional 
information that can be made available on this topic from Tim Hortons or its parent association. 

Regarding the RWDl study, in general, City staff do not have concerns about the tools used in the 
study. RWDl is a well-known environmental consultancy specializing in air quality management. 
The vehicle emission dispersion modelling tools RWDl used for their evaluation are well- 
established, industry-standard tools for studies of this nature. 

As valuable as this report is as a source of information on idling, there are some limitations that 
City staff have noted: 

The study is based on traffic surveys of four Tim Hortons facilities in Ontario -three facilities 
with drive-throughs and only one facility without a drive through 

The traffic survey at each location consisted of only one hour of observation on one day only, 
covering the morning peak demand period only 

City staff also have some concerns about the assumptions being used as inputs to these models 
and some of the conclusions that are being drawn from the RWDl study, specifically: 

Is Drive-Through Use Environmentally Insignificant? 
Do You Get Faster Service at a Drive-Through During Peak Times? 
Would the Number of Vehicle-Driving Customers Remain the Same Without a Drive-Through? 
Are the RWDl Study Results Applicable to All Drive-Throughs? 

Is Drive-Through Use Environmentally Insignificant? 
Answer: It is the opinion of City staff that vehicle idling at drive-throughs is not an insignificant 

environmental impact. Vehicle idling at drive-throughs needs to viewed in the context of 
the broader vehicle idling issue. Idling has an environmental impact (e.g., it produces 
greenhouse gases which contribute to climate change). 

Figures 5 and 6 of the RWDl study illustrates a drive-through trip as being relatively small 
compared to the emissions from the daily commute, at about 2 percent of the trip's emissions. 
However, the results presented in the graphs have assumed a one-way commuting trip of 25 
kilometres. That distance may be representative of the commute in the Greater Toronto Area. 
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However, according to the 2006 Census, the average one-way work-day commute in London was 
5.6 kilometres. Therefore, in London, a typical commuter using a drive-through would increase 
their greenhouse gas emissions (and fuel use) by approximately 10 percent. 

Whv is this ImDortant? 
The environmental impact of using a drive-through is also dependent upon how long the queue is. 
As discussed in the RWDI study, the “soak time’’ of a cooling engine plays a significant role in the 
emissions from starting-up an engine. Based on the information provided in the RWDl study, the 
emissions associated with starting up a vehicle after five minutes of parking are: 

Equivalent to 2 minutes and 43 seconds of idling for nitrogen oxides 
Equivalent to 1 minute and 17 seconds of idling for hydrocarbons 

0 Equivalent to 10 seconds of idling for carbon dioxide 

This information shows that there could be air quality benefits specifically from avoiding the “start- 
up” emissions of smog precursors if your anticipated wait time is around two minutes or less. This 
is based on giving nitrogen oxide and hydrocarbon emissions equal importance for air quality 
benefits. 

It is the understanding of City staff that service delivery time target for handling a drive-through 
customer transaction during morning peak hours is around 20 to 25 seconds. Using this 
information, a drive-through queue length of 5 to 6 vehicles at a typical Tim Hortons should be 
processed in around two minutes, which would represent a “neutral” air quality impact scenario 
compared to parking and walking in for service. Once the drive-through queue is longer than 6 
vehicles, it would start to have a negative impact on air quality. For other quick-service restaurants 
with longer customer service delivery time, the optimum drive-through queue length would be 
shorter. 

For many people, climate change is just as important an issue as local air quality. Given that “start- 
up” emissions only produce greenhouse gas emissions equivalent to 10 seconds worth of engine 
idling, the use of a drive-through will, in most cases, have a greater climate change impact than 
parking and walking-in. If you balance both air quality and climate change concerns and give them 
equal importance, a drive-through queue time of longer than one minute would start to have 
negative impacts on the environment as a whole. 

There is also the need to balance the environmental aspects of drive-through use with the social 
and economic aspects. This is a topic that requires further exploration. 

City of London staff also recognize this information is applicable to other idling situations besides 
drive-through use, such as waiting at a railway crossing or picking up children after school. The 
choice to idle is a voluntary one, and citizens need to be aware of the environmental impacts that 
these choices may have particularly if the engine is idling for more than one or two minutes. 
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Location 

i 

Agenda Item # pa e # 

Average Distribution of Time Spent on Site (Minutes) Traffic 
Volume <3.5 3.5-7.0 7.0-9.0 9.0-11.0 12.0-15.0 >I5 Time 

Do You Get Faster Service at a Drive-Through During Peak Times? 
Answer: It is the opinion of City staff that, during peak times, the service time for customers 

waiting in the drive-through queue is actually slower than for customers who park and 
walk-in for service.. 

Table 1 of the RWDl study illustrates that the average time on site for those customers choosing to 
park and walk-in was about two to four minutes longer than those who used the drive-through. This 
was used to support the position that a drive-through offers faster service. 

However, City of London staff noted that these values included park and walk-in customers who 
were remaining on site for 12-1 5 minutes or 15 or more minutes. The number of customers staying 
on site for 12 or more minutes was significant, at around 15 percent of parking customers. These 
customers clearly fall into a different category than those using the drive-through as they may be: 

choosing to sit and stay for breakfast, 
meeting with friends or family, 
stopping to use the washroom, etc. 

Therefore, it is the opinion of City staff that the best comparison of service time between park and 
walk-in service and drive-throughs would be done with those walk-in customers who were there for 
walk-inlwalk-out service (Le., less than 12 minutes.) 

When City of London staff removed longer-term customers and recalculated the average time on 
site for service, a different result emerged. 

Hamilton- , I Concession St. 
Drive-Thru 1 141 I 23% 1 69% 1 8% 1 0% I 0% 1 0% 1 0439 

[,,-Store I 82 I 40% I 54% I 4% I 2% I 0% I 0% I 04:03 

At two of the three facilities with a drive-through (in Hamilton and Mississauga), service was faster 
on average for those customers who chose to use in-facility service over the drive-through. This 
finding supports the anecdotal belief that, during peak times, you will get faster service if you park 
and walk into the facility than if you remain in the drive-through lane. 

Whv is this ImDortant? 
The “soak time” of a cooling engine plays a significant role in start-up engine emissions. The start- 
up emissions of smog precursors for an engine that has cooled for over 15 minutes are three-to- 
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eight times higher than those for an engine that has cooled for only 5 minutes. Including the "sit- 
down" customers within the comparison of park and walk-in versus drive-through customers 
introduces a bias to the emission scenario - 50% higher hydrocarbon emissions and 22% higher 
nitrogen oxide emissions for the park and walk-in scenario. 

Using the information contained in the RWDl study, calculations by City of London staff show that 
the emissions from customers who choose to park and walk-in for service (and don't stay) are 
significantly lower than those who remain in the drive-through lane during peak hours (see table on 
next page). This illustrates the potential environmental benefit for diverting vehicles out of the 
drive-through lane towards in-facility service during peak times. 

average 0.66 I 0.59 I 
difference from drive-through -16% 8% -56% 

IPark & Walk-in (excluding sit-1 I I I 

difference from drive-through 46% -8% -56% 

Would the Number of Vehicle-Driving Customers Remain the Same Without a Drive- 
Through? 
Answer: It is the opinion of City staff that the number of vehicle-driving customers at a facility 

The emission scenario modeling work for the RWDl study was based on a vehicle-based peak 
hour customer volume of 224 vehicles per hour at facilities equipped with a drive-through. This 
number was based on the traffic studies of the three Tim Hortons facilities with drive-throughs. 

without a drive-through would likely be lower than at a facility with a drive-through. 

< 
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The RWDl study made a comparison of emissions between a Tim Hortons facility with and without 
a drive-through, and assumed that the volume of vehicle traffic would remain the same (224 
vehicles per hour at peak time). As a result, there would be congestion in the parking lot as 
vehicles compete over limited parking spaces, which would increase the emissions of smog 
precursors and greenhouse gases. However, City staff believe that the volume of vehicle traffic 
would likely be lower at facilities without a drive-through. This would be due to two main reasons: 

The absence of a drive-through may discourage some customers due to loss of convenience 
The congestion in a parking lot may discourage some customers from stopping at that facility 

City staff recognize that there may be a financial impact on the operation as a result. The traffic 
study of the one Tim Hortons facility without a drive-through indicated vehicle traffic volume about 
50 percent lower (109 per hour) than facilities with drive-throughs (179-258 per hour). This would 
appear to support our opinion. 

Whv is this ImRortant? 
Using the information contained in the study, City staff calculated the peak hour emissions for the 
four facilities, based on the measured traffic volumes. 

This shows that the total peak hour emissions from the one store without a drive-through was 
actually lower than those with a drive-through, even though the per-vehicle emissions were higher. 
Therefore, the impact of that facility on its neighbours would be lower than the three locations with 
drive-throug hs. 

The ROW1 study demonstrates that a Tim Hortons facility with a drive-through is capable of 
handling around twice the number of customers than a facility without drive-throughs. It also shows 
that emissions at facilities with drive-throughs are lower on a per-vehicle basis. However, it is City 
staffs opinion that the increased volume of vehicle traffic at facilities with a drive-through negates 
any per-vehicle emission reductions at that location. 

It is important to note that there is great uncertainty as to how a customer's behaviour would 
change if there was no drive-through available. We do not know the answers to these questions: 

How many customers would switch to coffee made at home or at work? 
How many customers would still make the effort to park even though the parking lot is busy? 
Would additional facilities would be needed to meet demand if no drive-through was available? 
If so, what would be the additional environmental impact? 
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Are the RWDl Study Results Applicable to All Drive-Through Operations? 
Answer: It is the opinion of City staff that the results of the RWDl study are only representative of 

Tim Hortons facilities during the morning peak hour. We are supportive of the statement 
made in the RDWl Study that states this. We are not supportive of the statements made 
by ORHMA that contradict the RWDl Study. 

The RWDl study has explicitly stated that: 

“these results are considered to be representative for Jim Hortons stores but cannot be 
generalized to other types of drive-through facilities.” 

However, the May 2, 2008 letter from the Ontario Restaurant Hotel & Motel Association (ORHMA) 
states that, in reference to the RWDl study, that: 

“As an industry, we along with our representatives have prepared and completed various 
studies and reports.. . . . . that demonstrate unequivocally that the measures proposed by 
staff that will result in the reduction in drive-through facilities will lead to growth of parking 
lots, and resulting increases in emissions of both particulate pollutants and green house 
gases.” 

“We note with some interest that such targeting of drive-through facilities as environmental 
villains by some members of the public might seem to make superficial sense. However, we 
would expect a greater standard of a government dealing with the property rights of persons 
and corporations. The expectation would be that a proper level of investigation and study 
take place before the making of recommendations broadly contained in your report.’’ 

“The only available study., . . , . is that of RWDl Air Inc., . . . .The study conclusively 
establishes that with respect to air quality and green house gases (associated with climate 
change), drive-through facilities are less harmful for the environment than are parking lots.” 

Whv is this Important? 
Tim Hortons have developed business processes that allow them to service customers efficiently 
during morning peak times, with the amount of time between the start of order-taking to delivery of 
goods being around 20 to 25 seconds. 

Ordering, preparing, and delivering a breakfast, lunch or dinner order at other ORHMA-member 
quick service restaurant may likely take longer than 25 seconds. Further studies should be carried 
out at other ORHMA-members (e.g., McDonalds, Wendy’s, Burger King, and A&W) first before any 
definitive statement can be made about the environmental impacts of drive-throughs for a wide- 
ranging group of businesses. 

This is important because the media, general public, and some members of the industry are likely 
to confuse the results of the RWDl study as being applicable to all drive-through operations. In our 
opinion, the statements made by the OMRHA as noted above, compared with those in the RWDl 
Study statements support our concern that these data are easily misinterpreted and have been 
already. 
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Part D: Next Steps for London 

Planned Activities for 2008 and 2009 
The City of London, in partnership with the Middlesex-London Health Unit, is in the process of 
reviewing the existing ldling Control By-Law. The information provided by the RWDl study will be of 
value for our review of issues such as time limits for vehicle idling. 

The City of London, with funding from Natural Resources Canada, will be carrying out idling 
awareness campaign that will include activities specifically-targeted at schools, daycares, 
workplaces, and commercial plazas. 

The City of London will seek out corporate and industry partners to develop idling awareness pilot 
programs targeting drive-throughs at fast food outlets, car washes, and banking facilities. As with 
other environmental issues such as electricity conservation and traffic gridlock, City of London staff 
believe that actions are needed to manage “peak demand” at drive-throughs so that unnecessary 
emissions are avoided. 

Part E: Staff Recommendations 

The following recommendations have been made solely from the perspective of the environmental 
aspects of drive-through use within the context of the broader vehicle idling issue. These 
recommendations do not address land use planning issues, design issues, or health issues. 

Recommendations for Vehicle Idling in General 

1. Senior levels of government (e.g., Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Natural Resources 
Canada) and major service sector corporations where idling is frequent should work together 
on idling research to expand knowledge in this area. 

2. The City of London, in partnership with the Middlesex-London Health Unit, major service sector 
corporations and Natural Resources Canada, should work together on idling campaigns that 
address Londoner‘s behaviours. 

3. The City of London should continue working with local stakeholders (schools, daycares, 
employers) to address idling at their facilities. 

4. The ldling Control By-Law should be modified to take into account the information from the 
RWDl study, recommendations proposed by the Advisory Committee on the Environment 
(ACE) in 2007, and new data compiled by ACE in 2008. This should include the following: 

The permitted idling time should be reduced from the current five minute limit. Options for 
the future limit could go as low as a two-minute limit based on smog precursor emissions, or 
a one minute limit based on a balance of air quality and climate change concerns. There is 
also the need to balance the environmental aspects of idling with the public’s willingness 
and ability to curtail idling; along with the enforceability of a by-law. 
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The existing ldling Control By-Law temperature exemptions (e 5°C and >27"C) should be 
modified, or possibly eliminated. 

This is currently being explored by City of London and Middlesex-London Health Unit staff, and 
it is expected that a follow-up report to Council will be ready by Summer 2008. 

5. There is a need to increase local education and awareness that focuses on the environmental, 
health and financial impact of idling. Local information exists that can be used in these kinds of 
campaigns. 

Recommendations Specific for Drive-Throughs 

1. Additional information on the environmental aspects of a wider range of drive-through 
operations is required. This additional research should focus on the broader lifecycle aspects of 
drive-through operations across all environmental media (air, water, and land-related issues). 
This research should take into account input from all stakeholders (industry, government, 
environmental non-government organizations, academia, etc.). 

2. Owners of drive-throughs must be encouraged to add to their corporate social responsibility 
programs the need to dramatically reduce idling on their premises. On premise and in-store 
advertising can be used to raise this important issue with their customers. It is recognized that 
selling products to their customers in the most efficient and effective manner possible is their 
primary goal. This same level of efficiency and effectiveness can be used to promote much 
needed environmental behaviour change messaging. For example: 

customers should be encouraged to park and walk-in when the drive-through wait time 
exceeds a specified time that takes into account the by-law limit as well as the typical time 
spent moving within a drive-through line. 

drive-through operations should provide the customer means to estimate drive-through wait 
time, so that customers can make an informed decision whether to use the drive-through or 
to park and walk-in for service. 

3. Facilities with drive-throughs should ensure that their operations are designed and staffed to 
serve both drive-through customers and walk-in customers as efficiently as possible to 
minimize wait times and associated emissions. 

4. New drive-through operations built in London should be required to include within their site 
design means to provide customers with information about estimated wait times and the ability 
to access parking once the queue wait time exceeds the ldling Control By-Law time limit. 

5. There should be no moratorium on new drive-through operations at this point in time as drive- 
throughs only represent a portion of the idling issue in London. Businesses that operate drive- 
though operations should first be given an opportunity to apply corporate social responsibility 
principles to their drive-through operations prior to considering a regulatory option. Also, efforts 
to address the broader idling issue need to be given time to come into effect, given that drive- 
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through use is driven by consumer behaviour. It is imperative that these actions occur quickly 
from these businesses. The marketing ability of businesses is recognized as one of their 
strengths; therefore applying these same principles to help “sell” the public that idling must be 
reduced for environmental reasons along with financial and health reasons is a perfect fit. 

Rationale 
The following is a list of some of the environmental pros and cons of placing a moratorium on 
new drive-throughs. 

Pros: Cons: 
Removing drive-throughs allows for a There is potential for people to divert 
pedestrian- and cycling-friendly site 
designs that complement Placemaking 
principles, which reduces emissions 

fuel costs, the unnecessary use of a 
drive-through would decline 

away from the most direct route to their 
destination to use a drive-through, which 
increases emissions 

Over time, and in combination with rising There is potential for existing drive- 
throughs to experience longer queues, 
which increases emissions 

At new locations, “habitual” drive-through 
users may be tempted to idle their 
vehicles when they park and walk in for 
service 

As hybrids and electric vehicles become 
more commonplace in the future, the 
negative air quality impacts of drive- 
throughs decrease 

y:\shared\solwaste\air qualityhnti-idling\report on idling ~ may I 9  final.doc 
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The Corporation of the City of London 
C/o Mr. Gregg Barrett 
Planning Department, 6Ih Floor 
300 Dufferin Avenue, P.O. Box 5035 
London, Ontario, N6A 4L9 

Dear Mr. Barrett, 

RE: City of London Regulation of Drive-Through Facilities 

This is in follow-up to our meeting of April 15” when we met with Charles Parker of your 
department to discuss the’review of pertinent background information related to health 
impacts of air emissions arising from vehicles at commercial establishments that have 
drive-through customer service operations. 

At that time, I was advised of the November ISa, 2007 decision by City Council asking 
City staff to report back at a public participation meeting in six months time with 
additional information that is to include the health and environmental Impacts of drive- 
through uses, including an independent scientific opinion on the information brought 
forward by the public and industry relating to the health and environmental impacts. 

We’ve considered some pertinent information and make the following comments related 
to our limited review. 

We’ve reviewed the Final Report completed by the TDL Group Corporation for RWDl Air 
Inc. and their conclusions about vehicle air emissions that would be expected to be 
generated given various scenarios at specific Tim Horton establishments in other 
Ontario locations. We’ve noted that the methodology has been peer reviewed by a 
Professor of Environmental Engineering from Carleton University in Ottawa. 

The report concluded that the “(vehicle) congestion that occurs in the parking lot, 
together with the start-up emissions from the extra travel distance to get.to and from a 
(parking) space, contributes to produce somewhat higher emissions per vehicle 
compared to a store with a drive-through”. The report acknowledged that ”these results 
are considered representative of Tim Horton outlets and cannot be generalizable to 
other types of drive-through facilities”. 

While we cannot critique the methodology and modeling used, as that is beyond our 
area of expertise, we did want to offer some comments. In reviewing some of the 
vehicle surveillance tables In the report, we noted that the emissions per vehicle had 
been calculated using a 2 to 3 minute idling at start up. We assume this to mean that 
when cars had been parked and the customers went inside the store, they would warm 
up their cars for 2 to 3 minutes before driving away upon leaving. It wasn’t clear whether 
this car start up duration was a general trend observed or had been an assumption built 

London Office www.healthunit.com Strathroy Office. Ksnwick Mall 
50 King Sl., London, ON N6A 5L7 51 Fronl SI. E.. Slralhroy ON N7G 1Y5 
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into the model. Our understanding is that cars do not require a long warm-up period and 
should be started, then driven right away in order to warm up. Also, since car engines 
would still be relatively warm while parked as the customer goes in and out of the store, 
the restart of the car would not emit extensive emissions. Perhaps the duration of idling 
at start-up might inflate the estimate of emissions from starting up. 

There was an assumption made that if there were no drive-throughs the existing parking 
lots would become more congested and there could be Increased emissions from cars 
idling and crawling as drivers wait for a parking spot. There are, however, 
establishments that are located next to or as part of large plazas or malls where there is 
access to larger parking lots nearby. In those instances, people could park a little 
further from the destination, minimize idling and crawling, plus get additional physical 
activity which would provide a positive health benefit. This may reduce the impacts of 
emissions if drive-through restrictions were in place in those situations. 

There are other types of establishments that have a drive-through component and could 
benefit from limiting the amount of idling time (e.g. automatic car wash facilities), that 
were not part of this specific study. 

The other aspect not considered is the impact on those who work at the drive-through 
windows. It would be expected that these workers would have higher than normal 
exposure to idling vehicle emissions as they serve customers for an extended period of 
time. More-information is needed to assess this scenario, but we wanted to raise this 
one as an area of concern. 

Summarized below are health issues from inhalation of vehicular emissions: 

Carbon rnonoxide(C0) - angina in people with heart disease, lethal at.very high 
concentrations. 

Nitrogen oxides (NO,) - bronchial congestion, lung aderna (fluid congestion) 

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs) - respiratory irritation and illness. 

Particulate Matter - PMIo (particulate matter with a diameter of less than or equal to 
10 micrometres), penetrates to the lung’s alveolar region and may affect lung 
function. 

Because of their weight, airborne particles from smoke that are larger than PMlosettle 
to the earth’s surface relatively quickly. If these particles happen to be inhaled, they 
tend to collect in the throat and nose, and are eliminated from the body by sneezing, 
coughing or nose-blowing (Le. upper respiratory system ) or from the digestive system. 
Generally, these larger particles are not associated with human health impacts, except 
for pollen. 

However, the full range of PMIO are known as inhalable particulates, since that is the 
threshold for entering the human pulmonary system (lungs). Particles from emissions 
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that are less than 2.5 micrometres in diameter contain a higher proportion of potentially 
harmful acids and heavy metals. 

Exposure to inhalable particulate matter can have negative human health impacts, 
particularly to the elderly, those persons with an existing respiratory or heart problem, 
as well as normal healthy adults and children. When inhaled, fine particles can 
penetrate deep into the lung's alveolar region. Fine particles can affect pulmonary lung 
function as this is where oxygen enters the bloodstream. Lung function may be impaired 
temporarily or permanently. Fine particulate matter may contribute to the development 
of chronic bronchitis and may be a predisposing factor to acute bacterial and viral 
bronchitis, especially in sensitive individuals. It may also aggravate bronchial asthma, 
the late stages of chronic bronchitis, emphysema, and existing cardiovascular disease. 

From an environmental standpoint, NO, and VOCs are precursers to the formation of 
ground-level ozone, which contributes to poor air quality in southwestern Ontario, and 
additional burden of human illness. 

We've looked at the Clean Air Hamilton Progress Report, May 2007 (attached), where 
there had been some mobile air sampling done downwind of drive-through facilities. The 
report indicated that there did not appear to be large impacts downwind of drive-through 
restaurants. The report observed that concentrations of PM-10 and NO were equivalent 
to or less than those measured along roadways. While these parameters were found to 
be lower than levels measured along some roadways, we would expect even lower 
levels if air emissions from idling or crawling vehicles could also be reduced from drive- 
through locations. 

The concept of conducting mobile air monitoring to measure air emissions parameters 
on location locally would add to the level of information and shouid be considered by the 
City in order to determine the level of emissions that can be ascertained within the local 
context, for a variety of business types where drive-through services are provided. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

Yours truly, 

G f i - 7 E P -  
James Reffle, U U  
Director 
Environmental Health 8, Chronic Disease Prevention Services 

/j r 
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cc: Charles Parker -City of London Planning Department 
David While - Manager of Environmental Health, MLHU 
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Briefing Note - Summary of the Air Quality Assessment of 
Tim Hortons Restaurants: Ontario, Canada (May 2008) 

Conducted By RWDl AIR Inc Consulting Engineers & Scientists 
650 Woodlawn Road West Guelph, Ontario N IK  1B8 www.rwdi.com 
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1 Purpose: I 
RWDl AIR Inc. '(RWDI) was retained by the TDL Group Corp. to conduct an air quality 
study of vehicles using their facilities. The TDL Group is interested in having sound 
technical information on vehicle emissions at its facilities that have a drive-through 
component. The TDL Group also requested comparing these vehicles emissions to 
other common sources of air pollution to assist the public with an easily understood 
comparison when discussing vehicle emissions at drive-throughs. 

In addition, the TDL Group wanted to know how the drive-through emissions will 
change in the future as aging models of automobiles are gradually phased out and 
replaced by newer models with lower emissions. Finally, the TDL Group wants 
information on how the emissions at drive-through facilities affect the local air quality 
around those facilities. 

1 Methodology 
Based on actual traffic surveys taken at peak times in four typical stores, an emission 
inventory was developed for two scenarios, Scenario 1: a conventional store with both 
drive-through and in-store operations and Scenario 2: a store with in-store service only 
(no drive-through.) Typical patterns or modes of operation for vehicles using the drive 
through and the parking lot were developed from these and other observations 

This study examined the main pollutants of concern for motor vehicles, which are as 
follows: 

Smog pollutants - oxides of nitrogen (Nod, hydrocarbons (HC), sulphur 
dioxide (SO2) and particulate matter (PM); 
Local pollutants - carbon monoxide (CO); and 
Greenhouse gases - carbon dioxide (COJ. 

Emission models produced by the US. Environmental Protection Agency and other 
accepted methodologies were used to estimate emissions. Tedesco Engineering 
provided detailed traffic survey data that was used to calculate site-specific emissions. 

The emission inventory for the drive-through portion of the facility was compared to 
"everyday" emission. sources (Le. lawn mowers, snow blowers, etc.). Dispersion 
modelling was conducted for a drive-through facility to predict maximum pollutant 
concentrations in the areas adjacent to a Tim Hortons store and compare them to 
provincial standards set out by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE). 

Further technical details of the methodology can be found in the main text of the report. 
The method and findings were subjected to peer review by Dr. Deniz Karman of 
Carleton University h t t v : / / w w w . c a r l e l o n . c a / e n q i n e e r i n 4 d e s i q o n a l  bio.~hv?id=64. 
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Findings 

The total number of vehicles that use a conventional Tim Hortons facility during the 
morning peak hour was averaged to be 224; for vehicles using the drive-through, the 
average time on site ranged from 3 to about 4.5 minutes and for vehicles using the 
parking lot, the average time on site is about double, ranging from 7 to E minutes. 

Modes of operation that produce emissions were determined to be: - Moving into position in the queue lane or moving into a parking space (this 
mode of operation is referred to as "crawling"); 
Idling while waiting for a parking space or warming up a vehicle in a parking 
space or waiting in the queue lane of the drive-through 
Pulling into and out-of a parking space; 
Starting up the engine in a parking space before exiting (referred to as a "start- 
up"); 
Moving from the service window or from a parking space to the curb while 
exiting the site ("additional crawling"); and, 
Idling at the curb while waiting to get on thastreet. 

= 

. 
= 

Applying the standard vehicle emission data to these modes of operation for the 
average number of Tim Hortons customers at peak times in stores with drive throughs 
and without (using two scenarios in which the parking lot was approximately doubled 
and tripled in size, 2a and 2b respectively) produced the following emissions results 
during a peak hour of operation: 

Figure i: Smoa Pollutant Emissions for Drive-Throuah Restaurants 
LScenario 1) and Non-Drive-Throuqh Restaurants 
[Scenarios 2a and b l  

2 
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Figure ii: CO, Em.ssions for Dr ve-Tnro-qh Resta-ranis Scenar o 1 I ana 
Non-Drive-Tn-o-an Restaurants (Sceiaws 2a an0 0 )  

1 ~ o n c ~ u s i o n s  

. Overall, the findings for the Tim Hortons stores examined in this study 
Indicate no. air quality benefit to the public from eliminating drive-throughs. 

For a Tim Hortons store with no drive-through, the congestion that occurs in the 
parking lot, together with the start-up emissions and emissions from the extra travel 
distance to get to and from a space, all contribute to produce somewhat higher 
emissions per vehicle compared to a store that has a drive-through, this is 
particularly true in the case of smog pollutants and carbon monoxide (about 40 to 
70% higher for those pollutants) but is also true for greenhouse gases (about 10 to 
30% higher). These results are considered to be representative for Tim Hortons 
stores but cannot be generalized to other types of drive-through facilities. 

To put drive-throughs into perspective, combined emissions generated from all 
vehicles using a drive-through facility during a peak-hour of operation are relatively 
small in relation to other common emission sources: smog pollutant emissions from 
all vehicles are comparable to a single chain saw operating for one hour; C02 
emissions are comparable to a single bus operating for one hour; emissions from 
all vehicles using a store with a drive-through during the peak hour are less than 
one fifth of the emissions at an urban intersection: and emissions of smog 
pollutants and greenhouse gases from a single vehicle using a drive-through are 
less than 10% and 5% respectively of a typical 30-minute morning commute. 

1 
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1 A comparison of Year 2006 and Year 2016 modelling indicates that predicted 
trends in fleet-wide emissions will result in reduced impacts from smog pollutants 
and carbon monoxide in the future. 

Dispersion modeling shows that I-hour off-site concentrations of CO and NOx are 
below the provincial standards in 2006 and even further below in 2016. Therefore, 
based on a typical site layout, there are no adverse air effects predicted for land 
uses adjacent to the drive-through facility. 

a 

1 Peer Review 

Dr. Deniz Karman, PhD, P.Eng, received a Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering from the 
University of New Brunswick and is now a professor of environmental engineering at 
Carleton University in Ottawa. His research interests include: motor vehicle emissions 
and air quality in microenvironments; air pollution sources, control methods and 
dispersion modelling; and greenhouse gas emissions from industrial sources. 

In addition to pursuing his own research interests, Doctor Karman has acted as a 
consultant on projects involving motor vehicle emissions monitoring, alternative fuel 
effects on motor vehicle emissions, dispersion modelling for roadways and street 
canyons, and receptor modelling source apportionment for volatile organic and 
particulate matter. h~o:ilwww.carleton,calenaineeiinadesianlresearcliiDrofilesiDersonal bio.DhU?id=G4 

After reviewing the RWDl study Dr. Karman concluded 

The RWDl study is a detailed quantitative attempt to estimate emissions 
from different vehicle patterns around Tim Hortons facilities with and 
without drive-through service. It has applied appropriate methodologies 
for quantifying these emissions in typical cases, has put the results 
obtained in the context of other emission sources, and estimated ambient 
concentrations around a typlcal facility. It provides a sound basis for 
estimating the effect of the two types of Tim Hortons facilities. 

1 Project Director 

Mike Lepage, MSc., CCM, Principal I Project Director, joined RWDl in 1981 and 
became an Associate of the firm in 1988. As a Project Director, he provides overall 
direction on air quality and meteorological projects, ensuring that a high level of service 
is provided and, at the same time, RWDl's interests are preserved on all projects. Mike 
also oversees RWDl regional atmospheric modeling group, which is involved in high- 
end numerical modeling of regional air pollutants such as ground-level ozone and fine 
particulate matter. In recent years he has been extensively involved in regional 
modeling of meteorology and atmospheric chemistry to investigate large scale smog 
events, using models such MM5, Models-3/CMAQ, SAQM, CALGRID and CALPUFF. 

I RWDl 

RWDl is the leading wind engineering consulting services firm in the world. With 400+ 
staff and offices in five countries, the company offers a complete range of wind 
engineering, sustainable design, environmental air quality, noise and risk services. 
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Agenda Item 1 cia 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

RWDI AIR Inc. (RWDI) was retained by the TDL Group Corp. to conduct an air quality 

study of vehicles using their facilities. The TDL Group is interested in having sound technical 

information on vehicle emissions at its facilities that have a drive-through component. The TDL 

Group also requested comparing these vehicles emissions to other common sources of air 

pollution to assist the public with an easily understood comparison when discussing vehicle 

emissions at drive-throughs. 

In addition, the TDL Group wants to know how the drive-through emissions will change 

in the future as aging models of automobiles are gradually phased out and replaced by newer 

models with lower emissions. Finally, the TDL Group wants information on how the emissions 

at drive-through facilities affect the local air quality around those facilities. 

An emission inventory was developed for two scenarios (Scenario 1: Typical Drive- 

Through Facility and Scenario 2: Non Drive-Through Facility). The emission inventory for the 

drive-through portion of the facility was compared to “everyday” emission sources (is. lawn 

mowers, snow blowers, etc.). Dispersion modelling was conducted for a drive-through facility to 

predict maximum pollutant concentrations in the areas adjacent to a Tim Hortons store and 

compare them to provincial standards set out by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment 

(MOE). 

This study examined the main pollutants of concern for motor vehicles, which are as 

follows: 

Smog pollutants - oxides of nitrogen VOX), hydrocarbons (HC), sulphur dioxide (SOz) 
and particulate matter (PM); 
Local pollutants - carbon monoxide (CO); and 

Greenhouse gases - carbon dioxide (COz). 

Emission models produced by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and other 

accepted methodologies were used to estimate emissions. Tedesco Engineering provided 

detailed traffic survey data that was used to calculate site-specific emissions. Further technical 

details of the methodology can be found in the main text of this report. 

Air Quality Assessment - April 29,2008 
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Figure i: Smog Pollutant Emissions for Drive-Through Restaurants (Scenario 1) and Non- 
Drive-Through Restaurants (Scenarios 2a and b) 

Figureii: '2% Emissions for DriveThrough Restaurants (Scenario 1) and Non-Drive- 
Through Restaurants (Scenarios 2a and b) 

Air Quality Assessment - April 29, 2008 
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The following conclusions are reached based on the case studies presented in this report: 

1. For a Tim Hortons store with no drive-through, the congestion that occurs in the parking 

lot, together with the start-up emissions and emissions from the extra travel distance to 

get to and from a space, all contribute to produce somewhat higher emissions per vehicle 

compared to a store that has a drive-through. This is particularly true in the case of smog 

pollutants and carbon monoxide (about 40 to 70% higher for those pollutants) but is also 

true for greenhouse gases (about 10% to 30% higher). These results are considered to be 
representative for Tim Hortons stores but cannot be generalized to other types of drive- 

through facilities. 

2. Dispersion modeling shows that 1-hour off-site concentrations of CO and NOx are below 

the provincial standards in 2006 and even further below in 2016. Therefore, based on a 

typical site layout, there are no adverse air effects predicted for land uses adjacent to the 

drive-through facility. 

3. To put drive-throughs into perspective, the predicted peak-hour emissions resulting from 

all vehicles in the queue in a Tim Hortons drive-through are small when compared to 

idling emissions at an urban intersection (Le. less than one fifth). The emissions of smog 

pollutants and greenhouse gases from a single vehicle using a drive-through are less than 

10% and 5% respectively of a typical 30-minute morning commute. 

4. The combined emissions generated from all vehicles using a drive-through facility d u n g  

a peak-hour of operation are relatively small in relation to other common emission 

sources. For example, the smog pollutant emissions are comparable to a single chain saw 

operating for one hour, and the COZ emissions are comparable to a single bus operating 

for one hour. 

5. A comparison of Year 2006 and Year 2016 modelling indicates that predicted trends in 

fleet-wide emissions will result in reduced impacts from smog pollutants and carbon 

monoxide in the future. 

6. Overall, the findings for the Tim Hortons stores examined in this study indicate no air 

quality benefit to the public from eliminating drive-throughs. 

Air Quality Assessment - April 29,2008 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

RWDI AIR Inc. (RWDI) was retained by the TDL Group Corp. to conduct an air quality 

study of vehicles using their facilities. In recent years, public concern over air pollution from 

idling vehicles has grown. This has included concerns about the time in queue that takes place at 

drive-through of quick-service restaurants, banks, dry cleaning establishments, and so on. The 

TDL Group is interested in having sound technical information on emissions at facilities that 

have a drive-through component and whether there is scientific validity to arguments by 

municipal authorities on prohibiting drive-throughs for air quality reasons. 

In addition, the TDL Group wants to know how the drive-through emissions will change 

in the future as aging models of automobiles are gradually phased out and replaced by newer 

models with lower emissions. Finally, the TDL Group wants information on how the emissions 

at drive-through facilities affect the local air quality around those facilities. 

The purpose of this study was to provide a thorough investigation of typical vehicle 

emissions at Tim Hortons facilities. This report describes the methods used to develop the 

desired information and then presents and discusses the fmdings of the analysis. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Air Pollutants of Concern 

Motor vehicles produce a variety of air pollutants as a result of both combustion of he1 

inside the engine and evaporation of fuel in the tank. Some of the pollutants are considered to 

have an adverse health impact to humans and can degrade the local air quality adjacent to 

roadways and other traffic areas. A subset of these pollutants may also contribute to widespread 

air pollution during smog events. Another set of pollutants, known as greenhouse gases, 

contribute to climate change and global warming, although they do not typically cause adverse 

health impacts. 

Air Quality Assessment- April 29,2008 
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This study examines the main pollutants of concern for motor vehicles, which are as follows: 

Smog pollutants - oxides of nitrogen (NOx), hydrocarbons (HC), sulphur dioxide (SO*) 

and particulate matter (PM). Smog pollutants contribute to the generation of smog at 

regional levels, which in turn can aggravate respiratory illnesses such as asthma and 

bronchitis; 

Local pollutants - carbon monoxide (CO). Local pollutants such as CO are linked with 

impairment of vision, work capacity, learning ability, and performance of difficult tasks; 

and 

Greenhouse gases - carbon dioxide (CO2). Greenhouse gases do not have local health 

impacts but rather more of a global impact related to climate change and global w&ng. 

2.2 Case Studies 

Vehicle exhaust emissions were studied for the following cases: 

Scenario 1: Conventional Tim Hortons facilities, having both a drive-through 

component and an in-store component, during the busiest hour of the day (Le.> morning 

peak hour). 

Scenario 2:, A Tim Hortons facility having in-store service only (no drive-through), 

during the morning peak hour. 

2.3 Traffic Patterns at Tim Hortons Restaurants 

2.3.1 Modes of Vehicle Operation 

In order to study the emissions associated with each of the cases, information about 

traffic patterns at Tim Hortons facilities is needed. While at one of these facilities, a vehicle may 

go through a number of stages or modes of operation that contribute air pollutant emissions. 

These stages are listed below: 

Moving into position in the queue lane or moving into a parking space (this mode of 

operation is referred to as “crawling”); 

Air Quality Assessment - April 29,2008 
TDL Group - Oakville - Project #W07-5289A RWDI. Page2 



0 Idling in the queue lane of the drive-through, while waiting for a parking space or 

warming up a vehicle in a parking space; 

Pulling into and out-of a parking space; 

Starting up the engine in a parking space before exiting the site (referred to as a “start- 

up”); 
Moving from the service window or fiom a parking space to the curb while exiting the 

site (“additional crawling”); and, 

Idling at the curb while waiting to get on the street. 

2.3.2 Traffic Survey Data 

Most of the traffic information was derived from traffic surveys conducted by Tedesco 

Engineering under contract with the TDL Group. The surveys were conducted for four separate 

Tim Hortons facilities at various locations around Southern Ontario. Three of the sites were 

conventional sites (Hamilton, Mississauga and Ottawa), having both a drive-through and in-store 

service. The fourth site (on Bank Street in Ottawa) had only in-store service, even though it was 

originally designed to have a drive-through as well. A brief summary of the traffic data is 

provided in Table 1, 

RWDI Air Quality Assessment- April 29, ZOOS 
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Based on the data in Table 1, the total number of vehicles that use a conventional Tim 

Hortons facility during the moming peak hour was averaged to be 224, of which 137 use the 

drive through and 87 use the parking lot. For vehicles using the drive-through, the average time 

onsite ranges from 3 to about 4.5 minutes. For vehicles using the parking lot, the average time 

on site is about double, ranging fiom 7 to 8 minutes. 

For the store at 1263 Bank Street in Ottawa, the average time spent at this facility during 

the moming peak hour is 1 to 2 minutes longer than in parking lots of stores that have drive- 

through components. Based on observations by Tedesco, most of the additional time was a 

result of vehicles idliig while waiting for a p a r h g  space because the lot was congested. 

For Scenario 1, a detailed emissions analysis was undertaken for each of the three 

conventional sites shown in Table 1. The results were then averaged to represent a typical, 

conventional Tim Hortons store having both a drive-through and in-store service. Both the 

drive-through and in-store components of these sites were analyzed. For Scenario 2, a detailed 

analysis was performed on the only non-drive-through site for which data were available, the 

store at 1263 Bank Street. 
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2.3.3 Additional Traffic Information 

Parameter 
rime spent by a vehicle 
when moving from the 
curb into position in the 
aueue lane of the drive- 

Value Source 
3 s Based on spot observations made by RWDI. 

through 

times were considered as part of 
parking space to street 
through window or 

the sensitivity analysis. . 

I 

Avg. crawl distance in 
parking lots of facilities 
that have both Drive- ' 
through and parking ' 

Avg. crawl speed 
Avg. time idling at curb 
on exit, waiting to access 

Approx. 30 m oneway, 
representing the typical average 
distance from window or parking 
space to the exit. 
Approx. 10 kmh 
16 s 

Based approx. on site plan of Hamilton site, and 
consistent with casual observations by RWDI at a 
number of other sites. 

Based on RWDI parking trials 
Based on Tedesco's data on window to street 
time, less RWDI's estimate of crawl time. 

For customers using in-store service, one relevant piece of information is the length of 

time the vehicle sits in the parking space with the engine off while the customer is inside 

(referred to as vehicle soak time). This affects the amount of air pollution produced when the 

vehicle is restarted. The longer the vehicle sits with the engine off, the more the engine and the 

catalytic converter cool down before being restarted. The engine and the catalytic converter 

operate less efficiently and produce more emissions when cool. Data on soak times can be 

derived from the data in Tables 1 and 2. 

''Idling" time during 
access and exit from 
parking spaces 
For facilities with no 
drive-through, additional 
time spent idling while 
waiting for a parking 

For the parking lots of conventional stores, the distribution of soak times was assumed to 

be approximately equal to the distribution of on-site times shown in Table 1, since the amount of 

additional time spent idling, crawling and waiting to get on the street is relatively small. For the 

RWDI a 
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10 s for access to a parking space 
plus 12 s for backing out 

60 s and 120 s were assumed 

Based on RWDI parking trials 

Chosen to bracket observed average value. 



1263 Bank Street location, the average soak time was assumed to be 2-minutes less than the total 

on-site time reported in Table 1, since the vehicles were observed to spend about that much time, 

on average, idling (rather than soaking) while waiting for a parking space. 

A sensitivity analysis was undertaken to determine the impacts of a number of 

assumptions on the emission estimates. Specifically, the following sensitivities were examined: 

Summer versus winter temperature conditions. 

The effect ofparking lot size on crawl time and distance. 

Time spent idling while waiting for a parking space, which may vary depending on size 

and configuration of parking lot (values of 0, 1 minute and 2 minutes were covered in the 

analysis). 

Proportion of in-store customers who leave their engine running while in the store (values 

of 0, 10% and 20% were examined). This phenomenon is frequently observed, but 

statistics were not recorded during the traffic surveys. 

2.4 Quantifying the Emissions 

2.4.1 Emissions Model 

MOBILE6.2 is a standard approach for estimating emissions from vehicle fleets and is 

used extensively in developing emission inventories and air quality management plans in Canada 

and the US [l]. It is based on extensive tailpipe measurements of pollutants. The software 

produces emission rates on a per vehicle basis, based on the average vehicle for each vehicle 

class. The relevant classes of vehicles in the present study are light-duty, gasoline-powered 

passenger vehicles and trucks (LDGV and LDGT). 

The emission rate for a given pollutant is expressed in terms of the mass of pollutant 

produced per unit of time (e.g. grams per hour). The emission rates on a per vehicle basis are 

referred to as emission factors. These factors are later combined with the traffic data shown in 

Table 1 to calculate overall emissions for a Tim Hortons restaurant during the morning peak 

hour. 
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MOBILE62 has the following features: 

Incorporates vehicle registration data, which gives information on the range of types and 

ages of vehicles on the road; 

Accounts for current and proposed vehicle emission standards; 

Accounts for the composition and characteristics of gasoline used in the jurisdiction 

being studied (e.g., oxygenated fuels, sulphur content) 

Incorporates statistics on driving behaviour; 

Provides emission estimates for a wide range of vehicle classes; 

Allows the user to specify the weather conditions (air temperatures) and modes of 

operation of the vehicles to be assessed. 

2.4.2 Model Set-up and Resulting Emission Factors 

MOBILE6.2 was programmed to produce emission factors for the year 2006 and also for 

the year 2016. The 2016 scenario was chosen to show the expected future reduction in tailpipe 

emissions due to improved emission control technology in passenger vehicles. In Canada, 

tailpipe emissions are regulated by means of new vehicle emission standards and fuel 

formulation standards under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act. The federal standards 

are expected to lead to significant reductions in average tailpipe emissions in future years. 

For each target year, the simulation was programmed to produce two sets of emission 

factors: (i) one set based on a typical morning air temperature for January in Southern Ontario; 

and (ii) the other set based on a typical morning air temperature for July in Southern Ontario. A 

summary of the key programmer settings for MOBILE6.2 is presented in Table 3, and a 

summary of the emission factors calculated by the simulation for the January case is presented in 

Table 4. Sample output files for MOBILE6.2 are provided in Appendix A. 
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Input Parameter 

Operating Year 
Evaluation Month 
Air Temperature 

Pollutants 
Value 
CO, NO% PM, SO2 

2006,2016 
January and July 
Average early morning in January = -9.7'C 
Averaee earlv mornine in Julv = 15.1"C 

Altitude 
Absolute Humidity 
InsuectiodMaintenance 

HC = Running (i.?. tailpipe only) emissions 
ND = no data available 

Y - ~~ 

(based on data from the Canadian Climate Normals for Hamilton, 
Ont.) 
Low 
20 Grains ilb 
Not Accounted For 
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Programs 
Anti Tampering Programs 
Fuel Volatility 

Not Accounted For 
Reid Vapor Pressure (RVP) = 9 psi -representative of Ontario fuel 



2.5 Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

Currently, MOBILE6.2 does not provide emission factors by speed for COz. To account 

for this shortcoming, other information in the published literature was used [2, 31. 

COz idling and crawling emissions were calculated using equations developed from 

published literature based on vehicle category, average speed and load range [2]. These 

equations are based on an extensive emission measurement database for European vehicles. 

Among the various categories of light duty vehicles represented in the database, a case providing 

mid-range COz emissions was selected: N1 I1 vehicles (is., weighmg between 1,305 and 

1,760kg) that meet the Euro 1 standard (early 1990's). The calculation was based on the 

vehicles carrying a load equal to 43% of the vehicle weight. 

Start-up emissions for CO2 were derived from a document published by the California 

Air Resources Board [3]. COZ start-up emissions from catalyst-equipped vehicles were provided 

for a variety of soak times (length of time that the engine is off before being restarted). 

For the modes of operation considered in this study CO2 emissions are not expected to 

change between 2006 and 2016. Fuel efficiency standards may be imposed in the future by 

Environment Canada. The targets have not been set yet, but it is anticipated that the impact of 

time in queue and start-up emissions for the average vehicle in the 2016 fleet would be small. 

2.6 Quantifying Emissions from Other Common Sources 

2.6.1 Mobile Equipment 

One of the desired pieces of information in this study was a comparison of air pollution 

from Tim Hortons restaurants to air pollution from other sources to which the public is 

commonly exposed, such as: a typical urban intersection, idling buses, buses travelling at 50 

W o w ,  chain saws, snow blowers, wood stoves, and so on. 

Information on the emissions produced by these items was derived from various sources 

For miscellaneous mobile equipment such as chainsaws and snow blowers, a database published 

by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, known as NONROAD2005, was used. 

NONROAT32005 contains data specific to the United States. The model was m based on 
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Monroe County inNew York State, which is comparable in climate and population to many parts 

of Southern Ontario. The database includes more than 80 basic and 260 specific types of non- 

road equipment, for a variety of horsepower rating and fuel types [4]. NONROAD2005 provides 

data on county-wide emissions for each category of equipment, based on the estimated amount 

of equipment being operated and the amount of time the equipment is operated in the given 

county. The air pollution produced by one-hour of operation of a single piece of equipment was 

back-calculated from the usage data. The back-calculated values were then compared to the total 

amount of air pollution produced at a Tim Hortons facility during the morning peak hour. 

For urban transit and other buses, emissions for 1-hour of idling and 1-hour of operation 

at 50 km/hr were derived fiom MOBILE6.2. 

2.6.2 Wood Stoves 

For residential wood stoves, emissions were calculated using data published by the US .  

Environmental Protection Agency in a widely-used document known as AP-42 (Compilation of 
Air Pollutant Emission Factors) [5]. Chapter 1.10 of this document deals with residential wood 

stoves. The emission factors in the AP-42 document are provided in pounds per ton of wood 

burned. Emissions were based on an hourly average of 3 lbs of wood being burned during a 

winter night. 

2.6.3 Typical Urban Intersection 

For a typical urban intersection, techniques similar to those described previously for the 

analysis of Tim Hortons stores were used (k, MOBILE6.2 combined with traffic data). The 

intersection of James Street and Barton Street (downtown Hamilton) was considered to be a 

typical urban intersection and was adopted for this analysis. Traffic volumes and signal times 

were provided by the City of Hamilton. James and Barton is a modest urban intersection, with 

approximately 1,460 vehicles that travel through during the peak hour. Refer to Appendix B for 

the layout of the intersection. 

For the purposes of this study, only idling emissions at the intersection were calculated. 

Emissions generated by vehicles as they move through the intersection were not calculated. 
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Well-established methods were used to calculate the number of vehicles and length of 

time that vehicles would be idling at the intersection during red lights (based on methods used 

in the U.S. EPA's roadway air quality model known as CAL3QHCR). 

2.7 Local Air Quality Around Drive-through Restaurants 

2.7.1 Dispersion Model 

Air pollution emitted from vehicles at a drive-through restaurant will drift downwind and 

disperse as it travels. The concentration at which the pollutants will be found off-site depends on 

a variety of factors, including weather conditions and distance downwind. 

Dispersion modelling is a very common approach for assessing local air quality near an 

emission source such as time in queue vehicles. Dispersion modelling is incorporated into 

Ontario's regulations dealing with local air quality (Regulation 419/05). Under the regulations, 

one of the approved dispersion models is known as AEMOD. This model was developed by 

the US .  EPA and is widely used for a variety of air quality applications. AERMOD was used in 

the present study. 

AERMOD takes the emission data that was calculated as described in the preceding 

sections and combines it with historical hourly meteorological data for the site and information 

on the layout of the,site. It uses this information to predict facility contribution to ambient air 

quality levels at selected locations surrounding the site under a variety of weather conditions. 

2.7.2 Dispersion Model Set-up 

The AERMOD modelling was applied to Scenario 1: a typical Tim Hortons store, having 

both a drive-through and in-store service, during a peak morning hour. This was done for both 

the Year 2006 and the Year 2016. Site plans for the Concession Street store in Hamilton were 

obtained and used to establish the layout of the site. The emission sources were divided into two 

categories: (i) the queuing lane for the drive-through and (ii) the parking lot. 

The emissions from vehcles operating in the parking lot are more-or-less randomly 

distributed through that area. These emissions were simulated using the Area Source option in 
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&€MOD, which treats the emissions as being uniformly distr.. ited over the entire parking area 

(approximately 630 m’). 

Emissions from vehicles operating in the drive-through queue are emitted at the tailpipe 

of each vehicle and then undergo initial turbulent mixing around the vehicles before moving 

downwind and undergoing further mixing and dispersion. The initial mixing of the h n e s  

around each vehicle was simulated using the volume source option in AERMOD, which treats 

the emissions as being initially mixed within a user-specified volume. In the present study, the 

initial volume for mixing of exhausts from each vehlcle was specified to be 1.8 m wide and 

0.3 m high. For the AERMOD simulation, the vehicles were distributed over the entire queuing 

lane (approximately 135 m in length), as would be the case during the peak hour. 

AERMOD was set up to calculate peak 1-hour air quality concentrations at a grid of 

locations (refered to as receptors) surrounding the site. These concentrations represent the 

contribution from emissions at the Tim Hortons facility. Background pollutant levels from 

adjacent roadways, etc. were not included. 

A total of 3,029 receptors were included, spaced 5 m apart and extending to a distance of 

100 m away from the boundary of the site. Receptors spaced 2m apart along the property 

boundary were also modelled. The intent of the receptor grid was to capture the worst-case 

pollutant levels off site, and to illustrate how concentration decreases with distance. 

To ensure that worst-case meteorological conditions were covered, five years (1996- 
2000) of hourly meteorological data were put into the simulation (i.e., the morning peak hour 

emissions were applied to all hours of all days). The data came from the Ontario Ministry of 

Environment (MOE) website. The data, which represent the MOE’s default data for locations in 

southwestern Ontario, are based on surface weather observations from the London Airport. 

A sample input file for AERMOD is provided in Appendix C. 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1 Sensitivity Analysis 

3.1.1 Effects of Ambient Temperature and Scenario Year 

Table 5 provides an example of the calculated morning peak hour emissions at a facility 

with a drive-through, under both summer and winter temperature conditions. Emissions are 

given on a per vehicle basis and are shown frst for the year 2006 and then for the year 2016. 

The traffic parameters for this case are as shown previously in Tables 1 and 2. The parking lot is 

assumed to be uncongested (no time idling while waiting for a space) and it is assumed that none 

of the customers leave their engine running while in the store. 

In this example, the average vehicle in the parking lot emits almost the same amount of 

smog pollutants and carbon monoxide but considerably less greenhouse gases (represented in the 

table by COz) than a vehicle using the drive-through. Summer emissions are lower than winter 

emissions for both the drive-through and the parking lot, and the relative trends between the 

drive-through and the parking lot in summer are similar to those in winter. Since the winter 

condition results in the highest emissions but othemise exhibits similar relative trends to the 

summer condition, the winter case was carried forward for the bulk of this assessment. 
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A comparison of Year 2006 and Year 2016 modelling indicates that predicted trends in 

fleet-wide emissions will result in reduced impacts from smog pollutants and carbon monoxide 

in the future. The remainder of this discussion will focus on 2006 emissions results. 

3.1.2 Effects of Parking Lot Size and Unattended Idling 

Tables 6 shows the results of a sensitivity analysis to determine the effects of the parlung 

lot size and percent of vehicles left idling while the customer goes into the store for a facility 

without a drive-through. Variations in parking lot size are represented by variations in the crawl 

distance and time. This analysis is based on the non-drive-through store on Bank Street in 

Ottawa, which is a congested parking lot where the average car spends approximately an extra 2 

minutes idling before getting into a parking space. 

Based on facility layouts for Tim Hortons stores, the typical distance from the entrance to 

a parking space is on the order of 30 m. Therefore, the crawl distance of 33m is considered to be 

the most realistic case for a present-day Tim Hortons store. In this case, the average vehicle is 

estimated to emit between 1.72 g and 1.90 g of smog pollutants while on-site, depending on the 

amount of unattended idling that takes place. This is about 20% to 30% higher than the value of 

1.41 glvehicle shown for the drive-through in Table 5. The emissions of carbon monoxide (CO) 

are also higher than in Table 5. For greenhouse gases, the average vehicle is estimated to emit 

between 126 g and 156 g, which is still lower but approaching the 173 givehicle shown for the 

drive-through in Table 5. It ranges from equal to about 20% higher than the overall average 

greenhouse gas emission per vehicle for the example in Table 5 (weighted average over the 

drive-through and parking lot), whch is about 129 g/vehicle. 

The parking lot at the Bank Street store was observed to be congested during the moining 

peak hour, and the store handled about half as many vehicles as a typical conventional store that 

has a drive-through. This does not appear to be a decrease in demand caused by the absence of 

the drive-through. Rather, it is related to the limited capacity of the parking lot and the in-store 

service counter. Therefore, if the parking lot were expanded and the service counter redesigned, 

the traffic would likely increase; both the parking lot and service counter would remain 

congested unless they were expanded to accommodate the limit of potential demand. Based on 

traffic levels at stores with drive-through, the potential demand appears to be more than double 
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the current traffic at the Bank Street store. Therefore, the parking lot would need to be expanded 

by more than double before parking lot congestion might be relieved. It is unclear whether any 

service counter redesign could accommodate such an increase in demand from available parking 

supply. 

If the parking lot size were doubled, the store could handle twice as many vehicles in a 

peak hour but, this would still be fewer vehicles than what was observed at other Tim Hortons 

restaurants. As a result, a larger parking lot may still be congested. For the representative ‘Wo 

Drive Through” scenario presented later in Section 3.2, (Scenario 2a), this situation is 

represented approximately by a 50 m crawl distance. Increasing the crawl distance in the no- 

drive-through scenarios results in higher emissions, to the point where the emissions per vehicle 

for smog pollutants, CO and greenhouse gases are all greater than the overall average per vehicle 

emissions for the case shown in Table 5 .  

Table 6: Sensitivity of Parking Lot Emissions (grams per vehicle) to Crawl Time (idle time 

Note: The shaded row represents data that was used for Scenario 2a, discussed later in Section 3.2 

Table 7 shows similar data to Table 6 but, in this case, the level of congestion is assumed 

to be reduced and the average vehicle spends only 1 minute waiting for a parking space instead 

of 2 minutes. Data are shown only for the case where 10% of the customers leave their engines 

running while inside. In this case, the average smog and CO emission per vehicle remains above 
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that for the drivethrough shown in Table 5 but the greenhouse gas emission per vehicle is 

somewhat lower. 

Table 7: Sensitivity of Emissions (grams per vehicle) to Crawl Time Assuming Reduced 

3.1.3 Variability in Emission Factors between Facilities 

Facilities) I 

Table 8 shows the calculated morning hour peak emissions resulting from all of the 

facilities with drive-throughs, on a per vehicle basis. This table gives an indication of how the 

emission estimates vary from one store to another. The differences between facility emissions 

are largely due to the differences in distribution of on-site times. The average values for these 

I I I I I I I I 

stores are shown at the bottom of the table. 

At the drive-through store in Ottawa, the service time for the drive-through component 

was relatively fast, resulting in less average time in queue and lower emissions than the other 

two stores. The other two stores exhibited relatively similar results. 
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3.1.4 

Table 9 presents a summary of the sensitivity analyses that have been conducted for this 

report. While seasonal effects report the largest sensitivity, the relative contribution between 

drive-throughs and non-drive throughs does not change for this variable. 

Overall Summary of Sensitivity Analyses 

Note: %RSD = Residual Standard Denation-it is the standard deviation of a collection of numbers dividcd by thc- 
mean. 

Overall Emissions for Selected Cases 

In this section, the emission rates on a per vehicle basis are combined with traffic 

volumes to show overall facility emissions in the morning peak hour. For the conventional Tim 

Hortons stores (Scenario l), the average traffic for the three stores is used (A total of 224 

vehicles in the peak'hour, 137 cars using the drive-through and 87 using in-store service). The 

parking lot is assumed to be uncongested with no customers leaving their engines running while 

in the store. 

3.2 

For the non-drive through store (Scenarios 2a and 2b), the same average total traffic (224 

vehicles) is used so that it can be compared on an equal basis to the conventional stores. Two 

non-drive-th cases are examined. In the first case, the parking lot is assumed to be enlarged to 

help accommodate 224 vehicles in the peak hour (18 second crawl time, 50 m crawl distance), 

but it is still congested, with the average vehicle spending 2 minutes idling while waiting €or a 

parking space. This is referred to as Scenario 2a. 
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In the second non-drive-through case, the parking lot is assumed to be enlarged more 

than in the previous case (24 second crawl time, 67 m crawl distance), and the congestion is 

relieved somewhat, so that the average vehicle spends only 1 minute idling while waiting for a 

parking space. This is referred to as Scenario 2b. 

For both Scenario 2a and 2b the reasonable assumption is made that, in the absence of a 

drive-through, more customers will leave their engines running while inside the store. It is 

assumed that an incremental 10% of the customers will do this. 

The resulting peak hour emissions for Scenarios 1,2a and 2b are shown in Tables 10, 11 

and 12. The detailed spreadsheet calculations are shown in Appendix D. 

For Scenario 1 (conventional drive-through scenario), the estimated total emission in the 

peak hour is 271 grams of smog pollutants, 3490 grams of carbon monoxide (CO) and 26,500 

grams of greenhouse gas (COZ). For Scenarios 2a and 2b, the estimated total emission are 422 

grams and 395 respectively for smog pollutants @e. 40 to 50% higher than Scenario 1), 5,800 

and 5,620 grams of CO respectively (60 to 70% higher than Scenario 1) and 35,100 and 30,500 

grams of CO2 respectively (10 to 30% higher than Scenario 1). 

Overall, these results suggest that drive-throughs do not contribute more emissions than 

the alternative of no-drive-through. The congestion that occurs at the parking lot in the absence 

of a drive-through, together with the start-up emissions and emissions from the extra travel 

distance from curb to parking space all contribute to produce somewhat higher emissions in the 

no-drive-through case, especially in the case of smog pollutants and carbon monoxide. 

Table 10: Emissions from Scenario 1 
2006 

Drive- I Parkine I Drive- I Parkine I Drivc- I Pnrkinr! 
Smog Pollutants I co I c02 

(g/vehicle over 1 hour) 

- - . 1 Through I Lot I Through I Lot I Through I Lot 
Per Vehicle Emissions I I I I I I 

1.3 I 1 . 1  15 I 17 160 57 

Number of Vehicles (137 in 
Drive-Through, 87 in Parking) 175 96 2,050 1,440 21,600 4,980 
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AQenda Item Pa 8 # ,A 

Travel Speed Crawl Time 
(kinhour) (seconds) 

Per Vehicle Emissions (givehicle over 1 
hour) 

Emissions Based on 224 Vehicles 
10 18 

Number ofvehicles (137 in 

Percent of 2006 
Cars with 
Engines Smog 
Running Pollutants co co2 

1.89 26 157 

422 5,800 35,100 
10% 

Per Vehicle Emissions (givehicle over 1 
hour) 

Emissions Based on 224 Vehicles 

I I I I I I I I 

2016 Percent of 
Travel Speed Crawl Time Cars with 

Running Pollutants co coz 

0.84 16 157 

188 3,550 35,100 

( W h o u r )  (seconds) Engines Smog 

10 18 10% 

2006 Percent of 
Travel Speed Crawl Time Cars with 

Running Pollutants co coz (kmihour) (seconds) Engines Smog 

1.71 25 136 Per Vehicle Emissions (givehicle over 1 
hour) 

Emissions Based on 224 Vehicles 395 5,620 30,500 
LO 24 10% 

2016 Percent of 
Travel Speed Crawl Time Cars with 

Running Pollutants co coz 

0.79 16 136 

(kmihour) (seconds) Engines Smog 

Per Vehicle Emissions (dvehicle over 1 
hour) 

Emissions Based on 224 Vehicles 177 3,530 30,500 
10 24 10% 
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3.3 Comparison of Emissions to an Urban Intersection 

Comparisons of the drive-through emissions to emissions from vehicles idling at an urban 

intersection are provided in Figures 3 and 4 for smog pollutants and C02, respectively. 

The urban intersection entails about 7 times higher emissions than the drive-through 

scenario for smog and CO2, because of the much larger number of vehicles that idle there during 

red-lights. This difference would be considerably more significant for larger urban intersections, 

such as the intersection of four-lane arterial roads, instead of the two-lane roads analyzed here. 

3.4 Emissions from a 30-Minute Morning Commute 

According to the Tim Hortons facility surveys conducted by Tedesco Engineering, at 

least two-thirds of Tim Hortons users stop at Tim Hortons on their way to another destination 

(also referred to as pass-by trips), as in the case of a morning commuter. 

To help put drive-through facilities into perspective, graphs were prepared showing how 

a single vehicle’s ‘time in queue’ emissions at the drive-through compare to the emissions from 

the rest of a 30-minute morning commute. For this analysis, the average time in queue at a Tim 

Hortons drive-through during the morning peak hour was used (approximately 4.5 minutes), and 

the average speed during the 30-minute morning commute was assumed to be 50 km/hour. The 

comparisons are shown in Figures 5 and 6. 

These figures indicate that time in queue emissions are a small part of the whole trip. 

Table 13 shows the percentage of idling emissions as part of the 30-minute morning commute. 

The majority of emissions are from the vehicle travelling at 50 M o u r  for 30 minutes. This is 

the case for smog pollutants, CO and COz. Thus, a commuter’s stop at a Tim Hortons facility 

has very little impact on his or her overall emissions from commuting. 
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Pollutant 

Smog Pollutants 

coz 
co 

~ 

3.5 Comparison to Everyday Sources 

The emission inventory for the drive-through component of Scenario 1 was compared to 

other similar levels of everyday sources of emissions. This comparison is shown in Table 14 and 

illustrated in Figures 7 through 9. Refer to Appendix E for a detailed comparison of Scenario 1 

emissions to everyday sources of emissions. 

Percentage of Overall Trip Emissions 

2006 2016 

7% 6% 

2% 2% 

6% 6% 

Table 14: Summary of Emissions from the Drive-Through Component and Selected Everyday 

Emissions (gramdhow) 

Smog Pollutants 

Smog pollutant emissions from the drive-through component of a Tim Hortons facility 

are comparable to either a single chainsaw (3hp, 2-stroke gasoline engine) operating for 1 hour, a 
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Agenda Item I 

gasoline bus idling for one hour, a single snow blower (3hp, 2-stroke gasoline engine) operating 

for one hour or two conventional residential woodstoves burning for one hour. 

CO emissions from the drive-through component are comparable to either a single snow 

blower (1 lhp, 4-stroke gasoline engine) operating for 1 hour, a gasoline bus travelling at 50 

km/hour for one hour or a chainsaw (1 lhp, 2-stroke gasoline engine) operating for 1 hour. 

COz emissions from the drive-through component are roughly equivalent to either 113 of 

the emissions from an urban (diesel) bus travelling at 50 km/hour for 1 hour, % of the emissions 

from a school bus travelling at 50 km/hour for one hour or three large residential snow blowers 

(16hp, 4-stroke gasoline engine) operating for 1 hour. 

3.6 Dispersion Modelling 

Dispersion modelling and concentration contours were completed for CO and NO, for 

winter in the Year 2006 and Year 2016 for the morning peak hour. Contour plots show the 

predicted maximum concentrations under worst-case meteorological conditions. Under more 

typical meteorological conditions, the pollutant concentrations would be much lower. 

Concentration contours displaying the model results are provided in Figure 10 for NO, in 

the Year 2006, Figure 11 for NO, in the Year 2016, Figure 12 for CO in the Year 2006 and 

Figure 13 for CO in the Year 2016. These contours show the drive-through contribution to NO, 

and CO levels in the surrounding area. 

In all scenarios, the predicted pollutant concentrations are below the provincial standards. 

The results for NO, for both 2006 and 2016 show that the predicted 1-hour concentration is 

within the applicable provincial standard (as per Regulation 419/05) at all distances away from 

the curb of the drive-through lane, even at short distances (within a few metres). The predicted 

maximum NO, concentrations for the year 2016 are far below the standard (45%), whereas the 

predicted concentrations for 2006 approach the criterion more closely (within 94% of it) at the 

property line. 

The results for CO for both 2006 and 2016 show that the predicted 1-hour concentration 

of CO is within the applicable provincial standard at all distances away from the curb of the 
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drive-through lane, even at short distances (within a few metres). The predicted maximum CO 

concentrations for the year 2006 and 2016 are below the standard (28% and 17%). 

The concentration contours illustrate that predicted concentrations decrease fairly rapidly 

from the point of maximum concentration (which occurs at the property line). Beyond 10 m 

from the property line, concentrations decrease by approximately 40% or more from the 

maximum concentration point. 

3.7 Study Limitations 

As with any air quality assessment there are study limitations. Below is a list of several 

of the limitations with regards to this study: 

Results of this analysis are based on the integration of traffic data with emissions 

estimation models and dispersion modelling software. Each of these sources of data 

analysis carries with it some inherent uncertainty that contribute to the overall uncertainty 

of the analysis. 

The emissions inventory was based on traffic data for a number of sites for a 

representative peak hour, when the traffic patterns are expected to vary somewhat from 

day to day and site to site. 

Results will be somewhat sensitive to some of the estimates of the vehicle operating time, 

such as time to move from curb to parking space, time to pull in and pull out of a parking 

space, and number of customers who leave engine running in the parking lot while inside 

the store. These parameters can vary according to the parking lot configuration and other 

circumstances. 

Dispersion model results will vary according to the layout of the store and traffic data. 

Emission calculations and dispersion modeling were only done for a morning peak hour 

and were not done for an extended length of time during the day (e.g., over an 8 hour 

period). As a result, air quality impacts were not compared to longer-term standards (i.e. 

8-hour standard for CO, 24-hour standard for NOx). 

Overall these limitations are considered relatively minor and are taken into consideration in 

drawing conclusions ftom the study. 
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4. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are reached based on the case studies presented in this report: 

1. For a Tim Hortons store with no drive-through, the congestion that occurs in the parking 

lot, together with the start-up emissions and emissions from the extra travel distance to 

get to and from a space, all contribute to produce somewhat higher emissions per vehicle 

compared to a store that has a drive-through This is particularly true in the case of smog 

pollutants and carbon monoxide (about 40 to 70% higher for those pollutants) but is also 

true for greenhouse gases (about 10% to 30% higher). These results are considered to be 

representative for Tim Hortons stores but cannot be generalized to other types of diive- 

through facilities. 

2. Dispersion modeling shows that I-hour off-site concentrations of CO and NOx are below 

the provincial standards in 2006 and even further below in 2016. Therefore, based on a 

typical site layout, there are no adverse air effects predicted for land uses adjacent to the 

drive-through facility. 

3. To put drive-throughs into perspective, the predicted peak hour emissions resulting from 

all vehicles in the queue in a Tim Hortons drive-through are small when compared to 

idling emissions at an urban intersection (is. less than one fifth). The emissions of smog 

pollutants and greenhouse gases from a single vehicle using a drive-through are less than 

10% and 5% respectively of a typical 30-minute morning commute. 

4. The combined emissions generated from all vehicles using a drive-through facility during 

a peak-hour of operation are relatively small in relation to other common emission 

sources. For example, the smog pollutant emissions are comparable to a single chain saw 

operating for one hour, and the CO2 emissions are comparable to a single bus operating 

for one hour. 

5. A comparison of Year 2006 and Year 2016 modelling indicates that predicted trends in 

fleet-wide emissions will result in reduced impacts from smog pollutants and carbon 

monoxide in the future. 

6. Overall, the findings for the Tim Hortons stores examined in this study indicate no air 

quality benefit to the public from eliminating drive-throughs. 
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REGION OF WATERLOO 

PUBLIC HEALTH 
Environmental Health and Lifestyle Resources 

Report: PH-08-023 

TO: Chair Sean Strickiand and Members of the Community Services Committee 

DATE: May 13,2008 FILE CODE: PO7-80 

SUBJECT: DRIVE-THROUGH FACILITIES AND HEALTH IMPACTS 

RECOMMENDATION: 

For information 

SUMMARY: 

This report provides an initial assessment and literature review of the health and air quality impacts 
of drive-through facilities. Drive-through facilities are widespread throughout Waterloo Region. 
Several recent Ontario Municipal Board (OMB) cases and community meetings involving proposed 
drive-through facilities have been metwith arguments citing a host of concerns such as air pollution, 
noise, odour, waste, traffic impacts, and poor streetscapes and pedestrian environments. 
Pedestrian safety was a key health and planning concern at the ruling of a recent OMB hearing in 
the City of Kitchener. However, OMB rulings have primarily focused on land use planning concerns 
and health impacts are not typically considered because there is a lack of specific health evidence. 

There are few studies that discuss drive-throughs as they affect human health. Health impacts of 
drive-through facilities are explored in this report using obesity and idling arguments. Drive-throughs 
exist as a convenience to those able to own and operate automobiles. Their purpose is not to 
provide a benefit to community health. In terms of poor air quality, of particular concern is the 
cumulative health effect of drive-through clusters when combined with busy intersections, shopping 
areas, and major roads. Drive-throughs support a car culture, with negative impacts on other more 
healthy forms of transportation. Moreover, the benefit of the convenience of drive-throughs is 
generally small in comparison with the ease ofturning offthe engine and walking into the facility for 
service. 

In collaboration with Area Municipalities, Regional staff continue to work together to reduce vehicle 
use, address air quality concerns, and make communities more walkable, bikeable and transit- 
oriented. 

REPORT: 

Context 

This report has been prepared in response to a recent Community Services Committee inquiry 
regarding the health and air quality impacts of drive-through facilities in the Region. The policy 
context relating to permitting and regulating drive-throughs are, for the most part, Area Municipal 
affairs. The Region presently has no regulatory levers to use when considering applications for 
drive-through facilities, although Regional staff are considering policies regarding this use in the 
new draft Regional Official Plan. Area municipal tools such as site design standards, transit- 
oriented development policies, pedestrian safety standards, and zoning by-laws can be used to 
regulate these types of land uses. The City of Kitchener, in particular, is considering using available 
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regulatory tools to address drive-through applications. 

Drive-through facilities are widespread throughout Waterloo Region and other areas in southern 
Ontario. A detailed inventory of drive-through fac es in the Region has not been conducted. The 
most common type of drive-throughs in Waterloo Region are associated with fast-food restaurants 
or financial institutions but these facilities may also be used in conjunction with laundry shops, dry 
cleaning shops, retail stores, pharmacies, automotive service stations, cafes, and other uses. Car 
washes and gas stations are sometimes considered ‘drive-throughs’ because ofthe vehicle queuing 
aspect, however this report is focused on drive-through facilities where vehicles typically do not shut 
off their engines at any point in the service lane. 

Background 

Local planning and engineering staff began to review plans for drive-through facilities as they 
became prevalent in the 1980’s. Since then, some municipalities such as Kitchener, Oakville and 
Mississauga drafted new regulations and/or design guidelines to mitigate adverse effects of drive- 
through development’. In Kitchener, this resulted in zoning regulations requiring noise mitigation for 
intercom order stations less than 60 metres from residential or other sensitive uses as well as 
minimum vehicle stacking requirements’. 

More recentiy, the City of Toronto amended its Zoning By-Laws to define drive-through facilities as 
a use and establish areas where drive-through deveiopment is permitted. This amendment was 
upheld by the Ontario Municipal Board in 20043. As a result, a site specific zoning by-law 
amendment application is required for any drive-through within 30 metres of residential use. This 
precedent has prompted other municipalities to rethink their approaches to drive-through facilities 
from a land use policy and regulatory perspective pecially as municipal planners are increasingly 
reviewing applications for new drive-through fac 

Health Impacts of Automobiles 

Drive-through facilities reflect an over-emphasis on automobile culture relative to other forms of 
more healthy transportation. The widespread use and dependence on the automobile has a 
negative health effect. Car crashes are a significant cause of injury and death generally. Drive- 
throughs encourage “dashboard dining”, which results in a driver being distracted and placed at a 
higher risk for collisions and injury4. In addition, pedestrian conflicts with vehicles in drive-through 
service lanes is an important health and injury consideration and has been a key argument at 
recent Ontario Municipal Board hearings. In general, other health and environment arguments have 
been made against the automobile such as: 

Air Pollution - the transportation sector in Ontario, made up primarily of cars, buses and 
trucks, is a large emission source of common air pollutants such as particulate matter 
(PM2,5.10), volatile organic compounds, and nitrous oxides5. This sector is the largest 
emission source of nitrous oxides and volatile organic compounds both of which contribute 
to the formation of ground-level ozone5. Research consistently shows the adverse effects of 
outdoor air pollution on human health, and evidence points to air pollution stemming from 
transportation as an important contributor6. Transportation-related air pollution contributes to 
an increased risk of death (particularly from cardiopulmonary causes), lung cancer, birth 
defects and increased risk of respiratory symptoms and Most importantly, 
exposure to air pollution may affect normal development and growth of the lungs in 
childreng. Smog, a yellowish or brownish fog created by the interaction of ground-level 
ozone and particulate matter with ultraviolet light, has caused more deaths in Canada than 
car crashes and breast cancer combined”. 
Obesity- every additional 30 minutes spent in a car per day, translates into a three percent 
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increase in the likelihood of obesity”. Other studies have found a causal relationship 
between obesity and the combination of increased car ownership and television viewingg. 
Obese individuals have a higher risk of developing coronary heart disease, diabetes, high 
blood pressure, osteoarthritis, joint problems, low back pain, fertility and hormone related 
problems, some cancers and gallbladder d i~ease’ ’ , ’~ ,~~.  
Urban Design - a 5 percent increase in the walkability of a neighbourhood is associated 
with a 0.5 kilogram weight reduction, a 6.5 percent reduction in per capita vehicle kilometers 
traveled and a 5.5 percent reduction in ozone precursorsi5. 
General Environment- a large percentage of land in urban areas is paved for use by car 
and truck traffic, which takes land away from agriculture, natural spaces, urban wildlife and 
has adverse impacts on soil and water quality’6. In addition, operating cars and trucks 
consumes more resources and produces more emissions when compared to more 
sustainable means of transportation such as walking, cycling, or taking transit. 

Automobile reliance has contributed to car-dependent urban areas, increasing obesity rates, and 
rising levels of ground-level ozone and fine particulate matter. 

Health Concerns with Drive-Throughs 

Common arguments of many communities that are considering restricting drive-throughs have been 
highlighted in recent news articles. Municipalities like Kitchener, London, Hamilton, Mississauga, 
and others have argued that traffic and pedestrian safety, air quality, health, and concern for the 
built environment are more important than the convenience of drive-through facilities. Several 
recent OMB cases and community meetings involving proposed drive-through facilities have been 
met with arguments citing a host of concerns such as: 

1) Impacts on adjacent land uses, specifically residential uses; 
2) Impacts on streetscapes and urban design concerns: and 
3) Site planning and traffic impacts.” 

Health concerns associated with drive-through facilities have typically been secondary factors when 
approving or prohibiting development applications. Generaliy not recognized as a ‘health’ concern, 
efforts to mitigate pedestrian-vehicle conflicts is a primary consideration but are often addressed by 
many transportation, planning, and engineering standards. The City of Kitchener recently won two 
OMB rulings related to drive-throughs, one ofwhich highlighted the impacts the site would have on 
pedestrians’ safety and the other case was argued that it would not contribute to a pedestrian- 
oriented environment‘. Although health concerns, usually relating to increased air pollution from 
idling vehicles, continue to be identified as a key argument against drive-throughs, these concerns 
have not been measured or documented. Consistent with other OMB cases where drive-through 
facilities have been denied, arguments based on site specific factors, other than ’health’ concerns, 
have determined the outcome of the rulings. 

With the exception of burns or scalding associated with hot beverages spilling onto drive-through 
customers18, there are no studies that discuss drive-throughs as they specifically affect human 
health. In terms of the health benefits of drive-throughs, it is argued that these facilities provide a 
level ofsafety at night and are easier for physically and mobility challenged customers and families 
with small children since they can stay in their vehicles for service”. Concerns with noise, light 
pollution, waste, pedestrian-vehicle conflicts, and air pollution are common with drive-throughs, but 
few studies (if any) have been done that document these concerns as health impacts. 

The Obesity Argument 

Increased time spent in cars and poor nutrition at drive-through restaurants provides support to this 
argument. Although we know that more time spent in cars increases the chance of being obese, it is 
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difficult to measure the amount oftime people are in line at a drive-through compared to the amount 
of time they are in their car every day or week or month or year. Wait times at drive-throughs can 
vary from under 2 minutes to more than 12 minutes, with an average wait somewhere between 3 
and 5 m i n ~ t e s ’ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  Some contend that most customers do not use drive-throughs as their sole trip in 
their automobile, but that these facilities capture ‘pass-by traffic’ or vehicles that would be on the 
road anyway“. In terms of nutrition, many foods associated with drive-through restaurants are 
widely believed to contribute to the epidemic of childhood obesity2’. It could be argued that drive- 
throughs encourage eating fast food. Despite ‘healthy’ menu changes at fast-food chains, this 
nutrition argument combined with longer time in automobiles, reduced physical activity levels, and 
other time and effort-saving components of the built environment may contribute to increased rates 
of obesityz3. Drive-throughs supporta culture dependent on cars, which increases the time spent in 
cars and the chances of being obese. 

The Land Use Argument 

There is an argument that drive-through facilities do not represent a good use of land. Drive-through 
facilities typically do not reflect primary design objectives, for example, as outlined in Kitchener’s 
urban design guidelines which emphasize walkability, placemaking, connectivity, being transit 
supportive, safety, and liveabilityz4. Considered an underutilized use of land2, drive-throughs do not 
meet any of these ‘good planning’ design guidelines. In addition, drive-throughs contribute to 
reduced physical activity levels because ofthe reliance on cars and are often not designed for non- 
vehicular traffic. More inter-disciplinary research is being done on the relationships between land 
use and urban design, sense of place, liveability, and health and the built environment. 

The idling Argument 

The majority of health concerns associated with drive-through facilities focus on air pollution from 
idling vehicles in the service lane. While the health impacts of air pollution are well documented, 
most of the scientific literature on drive-through fac es addresses this issue from a fuel 
consumption, energy, user-costs and air quality standpoint. Evidence shows that queuing and idling 
traffic is the worst possible operating condition for motor vehiclesz5. Drive-through queues where 
cars are idling are a significant source of pollution because the engine is unable to burn fuel 
efficiently and emits high volumes of PM2.~5~z6~z7~z8 . Considerable amounts of fuel are also wasted 
from idling or slow-moving vehicles in drive-through service lanes. 

Several studies have looked at break-even points or the point beyond which drive-through facilities 
became more time-consuming and costly than going inside for s e r v i ~ e ~ ~ , ~ ~ ,  In terms of fuel use and 
emission rates, approximately 10 seconds of idling is the agreed upon break-even point although it 
is understood that pay-back times for some pollutants are difficult to quantify because of vehicle 
~ a r i a b i I i t y ’ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  There are also arguments that the use of drive-through facilities can produce less 
carbon monoxide (CO) pollution than the park-and-enter alternative if the service time is less than 
the approximately two minute break-even point3’. However, it is generally conceded that the park- 
and-enter alternative uses about one-tenth the fuel required for the average drive-through 
f a c i ~ i t y ~ ~ . ~ ’ . ~ ~ .  

The Air Quality Argument 

Overall, there is no debate that cars create air pollution and consume fuel, but some evidence 
suggests that the air quality impacts of drive-through idling is comparable to surrounding land uses 
or other facilities that have a similar volume of traffic accessing a site. Studies verify that 
transportation-related air pollutants are within applicable Ambient Air Quality Criteria3’ even at short 
distances away from drive-through service lanes”. A study in Kitchener compared levels of fine 
particulate matter (PM2.5) at a drive-through location and a nearby park setting and found no 
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substantial differences between sampling locations, indicating that dispersion is good around this 
particular drive-through site3'. A United States study concluded that although drive-through 
restaurants led to higher idling emissions, engine starts and accompanying start-up emissions 
produced higher levels of carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons at restaurants that 
provided eat-in services compared to restaurants with drive-through or take-out fac 
results indicate that individual drive-through facilities do not impact ambient air quality levels any 
more or less than other facilities or land uses that have similar volumes of traffic. However, drive- 
through facilities such as banks and restaurants tend to 'cluster'34. 

From an air quality and urban design perspective, the cumulative effect of busy streets, 
intersections, and numerous drive-through facilities may be the most significant health concern. The 
net effect from an individual drive-through may be small compared to the air pollutants at a busy 
intersection, busy shopping centre, or major highway interchange, but the cumulative effect of 
several sources such as a busy intersection and several drive-throughs may add up to be 
significad4. Results of a study in the U.S. Indicate that drive-through fac es can significantly 
affect local air quality for this reason34. From an urban design and transportation perspective, these 
clusters of drive-throughs around busy intersections and major roads are oflen designed for 
vehicular traffic, which makes these environments unattractive for pedestrians, cyclists, or other 
non-motorized traffic. Since a 5 percent increase in the walkability of a neighbourhood is associated 
with a 0.5 kilogram weight reduction, a 6.5 percent reduction in per capita vehicle kilometers 
traveled and a 5.5 percent reduction in ozone prec~rsors '~,  these clusters of idling and slow-moving 
automobiles are not 'healthy environments'. 

Conclusions 

More research is needed to monitor, assess, and provide direction on these health and air quality 
impacts from drive-through fac es. While the health effects of automobiles are well documented, 
recent peer-reviewed research specific to drive-throughs is lacking. 6 n avaiiable information, 
drive-throughs do not benefit our community's health. Drive-through provide a convenience 
that is targeted specifically to vehicles and vehicle owners. From a social equity perspective, this 
convenience is inaccessible to many low income populations unable to afford the costs associated 
with vehicle ownership and maintenance. From a health perspective, motor vehicles unnecessarily 
idle as they queue in the service lane consuming fuel and emitting air pollutants. It is argued that 
poor nutritional choices and reduced physical activity levels combined with sitting in your vehicle for 
the drive-through, commute to 
weight. Since drive-through fac 
poorly designed for pedestrians and can be hazardous to non-vehicular traffic. Of particular concern 
is the cumulative health effect of drive-through clusters when combined with busy intersections, 
shopping areas, and major roads. The benefit of the convenience of drive-throughs is generally 
small in comparison with the ease of turning off the engine and walking into the facility for service. 

Future Directions 

k, and daily errands may have a negative effe 
s are designed for motor vehicles only, these fa 

1. A comprehensive Air Quality program is being developed that incorporates air monitoring, 
modeling, and reporting of air pollution and the associated health impacts. This program is 
exploring: 

i. The feasibility of purchasing air quality monitoring equipment and air 
modeling software; and 

ii. Providing input into land use planning policies and/or development 
recommendations. 

2. An anti-idling community based social marketing campaign is being developed to reduce 
automobile use, promote fuel efficient driving, and encourage sustainable modes of 
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transportation. An anti-idling project is already being planned specifically around elementary 
and secondary schools in Waterloo Region. 

3. Further regulations on drive-through facilities are being considered by Regional and Area 
Municipal staff. 

CORPORATE STRATEGIC PLAN: 

This report responds to the following strategic focus areas: 

Focus Area 1 : Environmental Sustainability: Protect and enhance the environment 

Focus Area 2: Growth Management: Manage and shape growth to ensure a livable, healthy, 
thriving and sustainable Waterloo Region. 

Focus Area 3: Healthy and Safe Communities: Support safe and caring communities that 
enhance all aspects of health. 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS: 

NIL 

OTHER DEPARTMENT CONSULTATIONSICONCURRENCE: 

Planning Housing and Community Services 

ATTACHMENTS 

Appendix: References 

PREPARED B Y  Peter E l k ,  Public Health Planner, Environmental Health 
Doug Quibell, Manager, Environmental Health 

APPROVED BY: Dr. Liana Nolan, Commissioner/Medical Officer of Health 
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,-> - 
Parker, Charles 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ling, Ethan 
Wednesday, March 21,2007 11:13 AM 
Parker, Charles 
Drive-Thru issue 

... And, from another inquiry on Monday that we spoke about on Tuesday at Implementation mtg 

Mr Leslie & Mrs. Erika Turai 
397 Edmonton Street - . - . . - - - - - 
Mr. & Mrs. Turai were Inquiring regarding options to deal with Tim Horton's Drive Thru on Dundas @ Edmonton that 
operates only 4m from their kitchen window. 

- Have. had difficulty renting out home due to constant noise and smell from exhaust - cannot even rent to Fanshawe 
Students 
-Wooden fence is useless 
-Inquired about rezoning to permit offices so that they could rent or sell to professional who wouldn't be there at night to 
be disturbed. 
- In an R2-3 Zone currently 

I informed them thatwe would not be in favour of such a rezoning due to encroaching into residential neighbourhood. I 
also told them that they may be able to get some relief through civil court, as indicated at our meeting. 

Thanks, 

ethan ling 
Planner, Implementation. 
City of London 

eling@london.ca 
519-661-2500 x.4579 

1 
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- Parker, Charles 

From: Baechler, Joni 

Sent: 
To: Parker, Charles 

Subject: FW: drive-throughs 

Monday, September 24,2007 3:27 PM 

FYI re: Drive Through's 

Regards, 
Joni 

Joni Baechler 
Ward 5 Councillor 
Corporation of the City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
London, Ontario 
N6B 122 

ibaechle@london. ca 
519-661-2500 X2444 

From: bob leigh [mailto:bob.leigh2@sympatico.ca] 
Sent: Monday, September 24,2007 3:02 PM 
To: Baechler, Joni 
Subjed. drive-throughs 

Dear Ms Baechler, 
I was happy to see the London Free Press report that city council is considering putting restrictions on drive- 
throughs. 

I have been caught in snarled traffic when patrons line up on the road waiting to access the drive-through at Tim 
Horton's. Bad enough on busier streets, this would severely impact on the sense of community and peace if a 
drive-through was allowed in an area such as Wortley Village. It amazes me that more accidents do not occur in 
these areas. I also feel badly for people whose homes are located close enough to hear the mechanical voice 
requesting a patrons order, well into the night. How invasive of one's privacy! 

Please encourage the city planning committee to move forward with restrictions which will keep the number and 
placement of these in check. 

Kathie Leigh 

2007-09-24 
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From: Bain, Kevin 

Sent: 
To: Panzer, Rob; Parker, Charles 

Subject: FW Impact of drive thrus 

Friday, September 28, 2007 9:00 AM 

i am forwarding to you an email from Annmarie Bosco for your consideration. 

Kevin Bain 
City Clerk 
City of London 
519-661-2500 ext. 4937 
kbain@london.ca 

From: Annmarie BOSCO 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2007 8:56 AM 
To: Bain, Kevin 
Subject: RE: Impact of drive thrus 

T consent 
Annmarie Bosco 

From: Bain, Kevin 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2007 /:ub HPI 
To: Annmarie Bosco 
Subject: RE: Impact of drive thrus 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your communication. Please confirm if you consent to the circulation or your 
communication to the Planning and Development Department staff as your comments with respect to drive 
through facilities. 

Kevin Bain 
City Clerk 
City of London 
519-661-2500 ext. 4937 
kbain@iondon.ca 

From: Annmarie Bosco 
Sent: Thursday, September 27,2007 4:54 PM 
To: Bain, Kevin 
Cc: 'Cory Morningstar' 
Subject: RE: Impact of drive thrus 

As a physician and a concerned resident, I would strongly urge the council to prevent new drive-tlirus fiom being 
built. Drive-thms lead to excessive idling, which hi turn contributes to air polltition. It is unrealistic to expect 
people to turn their cars on and off whilst waiting at a drive-lhru. 

2007-09-28 
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The effects of air pollutioii on health have been well studied. There is a daily increase of all-cause mortality 
(death) fiom exposure to air pollutants. In some Western countries, air pollntioii ld l s  as many people as car 
crashes do. I am attaching a document regarding the health effects of air pollution. This article is based in 
Australia, but is equally relevant here in London. 

Dr Annmarie Bosco 
The London Plastic Bag Prqject 

108-320 Ambleside Drive, London, Ontario, N6G 556 

2007-09-28 
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Dear Anne-Marie and councilors, 

Drive-tlm's are an incredible detriment to our environment and are complelely unnecessary. 

Globdl warming is real. A grave threat to all life on this planet. It is time to place our environment 
and the health and well being of our children ahead of business interests and profits. 

I request that staff be directed to review the possibility of imposing a moratorium on all new 
commercial drive thru operations and establish a timetable to phase out all existing drive-thni 
operations through zoning or other by-laws, including the implications of such a prohibition. 

Thank you, 

Peggy Anderson 

london 

FREE Animations for your email - by IncrediMail! 

2007-09-28 



7 1  totally support the move to place a moratorium on all new 
> drive-throughs and to eliminate all existing ones. The available 
> statistics on the amount of air pollution produced alone indicate that 
> this phenomenon needs to be stopped and the sooner the better. 
> Statistics on the increase of asthma-related treatment and deaths, not 
> to mention the obesity pandemic are enough to give any thinking person 
> reason enough to change their behaviours. 

> Please add my voice to that of others who also recognize the idiocy of 
> allowing this kind of unnecessary pollution to take place. 

> Sincerely 

> Melia Helson 
> 1106 Jalna Blvd. 
> London 

> 

> 

> 

> 
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Parker, Charles 

From: Baechler, Joni 

Sent: 

To: Parker, Charles 

Subject: FW: Drive Thrus 
Importance: High 

Monday, October 01,2007 4:41 PM 

Regards, 
Joni 

Joni Baechler 
Ward 5 Councillor 
Corporation of the City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
London, Ontario 
N6B 122 
519-661-2500 X 2444 
jbaechle@london. ca 

~ ~ ~ - - ~  ---- ~ ~ ~ - - ~ ~ - ~  _" ".----""--.-..".~~~X"- _.-_ 
From: Cory Morningstar 
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2007 12:49 PM 
To: DeCicco-Best, Anne Marie; MacDonald, Bernie; Armstrong, Bill; Polhill, Bud; Miller, Cheryl; Winninger, David; 
Barber, Gina; Hurne, Gord; Usher, Harold; Baechler, Joni; Bryant, Judy; Branscomb, Nancy; 'Paul Hubert'; Van 
Meerbergen, Paul; Caranci, Roger; 'Stephen Orser'; Eagle, Susan; Gosnell, Tom; 'Walter Lonc' 
Cc: Bain, Kevin 
Subject. Drive Thrus 
Importance: High 

Dear Anne-Marie and councilors, 

Drive-thrus are an incredible detriment to our environment and are completely unnecessary. 
Global warming is real. A grave threat to all life on this planet. It is time to place our environment and the health 
and well being of our children ahead of business interests and profits. 
I request that staff be directed to review the possibility of imposing a moratorium on all new commercial drive thru 
operations and establish a timetable to phase out all existing drive-thru operations through zoning or other by- 
laws, including the implications of such a prohibition. 

Thank you, 
Cory Morningstar 
President - Council of Canadians London Chapter 

CC Kevin Bain, City Clerk, for Council agenda. 

For all this talk, still we head steadfastly for catastrophe - UN's Human Development Report Office 
Ir?llplL/DOhtl€2 .guardtan.co.uWa reenlw mment10,2177256.00.htm I . .  

2007-10-02 
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Parker, Charles 

Page 1 of 2 

From: Baechler, Joni 
Sent: 

To: Parker, Charles 

Subject: FW: drive-thrus 

Monday, October 01,2007 4:39 PM 

Regards, 
Joni 

Joni Baechler 
Ward 5 Councillor 
Corporation of the City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
London, Ontario 
N6B 122 
519-661-2500 X2444 
jbaechle@london. ca 

From: Bain, Kevin 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2007 8:02 AM 
To: Councillors 
Subject: FW: drive-thrus 

I am forwarding you for your information an email from Marie Milani. 

Kevin Bain 
City Clerk 
City of London 
519-661-2500 ext. 4937 
kbain@london.ca 

- .  . ~ . ? ,  From: Marie Milani 
Sent: Thursday, September 27, Zuu/ 4:VO rl., 
To: Bain, Kevin 
Subject: drive-thrus 

Dear Anne-Marie and Councilors. 

It is time to place ow environment and ow health and well-being ahead of business interests and profits. 
It is time for a moratorium on drive-thru operations and a plan to eventually phase them out. 

2007-10-02 
__...I.I___.........._ .. ~ . .  .... ~.. __~  



Parker, Charles 
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From: Baechler, Joni 

Sent: 
To: Parker, Charles 

Subject: FW: Drive Thru Emissions 

Monday, October 01,2007 4:42 PM 

Regards, 
Joni 

Joni Baecbler 
Ward 5 Councillor 
Corporation of the City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
London, Ontario 
N6B 122 
519-661-2500 X 2444 
jbaechle@london.ca 

~ _ - - ~ -  ___~---_._l...-l..”- 

From: Tara MacIsaac 
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2007 10:14 PM 
To: DeCicco-Best, Anne Marie; Gosnell, Tom; Barber, Gina; Polhill, Bud; Hume, Gord; Caranci, Roger; Armstrong, 
Bill; MacDonald, Bernie; Orser, Stephen; Baechler, Joni; Branscombe, Nancy; Lonc, Walter; Hubert, Paul; Eagle, 
Susan; Van Meerbergen, Paul; Winninger, David; Usher, Harold; Bryant, Judy; Miller, Cheryl 
Subject: Drive Thru Emissions 

Dear Anne-Marie and councilors. 

Drive-this are an incredible detriment to our environment an- ire completely unnecessary. 

Global warming is real. A grave threat to all life on this planet. It is time to place our cnvironment and 
the health and well being of our children ahead of business interests and profits. 

1 request that staff be directed to review the possibility of imposing a moratorium on all new eonimercial 
drive thru operations and establish a timetable to phase out all existing drive-thru operations through 
zoning or other by-laws, including the iinplications of such a prohibition. 

Thank you, 

Tara Maclsaac 

939 Dufferin Ave, London Oiit., N5W 3K3 

2007-10-02 
~~.~ 



October 18,2007 

TAC Sub-committee Report on the City of London 
Official Plan/Zoning Refinement Report dated September 24, 2007 on the: 

Regulation of Drive-Through Facilities 
The sub-committee was pleased with the thoroughness of the research and 
conclusions and offer the following suggestions to TAC and the ETC: 

Where the city has used the term "Tim Horton's" as a classification of 
drive through, they might consider using a more generic term like 
"donutlcoffee shop". 
The public should be encouraged to park, shut off the vehicle and enter 
the store rather than using drive-through facilities to reduce vehicle 
emissions 
If the recommendation to require a 15m (49.2 ft) separation distance from 
the drive-through lane and/or speaker box to the abutting residential zone 
line (with a 2.4m noise attenuation wall) or 30m (98.4 ft) with only a 
privacy fence is adopted, consideration should be given to regulating the 
use of the separation space so created. The concern is that the separation 
distance may turn out to be parking spaces, forcing vehicles close to the 
residential area and causing vehicle/pedestrian crossing conflicts as the 
drivers attempt to park and enter the store while the drive-through lane is 
active. 
Where space permits, consideration should be given to creating a 'Bail- 
out' lane of 2-4 car lengths at the service window so a vehicle could 
bypass other vehicles and leave the queue should an emergency occur. 
If the recommendation that a front and exterior side yard setback from the 
ultimate road allowance regulation of 3m (9.8 ft) be adopted, consideration 
for relief should be given when the site is being merged with a larger mall 
site (i.e. 352 Wellington Rd at Base Line) 
When considering the number of spaces required for queuing, there 
should be a determination of a minimum number in total and a minimum 
number from the speaker box. (cars backing up onto a roadway may be 
waiting to order at the speaker box while the rest of the queue from there 
to the service window is empty). 
If the recommendation to require a 16m distance from the end of the drive- 
through lane to the public road allowance is adopted, consideration should 
be given using the travelled roadway edge instead of the public road 
allowance. The road allowance line is usually much closer than the 
roadway and is invisible to most observers. Using the travelled roadway 
edge would be more practical. 
Drive through exit lanes, which exit onto arterial roadways, be designed to 
prohibit left turns. This would be done for public safety and to facilitate 
drive through speed and efficiency. This could be done by angling the exit 
lane right andlor by constructing a centre median opposite the exit lane. 
As with all new regulations, Council must not set the bar too high and 
prohibit drive-through facilities throughout most of the City instead of 
regulating them. Prior to adopting new standards, judge them against the 
existing drive-through facilities (which are very well used and are a 
convenience to the travelling public) and make sure the results match the 
regulation objectives. 

Presented by: Gary Williams, Lloyd Stacey, Tom Friesen, Peter Marks 
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October 24,2007 

Mr. W. J. Charles Parker 
Senior Planner - Policy 
The City ofLondon 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
P. 0. Box 5035 
London, ON N6A 4L9 

Dear MI. Parker: 

Re: City of London - Proposed Policies, Regulations and Guidelines on Restaurant 
Drive-Through Facilities 

We are providing ,this letter in response to your recently circulated Staff Recoinmendation 
on the above subject matter. We understand that you a e  requesting co~ninents on the 

staff report by this Friday, October 261h. The Ontario Restaurant Hotel/Motel Association 
(OMMA) is providing this letter on behalf of several of our inember restaurants namely 
McDonald’s Restaurants of Canada Limited, the TDL Group Cory (operators of Tim Hortons 
Restaurants), Burger King Restaurants of Canada Inc., Wendy’s Restaurants of Canada, A&W 
Food Services of Canada Inc. 

As you may be aware there are over ninety (90) restaurants facilities currently located in the City 
of London. Colleotively, these restaurants employ approximately 5,000 full and part-time 
employees. I am sure that all London residents would agxee that the comnercial success of 
inajor employers in the city> including the restaurant hospitality sector is vital to the overall 
success of London. 

Many people, including customers and employees, rely on our restaurants to support their 
livelihood and daily activity. The success of drivethrough restaurant facilities over the list few 
years is in direct response to the deinand of our customers who want our facilities conveniently 
located within their corninunities to support the active lifestyles all of them lead today. 

Over the years, the . O M M A  and. our ineinber brands have worked collaboratively with 
municipal planning officials and municipal councils in many coiixnunities to establish fair and 
reasonable urban design guidelines and Zoning By-law regulations for drivetlrough facilities 
typically, with minimum stacking requirements and setbacks to residential zones. 

Our foremost concem with the recommendations of the Staff Repoit that is being proposed is 
that the consultation that has occurred in the past between our association and municipal officials 
has b m  non-existent in this situation. Our member brands have had no opportunity to provide 
our input prior to the completion of your recommendations for Official Plan and Zoning By-law 
policy changes, as well as urban design guidelines. 

A 

2600 Skyma* Avenue, Suite 8.201, Missi3saug8, ON L4W 582 
Tel: 905.381,0268 Toll Free: 800.68a-a908 Fw: 905.8el.~za8 Toll Free Fax: 868659.5588 

E-mail: into@orima.com aww.oihrna.com 
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s report is very troubling to our association and member brands. It feels as if it was 
lated to our industry as an afterthought. The timing of the release of this report suggests 

at you are not interested in real industry input and consultation. To take this approach, 
p&cularly when you have the knowledge, as noted in your staff report, that our industry and 

’ reIated brands have worked collaboratively with several municipalities throughout Ontario to 

. .  

P. 002/003 

come up with specific urban design guidelines and zoning regulations for drive-through is 
not fair. Our industry has important information to share that would assist you in preparing 
fair and reasonable guidelines and regulations. 

We are also very concerned that the “public meeting” that has been scheduled on November 
12’ will actually be a meeting to consider and formally adopt the proposed Official Plan and 
Zoning By-law Amendments, and the Urban Design Guidelines for Drivethrough Facilities. 
We believe this is unfair as it does not provide our industry members enough time to inform 
and educate planning staff and Councillors about our concerns. 

We do not believe that our Association and member brands can provide you with 
informative and constructive comments on such an important matter to our industry 
with such little time to review the Staff Report Based on the comprehensive set of 
policy, regulatory and design guideline changes you proposed, it is simply impossible for 
us to provide necessary and fair input to this document within this unreasonable 
timeframe. 

Based on the foregoing, we respectfully but strongly request that the meeting on November 
12* be conducted as a “public meeting only’ and that City Council or Committee of Council 
not deal with any amending by-laws that evening so that our industry may be properly 
consulted on these changes. 

Another item that is of a broader concern to a number of restaurant locations within the City, 
is the proposed Official Plan and Zoning By-law Amendments to prohibit this use eom 
specific Official Plan designations and zones within the City of London. h this regard, we 
understand that there are twelve (12) existing drivethrough facilities that are in either Official 
Plan designations or zones that are proposed to remove/prohibit a drive-through facility 
within the respective designation or zone whereas it is currently permitted. As such, these 
existing restaurants would become “legal non-confodng”. A legal non-confonning status is 
not appropriate as it negatively impacts the continued and successful operations of these 
businesses. 

Xn addition, we are aware of four (4) other restaurant proposals which have either received or 
are within the planning approval stages that again fall into an Official Plan designation or 
zone that is proposed to prohibit a restaurant facility. Extensive investment and planning has 
gane into these future locations for their planned op-g in the very near future and to have 
this quashed by virtue of your planning and zoning amendments is again - unfair. 
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In closing, on behalf of our member brands, we respectllly request that no consideration of 
By-law or Official Plan Amendments be dealt with at your meeting of November 12, 2007, 
until such time as our industry has had a reasonable amount of time to work with yoour staff in 
an effort to establish mutually acceptable guidelines. We Iook forward to an opportunity to 
discuss these and other issues conceming the Staff Report and look forward to building a 
productive relationship with you and city staff. 

Thank you for your attention to this letter and if you have any questions, please do not 
hesitate to contact the undersigned. 

Robert J. Evans 
President & CEO 

cc: City of London 
Anne Marie DeCicco-Best, Mayor 
Controller Tom Gosnell 
Controller Bud Polhill 
Controller Gina Barber - Planning Co~nmittee & Board of Control 
Controller Gord Hume - Planning Committee & Board oEControl 
Councillor Joni Baechler (Chair) - Planning Committee (Ward 5) 
Councillor Roger Caranci - Planning Coimittee (Ward 1) 
Councillor Nancy Branscombe - Planning Committee (Ward 6 )  
Councillor Judy Bryant - Planning Committee (Ward 13) 
Councillor Bill Armstrong (Ward 2) 
Councillor Bernie MacDonald (Ward 3) 
Councillor Stephen Orser (Ward 4) 
Counmllor Walter hnc  (Ward 7) 
Councillor Paul Hubert (Ward 8) 
Councillor Susan Eagle (Ward 9) 
Councillor Paul Van Meerbergen (Ward 10) 
Councillor David Winninger (Ward 11) 
Councillor Harold Usher (Ward 12) 
Councillor Cheryl Miller (Ward 14) 
Rob Panzer, General Manager of Planning & Development Department 

Nick Yavor - TDL Group Corp (operators of Tim Hortons Restaurants) 
Don MacCharles - Wendy's Restaurants of Canada, Inc. 
Sherry MacLauchlan - McDonald's Restaurant of Canada Limited 
Darren Sim - A&W Food Services o f  Canada Inc. 
Jeff Weinman - Burger King Restaurants of Canada hc .  



McDonald's Restaurants 01 Canada Limited 
McDonald's Place 

Toranto, Ontario M3C 3L4 
Telephone: 416-443-1000 

Fax: 416-446-3376 

October 26,2007 

Mr. Rob Panzer 
General Manager of Planning and Development 
The City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
P. 0. Box5035 
London, Ontario 
N6A 4L9 

Dear Mr. Parker: 

Re: C i t vo f i c  Prom Polic d Regulati 
A n i  Guldelines on Drive-Through.Facilities 

Wa Facsimile (579) 661-5397 
Wa RegUlw Mail 

We are providing this letter In response to your September 25'h circulation to us of the 
proposed "City of London Review of Regulations of Drive-Through Facilities" and your 
requested comments by Friday, October 261h to your staff report. Currently, McDonald's 
of Canada Limited operates 16 McDonald's store outlets within the City of London. 
Twelve of these outlets are facilities that contain a drive-through. McDonald's 
Restaurants of Canada Limited employs approximately 650 full and part-time employees 
within the City of London at these locations. In addition, McDonald's has a corporate 
office location in London which serves the southwestern Ontario market area. 

As you may be aware, McDonald's Restaurants of Canada is a major sponsor and 
contributor to many social events and causes across Canada which would certainly 
include events, facilities and programs within the City of London on ongoing basis. At 
the core of our social and corporate responsibility, policies and programs, is the."Ronald 
McDonald's House of Charities Canada". Since its inception in 1982, RMHC has 
awarded over 47 million dollars in grants to twelve Ronald McDonald's houses across 
Canada and to many children's charities across Canada. We are extremely proud of our 
programs and initiatives through RMHC and, as you may be aware, RMHC has a house 
at 741 Baseline Road East in the City of London which provides a home and support in 
benefit of sick children and their families in times of need for those attending medical 
treatment in the City of London and surrounding areas. 

. .. . 
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These social programs and facilities are provided and operated by McDonald’s 
Restaurants of Canada through the Ronald McDonald’s House Charities rely on direct 
funding from existing restaurant facilities throughout Canada. The successful business 
operations of our existing restaurants and facilities are crucial and paramount to 
maintaining not only the social community programs and opportunities offered by 
McDonald’s, but to provide employment, opportunities and service to our employees and 
our customers. 

Our facilities, that exist within London as referred to above and further detailed in the 
planning staff report (025304), have serviced the London area since 1968. This was 
when our existing restaurant at 530 Oxford Street West which is the first McDonald’s 
Restaurant drive-through built in Ontario was opened and was recently rebuilt as a 
“nostalgia” model in the year 2000. 

As referred to in the staff report, the industry has worked with several municipalities 
throughout Ontario on new and specific urban design guidelines for drive-through 
facilities as well as in some cases new Zoning By-law regulations within these 
municipalities. We have found that these discussions with the municipalities have 
resulted in a collaborative base effort to prepare specific guidelines for drive-through 
facilities and we have generally been provided with fair and equitable time to respond to 
municipalities initiatives with regard to drive-through design matters. 

The City of London approach appears, however, to be much more restrictive than what 
we have experienced in other municipalities, as we have been provided this report less 
than a month ago containing several restrictive regulations, Official Plan policy changes, 
and a draft Urban Design Guideline for our consideration and response by today’s date. 
With all due respect, it is not acceptable, based on the proposed comprehensive 
amendments and guidelines contained within your staff report, to properly evaluate and 
consider the full impact of these policies, regulations, and guideline changes to our 
existing facilities and planning considerations for the future location with less than a 
month review time and no consultation. Further, we understand that City Council will 
deal with an amending by-law to adopt these changes based on a subsequent staff 
report to the one provided to date, in order to put the policy regulation and guideline 
changes in place. This further underscores our main concern at this time that there has 
not been any fair and equitable consultation to our brand prior to the implementation of 
these new policy regulation changes to be considered on November 1 2th. 

Again, our industry has worked collaboratively with several municipalities throughout 
Ontario on a consultation basis that requires several months to complete. As such, we 
respectfully request that the meeting on November lrh occur as a “public meeting only” 
and that Council not deal with any amending by-law or guidelines at that time, and 
provide the industry and City staff an opportunity to fairly and properly carry out a 
consultation process in order that a Staff Recommendation Report be brought back to 
Council at a later date. 

. . ~ , . ... ~.~ . . . .. .. . 



Based on the very limited timelines available to us to review and assess the impact of 
the staff report to our brand and its existing locations, we have a couple of additional 
major/fundamentai concerns with the directives of the staff report to note at this time. 
Firstly, we object to the prohibition approach taken in staffs report with regard to the 
proposed Official Plan policy amendments to our use as currently permitted in the DA 
and BCD designations as well as several other zones throughout the City. Again, based 
on our recent involvement with the City of Toronto drive-through by-law, specifically in 
this regard, there were no Official Plaidpolicy changes that would specifically restrict or 
prohibit our use within any designation found in the City of Toronto. In addition, we are 
aware of more recent Ontario Municipal Board proceedings in the City of Ottawa which 
noted that drive-through facilities, like any other permitted commercial use, should be 
given an opportunity to justify its location and design through guiding urban design 
guidelines and zoning regulations for these facilities. With regards to the prohibition 
approach taken to the Zoning By-law wherein several zones within the City, we would 
specifically note that two of our existing locations (1175 Wonderland Road North and 61 
Oxford Street West) would become legal non-conforming as a result of the proposed 
Zoning By-law changes. We would object to any amendments to the Official Plan or 
Zoning By-law that would result in any of our existing facilities becoming "legal non- 
conforming". 

In closing, we would respectfully request again that the scheduled "public meeting" as 
noted in the covering letter to stafts report, occur only as such and that no amending by- 
law or formal adoption of draft guidelines be considered by City Council at this meeting. 
McDonald's and the industry, as well as interested public, needs appropriate time to 
fairly and coilaboratively review the proposed staff report comments and complete a 
consultation process which is based on a balanced planning approach to the interest of 
all parties, and an additional staff report be presented with the outcomes of the 
consultation process and proposed amendments for Council's consideration at a later 
date. We thank you for your time and considerations to the foregoing comments, and 
we would be pleased to discuss any questions you may have with regards to our letter. 
Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned to discuss this letter accordingly. 

YOUS 
McDonald's Restaurants of Canada Limited 

-iL Jim McKinlay 

Regional Dlrector of Restaurant Development 

COPY: Mayor and Members of Council 
Mi. Gregg Earreff, Planning Manager - Policy 
Mr. Charles Parker, Senior Planner - Policy 
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OPERATED BY THE TDL G R O U P  Corp .  
Via Facsimile (519) 661-5397 874 SlNCLAlR ROAD, OAKVILLE, ONTARlO L66K ZY1 
Via Regular Mail TELEPHONE (905) 845.6511 FACSIMILE (905) 8454265 

October 26, 2007 

Attn: Rob W. Panzer 
General Manager of Planning and Development 
The City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
P.O. Box 5035 
London, Ontario 
N6A 4L9 

Dear Mr. Panzer: 

Re: City of London Proposed Policies 
Regulations and Guidellnes on Drive-Through Facilities 

We are providing this letter in response to your September 25" circulation of the "City of 
London Official Plan/Zoning Refinement Report on Regulations of Drive-Through 
Facilities" and your request for public comment(s) by Friday, October 26Ih, 2007. 

The TDL Group Corp., operator of Tim Hortons restaurants, operates 65 Tim Hortons' 
locations in the City of London of which 32 include a drive-through facility. Tim Hortons 
employs over 1,900 fuil and part-time employees within the City of London and both 
corporately and within its franchise community, are a major sponsor and contributor to 
many social events, facilities and programs on an ongoing basis. We are extremely 
proud of our corporate and social initiatives that are in place throughout Ontario and 
most certainly within the City of London. 

As you have noted in your staff report, the TDL Group Corp. along with other drive- 
through restaurant brands have worked with several municipalities since early 2000 to 
review and work on a collaborative basis to prepare urban design guidelines, zoning 
regulations, and policy directives as it relates to drive-through facilities. To date, our first 
and foremost concern with the City of London's approach to this matter is the lack of fair 
and equitable public or industry consultation prior to the completion of the Staff 
Recommendations Report which contains proposed regulatory changes and urban 
design guidelines that will severely impact existing and future operations of our brand. 

While the notification letter to staffs circulation of this report notes "that a public meeting 
will occur on November 12'", it is our understanding, that directly following the public 
meeting, City Council will likely consider an amending by-law to formally put in place the 
new Official Plan policy changes, zoning amendments, and urban design guidelines. 
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We along with many of the drive-through restaurant brands first received this 
comprehensive staff report on September 24Ih or October I". As such, we were given 
approx. one month to review the proposed policy, Zoning By-law and guidelines (again 
without any prior input) contained in your staff report. The circulation date and the 
resulting timeframe to return comments back to the City is simply not acceptable to us 
and our franchisees' who are direct contributors to your municipality. We stronqlv and 
resDectfullv request that the meetinq on November 12'h occur onlv as a "DUbliC meetinq" 
to hear qeneral Dublic and drive-throuqh industrv deleaations and written comments for 
your future consideration. 

As noted in the Staff Report, several other municipalities and the drive-through industry 
have worked together to establish fair and equitable guidelines and zoning regulations to 
address drive-through facilities. As an industry, we have prepared and completed 
various studies and reports that were accepted and referenced in OMB decisions. We 
strongly suggest the City of London consider additional information and would be very 
pleased to provide this information to you. The sharinq of proven information and 
documents, the exchanae and the draftinq of amendina bv-laws simpiv cannot occur 
fairly within the four week DeriOd provided by the Citv to our brand and the industry. 

We have reviewed your staff report in detail and note that while the report is informative 
as to drive-through concerns in the City of London, it provides very little substantive 
planning rationale for the proposed Official Plan policy and Zoning By-law amendments; 
particularly in regard to prohibiting the drive-through use from certain OP designations 
and several zones across the City of London. The "prohibition approach" taken in your 
staff report is a significant concern to us and we would have like to have a fair 
opportunity to share important documents and OMB decisions; particularly as it related 
to the City of Toronto and more recently the City of Ottawa drive-through by-law 
considerations. While our foremost concern is the omission of fair and equitable public 
and industry consultation provided to us and regardless of the fact this staff report was 
"prepared in a vacuum", we wish to respond to the limited planning rationale provided on 
page 3, 4 and 8 of the staff report. Our corresponding response is as foliows: 

ImDacts of Drlve Throuclhs 

1) Impacts on Adjacent Uses (saecificallv Residential) 

a) noise from idling cars, placing orders at the voice box and from radios inside the 
car - site plan issue mitigated by noise attenuation and site design; 

b) light from site lighting, vehicle headlights in stacking lanes and from pick-up 
windows - non-issue as lighting would exist from any required parking lot, vehicles 
and windows; 

c) smells from food and exhaust fumes from vehicles - non-issue as new food 
preparation procedures eliminate odours. On-site monitoring of vehicular exhaust 
meets MOEE air quality standards; 

d) litter from queuing cars spreading beyond the site - social issue fhat exists 
regardless of drive-through use. Addressed through provision of receptacle and 
Programs to enhance patron social awareness/responsibilities; 
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2) Impacts on Streetscaoe and Urban Design Concerns 

a)  streetscape is dominated by vehicles and asphalt if drive-through is located in the 
front yard - site plan issue which applies to all vehicular use, commercial plazas, 
and is mitigated through site design, setbacks and enhanced landscape; 

b) drive through located in exterior side yard is not pedestrian friendly - non-issue 
as integration of pedestrian and vehicular movement can be effectively achieved. 
Toronto OM6 Hearing relative to Leslie and Dexter denotes a drive through between 
the building and street is appropriate; 

c) introduction of additional signage - non-issue signage is required for circulation, 
operation and direction. Ensure compliance with The Sign and Canopy By-law; 

3) Site Planninq and Traffic Impacts 

a)  if queues are not long enough, traffic can back up onto the public road or block 
sidewalks - site plan and design issue addressed through site configuration and 
adhere to industry standard queuing length; 

b) turning movements into the site can be obstructed by full stacking lanes (ie. 
stacking on public road) - site plan and design issue by preparing a Traffic Study 
and implementing recommendations to address site-specific concerns: 

c) traffic in stacking lanes can block entry to and exit from on-site parking spaces - 
site plan and design issue addressed through site configuration; 

d) traffic movements circuitous and intersecting - non-issue as this pertains to 
design of any on-site commercial parking facility; 

e )  stacking lanes with several turning movements become less user friendly and 
inefficient - site plan issue addressed by maintaining minimum radii standards; 

f) narrow stacking lanes restrict vehicle access particularly in winter - site plan 
issue addressed by maintaining minimum lane width. Store operation and site 
design accommodates private snow and refuse removal; 

g )  double or multiple drive throughs can affect the amount of landscaping -site plan 
and design issue regulated by landscape setback requirements; 

None of the above-noted items are drive-through prohibitive and we believe any issues 
raised can be appropriately addressed through site specific measures identified via Site 
Plan Control process and comprehensive zoning review. 
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Plannina Issues with Drive-Throuahs 

1) different land uses with drive-throughs generate different traffic levels - non-issue 
in agreement with the generic assumption; 

2) drive through retrofits of existing uses are generally more difficult than new uses 
on undeveloped sites - non-issue considering challenges need to be evaluated on a 
site-specific basis; 

3) drive through window processing times are increasing because more prep time is 
required to prepare food - FALSE - City is unqualified to draw such conclusion and 
no information has been provided to substantiate the comment; 

4) City regulations and standards have not kept pace with the operations and 
marketing of these facilities - zoning issue whereby drive-through facility is an 
accessory use to the principle restaurant use. Further evaluation & industry input 
required regarding additional regulations and the design guidelines; 

5) Current City standards apply to a broad range of uses - zoning issue where 
evaluation and consideration should be given to identify the variety of drive through 
uses and associated standards, not prohibition; 

6) Current City standards did not anticipate drive-through facilities - zoning issue - 
(Zoning By-law Z. 1 (1993 amended Jan-2007) define "Drive Through Facilities" with 
limited restriction; and 

7) Corner lot sites and gas station conversions have the highest demand by the 
industry - FALSE - City is unqualified to draw such conclusion and no information 
has been provided to substantiate the comment 

Our review uncovered a couple specific errors found on page 5 and page 8, last 
paragraph of the report. it was noted that City of Mississauga requires a 60 metre 
minimum setback distance for restaurants from residential zones. While this regulation 
is applicable to all restaurant facilities with or without a drive-through, it is important to 
note that the 60 metre setback was substantially reduced to 10 metres in several cases 
through Zoning By-law Amendment applications for commercial plazas, and varied by 
the City of Mississauga - Committee of Adjustment. Further, as mentioned within your 
staff report, the industry continues to work collaboratively with the City of Mississauga on 
new and specific drive-through guidelines for our industry. It is proposed that, and 
based on City Council specific direction to staff substantiated by a noise study on 
several drive-through in Mississauga relative to noise, a guideline be established for a 
20 metre setback with appropriate sound attenuation wall. An alternative design option 
to this regulation may be provided in the near future. Furthermore, it is noted at the 
bottom of page 9 of staffs report ?hat the City of Hamilton has a moratorium in place 
restricting all drive-through developmenf". We have confirmed with senior planning staff 
at the City of Hamilton that no such moratorium in place. 

. ~ .... 
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The City of London staff report references environmental considerations in relationship 
with drive through facilities. Unfortunately, we have not had the opportunity to provide 
you with a recent environmental impact report accepted by the OMB regarding research 
and proven information relative to drive-through facilities. This information shows that 
drive-through uses are more environmentally friendly than parking facilities required for 
any restaurant operation andlor other commercial operations and shopping centres. On 
page 11 of the staff report, there are several references made to drive-thru associated 
noise complaints. Upon our previous investigation of such complaints in other 
municipalities, we determined the majority of site noise is relate to loitering of people in 
vehicles around commercial plazas and in many cases not directly related to our brand. 

We are very concerned with the proposed recommendations of your policy amendments 
as well as zoning amendments that begin on page 12 of the staff report. Firstly, your 
Intention is to prohibit a ddve-through facility within the Downtown Area and Business 
District Commercial designations. We request an opportunity to provide you with 
information regarding our recent OMB decision in the City of Ottawa noting that it was 
not necessary to prohibit a drive-through facility within the Official Plan and it was 
appropriate to ailow a proponent to be able to show that the use could conform to urban 
design and compatibility policies within one's Official Plan. The OMB decision further 
notes that within a "Traditional Main Street'' designation at the intersection of Hannah 
Street and Montreal Road, there is a Burger King restaurant with a drive-through facility 
developed in the City recently released Urban Design Guidelines for Drive-Through uses 
in May 2006 and makes reference to this location as "good example on how to develop 
such a restaurant". 

With regard to the recommendations on the Zoning By-law Amendment to prohibit drive- 
through facilities within certain identified zones on page 13 of the staff report, we do not 
understand and littie planning rationale is provided as to why these zones would 
specifically prohibit drive through use. We believe it is inappropriate and unacceptable 
that any of our existing or planned locations become iegai non-conforming to the Official 
Plan and Zoning By-law. These locations are as follows: 

Existing TDL Operations 

1) 1314 Commissioners Road West - OP is BDC and Zoning is BDC 
2) 1019 Dundas Street- OP is BDC and Zoning is BDC 
3) 119 Oxford Street East - OP is BDC and Zoning is BDC 
4) 11 1 York Street - OP is DA and Zoning is DA 
5) 841 Wharncliffe Road south -Zoning is CC and SS 
6) 915 Commissioners Road East - Zoning is RO 

Planning Approved ProJects not yet built 

1) 1655 Hyde park road - OP is BDC and Zoning is BDC 
2) 58 High Street - Zoning is RO and CC 
3) 1160 Oxford Street West -Zoning is CC and SS. 
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We have no particular concern with the recommended setbacks noted on page 14 
including the setbacks noted on page 15 regarding front and exterior side yards. We do 
believe, as accepted in several other municipalities in Ontario, that these associated 
requirements are most appropriately contained within urban design guidelines. 

Regarding the proposed stacking regulations, based on planning law and consideration 
to regulatory guidelines in other municipalities, we request that 12 stacking spaces be 
considered for all drive-through restaurant facilities. 

Regard to the recommendations found on page 16 relative to review of the current Site 
Plan Control By-law as well as a Draft Urban Design Guidelines, we request that staff be 
directed to properly provide circulation of the proposed Site Plan Control By-law (which 
is not attached to staff's report). Furthermore, we request additional time to review and 
provide input on the urban design guidelines. Based on our experience and discussions 
with other municipalities, we believe a comprehensive set of urban design guidelines 
together with Site Plan Control process is sufficient to regulate development. These two 
specific documents if properly written and comprehensive in nature would preclude the 
need for amended policies, amended zoning regulation and the overall prohibition of 
drive through uses. 

In closing, we resDectfullv reauest that this meetins scheduled for November 12Ih occur 
as a Dublic meetinq only. We believe additional time is necessary to fairly and 
collaboratively review all available land use planning control documents and ensure that 
at the end of the process, both the industry and the City are given complete regard to all 
planning matters and rationale in support of the final control documents for drive-through 
facilities within the City of London. 

We would be pleased to discuss any questions you may have with regards to our 
foregoing comments. Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned. 

Regards, 
THE T D L ~ ~ O U P  CORP. 

C: Mayor Anne Marie DeCicco-Best, City of London 
Councillor Joni Baechier, City of London 
Gregg Barreit, City of London 
Vince Massarella, The TDL Group Corp. 
Nick Javor, The TDL Group Corp. 
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To: Rob Panzer From: Peter Jakovcic 

Fax: 519.661.5397 Pages: 7 
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Re: London - Drive Thru Regulations CC: Mayor Anne Marie DeCicco-Best 

Councillor Joni Baechlw 

Gregg Barrett 
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October 26. 2007 
City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
P.O. Box 5035 
London Ontario 

Attention: Mr. W.J. Charles Parker, Senior Planner - Policy 
(cparker@london.ca) 

Dear Sir, 

Re: Comments on London Review of Regulation on Drive-Through Facilities 

I am writing to you on behalf of CPPI, Ontario Division, (the Canadian Petroleum 
Products Institute). CPPl represents more than fifty percent of the retail 
petroleum operators in the province of Ontario and its member companies include Shell, 
Petro-Canada, Suncor and Imperial Oil and Ultramar. The majority of automobile 
service stations within the City of London are being operated by CPPl member 
companies. While CPPl members are competitors in the market place, they work 
together under the CPPl umbrella on various issues which may be common to the 
industry. Since its creation in 1989, CPPl has represented the views of its membership 
on business, environmental, zoning, traffic access, parking requirements, tanker truck 
circulation and health and safety issues. 

CPPl has a genuine interest in ensuring that its member stations have facility design 
standards in place which ensure that its retail petroleum services are safe and 
financially viable while meeting the customer needs and being compatible with the 
needs of the community. 

We, the members of the Canadian Petroleum Products Institute (CPPI), have had the 
opportunity to review and comment on the latest “City of London Official PlanlZoning 
Refinement Report on Drive-Through Facilities” dated September 24, 2007. 

We commend the City of London (City) for trying to bring its Official Plan (OP) and 
Zoning By-law in line with the recent market trends which include an increase in 
popularity of Drive-throughs and we are pleased to have the opportunity to provide 
comments and input. 
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After a review of the City document our concerns and comments are as follows: 

Official Plan 

The proposed addition to section 4 reads. 

"Drive-through facilities are normally associated with restaurants, financial institutions, 
convenience stores, gas stations, and a limited range of retail uses and are normally 
located in commercial designations. Drive-through facilities will not be permitted in the 
pedestrian-oriented Downtown Area and Business District Commercial designations, 
but may be permitted in other designations through a zoning by-law amendment 
andlor a site plan application. Urban design guidelines, to address such issues as 
impact on abutting uses, urban design and circulation of on-site and off-site traffic, 
shall also be considered. Particular attention shall be given to sites which abut 
residential uses". 

We would prefer the term "automobile service station" rather than "gas station", as this 
use performs many more activities than just selling gas. 

Zonina Bvlaw Definitions: 

In order to better reflect contemporary service station designs the following wording 
should be added to the Automobile Service Station definition: "Ancillary uses may 
include convenience store and restaurants". 

While the City Zoning Bylaw defines "Drive-Through Facility" we feel that the current 
definition is somewhat confusing and out of date and should be updated. Please find 
below a suggested more contemporaneous definition for your consideration: 

Drive-through Facility shall mean the use of land, buildings or structures, or 
parts thereof, to provide or dispense products or services, either wholly or in part, 
through an attendant or window or an automated machine, to persons remaining 
in vehicles that are in a designated stacking lane. A Drive-through Facility must 
be in combination with other permitted uses such as a bank, a laundry or dry 
cleaning depot, a personal service store, a restaurant, a bake shop, an 
automobile service station or a convenience store. A Drive-through Facility shall 
not include a car wash. 

For added clarity, it would also be beneficial to differentiate "Drive-throughs" from 
"Stacking Lanes" and here is a suggested definition for Stacking Lane: 

Stacking Lane shall mean an on-site queuing lane for vehicles which is 
separated from other vehicular traffic and pedestrian circulation by barriers, 
curbing or markings and is often associated with a Drive-through Facility. 

." . . .. 



Zonina By-law recommendation: 

Drive-Through Facilities are a frequent part of new automobile service stations and, 
often, may be added to an existing facility. In CC, SS and RRC Zones it is proposed that 
any new Drive-through would require a zoning by-law amendment plus a site plan 
application and consideration in the context of the urban design guidelines. It is not 
clear whether or not this applies to (a) new service station facilities that include Drive- 
throughs and to (b) new Drive-throughs that are added to an existing facility. In our 
opinion, the Site Plan Control and Design Guidelines should be sufficient tools to review 
Drive-through additions to existing facilities without the need for a lengthy process of 
rezoning . 

With the introduction of new requirements and standards, inevitably nonconformity 
will occur for many existing service station facilities and these should "grandfathered", 
by specific reference in the zoning by-law. 

Urban Desian Guidelines: 

It is our understanding that the development of the Urban Design Guidelines for Drive- 
through Facilities will be for a later date and will be pleased to participate in this activity 
at that time. In the interim, a cursory look at the current draft indicates that some 
modifications would be required. For example: 

1. Section 1 .I recommends that Drive-throughnotbe located in front or exterior side 
yard but instead directed to the interior side yard and rear yard provided 
appropriate setback, landscaping and buffering measures are introduced. 

a. This doesn't take into account the layout required for service stations with 
what is referred to a "reverse layout" having the main building situated with 
the back wall facing into the public roadway. In this case the Drive-through 
cannot be located on the sidelrear yard as the gasoline pump islands are 
located to the inside of the lot. 

b. We don't understand the City concern with Drive-through adjacent to the 
front property line since being near the street may often be more 
appropriate from a noise point of view. 

2. Section 3.1 of the guidelines recommends to provide weather protection at the 
main building entrance, for areas close to public transit stops, bicycle parking, 
walkways and in places with pedestrian amenities. We are not sure why facilities 
with Drive-through are being singled out for such requirements any more than any 
other establishments such as commercial, office, industrial, etc. 

-3- 
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In our opinion, the most important "guideline" is missing, namely, that the functional 
design and Ontario Technical Standards & Safety Authority (TSSA) requirements of the 
proposed use or facility, in the case of automobile service stations, are paramount, with 
the other Urban Design Guidelines' subservient to this principal consideration. 

In addition to the many benefits of Drive-throughs as identified in the City report we 
should add that Drive-throughs also often reduce the amount of parking area required 
on a site therefore improving the land use. 

We hope that these concerns and recommendations by CPPl will be well received and 
we will be pleased to have the opportunity to continue the dialogue with the City Staff at 
a later date if necessary regarding the amendments to the Official Plan and the Zoning 
By-law, and during the on-going development of the Urban Design Guidelines. 

Based o the recommendation of the front page of the September 24, 2007 City 
document 02-5304 we understand that a subsequent report will be prepared by the City 
and discussed at a public meeting on November 12,2007. We hope that sufficient time 
will be provided by the City between such next report and the November 12, 2007 public 
meeting to allow for preparation of the public submissions based on the revised 
information. 

Sincerely, 

f- 
Jean Roy P.Eng. 
CPPl Ontario Division 

cc. D.J. Williams, Davies Howe Partners 

-4- 
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Parker, Charles 
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From: Jean Roy 
Sent: 
To: Parker, Charles 
cc: David Williams; Dave Weaver 
Subject: 
Attachments: Letter to City of London on D.T. Facilities.pdf 

Friday, October 26, 2007 10:07 AM 

CPPI submission on proposed London Review of the Regulation of Drive-Through Facilities 

Mr. W.J. Charles Parker 
City of London Senior Planner 

Further to your letter dated September 25, 2007 on the above topic, please find included a letter 
containing comments from the Canadian Petroleum Products Institute (CPPI). 

Jean Roy, P.Eng 
Canadian Petroleum Products Institute (CPPI) 
Tel : 416-222-5991 

Fdr. 

2007-10-26 
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Further comments from Advisory Committee on the 
reuardinu zoninu and reaulation of drive-throuqh facilities 

On September 5", ACE submitted recommendations to the City of London 
planning staff regarding the need to incorporate environment impacts on drive- 
through facilities in reporting and policies. The municipality having the authority 
under the municipal act and the planning act to enact bylaws and urban design 
guidelines to assist in mitigating these impacts. 

In addition to September's comments, members of ACE'S Air QualitylClimate 
Change working group request the following broader recommendations be 
incorporated into the environmental impacts of drive-through facilities reporting. 
This to be done through appropriate staffing and the Middlesex-London Health 
Unit prior to further drive-through facilities being considered in the City of London. 

Preamble 

1) Toronto's by-law prohibiting drive-through facilities in residential or mixed-used 
zones containing residential permissions and Hamilton's consideration of a 
moratorium restricting all drive-through development need to be made available. 

2) Ontario Medical Association's (OMA) report, Illness Cost of Air Pollution 2005, 
identifying Ontario air pollution results of approximately 5,800 premature deaths, 
17,000 hospital admissions and combined healthcare and lost productivity costs 
of almost a billion dollars yearly should be reviewed with the intent to identify 
what estimated percentage of these totals influence the London area. This 
calculation needs to be made available given London's proximity within Canada's 
smog belt. 

Other products in the air as a result of burning fossil fuels include sulphur 
dioxide, hydro-carbons, road surface, tire and brake abrasion substances as well 
as oil, cadmium, chrome, lead, copper and zinc. Particulate is relatively 
insensitive to temperature. The US EPA has found winter and summer 
emissions factors to be the same, therefore, particulate becomes a health issue 
year round. 

3) As drive-throughs continue to grow across Canada and the USA given their 
perceived convenience and time savings to customers, trends of drive-throughs 
anticipated in London over the next 5 years (London currently having 147 drive- 
throughs) need to be estimated including expected rationale for them. It needs to 
be understood the number of fast food drive-throughs have doubled in five years 
in North America. For instance, in 1975, McDonald's didn't have a single drive- 
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through. Today, more than 90% of its 13,000 USA restaurants do. Drive- 
throughs are now recognized as an integral part of this industry in sales. 

4) Cities ranging from Sierra Madre, Berkeley and Santa Cruz, California, 
Concord, Massachusetts to Carrboro, N.C., have banned new drive-throughs, 
therefore, a reporting of other cities should not be limited to Canadian cities in 
defining planning policies addressing drive-throughs. This will further assist the 
understanding of the impacts of drive-through facilities in urban settings. 

5 )  Comments should be incorporated into reporting reflecting the following: 

Even with owners looking at ways to reduce idle times at drive-throughs, 
the increased number of vehicles on the road yearly and additional drive- 
throughs being built yearly locally overshadow the benefits. 

The USA Clean Air Act defines "programs to control extended idling of 
vehicles" as a candidate transportation control measure. The idea being 
vehicular emissions can be reduced by eliminating vehicle idling, either by 
turning the engine off while the vehicle is stopped or by limiting the periods 
of time in which a vehicle must be stopped and idling. 

Window services contribute to smog, emissions, pollution even within the 
store itself as employees at drive-through windows are constantly 
breathing in exhaust fumes. As determined by the USA Environmental 
Protection Agency, drivers use more gas when idling than while in motion. 

As a predominantly North American phenomenon, the drive-through 
culture has been widely maligned as a major cause of obesity. In a 2004 
issue of American Journal of Preventative Medicine, a study found that an 
extra 30 minutes in the car each day translates into a 3 percent greater 
chance of being obese. A Washington Centre for Law and Public Health 
paper (2006) addressed the use of zoning to restrict access to fast food 
outlets as a strategy to reduce obesity. 

Drive-throughs may congest parking lots or given access to arterial roads 
create longer lineups, therefore, adding to even more idling of vehicles. 

6) Estimated statistics (May 2007) from the University of Calgary found 
Edmonton drive-throughs contribute an estimated 25 tons of greenhouse gas 
emissions into the atmosphere per day. Over a year, this could represent up to 
9,000 tons. Using a total of 11 5 cities with same population and same amount of 
drive-through's, this could generate a total of I MILLION TONS in a year. 

Edmonton's numbers could approximate proportionately an estimated 34% or 
3,060 tons for London although other factors must be considered such as 
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weather conditions (based on 2006 Census, Edmonton's population is nearly at 
1,040,000 vs London's population is estimated at 352,000). 

7) It being understood a vehicle is considered to be idling only in times when its 
engine is operating and the vehicle is stationary, only those vehicles that idle for 
more than five minutes in one fixed location in a sixty-minute period contravene 
London's anti-idling by-law. 

8) Other influences on the impacts of idling at drive-throughs include the quality 
of air (particularly during smog days, vehicles should not be allowed to idle locally 
anywhere) and other less tangible factors of interest being the age of the vehicle, 
fuel quality and blends, fuel consumption and levels of vehicle maintenance. 

9) Locally, the transportation sector generates 37% of the equivalent CO2 
emissions for the City of London (2004) and 32% of energy consumed (2004). 

Recommendations 

1) We can't begin to comprehend world-wide pollution from drive-throughs but 
London can identify some meaningful numbers based on further analysis of data 
available on the City of London's energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. 
Reporting should include estimated emissions resulting from London drive- 
throughs including carbon monoxide, volatile organic compounds and nitrous 
oxides yearly. 

2) An amendment of London's idling control by-law should be extended to drive- 
throughs in that they are not exempt under the by-law and thus vehicles using 
drive-through facilities must abide by its stipulations, thus recognizing the 
potential that drive-throughs have in leading to excessive idling. 

3) Reporting on London drive-throughs should incorporate an integrated study 
involving 4-6 sites including solid waste management practices, air quality and 
traffic impacts, noise, pedestrian safety and planning policy toward on-site 
vehicle capacity as part of an overall approval process to ensure negative 
impacts are minimized and to better understand the issues involving drive- 
throughs. 

4) Policy should consider the following concerns: traffic impacts, impact on 
streetscape, noise, environmentaVair quality, odours, hours of operation, 
landscaping, illuminationlsignage, littering/waste, visual impact and land 
utilization. 



STERN RE Climate Change 

Summary of Conclusions 

There is still time to avoid the worst impacts of  climate change, i f  we take 
strong action now. 

The scientific evidence is now overwhelming: climate change is a serious global 
threat, and it demands an urgent global response. 

This Review has assessed a wide range of evidence on the impacts of climate 
change and on the economic costs, and has used a number of different techniques to 
assess costs and risks. From all of these perspectives, the evidence gathered by the 
Review leads to a simple conclusion: the benefits of strong and early action far 
outweigh the economic costs of not acting. 

Climate change will affect the basic elements of life for people around the world - 
access to water, food production, health, and the environment. Hundreds of millions 
of people could suffer hunger, water shortages and coastal flooding as the world 
warms. 

Using the results from formal economic models, the Review estimates that if we don't 
act, the overall costs and risks of climate change will be equivalent to losing at least 
5% of global GDP each year, now and forever. If a wider range of risks and impacts 
is taken into account, the estimates of damage could rise to 20% of GDP or more. 

In contrast, the costs of action - reducing greenhouse gas emissions to avoid the 
worst impacts of climate change - can be limited to around 1% of global GDP each 
year. 

The investment that takes place in the next 10-20 years will have a profound effect 
on the climate in the second half of this century and in the next. Our actions now and 
over the coming decades could create risks of major disruption to economic and 
social activity, on a scale similar to those associated with the great wars and the 
economic depression of the first half of the ZOLh century. And it will be difficult or 
impossible to reverse these changes. 

So prompt and strong action is clearly warranted. Because climate change is a 
global problem, the response to it must be international. It must be based on a 
shared vision of long-term goals and agreement on frameworks that will accelerate 
action over the next decade, and it must build on mutually reinforcing approaches at 
national, regional and international level. 

Climate change could have very serious impacts on growth and development. 

if no action is taken to reduce emissions, the concentration of greenhouse gases in 
the atmosphere could reach double its pre-industrial level as early as 2035, virtually 
committing us to a global average temperature rise of over 2°C. In the longer term, 
there would be more than a 50% chance that the temperature rise would exceed 
5°C. This rise would be very dangerous indeed; it is equivalent to the change in 
average temperatures from the last ice age to today. Such a radical change in the 
physical geography of the world must lead to major changes in the human geography 
-where people live and how they live their lives. 

Even at more moderate levels of warming, all the evidence -from detailed studies of 
regional and sectoral impacts of changing weather patterns through to economic 

vi 



----- Forwarded Message ---- 
From: Gregory Fowler 
To: cparker@london.ca 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31,2007 3:47:50 PM 
Subject: City Wide - Drive Through Review 

Mr. Chuck Parker, Senior Planner 
The City of London 
Planning Division 
P.O. Box 5035 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
London, ON N6A 4L9 

Re: City Wide - Drive Through Review 

Sir, 

I understand from the city3 "Living in the City" page 
(http://www.london.ca/Cityhall/Cor~Sewices/CorpComm/Livin~lnTheCity/civiccor 
nermain.htm) that the regulation of drive-thrus is undergoing a review and that 
safety will be one of the considerations. 

Notwithstanding my many communications to City Hall staff and members of 
Council with respect to pedestrian safety which have been unanswered, I wish to 
express my opinion, FOR THE PUBLIC RECORD, that no transportation-related 
review can be considered to have been adequately completed unless pedestrian 
safety has been studied and given a higher priority than other modes of travel. 

With respect to drive-thru's specifically, I wish to suggest that there is significant 
room for improvement. As an example, I ask that you consider the drive-thru 
which is in the plaza at Commissioners Road and Adelaide Street 
(http://frommybottomstep.wordpress.com/2007/04/02/drive-thrus/). 
This drive-thru exits between buildings, and it is not at all uncommon for drivers 
to pull away from the pickup window, head down (or averted), and totally 
oblivious to any pedestrians who might be crossing tolfrom the coffee shop 
and the adjoining businesses. If drive-thru's are to be allowed, then I propose that 
they be designed in such a fashion that vehicles exit on the periphery where 
pedestrian travel can be restricted without unreasonable inconvenience. 

I would respectfully remind you that driving an automobile is simply a priviledge, 
whereas walking is a natural right. 

Mr. Gregory Fowler 
962 Eagle Crescent 
London, Ontario N5Z 3H7 
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From: Laura Beaulne-Stuebing 

Sent: 
To: 

Saturday, November 10, 2007 220 PM 

DeCicco-Best, Anne Marie; Gosnell, Tom; Barber, Gina: Polhill, Bud; Hume, Gord; Caranci, Roger: 
Armstrong, Bill; MacDonald, Bernie; Orser, Stephen; Baechler, Joni; Branscombe, Nancy; Lonc, 
Walter; Hubert, Paul; Eagle, Susan; Van Meerbergen, Paul; Winninger, David; Usher, Harold; 
Bryant, Judy; Miller, Cheryl 

cc: Bain, Kevin 

Subject: London drive-throughs 

Dear Mayor DeCicco-Best and councilors, 

Drive-throughs are an incredible detriment to our environment and are a luxury item we can live without. We know 
that climate change is real. It is time to place our environment and the health and well being of our children ahead 
of business interests and profits. We have to start thinking differently. 

I request that staff be directed to review the possibility of imposing a moratorium on all new commercial drive 
through operations and establish a timetable to phase out ail existing drive-through operations through zoning or 
other by-laws, including the implications of such a prohibition. 

Thank you, 
Laura Beaulne-Stuebing 

- _ _  __ 
Express yourself with free Messenger emoticons. Get them today! 

2007-11-13 
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From: Melissa Parrott 1 
Sent: 
To: 

Sunday, November 11,2007 9:06 AM 
DeCicco-Best, Anne Marie; Gosnell, Tom; Barber, Gina: Polhill, Bud; Hume, Gord; Caranci, 
Roger: Armstrong, Bill; MacDonald, Bernie; Orser, Stephen: Baechler, Joni; Branscombe, 
Nancy; Lonc, Walter; Hubert, Paul; Eagle, Susan; Van Meerbergen, Paul; Winninger, David; 
Usher, Harold; Bryant, Judy; Miller, Cheryl 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Bain, Kevin 
Phase out polluting drive-throughs 

Dear Mayor DeCicco-Best and councilors, 

Drive throughs are an incredible detriment to our environment and are a 
luxury item we can definitely live without. 

Climate Change is real. A grave threat to all life on this planet. It is 
time to place our environment and the health and well being of our 
children ahead of business interests and profits. 

I request that staff be directed to review the possibility of imposing a 
moratorium on all new commercial drive through operations and establish a 
timetable to phase out all existing drive-through operations through 
zoning or other by-laws, including the implications of such a prohibition. 

Thank you, 

Melissa Parrott 
melissaEYlondonindie.com 
http://www.melissaparrott.com 

some links of interest - 
For all this talk, still we head steadfastly for catastrophe - UN's Human 
Development Report Office 

http://politics.guardian.co.uk/green/comment/0,,2177256,00.html 

Environmental failures 'put humanity at risk' 
http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2OO7/oct/26/climatechange?gusrc=rss&feed=environment 

Last but certainly not least are the drive-thrus. University of Alberta 
students have found that in Edmonton alone, drivers spend a whopping 5,000 
hours idling in Tim Hortons drive-thrus while waiting for their 
double-doubles and Boston Cremes, choking out about 23.5 tonnes of 
greenhouse gases. Did I mention that those stats represent just one day ? 
Tim Hortons has said it's working to reduce drive-thru wait times, but 
seriously, isn't it high time we banned them? 
http://www.nowtoronto.com/issues/2007-09-20/goods~ecoho1ic.php 
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659 Exetcr Road, 2e Ctage 
Bureau des smvices aux nlunicipalitCs ~rCgion du Sud-Oust 

London ON N6E 1L3 
(519) 8734020 

b] 
Municipal Senices Office - Southwestem @ Ontario E::::z:h:”Ld3”w’ 
Telephone: (51.9) 873-4020 

Minishy of Minisere des Toll Free: 1-800-2654736 Sans fiais: 1-800-2654736 
MunicipalAffairs Affaicesmuicipdcs Fax: (519) 8734018 
and Housing et du Logemat 

T6Bcopiew: (519) 8734018 

November 8,2007 

MI. Chuck Parker 
City of London 
300 Dufferin Ave. 
P.O. Box 5035 
London, ON, N6A 4L9 

Dear Mr. Parker: 

Subject: Proposed Official Plan and Zoning By-Law Amendments 
City of London 
File #: 0 2 5 3 0 4  

Thank you for your recent circulation regarding this matter. I provide the following comments 
in reply. 

The purpose of the Official Plan amendment is to comprehensively review the current 
regulation of drive-throughs in the City of London, review other municipal approaches and 
recommend changes to address issues of aesthetics, noise and safety. 

Staff have considered the intent of the proposed Official Plan Amendment and note that, 
although the Provincial Policy Statement (PPS) does not specifically address drive-through 
uses, the notion of promoting healthy communities, public health and safety and air quality are 
all well documented within the PPS. Further, as the City of London appears to be 
progressively dealing with drive-through uses, MAH staff are supportive of any efforts 
intended to implement the policy directions of the PPS. We advise at this time we have no 
specific comments on this Official Plan Amendment. 

MAH staff appreciates the opportunity to comment on this document. If you have any 
questions or comments, please telephone me at (519) 873-4769. 
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From: Teresa Rutten 
Sent: 
To: DeCicco-Best, Anne Marie 
cc: Bain, Kevin 
Subject: Please read ... for input re. drive throughs -thank you. 

Sunday, November 11,2007 8:18 PM 

Dear Mayor DeCicco-Best, 

We are asking you to recommend that city staff be directed to review the possibility of imposing a 
moratorium on all new commercial drive-through operations and establish a timetable to phase out all 
existing drive-through operations through zoning or other by-laws, including the implications of such a 
prohibition. 

We believe looking to eliminate all areas of unnecessary avoidable waste, including wasted fuel, will 
benefit the health of individuals, the environment and the economy now and for generations to come. 

We as a society should examine practises that we have moved away from for their inherent value. 
Slowing down our pace of life ... walking ... biking .... connecting with community, becoming familiar with 
our neighbourhoods ....p otentially safer communities ... are the benefits we have lost through our fast 
paced lifestyle .... and desire for convenience. 

Climate change is upon us - a grave threat to all life on this planet. Cars idling in drive throughs 
contribute to the overall air pollution in London and to the increasing number of smog days we 
experience. There is scientific evidence that air pollution may shorten human life expectancy. People 
with asthma, lung disease and heart disease suffer even more because of poor air quality (MLHU). 

The City of London has to be consistent. On the one hand they want everyone to walk and bike more, to 
save energy and fuel and at the same time are permitting drive throughs that use more fuel and make it 
hazardous for citizens to breathe the air while biking and walking. 

On the Air Quality Ontario reports from the MOE there were 55 moderate pollution days in 2006 and 0 
poor days. In 2007 there were 62 moderate days and 3 poor days. It is only 2 years of data but it is going 
in the wrong direction for air quality. 

This is from Environment Canada website and John Baird's announcement April 26,2007 re: actions 
against climate change. 

"Reducing Emissions from Transportation 

Transportation is one of the largest sources of air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions in Canada. 
Cars, trucks, trains, and planes account for over one-quarter of all greenhouse gas and air pollutant 
emissions in Canada." 

Given the above info London needs to be a leader and begin reducing the greenhouse gas and air 
pollutant emissions contributed by cars at drive throughs. 

Worked out this from a calculator on the Environment Canada website. 
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November 2007 

To: London Mayor Anne-Marie DeCicco-Best and City Council 

Re: Drive-thru Services 

TREA is a local environmental group that has been active in London for 20 years. 

We have concerns regarding the continuous pollution created by businesses with drive- 
thru services. Although we understand the convenience, the unnecessary idling is 
disturbing for several reasons. 

First, it is a form of unnecessary emission pollution that is unfortunately continuous from 
early hours to evening hours. 

It unfairly targets the air quality and health of residents living in the vicinity. 

Drive-thru services conflict with the City anti-idling by-law particularly in seasonal 
weather and when waiting lines are long. 

3;. 

TREA recommends: 

1. The number of drive-thru services be restricted within a certain square mileage. 
2. That guidelines go into effect that dramatically reduce the creation of new drive- 

thrus. 

Drive-thrus, although convenient are not critical to the success of the business. 

We hope the above recommendations will be seriously considered to continue to 
improve the health of Londoners, their families and the generations to come. 

r /$=Tatter, 

Thames Region Ecological Association (TREA) 



If 2000 driver(s) of light-duty vehicles, avoided idling because of the elimination of 
minute@) a day, this would: 
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ive throughs for 3 

Reduce the use of 50,730 litres of fuel per year 
Save $50,729.84 
Reduce 123,291 kilograms of GHG emissions per year 
Equal to taking 88 vehicle(s) off the road 
Mean each driver would save 25.36 litres of fuel, $25.36 in fuel costs 
annually, and contribute to reduction of 123,291 kilograms of GHG emissions 
annually for the whole community 
Equal to having 740 tree(s) planted to absorb GHG emissions 

Waterloo has said no more than 10 seconds for idling - that would effectively eliminate drive throughs. 

The time is now to place our environment and the health and well being of our children ahead of 
business interests, profits, and convenience. Like smoking, we need to protect the rights of ALL 
citizens. It is not acceptable for individuals to intentionally pollute common air space for the sake of 
convenience. 

Vision London states " We are a caring, responsive community committed to the health and well-being 
of all Londoners. The actions we take will be socially, environmentally, and fiscally responsible so that 
our quality of life is enhanced and sustained for future generations. Our people, heritage, diverse 
economy, strategic location, land and resources are our strength. 

We like this vision .... let's make it a meaningful vision. 

Teresa Rutten, 
Project Team Member 
Waste Free Events in London 

Maryanne MacDonald 
Waste Free WorldLondon Plastic Bag Project 
Help us Slash the Plastic Trash 
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I-qGI 
From: Jean Johnston 
Sent: 
To: DeCicco-Best, Anne Marie 

Cc: 

Monday, November 12,2007 356 PM 

Bain, Kevin; Gosnell, Tom; Barber, Gina; Poihill, Bud; Hume, Gord; Caranci, Roger: 
barmstrong@london.ca; MacDonald, Bernie; Orser, Stephen; Baechler, Joni; rbransco@london.ca; 
Lonc, Walter; Hubert, Paul; Eagle, Susan; Van Meerbergen, Paul; Winninger, David; Usher, Harold: 
Bryant, Judy; Miller, Cheryl 

Subject: Drive Throughs meeting Nov. 12 at 7 p.m. 

Dear Mayor DeCicco-Best and councillors: 

Drive throughs are an incredible detriment to our environment and are a luxury item we can live without. 

Climate Change is real. A grave threat to all life on this planet. It is time to place our environment and the health 
and well being of our children ahead of business interests and profits. 

i request that staff be directed to review the possibility of imposing a moratorium on ail new commercial drive 
through operations and establish a timetable to phase out all existing drive-through operations through zoning or 
other by-laws, including the implications of such a prohibition. 

Thank you, 

Sincerely, 

(Mrs.) Jean Johnston, London West 
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From: 
Sent: 
To: 

London Chapter - Council of Canadians [londonchaptercoc@gmail.corn] 
Monday, November 12,2007 339 PM 
DeCicco-Best, Anne Marie; Gosnell, Tom; Barber, Gina; Polhill, Bud; Hume, Gord; Caranci, 
Roger: Armstrong, Bill: MacDonald, Bernie; Orser, Stephen; Baechler, Joni; Branscornbe, 
Nancy; Lonc, Walter: Hubert, Paul: Eagle, Susan; Van Meerbergen, Paul; Winninger, David; 
Usher, Harold; Bryant, Judy: Miller, Cheryl 

DriveThrough Issue -Council of Canadians London Chapter 

Document (ACE AQ Working Group Document).doc 

CC: Bain, Kevin 
Subject: 
Attachments: STERN REPORT Executive Summary Short Version - 4 pages.pdf: Drive Through Public 

Dear Mayor DeCicco-Best and councilors, 

Drive throughs are an incredible detriment to our environment and are a luxury item we can live without. 

Climate Change is real. A grave threat to all life on this planet. It is time to place our environment and 
the health and well being of our children ahead of business interests and profits. 

We request that staff be directed to review the possibility of imposing a moratorium on all new 
commercial drive through operations and establish a timetable to phase out all existing drive-through 
operations through zoning or other by-laws, including the implications of such a prohibition. 

If we, as a society, don't even have the will to rid ourselves of something so completely unnecessary as 
drive throughs ... when facing the most challenging crisis, we as humans have ever faced .... what 
hope do we even have to face the daunting challenges in technology & human behavior that we must 
overcome in order to save our own species? Time to take action later is no longer an option. The 
window of opportunity is closing fast. There are no arguments to justify existence of drive throughs. Are 
we really too lazy as a society that we cannot get out of our vehicles? At the expense of our children? 
Future generations? Are we not all willing to phase out the drive throughs for the sake of our world? 
How can this not be ... if we cannot give up such a trivial convenience for the sake of our children -then 
it seems no one is willing to change at all. If this is true - how do we find the hope to continue the fight 
to redesign our planet & redesign the way we think. Changing a light bulb is not going to be enough ... 

We don't need to change our quality of life -but we do need to change the way we live. We need to 
think beyond ourselves ... to separate selfish wants from simplistic needs. We have greater 
challenges to overcome than drive throughs ... to choose our environment over convenience is a 
symbolic gesture which promises hope & promises positive change. It places us on a path to 
sustainability. 

The city of London and its people must recognize that drive throughs are an incredible detriment to our 
environment and are a luxury item. It comes down to this - Do we choose to protect and keep non 
essential items such as drive through or do we choose to re-design our planet in which future 
generation can live? Our communities must start drastically cutting out emissions - drive- throughs 
should be viewed as a very simple place to start. We have lived without them for thousands of years 
and we can survive without them again. The benefits are immense -environmental health, physical 
health. People stepping out of their cars symbolize people re-engaging in community. Such a culture 
shift is a step to encourage people to slow down walk or bike, and to ride mass transit. Slowing down is 
necessary in this fast-paced culture. We have to organize a resistance to the momentum of running. If 
we learn how to slow down and nourish ourselves, we can pay more attention to living sustainably and 
mindfully in our communities. Many of today's problems are rooted in efficiency and convenience; we 
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zoom from place to place without slowing down to enjoy the simple joys around us. Sustainable yet 
slower modes of transportation like walking and biking, getting us out of our cars and help us to do that. 
This gives us the clarity and mindfulness to recognize things as they are. When you are mindful, you 
recognize what is going on, what is happening in the here and now. Without mindfulness we make 
and spend our money in ways that destroys us and other people. We use our wealth in such a way that 
we destroy ourselves and other people. Climate change is upon us - a grave threat to all life on this 
planet. The time is now to place our environment and the health and well being of our children ahead 
of business interests and profits. The well being of our citizens is the City of London's mandate. 
Quofe - Vision London - London, The Forest City: We are a caring, responsive community commitfed 
to fhe health and well-being of all Londoners. The acfions we fake will be socially, environmentally, 
and fiscally responsible so that out qualify of life is enhanced and sustained for future generafions. Our 
people, heritage, diverse economy, strategic locafion, land and resources are our strength. - Based 
on this vision in conjunction with the Stern Report, the city of London must, with urgency, recommend 
that staff be directed to review the possibility of imposing a moratorium on all new commercial drive- 
through operations and establish a timetable to phase out all existing drive-through operations through 
zoning or other by-laws, including the implications of such a prohibition. 

Thank you, 

Council of Canadians London Chapter 

In the course of history, there comes a time when humanity is called to shift to a new level of 
consciousness, to reach a higher moral ground. A time when we have to shed our fear and give 
hope to each other. --- That time is now. - Dr. Wangari Maathai, Kenya's "Green Militant" and 
winner of Nobel Peace Prize, 2004 

For all this talk, still we head steadfastly for catastrophe - UN's Human Development Report 
Office 

http://uolitics.~ardian.co.ul~/~een/coni1ii~nt/O,.21772~G,00.html 

Environmental failures 'put humanity at risk' 

http://www.guard ian .co .ukie t~vi ro~e~i t /2007/oc t /26!c l i1 i i~ tech~~~e?~~~s~c=rs~&~ee~~=e~iv . i r~~1i1~i~~t  

Last but certainly not least are the drive-thus. University of Alberta students have found flint in Edmonton 
alone, drivers spend a whopping 5,000 hours idling in Tim Hortons drive-thrus while v\,aiting fur their 
double-doubles and Boston Cremes, choking out about 23.5 tonnes of greenhouse gases . Did I mention that 
those stats represent just one day ? Tim Hortons has said it's working to reduce drive-thru wait times, but 
seriously, isn't it high time we banned them? ht~://www.nowtoronto.coni~ssues/Z007-O9-2~/~00~~ ecohuiic.phr~ 
[Inciiientally - we require 4.4 nWon trees to offset 1 million ton of carbon emissions] 

httD://www.vesmaqazine.ora/article.asD?lD=l834 
http:/llondoncoc.blogspot.cod 

CC Kevin Bain, City Clerk, for Council agenda 

-- 
Council of Canadians London Chapter 

httD:/ilondoncoc.blogsuot.cod 
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STERN RE Climate Change 

models of the global effects - shows that climate change will have serious impacts 
on world output, on human life and on the environment. 

All countries will be affected. The most vulnerable - the poorest countries ax] 
populations - will suffer earliest and most, even though they have contributed least to 
the causes of climate change. The costs of extreme weather, including floods, 
droughts and storms, are already rising, including for rich countries. 

Adaptation to climate change -that is, taking steps to build resilience and minimise 
costs - is essential. It is no longer possible to prevent the climate change that will 
take place over the next two to three decades, but it is still possible to protect our 
societies and economies from its impacts to some extent -for example, by providing 
better information, improved planning and more climate-resilient crops and 
Infrastructure. Adaptation will cost tens of billions of dollars a year in developing 
countries alone, and will put still further pressure on already scarce resources. 
Adaptation efforts, particularly in developing countries, should be accelerated. 

The costs of stabilising the climate are significant but manageable; delay 
would be  dangerous and much more costly. 

The risks of the worst impacts of climate change can be substantially reduced if 
greenhouse gas levels in the atmosphere can be stabilised between 450 and 
550ppm C02 equivalent (C0,e). The current level is 430ppm COze today, and it is 
rising at more than 2ppm each year. Stabillsation in this range would require 
emissions to be at least 25% below current levels by 2050, and perhaps much more. 

Ultimately, hbilisation - at whatever level - requires that annual emissions be 
brought down to more than 80% below current levels. 

This is a major challenge, but sustained long-term action can achieve it at costs that 
are low in comparison to the risks of inaction. Central estimates of the annual costs 
of achieving stabilisation between 500 and 550ppm C02e are around 1% of global 
GDP, if we start to take strong action now. 

Costs could be even lower than that if there are major gains in efficiency, or if the 
strong cc-benefits, for example from reduced air pollution, are measured. Costs will 
be higher if innovation in low-carbon technologies is slower than expected, or if 
policy-makers fail to make the most of economic instruments that allow emissions to 
be reduced whenever, wherever and however It is cheapest to do so. 

It would already be vely dificult and costly to aim to stabilise at 450ppm C02e. If we 
delay, the opportunity to stabilise at 50G550ppm COze may slip away. 

Action on climate change is required across all countries, and i t  need not cap 
the aspirations for growth of rich orpoor  countries. 

The costs of taking action are not evenly distributed across sectors or around the 
world. Even if the rich world takes on responsibility for absolute cuts in emissions of 
60-80% by 2050, developing countries must take significant action too. But 
developing countries should not be required to bear the full costs of this action alone, 
and they will not have to. Carbon markets in rich countries are already beginning to 
deliver flows of finance to support low-carbon development, including through the 
Clean Development Mechanism. A transformation of these flows is now required to 
support action on the scale required. 
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STERN REVIEW The Economics of Climate Chanae 

Action on climate change will also create significant business opportunities, as new 
markets are created in low-carbon energy technologies and other low-carbon goods 
and services. These markets could grow to be worth hundreds of billions of dollars 
each year, and employment in these sectors will expand accordingly. 

The world does not need to choose between averting climate change and promoting 
growth and development. Changes in energy technologies and in the structure of 
economies have created opportunities to decouple growth from greenhouse gas 
emissions. Indeed, gnoring climate change will eventually damage economic growth. 

Tackling climate change is the pro-growth strategy for the longer term, and it can be 
done in a way that does not cap the aspirations for growth of rich or poor countries. 

A range of options exists to cut emissions; strong, deliberate policy action is 
required to motivate their take-up. 

€missions can be cut through increased energy efficiency, changes in demand, and 
through adoption of clean power, heat and transport technologies. The power sector 
around the world would need to be at least 60% decarbonised by 2050 for 
atmospheric concentrations to stabilise at or below 550ppm C02e, and deep 
emissions cuts will also be required in the transport sector. 

Even with very strong expansion of the use of renewable energy and other low- 
carbon energy sources, fossil fuels could still make up over half of global energy 
supply in 2050. Coal will continue to be important in the energy mix around the 
world, including in fast-growing economies. Extensive carbon capture and storage 
will be necessary to allow the continued use of fossil fuels without damage to the 
atmosphere. 

Cuts in non-energy emissions, such as those resulting from deforestation and from 
agricultural and industrial processes, are also essential. 

With strong, deliberate policy choices, it is possible b reduce emissions in both 
developed and developing economies on the scale necessary for stabilisation in the 
required range while continuing to grow. 

Climate change is the greatest market failure the world has ever seen, and it 
interacts with other market imperfections. Three elements of policy are required for 
an effective global response. The REA is the pricing of carbon, implemented through 
tax, trading or regulation. The second is policy to support innovation and the 
deployment of low-carbon technologies. And the third is action to remove barriers to 
energy efficiency, and to inform, educate and persuade individuals about what they 
can do to respond to climate change. 

Climate change demands an international response, based on a shared 
understanding of long-term goals and agreement on frameworks for action. 

Many countries and regions are taking action already: the EU, California and China 
are among those with the most ambitious policies that will reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions. The UN Framework Convention on Climate Change and the Kyoto 
Protocol provide a basis for international cc-operation, along with a range of 
partnerships and other approaches. But more ambitious action is now required 
around the world. 
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STERN REVIEW: The Economics of Climate Change 

Countries facing diverse circumstances will use different approaches to make their 
contribution to tackling climate change. But action by individual countries is not 
enough. Each country, however large, is just a part of the problem. It is essential to 
create a shared international vision of long-term goals, and to build the international 
frameworks that will help each country to play its part in meeting these common 
goals. 

Key elements of future international frameworks should include: 

5 Emissions trading: Expanding and linking the growing number of emissions 
trading schemes around the world is a powerful way to promote cost-effective 
reductions in emissions and to bring forward action in developing countries: 
strong targets in rich countries could drive flows amounting to tens of billions of 
dollars each year to support the transition to low-carbon development paths, 

5 Technology cooperation: Informal cc-ordination as well as formal agreements can 
boost the effectiveness of investments in innovation around the world. Globally, 
support for energy R&D should at least double, and support for the deployment of 
new low-carbon technologies should increase up to five-fold. International cc- 
operation on product standards is a powerful way to boost energy efficiency. 

5 Action to reduce deforestation: The loss of natural forests around the world 
contributes more to global emissions each year than the transport sector. 
Curbing deforestation is a highly cost-effective way to reduce emissions; large- 
scale international pilot programmes to explore the best ways to do this could get 
undeway very quickly. 

5 Adaptation: The poorest countries are most vulnerable to climate change. It is 
essential that climate change be fully integrated into development policy, and that 
rich countries honour their pledges to increase support through overseas 
development assistance. international funding should also support improved 
regional information on climate change impacts, and research into new crop 
varieties that will be more resilient to drought and flood. 
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The world cannot afford to wait before tackling climate chang 

But taking action now woui 
ichoias Stern SUQgeStS that 

gross domestic product. the 700-paae studv says. Tonv Blair said the Stern Reviev, 

r has 

)ai 
lowed ~~ 

chat scientific evidence of globai w&ning was'"ove&helming" and i ts consequences 
"disastrou". ~~ ~ 

We have the time and knowledge to act but only if we act internationally. strongly and urgently . 

given prime consideration in London. 

Other products in the air as a result of burning fossil fuels include suiphur dioxide, hydro-carbons, 
road surface, tire and brake abrasion substances as weii as oii, cadmium, chrome, lead. copper 
and zinc. Particulate is  relatively insensitive to temperature. The US EPA has found winter and 
summer emissions factors to be the same: therefore. particulate becomes a health issue year 
round. The city of London must make the calcuiations of these particulates in the London region 
and make these reports available to the pubiic. The health care costs of treating Londoners with 
conditions related to this exposure must be coicuiated. This report requires urgency. 

3) As drive-through8 continue to grow across Canada and the USA given their perceived 
convenience and time savings to customers, trends Of drive-throughs anticipated in London over 

recognizea as an 'niegral pori o i  In:s inauslr) in sales. Tn'r lrend neeos :o oe re$ ersea. PecD e A 

still purchase the food if they wish to do so. it must be stated that the historic growth is  not 
acceptable. if we cannot consider what Hamilton is considering right now we strongly urge that 
growth be constrained to at minimum 50 - 80% of the historic growth. The city of London needs to 
review the moratorium consideration with urgency. 

further assist the understanding of the imp& of drive-through facilitiesin urban settGgs. The Stern 
report clearly states that this climate change crisis must be deait with from an international 
perspective. Our actions locally must Commiserate with what wouid be deemed to be the best 
practise woridwide. These reports should be made available to the transportation advisory 
committee with urgency. 

51 Comments should be incorporated into reporting reflecting the following: 



Even with owners looking at ways to reduce idle times at drive-throughs, the increased 
number of vehicles on the road yearly and additional drive-through8 being built yearly 
locally overshadows the benefits. Given this fact - it i s  incomprehensible to not be seen as 
taking firm and meaningful action when we have this opportunity. 

The USA Clean Air Act defines "programs to control extended idling of vehicles" os a 
candidate transportation control measure. The idea being vehicuior emissions can be 
reduced by  eliminating vehicle idiing, either by turning the engine off while the vehicle is 
stopped or by  limiting the periods of time in which a vehicle must be stopped and idling. 

Window services contribute to smog, emissions, pollution even within the store itself as 
employees at drive-through windows are constantly breathing in exhaust fumes. As 
determined by  the USA Environmentai Protection Agency, drivers use more gas when 
idling than while in motion. Our mandate is to ensure that we do everything possible to 
make certain that he atmosphere that employees are exposed to is as hospitable for their 
heaith as possible. Monitoring equipment must be instalied with the data being pubiished. 
Engineering methods must be used to mitigate against the risk. This is aim wasted energy 
in the winter, as weil as, the summer. Our task must be to minimize this using engineering 
controls. 

. 

. 

Drive-through8 may congest parking lots or given access to arterial roads create longer 
line-ups, therefore, adding to even more idling of vehicles. 
contact LPD to provide data on the quantity and severity of accidents that con be linked 
to drive through congestion] 

[Needed - Accident data- 

Slats -Tre q-anr'r/ of consanction effcrrs 10 cffser !n's a m o n  of greenhouse JOS er'ss'ms .- 
Example - How many trees are required to plant? How much energy do we need to save?] This 
figure provided represents the total carbon footprint of one miiiion adult vegans. 

Edmonton's numbers could approximate proportionately an estimated 34% or 3,060 tons for 
London although other factors must be considered such as weather conditions [based on 2006 
Census, Edmonton's population is nearly at 1,040,000 vs. London's population is estimated at 
352.OOOJ. 

7) It being understood a vehicle is considered to be idiing only in times when its engine is operating 
and the vehicie is stationary, only those vehicles that idle for more than five minutes in one fixed 
location in a sixty-minute period contravene London's anti-idiing by-law. 

8) Other influences on the impacts of idling at drive-through8 inciude the quality of air (particularly 
during smog days, vehicies should not be allowed to idle locaiiy anywhere) and other less tangible 
factors of interest being the age of the vehicle, fuel quaiity and blends, fuel consumption and 
levels of vehicle maintenance. 

91 Locally, the transportation sector generates 37% of the equivalent COz emissions for the City of 
London (2004) and 32% of energy consumed (20041. 

~~~~ ~~~~ ~ . . ~ ~ .  . -~ . ~ ~ ~~ .. 
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Recommendations 

1)  We can't begin to comprehend worid-wide pollution from drive-throughs but London con 
identify some meaningful numbers based on further analysis of data available on the City of 
London's energy use and greenhouse gas emissions. Reporting shouid include estimated emissions 
resulting from London drive-through8 including carbon monoxide, volatiie organic compounds and 
nitrous oxides yearly. There is urgency for yearly comprehensive reports which need to be available 
to the public. 

2) An amendment of London's idling control by-iaw should [must] be extended to drive-throughs 
in that they are not exempt under the by-law and thus vehicles using drive-through facilities must 
abide by its stipulations, thus recognizing the potential that drive-through8 have in leading to 
excessive idling. It must be stated ciearly and unequivocally that a person idling in a drive thru will 
be charged -furthermore - this musi be enforced. 

3) Reporting on London drive-through8 should Incorporate an integrated study involving 4-6 sites 
inciuding solid waste management practices, air quality and traffic impacts, noise, pedestrian 
safety and planning policy toward on-site vehicle capacity as part of an overall approval process 
to ensure negative impacts are minimized and to better understand the issues involving drive- 
throughs. 

4) Policy should consider the foiiowlng concerns: traffic impacis, impact on streeiscape, noise, 
environmentallair quality, odours, hours of operation, landscaping, illurninationtsignage, 
litteringlwaste, visual impact and land utilization. 

5) Finaliy, the city of London and its people must recognize that drive ihroughs are an incredible 
detriment to our environment and are a luxury item. It comes down to this - Do we choose to 
protect and keep non essential items such as drive through or do we choose to re-design our 
planet in which future generation can live? Our communities must start drastically cutting out 
emissions - drive- throughs should be viewed as a very simple place to start. We have lived without 
them for thousands of years and we can sutvive without them again. The benefits are immense - 
environmental health, physical healih. People stepping out of their cars symboiize people re- 
engaging in community. Such a culture shifl is a step to encourage people to slow down walk or 
bike, and to ilde mass transit. Slowing down is necessary in this fast-paced culture. We have to 
organize a resistance to the momentum of running. If we learn how to slow down and nourish 
ourselves. we can pay more aitention to living sustainably and mindfully in our communities. Many 
of today's problems are rooted in efficiency and convenience: we zoom from place to piace 
without slowing down to enjoy the simple joys around us. Sustainable yet slower modes of 
transportation like walking and biking, getting us out of our cars and heip us to do that. This gives us 
the clarity and mindtulness to recognize things as ihey are. When you are mindful, you recognize 
what is  going on, what is happening in the here and now. Without mindfulness we make and 
spend our money in ways that destroys us and other people. We use our weaith in such a way ihat 
we destroy ourseives and other peopie. Climate change is upon us - a grave threat to ail life on this 
planet. The time is now to piace our environment and the health and well being of our children 
ahead of business interests and profits. The well being of our citizens is the City of London's 
mandate. Quote -Vision London -London, The Forest City: We are a caring, responsive 
community committed to the health and well-being of all Londoners. The actions we take wiil be 
sociaily, environmentally, and fiscaiiy responsible so that out quaiity of life is enhanced and 
sustained for future generations. Our people, heritage, diverse economy, strategic location, iand 
and recourses are our strength. - Bosed on this vision in conjunction with the Stern Report, the city 
of London must, with urgency, recommend that staff be directed to review the possibility of 
imposing a moiaiorium on aii new cornmerciol drive-through Operations and establish a timeiabie 
to phase out all existing drive-through operations through zoning or other by-laws, including the 
implications of such a prohibition. 
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In the course of history, there comes a time when humanity is called to shift to a new level of 
consciousness, to reach a higher moral ground. A time when we have to shed our fear and give 
hope to each other. .-. That time is now. -Dr. Wangari Maathai, Kenya's "Green Militant" and 
winner of Nobel Peace Prize, 2004 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

cc: 
Subject: 

kevin lornack . 
Monday, November 12,2001 4:4u r w  
Armstrong, Bill; MacDonald, Bernie; Polhill, Bud; Miller, Cheryl; Hume, Gord; Usher, Harold; 
Baechler, Joni; Branscornbe, Nancy; Hubert, Paul; Van Meerbergen, Paul; Caranci, Roger; 
Orser, Stephen; Gosnell, Tom; Barber, Gina; Bryant, Judy; Winninger, David; DeCicco-Best, 
Anne Marie; Eagle, Susan: Lonc, Walter 
Bain, Kevin 
Drive Through - Public Participation Meeting 

Dear Mayor, Controllers and Councillors, 

Thanks so much for the opportunity to speak on the subject of the 
drive Through issue in the City of London. 

I am of the opinion that we in London - due to our geographical 
location , are subject to the effects of certain pollutants in a 
greater proportion than we are generally responsible for emitting. 

We are said to be in the smog belt. It strikes me that we should 
be keenly looking for opportunities where we can take action that are 
beyond what some other municipalities may be doing to mitigate against 
this effect. 

I would like to see a climate fostered in the City of London where 
the goal would be to think outside the box and embrace any reasonable 
option to reduce emissions instead of thinking why we cant accomplish 
major strides in this direction. 

I am certain that there are a number of organizations that would 
be willing to partner with the City on this sort of a project. 

Toronto has a by-law prohibiting drive throughs in residential and 
mixed use zoning, this is working for them? Hamilton is presently 
considering a moratorium on new drive through permits, when this 
passes, as it should, they will be on the leading edge in Ontario. We 
should be doing something meaningful first, ask anybody on the street 
these days about the environment, they will tell you it is the most 
important thing. 

I would like to be able to say that this City was on the leading 
edge of adopting the so called "best practice principles" on this 
important subject. Since I checked out the mounds of statistics 
indicating the damage to the environment from drive throughs alone I 
would never have the gall to frequent one. 

consider this for us, and the future generations of citizens. 

We need to be see as the progressive municipality in the province 
and the country if we can. 

Lets have a moratorium 

Kevin & Kathleen Lomack 

_ -  
Kevin 



City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
P.O. Box 5035 
London Ontario 

Attention: Mr. W.J. Charles Parker, Senior Planner - Policy 
(cparker@london.ca) 

Dear Sir, 

November 12, 2007 

Re: London Review of Regulation on Drive-Through Facilities 

On behalf of the Canadian Petroleum Products Institute (CPPI), I am making this written 
submission with respect to the proposed Regulation on Drive-Through Facilities 
received from your oftice on November 6, 2007. Please view this letter as the CPPl 
submission to the City of London November 12, 2007 Public Participation Meeting on 
this subject. 

CPPl is a national organization that represents the 4 major petroleum retailers in the 
London market; Imperial Oil (Esso), Petro Canada, Shell and Sunoco. The majority of 
automobile service stations within the City of London are being operated by CPPl 
member companies. 

We have provided earlier comments on the above subject to City of London on October 
26, 2007. CPPl is pleased to see that some of the concerns that were expressed in the 
October 26,2007 letter have been addressed. 

There are, however, a few issues still remaining which we would like to see addressed 
as follows: 

Zonina Bvlaw Definitions: 

We still believe that in order to better reflect the evolution of the Automobile Service 
station and the contemporary design; the following wording should be added at the end 
of the Automobile Service Station definition: "Ancillary uses may include convenience 
store and restaurants". 



Agenda Item I m 
Zonina Bv-law recommendation: 

Amendix "B". 

2) SETBACK FROM ULTIMATE RO. .D ALLOWAN E 

The minimum 4.5 metre landscaped buffer between the edge of the drive-through 
lane and the ultimate road allowance is excessive and should be no more that the 
parking setback which is set at 3.0 metre within section 4.19, 4c) of the zoning bylaw. 

We hope that these recommendations by CPPl will be well received and we will be 
pleased to have the opportunity to continue the dialogue with the City Staff at a later 
date if necessary regarding the amendments to the Official Plan and the Zoning By-law, 
and during the on-going development of the Urban Design Guidelines. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Roy P.Eng. 
CPPl Ontario Division 

cc. D.J. Williams, Davies Howe Partners 
June-Anne Reid, City of London 

-2- 
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mK\jl&* OPERATED BY THE TDL GROUP Cotp.  B 

874 SlNCLAlR ROAD. OAKVILLE, ONTARIO L6K ZY1 
TELEPHONE (905) 845-6511 * FACSIMILE (9051 8454265 

Via Facsimile 
Vla Regular Mall 

December 6,2007 
'1 

Attn: Lorelei Fisher, Committee Secretary 
The City of London. 
300 Dufferin Avenue. 
P.O. Box 5035 

N6A 4L9 

Dear Ms. Fisher: 

Re: . City ofLontlon.- Regulatioilr and GuideIih6s on Drive-Thru Facilities 

London, Ontario .,. , 

. * .  

Request for. Documentation . 

Please accept this letter as our response to your request for a copy of information and/or 
documentation as noted by Michael LePage (RWDI Air Inc.)'at the Planning Committee 
Meeting on November 12, 2007. For your information, please find attached Michael 
LePage's speaker notes from his presentation-before Planning Committee. 

The TDL Group Corp. Gommissioned Tedesco Engineering Ltd. and RWDI Air Inc. to 
undertake an Air Quality Study. to -investigate traffic/emissions at Tim Hortsns 
restaurants that have a drive-through component. The Air Quality Study is complete and 
release of the Study will be plausible upon completion of a peer review. 

- 

It is our intent. to select an institutional (impartial) peer reviewer and follow established 
methodology behind the peer review process. There are several potential peer review 
candidates that may be considered: 

. m 
Controller Hurne suggested a contact at Western University (please advise): 
Victor Sells, School of Manufacturing Sciences, Fanshawe College; 
Dr. Brian McCarry, Department of Chemistry, McMaster University; 
Dr. Rob McLaren, Faculty of Science & Engineering, York'University; 

The TDL Group Corp. will consider suggestions regarding the peer review, provided by 
City of London, and will keep City Council & Staff informed of our progress with a 
continued spirit of cooperation. The proposed peer review of the Air Quality Study is 
exclusively for the benefitluse of The TDL Group Corp. (Tim Hortons). Authorization and 
reliance on the Study hformation and peer review findings is subject to TDL consent. 

It is our understanding that Lbr&he.Patterkon'& Associates (on behalf of the Ontario 
Restaurant, Hotel/Motel Association) is in communication with City Staff to arrange 
meetings andlor workshops to discuss the proposed prohibitions, regulations and 
guidelines on Drive-Thru Facilities.. The TDL Group Corp. carries a strong interest in 
matters related to Drive-Thru Facilities and cordially request notification to participate in 
any meetings with city Staff. 

' 
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2 I-TqGI 
We strongly desire participation in the collaborative review of -all available land use 
planning control measures and' look forward to working with the City. to determine the 
most appropriate instrument(s) to regulate drive-thru facilifies within the City of London. 

M 0 0 3 / 0 0 5  

We would be  pleased to discuss any questions you may have with regards to our 
foregoing comments. .Please do not hesitate to contact the undersigned. 

Regards, 
THE TDL GROUP CORP. 

c 

. + .  

Dan Dominick, 
Vice President of Construction & Design . .  

I; -. 
Mayor Anne' Marie DeClcco-Best, City of London 
Councillor Joni Baechler, City.of London 
Controller Gina-Barber, City of London 
Controller.Gord Hurne, City of London 
Councilioi Roger Caranci, City of London 
Councillor Nancy Branscornbe, City of London 
Councillor Judy Bryant. City of London 
Robert Panzer;Generai Manager, City of, London 
Gregg Barrett, Manager, City of London 
Vince Massareiia, The TDL Group Corp. 
Nick Javor, The TDL Group Corp. 
Robert Evans, Ontario Restaurant HotellMotel Association 
Michael LePage. RWDl Air Inc. 
Victor Labreche, Labreche Patterson & Associates 
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November 13,2007 

Re: CITY OF LONDON PLANNING COMMITTTEE 
PUBLIC MEETING ON NOVEMBER 12,2007 
RWDI Proiect W07-5289A 

CONSULTING ENGINEERS 
B SCIENTISTS 

RWDl AIR Inc. 
650 Wwdlowo RoiidWWl 

Guelph. ON 

Canada N l K l D B  

>,,-*....l* c<:,c 
Fi'C',:.Tr,.,,,",.iu*;-. 

RWDI SPEAKING NOTES: 
MICHAEL LEPAGE, .M.SC., CCM 

I am a principal of RWDI, which is a group of engineers and scientists based in Guelph, Ontario, 
with offices around the world and an international reputation, Our expertise includes the field's 
air quality, uoise, wind, and snow. .. 

0 W.e have a 30-year history of extensive research and consulting in air pollution. On the subject of 
transportation emissions, we have worked with Enviroment Canada studying regional smog and 
trans-boundary air pollution issues. We have worked with Transpolt Canada in developing 
guidelines for air.quality modeling of highway projects, and have worked with Health Canada in 
studying alternative fuels and vehicles. We have undertaken air quality portions of 
Environmental Impact Assessments for nuinerous major highway projects' in Southern Ontario, 
elsewhere in Canada and the US. This includes the famous Big Dig in Boston, the largest 
ongoing highway tunnel project in North America I have appeared before the Ontario Municipal 
Board and in courts of law on air quality issues includiig drivethroughs many times over the past 
26 years. RWDI consulted with the local medical officer of health when the City of London 
developed its anti-idling by-law backin the late 1990's. 

For the past 7 years we have been working with the quick-service industry to research and 
develop sound tecbnical information on automobile emissions at drivethrough restaurants. Many 
people will have seen government and other websites that talk about idling emissions, and 
mention 10-second rules; and so on. Our studies are bringing forward other facts not mentioned 
on those websites, including facts specific to drivethrough restaurants. Here is a brief summary 
of our key iiidings to date. 
Automobile emissions bave decreased substantially over the past 30 years and are continuing to 
decline due to improving engine technology, emission control technology and improving fuels. 
Ten years from now, as a result of.federa1 regulations, smog emissions from an average passenger 
vehicle will be about half of what they are today. With new technologies such as hybrid electric 
vehicles, idling emissions will be drastically reduced in future. 

As things are is today, the emission rate of a vehicle that is idling is substantiallylower thmthap- -? ',,"-' ' 

of a vehicle that is moving. For smog pollutants, an idling vehicle produces about 1/3 the 
emission ol'a vehicle operating at 50 W h .  For GHG's, it is about 1/9. 

. 

Reputation Resources Results 
T& 1519) 823-1311 Fax: 619) 8 2 3 t 3 1 6  E-mail: info@rwdi.com Vfeb: &.Fjvdi,com 
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November 13,2007 
City of London Planning Committee 
RWDI Project WO7-5289A .* Page 2 

In a busy hour at a Tim Horton's restaurant, approximately 150 vehicles may use the drive-thru 
with each one spending 4 to 4.5 minutes onsite on average. The average time of 4 to 4.5 minutes 
is less than 5 minutes in the City of London's 1999 idling by-law. 

Also, the total on-site emission of smog pollutants from all the vehicles that use the drive-through 
over a busy hour is not much different from many other common emission sources and need not 
be singled out for special treatment. 

All the emissions from a busy drive-through in an hour are roughly equivalent to the emission 
from a single motorcycle operating at 50 lan/h for an hour. They are equivalent to about 2 
conventional residential woodstoves operating for an hour, or about three 6 HP .lawnmowers 
operating for an hour. The drive-through emissions are about 1/7 of the idling emissions at a 
modest, urban intersection of two 2-lane roads during rush hour. 

It is not,my intention to condone idling in general but, for a driver that uses a drive-through, one 
must consider the alternative.. The alternative is to crawl through a parking lot to find a parking 
space. And, with no drive-through, the paking Lot will be larger and there will be more crawling 
of vehicles and more searching for parking spaces, such as goes on a super markets and other 
stores. When the engine is restarted later, there 6 a brief burst of start-up emission and the driver 
must then crawl back through the parking lot to get on the street. Our analysis of Tim Horton's 
stores has shown'that this alternative produces more emissions) than using the drive-lhrough. 
The parking lot alternative produces about 20% more smog pollutants and about 60% more 
GHG's than using the drive-through. 

We have also looked at how the drive-through emissions affect air pollutant levels at adjacent 
propertiw. Our analysis so f a i h  consistently shown that, during the busiest hour and under 
worst-case weather conditions, the levels meet provincial standards for the common air 
contaminants right at the prop& boundary of the site and are even lower beyond the property 
boundary, decreasing rapidly with distance. 

Based on these results, our studies indicate the drivethroughs are, relatively speaking, a minor source of 
&pollution emissions, and, in fact, may be a means of reducing on-site vehicle emissions. They increase 
on-site idling but, ,more ixrportantly, they reduce parking lot sizes, reducing crawling of vehicles through 
the parking lots, and reduce start-up emissions. 

, 

Yours very truly, 

R W I  AIR Inc. 

----x ....- ~ c..... Name, ...~ _._. _-. 
Mike Lepage, M.Sc., CCM 

Reputation Resources Results 
Tel: t519) 823-131 1 Fax: 6191 823-1316 E-mail: irrfnoQnvdi.com Web:www,rwii.com 
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March 22,2008 
City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
P.O. Box 5035 
London Ontario 

Attention: Mr. W.J. Charles Parker, Senior Planner - Policy 
(cparker@london.ca) 

Dear Charles, 

Re: London Review of Regulation on Drive-Through Facilities 

On behalf of the Canadian Petroleum Products Institute (CPPI), I thank you for the opportunity 
you gave us on March 19, 2008 to meet and discuss the above topic. As a follow up to this 
meeting and in relation to the request for further consultation with the Industry made by 
Municipal Council during the November 19, 2007 session, we are pieased to provide the 
following comments and recommendations. 

As indicated earlier, CPPl is a national organization that represents the 4 major petroleum 
retailers in the London market: Imperial Oil (Esso), Petro Canada, Shell and Sunoco. The 
majority of automobile service stations within the City of London are being operated by CPPl 
member companies. Many of the new service station projects being developed or considered by 
our member companies may include drive-through facilities and it is therefore appropriate that 
we have the opportunity to have a dialogue with the City of London on this topic. 

We have provided earlier comments on the above subject to City of London on October 26, 
2007 and on November 12, 2007 however we feel that some issues still remain and require 
further comments on our part. 

In order to provide a balanced view regarding the use of drive-through facilities we would like to 
start by stressing that the increasing popularity of drive-through facilities is a testimony of their 
usefulness. Some of the benefits can be summarized as: 

Added convenience for persons with disabilities, elderly and families traveling with small 
children. 
Customer protection from inclement weather. 
Convenience and time saving for customers in a hurry. 
Customer and operator safety after dark. 
Buildings can be smaller and require less space for seating area. 
Less energy is required for a smaller building. 
Less parking area may be required and therefore better land use. 

20 MelaideSfreeLEPsZ Suite 9Ql Toronto. ON M5C 2TS T. 416.492.5677 F. 445.492-2514 Webritew.cppi.ca 



We would recommend that you consider the following, for specific items identified at the Public 
Participation meeting on November 12, 2007, Zoning By-law amendment described as 
Appendix " 6  

Item 2 - Setback from ultimate road allowance: The minimum 4.5 metre landscaped buffer 
between the edge of the drive-through lane and the ultimate road allowance is excessive and 
should not be more than a parking setback which is set at 3.0 metre within section 4.19, 4c) of 
the zoning by-law. We notice that the latest Draft Drive Through Urban Design Guidelines, 
Section 2.5, Guideline Three, already indicates a minimum 3.0 metre which we find to be more 
appropriate. 

Items 10 and 11: These indicate that drive-through facilities are not permitted in Convenience 
Commercial (CC) and Automobile Service Station (SS) zones. We recognize this not a change 
from the previous zoning by-law however as drive-through facilities are often an ancillary use 
within modern service stations and service stations often exist within CC or SS zones, there is 
an opportunity to reflect the more contemporary use of drive-through facilities and incorporate 
this addition to the by-law within CC and SS zones. 

Zoning By-law Definition: 

It is currently proposed in the Official Plan Amendment to add a subsection on Drive-Through 
Facilities which would read: "Drive-through facilities are normally associated with restaurants, 
financial institutions, convenience stores, automobile service stations.. ." 

In order to be consistent with the above proposed Official Plan statement and in order to better 
reflect the evolution of the Automobile Service Station and the contemporary design; the 
following wording should also be added at the end of the Automobile Service Station definition 
contained within the  Zoning By-law: "Ancillary uses may include convenience store and 
restaurants". 

Draft Drive-Throuah Urban Desian Guidelines: 

These draft guidelines are a step in the right direction and we recognize that they reflect work in 
progress which we will be pleased to review along the way. However, while the Official Plan 
directionally tries to restrict drive-through from the zones which have a pedestrian orientation, 
various parts of the guidelines seem to place a disproportionate emphasis on pedestrians. To 
illustrate my point: within 2.1 Site Organization, the first four guidelines emphasize "enhancing 
the pedestrian experience". Therefore, there appears to be some degree of inconsistency 
between these guidelines and the Official Plan. We do not dispute the importance of 
pedestrians and we do value them but the guidelines should also better reflect the reality of 
where most drive-through facilities are or will be established. 

2.1 Site Organisation Guideline Five reads: "Drive-through facilities are encouraged to be 
located in the interior side yard or rear yard provided appropriate setback, landscaping and 
buffering measures are introduced. 2.4 Vehicular Access and Parking, Guideline Two reads: 
"Locate surface parking areas and stacking lanes in the interior side yard or rear yard of 
building". These two guidelines should be more consistent with the statement contained in the 
new section 4.18 within the proposed Zoning By-law which contemplates the possibility in 

-2- 
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certain situations to have the drive-through stacking lane located in the front yard. In many 
situations, having the drive-through stacking lane between the building and the street may be 
the best and less intrusive location as it may already be close to traffic and ambient noise from 
the street. Such a situation can easily be accommodated with proper site design and 
landscaping. In the case of service stations having a layout where the main building is near the 
street and the gas pumps behind the building, the only logical place for the drive-through 
stacking lane is often between the building and the street. Therefore, we would recommend that 
the Guideline also include a provision for drive-through stacking lane to be located in the front 
yard between the building and the road allowance. You will recall that at the meeting on March 
19 we supplied drawings of a newly designed and constructed automobile service station with 
store and drive-through to illustrate that such layout can be very functional and attractive to the 
streetscape. 

In our opinion, an important "guideline" is missing, namely, that the functional design and 
Ontario Technical Standards & Safety Authority (TSSA) requirements of the proposed use or 
facility, in the case of automobile service stations, are paramount, with the other Urban Design 
Guidelines' subservient to this principal consideration. For example in the case of service 
stations the site layout has to be able to accommodate safe tank truck movement on the site 
and safe fuel delivery as well as clear visibility of the fuel dispensers at all times by the store 
attendant. 

We hope that these recommendations by CPPl will be well received and we will be pleased to 
have the opportunity to continue the dialogue at a later date if necessary regarding the 
amendments to the Official Plan and the Zoning By-law, and during the on-going development 
of the Drive-Through Urban Design Guidelines. 

Sincerely, 

Jean Roy P.Eng. 
CPPl Ontario Division 

cc. Dave Weaver, Petro-Canada 

-3- 
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May 2.2008 

Mr. Rob Panzer 
General Manager, Planning and Development 
City of London 
300 Dufferin Avenue 
P 0 Box 5035 
London, ON N6A 4L9 

Dear Mr. Panzer: 

VIA €-MAIL AND COURIER 

Re: City of London Proposed Policies, Regulations and Guidelines on Drive-Thrauqh Facilities 

As you are aware, we along with our representatives (Labreche Patterson B Associates lnc.  and RWDI- 
Inc.) and representatives of our Restaurant member brands have met with you and members of.your 
Department on three occasions to present our concerns with this subject matter. The Ontario 
Restaurant Hotel & Motel Association (ORHMA) is providing this letter as agents for several of our 
member restaurants namely McDonald's Restaurants of Canada Limlted, Tim Hortons Inc., Burger King 
Restaurants of Canada Inc., Wendy's Restaurants of Canada, and A & W Food Services of Canada inc. 

There are over ninety (90) restaurant facilitles currently located in the City of London. Coiiectively, 
these restaurants employ approximately 5,000 full and part-time employees. There is no doubt that the 
commercial success of major employers in the City, including the restaurant and hospitality sector is 
vital to the overall success of London. 

This letter further expresses our objection to staff report 02-5304, issued under your name, to be 
considered at Plannlng Committee on May 26, 2008. 

Staff have previously received submissions directly from TDL (by letter dated October 26, 2007) 
McDonald's Restaurants (October 26, 2007) and the ORHMA (by letter dated October 24, 2007), as 
well as from other interested parties and restaurant brands. 

As outlined in previous correspondence and as noted in your report, since early 2000 we have worked 
collaboratively with several municipalities to review and develop urban design guidelines and zoning 
regulations related to drive-through facilities. Naturally. we are slmilarly interested in working with 
officials from the City of London to reach similar accords on mutually acceptable standards. 

Of note, most recently, in the City of Ottawa, initial attempts to severely restrict drive-through facilities at 
the level of the Official Plan were defeated at the Ontario Municipal Board, and gave way to design 
guidelines arrived at in a consensual manner. 

As an industry, we along with our representatives have prepared and completed various studies and 
reports that were accepted and referenced In OMB decisions. This process has continued, with the 
production of air quality studies in particular, that demonstrate unequivocally that the measures 
proposed by staff that will result in the reduction of drive-through facilities will lead to the growth of 
parking lots, and resulting increases in emission of both particulate pollutants and green house gases. 
This would seem to be the precise opposite of the affect intended and sought by your proposed 
measures. 

2600 Skymah Avenue, Suits E - 201, Missisasuge. ON L4W 582 
Tel: 005-361-0268 Toll Free: 800-668-8906 Fax: 905-361-0288 Toll Free Fax: 888-359-5588 

E-mail: Inlo@orhma.com wWW.Orlima.CDm 
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We note that in the report produced under your name for the meeting of November 12,2007, you quote 
the Advisory Committee on the Environment ("ACE") that states "drive-through facilities have 
detrimental environmental effects through air, noise and light pollution". Interestingly, the report 
provides no basis whatever for this broad assertion. We note that the ACE, as quoted by you, goes on 
to recommend the closure of drive-through faclilUes on smog advisory days, the requirement of 
production of air-quality studies and noise impact studies for the development of drive-through facilities, 
and other recommendations that derive solely from a conclusion that there are detrimental 
environmental effects from drive-through facilities. 

We note with interest that such targeting of drive-through facilities as environmental villains by some 
members of the public might seem to make superficial sense. However, we would expect a greater 
standard of a government dealing with the pmperty rights of persons and corpomtions. The expectation 
would be that a proper level of investigation and study take place before the making of 
recommendations broadly contained in your report. 

As recently as March 19, in a meeting attended by members of your staff, it was emphasized that 
councillors and the public were requesting a moratorium on future development of drive-through 
facilities due to environmental and health concerns. 

From what we understand, no scientific study has been made to provide foundation for these 
comments. The only avallable study as you are aware based on our meeting with you and others on 
April 28. 2008. is that of RWDl Air Inc., as peer reviewed by Professor Denlz Karman of Carleton 
University. A full copy of study as well as an executive summay note are attached for your review. 
The study conclusively establishes that with respect to air quality and green house gases (associated 
with climate ohange), drive-through facilities are less harmful to the environment than are parking lots. 
Nothing in the proposed amendments to the Offlclal Plan or the Zoning By-law would restrict parking 
lots. in  the recent City of Ottawa Official Plan decision of the Ontarlo Munlclpai Board. the Board 
accepted the notion that the presence of drlve-through facllities would result in less need for parking 
lots. 

We also note that the Ontario Municipal Board found in the Ottawa Officlai Pian decision that Ofticiai 
Plans are not the level at which drive-through facilities should be regulated. 

Apart from any environmental issues, your reports of September 24 and November 12, 2007, rake 
nothing more than design and site plan Issues. As noted above, we are more than prepared to discuss 
and agree on reasonable design guidelines. We note that both reports refer to issues related to noise 
and light. It is our vlew, as provided by our representatives, that from the perspective of sound and 
light, there is little if any difference between restaurants dependent on parking lots, and those that 
include drive-through facilities. In either case, careful design and site planning are capable of reducing 
or eliminating impact on adjacent property owners. 

The reports and the limited public response of which 4 of the 7 public response letters came from 
industry members would indicate that this is not a pressing issue for the City of London. The llmlted 
responses reference a concern regarding t ra f k  generation. We note for the record that the Ontario 
Municipal Board has found in decisions in both Toronto and Ottawa that drive-through facilities do not 
contribute to traftic generation. The Ontario Municipal Board has determlned that drlve-through facilities 
provide a service to those already in cars, and the majority of people do not use their car to make a 
single purpose trip to use the drive-through. 

City planning staff recently advised that approximately 30 drive-through locations will become legal non- 
conforming as a result of the proposed Official Plan and Zoning By-law amendments. A legal non- 
conforming status of what today is a permitted use, is not acceptable&rfQe?Q i, ,!. 1 ,;.. )i existing businesses as it 
will negatively impact the successful contlnued use of t h e s ~ ~ R u s i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ s ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~  .,.Y1 J, 
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The latest "Draft Drive-Through Urban Design Guidelines" were just provided to us on April 1, 2008. 
We and our member brands have not had adequate time to fully review these proposed guidelines at 
this time, but will have further disousslon with Planning staff and provide our specific comment to them 
overthe next three weeks. 

In the absence of any scientific evidence and thorough Planning justification to the recommended 
changes, we are of the view that the restrlctlons proposed In the latest report and position of the City 
are subjective and made without sufficient study or requirement. 

In closing, and as stated in our representatives' previous meetings with Planning Staff on March 19, 
2008 and April 1, 2008, your continued pursuit of Official Pian Policy arnendinents to specifically 
prohibit drive-through facilities In many identified designations is not acceptable to us and our members, 
and is done in our opinion without proper and complete investigation and Justification as noted above. 

The ORHMA welcomes the opportunity to work with the City of London to develop mutually acceptable 
standards related to drive-through facilities. 2%l> ,, 

Tony Elenis 
President & CEO 

Attachments 

cc: City of London 
Anne Marie DeCicco-Best, Mayor 
Controller Torn Gosnell 
Controller Bud Polhill 
Controller Gina Barber - Plannina Committee Board c Control 
Controller Gord Hume - PlanniniCommittee & Board of Control 
Councillor Joni Baechler (chalr) - Plannlng Committee (Ward 5) 
Councillor Roger Caranci - Pianning Committee (Ward 1) 
Counclllor Nancy Branscombe - Planning Committee (Ward 6) 
Councillor Judy Bryant - Plannlng Committee (Ward 13) 
Councillor Bill Armstrong (Ward 2) 
Councillor Bernie MacDonald (Ward 3) 
Councillor Stephen Orser (Ward 4) 
Councillor Walter Lonc (Ward 7) 
Councillor Paul Hubert (Ward 8) 
Councillor Susan Eagle (Ward 9) 
Councillor Paul Van Meerbergen (Ward I O )  
Councillor David Winnlnger (Ward 11) 
Councillor Harold Usher (Ward 12) 
Counclllor Cheryl Miller (Ward 14) 
Gregg Barrett, Manager - Land Use Plannlng, Policy, Planning and Development 
W. J. Charles Parker, Senior Planner, Planning and Development 

Mr. Nick Javor-Tim Horton Ino. 
Mr. Don MacCharles -Wendy's Restaurants of Canada, Inc. 
Ms. Sherry MacLauchlan - McDonald's Restaurants of Canada Limited 
Mr. Darren Slm -A  & W Food Services of Canada Ino. 
Mr. Jeff Weinman -Burger King Restaurants of Canada Inc. 
Mr. Victor Labreche - Labreche Patterson &Associates Inc. 
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Briefing Note - Summary of the Air Quallty Assessment of 
Tim Hortons Restaurants: Ontario, Canada (May 2008) 

Conducted By RWDl AIR Inc Consulting Engineers & Scientists 
650 Woodiawn Road West Gueiph, Ontario NIK 1B8 www.rwd1.com 

PROJECT DIRECTOR: MIKE LEPAGE. M.S., CCM 
PROJECT MANAGER: COLIN WELBURN, M.ENG., PENG. 
PROJECT SCIENTIST: TERRY LYN PEARSON. B. SC. fAGR.) 
SENIOR ENGINEER: SrlARON SCHAJVOHA. P.ENG 
PEER REVIEWER: DR DENlZ KARMAh PhD P EAG PROFESSOR OF .~ ~~~ 
. ~ . . .  . ~~~~~~~~~~~ 

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING, CARLETON UNIVERSITY 

I Purpose: 
RWDi AIR Inc. (RWDi) was retained by the TDL Group Corp. to conduct an alr quality 
study of vehlcles uslng their faciiitles. The TDL Group is interested in having sound 
technical information on vehicle emissions at its facilities that have a drive-through 
component. The TDL Group also requested Comparing these vehicles emlsslons to 
other common sources of air pollutlon to assist the public wlth an esslly understood 
comparison when discussing vehicle emissions at drive-throughs. 

In addltlon, the TDL Group wanted to know how the drive-through emissions will 
change in the future as aging models of automobiles are gradually phased out and 
replaced by nvwer models wlth lower emlsslons. Finally. the TDL Group wants 
information on how the emlsslons at drive-through facilities affect the local air quality 
around those feciiities. 

1 Methodology I 
Based on actual trafflc surveys taken at peak times in four typical stores, an ernisdon 
Inventory was developed for two scenarios, Scenario 1: a conventional store with both 
drive-through and in-store operations and Scenario 2: a store with In-store service only 
(no drivo-through.) Typical patterns or modes of operation for vehicles using the drive 
through and the parking lot were developed from these and other observations 

This study examined the main pollutants of concern for motor vehicles. which are as 
follows: - Smog pollutants - oxides of nitrogen (NOx), hydrocarbons (HC), sulphur 

dioxide (SOz) and particulate matter (PM); 
= Local pollutants -carbon monoxide (CO); and 
= Greenhouse gases - carbon dioxide (COz). 

Emission models produced by the US.  Environmental Protection Agsncy and other 
accepted methodologies were used to estimate emissions. Tedesco Englneerlng 
provided detailed traffic survey data that was used to calculate site-specific emissions. 

The emission inventory for the drive-through portion of the facliity was ccmpared to 
"everyday" emlsslon sources (Le. lawn mowers, snow blowers, etc.). Dispersion 
modelllng was conducted for a drive-through facility to predict maximum pollutant 
concentrations in the areas adjacent to a Tim Hortons store and compare them to 
provlnclal siandards set out by the Ontario Ministry of the Environment (MOE). 

Further technical details of the methodology can be found in the rnaln text of the report. 
The method and findings were subjected to peer review by Dr. Deniz Karrnan of 
Carleton University hnu:/ l~.carleron.cYenalneerlnadeslan/r~search/Dro~l~slD~~~n~ blo.~ho?ld=64. 

I 
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Tim Hottons Restaurants: Ontarlo, Canada (May 2008) 

Flndlngs 

The total number of vehicles that use a conventlonai Tim Hortons faclllty during the 
morning peak hour was averaged to be 224: for vehlcies using the drive-through, the 
average time on site ranged from 3 to about 4.5 minutes and for vehicles using the 
parking lot, the average time on site is about double, ranging from 7 to 0 minutes. 

Modes of operation that produce emissions were determined to be: - Moving into position in the queue lane or moving into a parking space (this 
mode of operation is referred to as "crawling"); 
idling while waiting for a parklng space or warming up a vehicle In a parking 
space or walting in the queue lane of the drive-through 
Pulling into and out-of a parking space; 
Starting up the engine in a parking space before exiting (referred to as a "start- 
up"): 
Moving from the service window or from a parking space to the curb while 
exiting the site ("additional crawling"); and, 
Idling at the curb while walting to get on the street. 

m 
1 

Applying the standard vehicle ernision data to these modes of operation for the 
average number of Tim Hortons customers at peak times in stores with drive throughs 
and without (using two scenarios in which the parking lot was approximately doubled 
and tripled in size, 2s and 2b respedively) produced the following emissions results 
during a peak hour of operation: 

Figure i: Smoo Pollutant Emissions for Drive-Throuah Restaurants 
(Scenario 1) and Non-Drive-Throuuh Restaurants 
1Scenarios 2a and b l  

2 
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Figure ii: C o r  Em'ssions for Drive-ThroJan Restaurarts 6cenar:o 1) and 
hon-Dr,ve-TnrouW Restaurants (Scenarios 2a and b) 

1 Conclusions 

Overall, the findings for the Tim Hortons stores examined in this study 
indicate no air quality benefit to the public from eliminating drive-throughs. 

For a Tim Hortons store with no drive-through, the congestion that occurs in the 
parking lot, together with the start-up emissions and emissions from the oxtra travel 
distance to get to and from a space, all contrlbute to produce somewhat higher 
emissions per vehicle compared to a store that has Q drive-through, this is 
particularly true in the case of smog pollutants and carbon monoxide (about 40 to 
70% higher for those pollutants) but is also true for greenhouse gases (abut  10 to 
30% higher). These results are considered to be representative for Tim Hortons 
stores hut cannot be generalized to other types of drive-through faclllties. 

To put drive-throughs into perspectlve. comblned emissions generated from all 
vehicles using a drive-through facility during a peak-hour of operation are relatively 
m a i l  in relation to other common emission sources: smog pollutant emissions from 
all vehicles are comparable to a slngle chaln saw operating for one hour: COz 
emissions are comparable to a single bus operating for one hour: emissions from 
all vehicles using a store with a drive-through during the peak hour are less than 
one fifth of the emissions at an urban intersection: end emissions of smog 
pollutants and greenhouse gases from a single vehicle using a drive-through are 
less than 10% and 5% respectively of a typicai 30-minute morning commute. 

* 

= 

P. 007/008 
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A comparison of Year 2006 and Year 2016 modelling indicates that ,predicted 
trends in fleet-wide emissions will result in reduced impacts from smog poliutants 
and carbon monoxlde in the future. 

Dispersion modeling shows that I-hour off-site concentrations of CO and NOx are 
below the provincial standards in 2006 and even further below in 2016. Therefore, 
based on a typical site layout, there are no adverse alr effects predicted for land 
uses adjacent to the drive-through faciilty 

1 

I Peer Revlew J 
Dr. Deniz Karrnan. PhD. P.Eng, received a Ph.D. in ChemiC8l Engineering from the 
Unlvenity of New Brunswick and is now a professor of environmental engineering at 
Carleton University in Ottawa. His research Interests include; motor vehicle emisslons 
and air quality in microenvironments: alr pollution sources. control methods and 
dispersion modelilng: and greenhouse gas emissions from industrial sources. 

In addition to pursuing his own research interests, Doctor Karman has acted as a 
consultant on projects involving motor Vehicle emissions monitoring, alternative fuel 
effects on motor vehicle emissions. dlspersion modelling for roadways and street 
canyons, and receptor modelling source apportionment for volatile organic and 
particulate matter. ~ w : l l w w w . o e r l e ~ o n . ~ w e r l n a d e a  

After reviewing the RWDi study Or. Karman concluded 

isdrseea iFhlemfllssieersonaI bia.~he?id=64 
. .  

The RWDl study is a detailed quantitative attempt to estimate emissions 
from different vehicle patterns around Tim Hortons facilities with and 
without drive-through servlce. It has applled approprlate methodologlas 
for quantlfylng these emissions in typical oases, ha5 put the results 
obtained in the context of other emission sourcaa, and estimated ambient 
concentratlons around a typlcal faclllty. It provldas a sound bask  for 
estlmatlng the effect of the two types of 7im Hortons facilities. 

I Project Director 

Mike Lepage, M.Sc., CCM, Principal I Project Director, joined RWDl in 1981 and 
became an Associate of the firm in 1088. As a Project Director, he provides overall 
direction on air quality and meteorological projects. ensuring that a high level of sewlce 
Is provided and, at the same time. RWDl's interests are preserved on all projects. Mike 
also oversees RWDl regional atmospheric modeling group, which is involved in high- 
end numerical modeling of regional air pollutants such as ground-level ozone and fine 
particulate matter. In recent years he has been extenslvely involved in regional 
modeling of meteorology and atmospheric chemistry to investigate large scale smog 
events, using models such MM5, Models-3/CMAQ, SAQM, CALGRID and CALPUFF. 

P. 008/008 

< -  

RWDl is tho leading wlnd englneerlng consuitlng services firm in the world. With 400t 
staff and offlces in flve countries, the company offers a complete range of wind 
englneerlng. sustainable design, environmental air quality, noise and risk services. 
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Drive-Thrus Could Face Difficult Future 

- 
idling vehicles. 

It’s not just Canada, either. In the U.S., two cities in California and one in North Carolina have imposed 
moratoriums on drive-thrus as a result of similar initiatives, according to the article. 

But not everyone is convinced on the effectiveness of such bans. A study by consulting firm RWDI, paid for 
by North American coffee and donut chain Tim Hortons, concludes that cars idling in a drive-thru are less 
harmful than having the engines shut off for a few minutes and then restarted. 

The stakes can be huge. Most Burger Kings, for example, generate between 50 and 60 percent of their daily 
total sales averages at the drive-tluu, and The National Restaurant Association’s 2007 Quickservice 
Restaurant Survey reveals that 89 percent of operators believe their drive-thms will represent an even larger 
portion of sales in 2008, QSRWeb reports. 

1 MAKE YOUR BUSiNESS GREEN - AlTEND EARTHNOW EXPO 
I Retailers, Developers and Eco-Businesses... Learn how to implement sustainable business 

1 HOW TO PICK LOW-HANGING GREEN FRUiT 

1 practices and sell green products. Reaister NO% I 

Learn how Coca-Cola, Google &Charleston, SC got greener. Host: lohn Davies, VP 
Sustainability, AMR Research. 

. .  . .  

. . .  .. . ~~ . . . .  EVENTS/WEBINARS 

HOW TO PICK LOW-HANGING GREEN FRUIT 
Learn how Coca-Cola, Google &Charleston, SC got greener. Host: lohn Davies, VP Sustainability, AMR 
Research. FREE reqlsrat ion>> 

HOW TO PICK LOW-HANGING GREEN FRUIT 
Learn how Coca-Cola, Google &Charleston, SC got greener. Host: John Davies, VP Sustainability, AMR 

http://www.environmentalleader.com/2008/03/03/drive-t~s-could-face-difficult-~~re/ 2008-04-07 
-~ ~ ____ - 
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Extended Vehicle Idling 

Introduction 

ltem (xi) of Section 108 (f) of the 1990 amended Clean Air Act defines "programs to 
control extended idling of vehicles" as a candidate transportation control measure. The 
idea is that vehicular emissions can be reduced by eliminating vehicle idling, either by 
turning the engine off while thevehicle is stopped or by limiting the periods of time in 
which a vehicle must be stopped and idling. One method of reducing vehicle idle time 
is through the use of traffic flow improvement techniques, and these are discussed in the 
corresponding chapter of these information documents. This chapter addresses two 
other sources of extended idling of vehicles: 

Passenger vehicles using drive-through fadlities, such as those existing at banks and 
fast food restaurants, where the vehicle is kept idling during the service period. 

Heavy-duty vehicles that are not in use and are kept idling rather than being shut 
off, such as buses that are kept idling at layover points or trucks that are left to idle 
while being loaded or unloaded. 

9 

The tradeoff between idling emissions and hot start emissions by vehicles of a particular 
type depends on a number of factors including the age of the vehicle, the type of control 
equipment used, the type of fuel used, the pollutant of interest, and the ambient tem- 
perature. For example, catalytic controls work well in the idle mode, so that idle emis- 
sions from newer vehicles are far less of a problem then'from older, non-catalyst 
equipped automobiles. It is difficult, therefore, to develop a single transferable number 
that represents the maximum desired idling time. The following is an analysis for one 
urban area wlgch indicates the factors which should be considered. 

In preparing the 1982 Revised Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) for the South 
Coast Air Basin, a strategy for reducing idling emissions by restriction or elimination of 
drive-through facilities was considered (3). An emissions analysis of drive-through 
facilities was done by comparing the emissions from idling with those from a hot 
start/hot soak cycle, which would represent a person parking, carrying out a business 
transaction within an hour, restarting the car, and leaving. The results are summarized 
in Table 1. 

According to this analysis, for CO a car could idle for 6 minutes before it would generate 
the same emissions as when it was restarted. The equivalent idling times are even 
greater for HC and NOx. Based on this analysis, it was concluded that the banning of 
drivethrough facilities would be counter-productive. 



Table 1. Vehicle Idle vs. Hot StaWSoak Emissions 

Idling Time 
Hot Stat Hot Soak Idling Equivalent to 

Emissions Emissions Emirrions StWStop 
Year Pollutant (@stat) 4gm/soak) (gmlmin) Cycle Emissions 

1987 m c  4.16 1.67 2217 26 
NOx .71 .OS51 13 
co 13.18 2.3541 6 

2000 THC 4.06 .67 .I743 27 
NOx .41 .0386 11 
co 10.93 1.8164 6 

.. Source: 13) 



Heavy-duty vehicle idling represents a different problem. Trucks are often left idling 
while their drivers await access to facilities. to make pickups or deliveries. Older trucks 
,often required longer amounts of time to warm up and cool down, and some operating 
habits have carried over in the use of-modern vehicles. Modem vehicles, however, re- 
quire less than five minutes to reach an operating temperature that assures proper 
engine lubrication underload. 

Not all engine idling is at the discretion of the driver. Many facilities are operated in 
such a manner that idling is required. For example, a t  some facilities, trucks are 
required to be in. a slowly moving queue to make pickups or.deliveries; trucks are 
required to move at a moment's notice, and are therefore kept idling to be ready to 
move. 

Public transit vehicles such as diesel buses and diesel locomotives also may be left idling 
for long periods of time. Examples include the period between runs, midday layovers, 
or even overnight. Transit authorities increasingly are instituiing operations policies to 
limit this idling as a means of controlling fuel costs and minimizing community com- 
plaints over excessive emissions and noise. 

Description. of Measures 

The following types.of measures have been considered to control extended vehicle 
idling: 

'Controls on drivethrough facilities; 

Laws or operating poliaes that limit idling of heavy-duty vehicles; and 

0' Mechanical modifications to the vehicle that restrict the amount of time that it can 
idle. 

, .  

.. 

. .  . .  

Possible controls on drive-through facilities include: 

Limitations on the construction of new drivethrough facilities, 

Removal of existing facilities, and 

Specification of design standards applicable to the development and operation of 
new drivethrough facilities. 

The removal of existing facilities would affect the largest market, but also would involve 
a retroactive conhol or reversal of pre\dous development decisions. Proposals to elim- 
inate existing drivethrough facilities have resulted in considerable opposition and been 
abandoned as being politically infeasible. More realistic approaches are to manage the 
way in which new drive-through facilities are developed and operated. For example, a 
fast food window configuration could be required where there are three stops - one to 
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place the order, one to pay, and one to receive the food. Such an approach cwld shorten 
the total length of time a vehicle is in queue, and thereby lead to both reduced idling 
time and Mer daation/deceleration cycles. As desaibed in the following section, 
this blnd of management approach is d v h g  current interest as a means of controlling 
both congestion and e m i ~ ~ h .  

Interest also is increasing in more carefully managing the emissions of heavy-duty 
vehicles while operating in the idle mode. For example, a law to restrict heavy-duty 
vehicle idling haa been considered by the callfornia legislature. As an example of the 
third type of control, Volkswagen is working on an engine that may increase fuel ef- 
ficiency by as much as 90 pes cent, using measuxes such as camputex control that shut 
off the engine during idling and storing energy in a flywheel to provide an instant 
restart. 

Case Study Examples 

Proposed Callfomla LeglslaUon to Llmlt Heavy Truck ldllng 

The South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) has worked with the 
California state legislature to develop legislation that would restrict truck idling. The 
proposed law was developed by the California A0 2595 Technicd Advisory Group with 
the cooperationof the trucking industry (2). The trucking industry cooperated because 
they believed that it would be better to have a single, consistent statewide law on heavy 
duty vehicle idling than to have a number of possibly different regional or local regu- 
lations. 

The proposed law has two signi6cant providons: 

No person shall cause, allow, or permit the engine of a heavy-duty motor vehicle to 
idle for more than five consecutive minutes if the vehicle is not performing useful 
work. 

No person responsible for the shipping orreceiving of goods by a heavy-duty motor 
vehicle shall operate a facility in such a manner that causes, allows, or permits, a 
heavy-duty motor vehicle to idle for more than five consecutive minutes when the 
vehicle is not performing useful work. 

The proposed bill contains exceptions for buses picking up passengers, motor vehicles 
stopped in the line of traffic, snow removal equipment, and emergency vehicles. It also 
provides for the following exceptions that pertain especially to tntcks 



Motor vehicles whose primary power source is utilized in whole or part for neces- 
sary and definitively prescribed mechanical operation other than propulsion, 
passenger compartment heating, or air conditioning (e.&, refrigerated trailers that 
require an idling engine to receive power). 

Motor vehicles manufactured with a sleeper berth while the sleeper berth is being 
used, in a non-residential area, by the vehicle operator for sleeping or resting, pro- 
vided that the vehicle is not in a queue, and provided that the operation of the vehi- 
cle does not create a public nuisance. 

Motor vehicles used under adverse weather conditions, including rain, show, tem- 
peratures below freezing, and temperatures in excess of 100 degrees Fahrenheit. 

Motor vehicles when the driver compartment is in direct sunlight and the tem- 
perature is in excess of 80 degrees Fahrenheit, provided that the engine idling is 
required to operate an air conditioning system. 

The Technical Advisory Committee also determined that a truck operator education 
program would be a cost-effective measure in conjunction with the proposed law. 

Lfmltatlons on DrlvaUp Windows 

In the Sacramento metropolitan area, the 1982 AQMP programs for the County of Placer 
and the Cities of Lincoln, Roddin, and Roseville included drive-up window limitations 
(3). The measures are intended to limit the number and design of new drive-up window 
facilities to reduceidling time and congestion. 

The County of Sacramento regulates drive-up facilities by a use permit. The code is 
intended to ensure that the design and location of a drive-up facility will not contribute 
to increased congestion on public or private streets adjacent to the facility. The code 
requires that: 

Design and location will not impede access to or exit from the parkind lot serving the 
facility, nor impair normal circulation in the parking lot; 

No drive-up lane shall extend closer than 25 feet to the access driveway; 

Advance ordering stations be located a minimum of 120 to 180 feet from the win- 
dow; 

The window cannot be used to justify fewer parking spaces; and 

The use permit is revocable if congestion due to the window regularly occurs. 



rn Estimated impacts 

The regional emission reductions associated with reducing the number of new drive- 
through facilities are expected to be minimal, primarily because of the small amount of 
travel impacted relative to the total highway vehicle mobile source inventory. At best, 
such measives may be effective in reducing localized CO hotspots. 

Controls on extended vehicle idling of heavy duty vehicles may have a larger emissions 
reduction impact in commerdal urban areas than will the limitations of drivethrough 
facilities. This is because of the higher unit emissions of heavy duty vehicles compared 
to light duty automobiles. 

Program Costs and Other Considerations 

The proposed California law on heavy duty truck idling would require funding for 
public awareness, facility inspection, law enforcement, and kuck operator education. It 
could also incur additional cost to truck operators by shortening starter life, but would 
also reduce the costs of fuel consumption and engine wear. 

Elimination of existing drive-through facilities would require compensation of the 
affected businesses and physical modifications to the facilities. The affected market 
segments would be shopping and personal business trips that use these facilities, 
primarily in suburban areas. 

The costs associated with efforts to influence the design or limit the number of new 
drive-through facilities would largely be limited to small administrative costs to manage 
the new development code. Costs to building owners and operators could be mixed, 
with lower construction costs and higher operating costs if buildings must be kept open 
for longer periods of time. 

- 

implementation Con8ideratlons 

Because most heavy-duty vehicles operate across jurisdictional boundaries, laws to 
restrict heavy-duty vehicle idling should be implemented statewide rather than locally 
so as to ease enforcement. In the case of California, the proposed law would be enforced 
by air pollution control districts through routine inspections of fadlities with heavy- 
duty truck activity and through response to public complaints. The California Highway 
Patrol and local law enforcement agencies would have discretionary enforcement au- 
thority. The Technical Advisory Committee suggested that current resource constraints 
on enforcement of traffic safety regulations might make it necessary to develop new 
funding or cost sharing mechanisms between law enforcement and air pollution control 
agencies in order to enforce the proposed restrictions (2). 
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Affecting the development of drivethrough facilities currently is controlled through the 
zoning process and limitation of conditional use permits, which is exclusively under the 
control of dties and counties. Hence, th is  type of control measure may be difficult to 
implement on a regional, statewide, or national basis. 

Equity considerations are an issue that has arisen in past public policy debates over the 
possible limitation of drive-through facilities. Is i t  fair to remove existing, already ap- 
proved and operating drive-up facilities? Conversely, is it fair to ban or even limit new 
drive-up facilities and allow existing services to continue to operate? 

The following implementation guidelines can be summarized 

Controls on vehicle operations are probably most effectively implemented at the 
state level. 

Controls on development are the province of local jurisbctions. In this case, regional 
and state agencies can play a valuable technical assistance role. 

Controls on drive-through fadities generally are most effective as limitations rather 
than outright bans. 

Design standards represent an appropriate implementation mechanism, based on 
congestion as well as emission considerations. 

Data should be collected prior to enactment of any measure so as to establish the 
magnitude of existing idling emissions that would be impacted. 

Controls on extended idling of vehicles wil l  impact existing businesses as well as the 
public. It is important that representatives of both groups be actively involved in the 
planning, analysis, and development of any such controls. As evidenced by the 
history of the proposed California legislation on heavy-duty vehicle idling, imple- 
mentation prospects can be enhanced by actively involving potentially impacted 
business interests in the development of proposed control measures. 
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Cc: 
Subject: THE CITY PLANNERS GUIDE TO THE OBESITY EPIDEMIC: ZONING AND FAST FOOD 

Council of Canadians 1 London [councilofcanadians.iondon@sympatico.ca] 

Thursday, May 01,2008 11:14 AM 
Panzer, Rob; Parker, Charles; Bryant, Judy 
Fielding, Jeff; Stanford, Jay; 'Council of Canadians I London Chapter' 

Health Aspect of Drive-thrus in relation to our current obesity crisis in North American society, including Canada, 
which has reached unprecedented obesity rates, particularly in children. 

As a predominantly North American phenomenon, the drive-through culture has been widely maligned as a major 
cause of obesity. I n  a 2004 issue of American Journalof Preventative Medicine, a study found that an extra 30 
minutes in the car each day translates into a 3 percent greater chance of being obese. A Washington Centre for 
Law and Public Health paper (2006) addressed the use of zoning to restrict access to fast food outlets as a 
strategy to reduce obesity. The cost of acquiescing on this issue is enormous. Furthermore, it is our responsibility 
as a city, as adults, as caregivers, to protect children, who are the most vulnerable in our society - completely 
dependant upon adults and adult decisions, from such detrimental health impacts. 

Until we find the political will to place a moratorium on drive-thrus (which hopefully we will see happen first in 
London resulting in a domino affect across Canada &then the globe) to mitigate against climate change and 
pollution, we-must, until this time, take the necessary precautions. These health impacts must be a consideration 
in all aspects of zoning and planning by-laws. 

Sincerely, 
Cory Morningstar 
Council of Canadians I London Chapter 

THE CITY PLANNER'S GUIDE TO THE OBESITY EPIDEMIC: ZONING AND FAST FOOD 

h t t p : / / ~ . p u b l i c h e a l ~ ~ l ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ Z o ~ i ~ ~ % 2 O C i ~ % 2 O P l ~ ~ e ~ ~ % Z O G ~ ~ i d e . u d f  

Childhood Obesity - the Fastest-growing Cause of Disease in Canada 

Over the last 25 years, we have witnessed an alarming rise in the proportion of overweight and obese children. 
Obesity rates among children and youth have nearly tripled during this. It is an issue that affects children 
everywhere in Canada - across the country and across diverse populations. 

The economic costs are also significant. Direct and indirect costs associated with obesity have been estimated at  
$4.3 billion in 20011. 

Health Risks 

Childhood obesity is a particular concern because excess weight over time increases the risk of developing 
chronic health problems. 

Obesity is one of the leading risk factors for heart disease and stroke, as well as for type 2 diabetes. Unhealthy 
weights, combined with risk factors such as age, family history and the presence of other health conditions, such 
as high cholesterol or high blood sugar levels, can greatly elevate the risk of developing a wide range of chronic 
diseases including: 
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hypertension or high blood pressure; 
coronary heart disease; 
type 2 diabetes; 
stroke; 
sleep apnea and other breathing problems; 
some cancers such as breast, colon and endometrial cancer; and 
mental health problems, such as low self-esteem and depression. 
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THE CITY PLANNER’S GUIDE TO THE OBESITY EPIDEMIC: 

ZONING AND FAST FOOD 

Obesity, scientists tell us, is a life-threatening epidemic in the United States. It 
involves two facts of modern life -we consume too many calories, and we burn off too 
few. 

In reality, then, this guide could more accurately be called “Half the City Planner’s 
Guide to the Obesity Epidemic: Zoning and Fast Food.” The half we deal with is the 
consumption of calories. The expenditure of calories, which is vitally important to 
battling obesity, is also quite amenable to influence by zoning laws. Laws that 
encourage exercise by creating hiking trails or bicycle paths, or by restricting automobile 
use or parking in certain areas, can alter the balance between the consumption and 
expenditure of calories, thereby altering the prevalence of obesity. Important as those 
laws are, we do not deal with them in this guide. Information on that topic can be found 
elsewhere.’ 

Instead, in this abbreviated guide for planners that accompanies our larger 
monograph entitled, The Use of Zoning to Restrict Fast Food Outlets: A Potential 
Strategy to Combat Obesity, we focus on the intake side of the equation, and 
particularly on fast food establishments (fast food is defined generally as inexpensive 
food that is prepared and served quickly often by drive-through service, and tends to be 
high in fat and low in nutritional value). By the proposed regulation of those 
establishments, we examine how zoning laws can encourage the availability of 
nutritious food and limit the proliferation of food that can be harmful. We ask and 
attempt to answer the following key questions: 

What is the supporting scientific evidence for zoning laws that address fast 
food outlets? 

Have such zoning laws been enacted by municipalities and what are the 
bases of such laws? 

Have the courts upheld zoning laws that address fast food outlets? 

’ Trust for America’s Health. F as in Fact How Obesity Policies are Failing in America. 
Issue Report (2005). Available at: http://healthyamericans.org; Fenton M. Engineering 
physical activity back into Americans’ lives. Progressive Planning 20033 57:12-I 7; 
Hirschhorn JS. Zoning should promote public health. American Journal of Health 
Promotion. 20043 8(3):258-260; S a l k  JF, Kraft K, Linton LS. How the environment 
shapes physical activity: a transdisciplinary research agenda. American Journal of 
Public Health 2002;22(3):208; American Planning Association. Planning and Designing 
the Physically Active Community: Resource List. Available at: 
http://www.planning.org/physicallyactive/pdf/ReferenceList.pdf. 
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Question 1: What is the supporting scientific evidence for zoning laws that 
address fast food outlets? 

CONNECTING THE DOTS FROM OBESITY TO FAST FOOD TO ZONING: 

THE “WHEREAS” CLAUSES 

Legislation can be justified, in part, by the content of its preamble, which explains 
the need for such legislation and the intent of the legislators. The “Whereas” clauses 
can provide the scientific or social basis for a law that will allow a reviewing court to 
determine that the legislation is not arbitrary or capricious, that it addresses a legitimate 
problem, and that the court should therefore be deferential to the legislature. 

In the area of obesity and fast food, consider the following possible Whereas 
clauses as justification for a zoning approach to combat obesity: 

WHEREAS, overweight and obesity in the United States has been described as a public 
health epidemic estimated to kill more than 350,000 people per year;’ and 

WHEREAS, overweight and obesity in adults cost this nation between $98 billion to 
$129 billion each year in national health care  expenditure^;^ and 

WHEREAS, nearly two-thirds of American adults aged 20 or older are either overweight 
or obese,4 with obesity being a risk factor for diseases such as diabetes, stroke, heart 
disease, high blood pressure, and certain cancer$ and 

Mokdad AH, Marks JS, Stroup DF, Gerberding JL. Actual causes of death in the 
United States, 2000. JAMA 2004;291(10):1238-1245; Mokdad AH, Marks JS, Stroup 
DF, Gerberding JL. Correction: actual causes of death in the United States, 2000. JAMA 
2005;293(3):293. Another study found that compared to the normal weight category 
obesity was associated with nearly 112,000 excess deaths in 2000 and overweight was 
not associated with any excess mortality. Flegal KM, Graubard BI, Williamson DF, Gail 
MH. Excess deaths associated with underweight, overweight, and obesity. JAMA 
2005;293(15):1861-1867. See Mark DH. Deaths attributable to obesity. JAMA 
2005;293(15)1918-1919 (commenting on differences in the two studies). 

Childhood Obesity Prevention Study. Fact Sheet, September 2004. Available at: 
http://www.iom.edu/Object.File/Master/22/604/0.pdf. 

Prevalence of overweight and obesity among US children, adolescents and adults, 

Institute of Medicine of the National Academies. Overview of the /OM’S 

Hedley AA, Ogden CL, Johnson CL, Carroll MD, Curtin LR, Flegal KM. 

1999-2002. JAMA 2004;291(23):2847-2850. 

5 V i ~ ~ c h e r  TL, Seidell JC. The public health impact of obesity. Annual Review of 
Public Health 2001;22:355-75; Flegal KM, Carroll MD, Ogden CL, Johnson DL. 
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WHEREAS, children who become obese are more likely to be obese adults, and obesity 
in children may predispose those children to adult disease$ and 

WHEREAS, the nation is failing to reach its stated health objectives for the reduction of 
obesity pre~alence;~ and . 

WHEREAS, fast food establishments have significantly increased the size of their food 
portions over the past several decades to the extent that today's french fries, 
hamburgers, and sodas are 2 to 5 times larger than original sizes and that marketplace 
portions are considerably larger than federal standard serving sizes;8 and 

WHEREAS, fast foods tend to be high in fat content and energy dense (meaning many 
calories per weight of the food);' and 

WHEREAS, children who eat fast food compared to those who do not eat it consume 
more total energy, more total fat, more saturated fat, more total carbohydrates, more 
added sugars, more sugar-sweetened drinks, less fluid milk, less fiber, less fruits, and 
less nonstarchy vegetables;" and 

Prevalence and trends in obesity among US adults, 1999-2000. JAMA 
2002;288(14):1723-1727. 

Hill JO, Trowbridge FL. Childhood obesity: future directions and research 
priorities. 'Pediatrics 19983 01 :S570-S574; St-Onge MP, Keller KL, Heymsfield B. 
Changes in childhood food consumption patterns: a cause for concern in light of 
increasing body weights. American Journal of Clinical Nutrition 2003;78(6):1068-73; 
Institute of Medicine of the National Academies. Childhood Obesity in the United States: 
Facts and Figures. Fact Sheet, September 2004. Available at: 
http://w.iom.edu/Object. File/Master/22/606/0.pdf. 

http://w.healthypeople.gov/document/HTML/Volume2/19Nutrition. htm#-Toc4903831 
23; Hedley et al. Prevalence of overweight and obesity among US children, adolescents 
and adults, 1999-2002. 

Obesity Epidemic. American Journal of Public Health 2002;92(2):246-249. 

mechanistic link. Obesity Reviews 2003;4(4):187-194; French SA, Story M, Jeffery RW. 
Environmental influences on eating and physical behavior. Annual Review of Public 
Health 2001 ;22:309-335; Bowman SA, Gortmaker SL, Ebbeling CB, Pereira MA, Ludwig 
DS. Effects of fast-food consumption on energy intake and diet quality among children 
in a national household survey. Pediatrics 2004;113(1):112-I 18. 

' Healthy People 2010, NutrEtion and Overweight. Available at: 

Young LR, Nestle M. The contribution of expanding portion sizes to the US 

Prentice AM, Jebb SA. Fast foods, energy density and obesity: a possible 

lo Bowman et al. Effects of fast-food consumption on energy intake and diet 
quality among children in a national household survey. 
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WHEREAS, more and more Americans are eating fast food, to the extent that on a 
typical day, 30 percent of U.S. children eat fast food;” and 

WHEREAS, supermarkets tend to offer healthier food at lower prices than other food 
outlets, and people living in neighborhoods with supermarkets have been found to 
consume more fruits and vegetables;” and 

WHEREAS, zoning laws historically state as one of their chief purposes the protection 
of the public’s health;13 and 

WHEREAS, both zoning laws and public health laws are authorized by the states’ police 
powers to protect the health and safety of the p ~ b l i c , ’ ~  with the police powers having 
been reserved to the states by the United States Con~titution.’~ 

I’ Bowman et al. Effects of fast-food consumption on energy intake and diet 

Morland K, Wing S, Diez Roux A. The contextual effect of the local food 

quality among children in a national household survey. 

environment on residents’ diets: the atherosclerosis risk in communities study. 
American Journal of Public Health 2002;92(11):1761-1767. 

re Opinion of the Justices, 234 Mass. 597, 61 1 (Mass.1920); Miller v. Board of Public 
Works of City of Los Angeles, 195 Cal. 477, 488-489 (Cal. 1925) (all emphasizing 
health and safety concerns in upholding early zoning ordinances); see also Harvard 
Law Review Association, The Legitimate Objectives of Zoning, 91 Haward Law Review 
1443, 1445-1446 (1978) (stating that almost all early zoning ordinances were upheld at 
least partially on public health and safety grounds). 

l 4  Julian Conrad Juegensmeyer & Thomas E. Roberts, Land Use Planning and 
Control Law (West Group 1998) at 45 (“Public land use controls, including zoning ... , are 
exercises of the police power. Though broad, this power to enact laws to promote the 
health, safety, morals, and general welfare is limited by the federal and state 
constitutions.”); Lawrence 0. Gostin, Public Health Law: Power, Duty, Restraint 
(University of California Press 2000) at 48 (“States exercise police powers to ensure 
that communities live in safety and security, in conditions conducive to good health, with 
moral standards, and, generally speaking, without unreasonable interference in human 
well-being.”). 

j 5  U.S. Const. amend. X (“The powers not delegated to the United States by the 
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, 
or to the people.”): Lawrence 0. Gostin, Public Health Law: Power, Duty, Restraint 
(stating that the states did not surrender their police power under the Constitution). 

l3 See, e.g., Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty, 272 U.S. 365, 391, 394 (1 926); In 
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These suggested Whereas clauses present a logical and compelling justification 
for the regulation of fast food outlets by zoning laws to protect the public's health from 
the devastating obesity epidemic. 

Question 2: Have zoning laws that address fast food outlets been enacted by 
municipalities, and what are the bases of such laws? 

IT CAN BE DONE; IT HAS BEEN DONE. 

Historically, however, these laws were enacted on bases other than the protection of the 
public's health from obesity. The nature of the zoning restrictions and their stated 
purposes include the following: 

Many communities have already passed zoning restrictions on fast food outlets. 

Banning Fast Food Outlets andlor Drive-Through Service 

Concord, Massachusetts bans both fast food restaurants and "drive-in" service, 
defining such establishments as those "...whose principal business is the sale of foods 
or beverages in a ready-to-consume state, for consumption within the building or off- 
premises, and whose principal method of operation includes: (1) sale of foods and 
beverages in paper, plastic or other disposable containers; or (2) service of food and 
beverages directly to a consumer in a motor vehicle."'6 The stated purposes of the 
Concord Zoning Bylaw include lessening congestion in the streets, and preserving and 
enhancing the aesthetic qualities of the ~ommuni ty . '~  Carlsbad, California'8 and 
Newport, Rhode Island" have also enacted zoning laws banning drive-through service. 

Banning "Formula" Restaurants 

Instead of enacting an outright ban on all fast food outlets, several cities ban 
what have become known as "formula" restaurants which, depending on the definition 
used in the statute, may be narrowly construed to cover only large, national chain fast 

l6 Section 4.7.1, Town of Concord Zoning Bylaw, Town of Concord, 
Massachusetts. Available at: 
http://www. bostonrealestate.com/downloads/Concordzoning. pdf. 

Massachusetts. 

Zoning Ordinance, Carlsbad, California. Available at: 
http://municipalcodes.lexisnexis.com/codes/carlsbad. 

island, Title 17 The Zoning Code, Newport Rhode Island. Available at: 
http://municipalcodes.lexisnexis.com/codes/newportr. 

Section I .2, Town of Concord Zoning Bylaw, Town of Concord, 

Section 21.42.010(5)(N), Carlsbad Municipal Code, Title 21 Zoning, The 

Section 17.100.050(B), Codified Ordinances of the City of Newport, .Rhode 
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food outlets or more broadly construed to cover other food retailers. For example, 
Calistoga, California bans formula restaurants “to preserve the unique and historic 
character of Calistoga’s downtown commercial district ... which has become a 
cornerstone of the visitor industry which is a key component in the City’s economy.”*’ 
The Calistoga code contains a carefully phrased definition of a formula restaurant.*’ 

Bans that Apply to Certain Areas 

Instead of banning fast food or formula restaurants throughout the entire 
municipality, a ban might apply only to a designated area. For example, Solvang, 
California, which is known for its Danish character, bans new 01 expanded formula 
restaurants in its Tourist Commercial District, finding that the proliferation of formula 
restaurants would adversely affect its unique character. Similarly, San Francisco, 
California prohibits “formula retail uses” in at least one of its commercial distri~ts.’~ The 
purposes of this restriction are, among other things, to “protect its vibrant small business 
sector and create a supportive environment for new small business innovations,” as well 
as to preserve “the distinctive character of certain neighborhood commercial d i s t r i ~ t s . ”~~  

Davis, Californiaz5 and Bainbridge Island, Washingtonz6 are additional examples 

22 ’ ’ 

of municipalities that have regulated the placement of fast food outlets. 

2o The New Rules Project, The Hometown Advantage, Formula Restaurant Ban- 
Calistoga, CA. Available at: http://www.newrules.org/retail/calistoga.html; Section 
17.22.020(D)(2), Calistoga Municipal Code, Title 17 Zoning, Calistoga, California. 
Available at: http://www.thefiengroup.com/municipal-codes. html. 

” Section 17.04.616, Calistoga Municipal Code, Title 17 Zoning, Calistoga, 
California (see note 20). 

‘‘ The New Rules Project, The Hometown Advantage, Formula Restaurant Ban- 
Solvang, CA. Available at: http://www.newrules.org/retail/solvang.html; Sections 11-12- 
7(E) & 11 .-7A-2(E), Solvang Zoning Ordinance, Solvang, California. Available at: 
http://www.sterlingcodifiers.com/CA/Solvang. 

Available at: http://www.amlegal.com/library/ca/sanfrancisco,shtml. 

California. 

23 Section 703.3(e), San Francisco Planning Code, San Francisco, California, 

24 Sections 703.3(a)(2) & (a)(8), San Francisco Planning Code, San Francisco, 

25Davis Municipal Code, Chapter 40 Zoning, Davis, California. Available at: 
http://www.city.davis.ca.us/cmo/citycode/chapter.cfm?chapter=40. 

26 Section 18.40.020, Bainbridge Island Municipal Code, Bainbridge Island, 
Washington. Available at: 
http://search.mrsc.org/nxt/gateway.dll/bnbgmc?f=templates&fn=bnbgpage. htm$vid=mun 
icodes:Bainbridgelsland; The New Rules Project, The Hometown Advantage, Formula 
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Regulating the Number of Fast Food Outlets: Quotas 

Berkeley, California has implemented a quota system in its Elmwood Commercial 
Districts that limits the number of ”Food Service Establishments,” which includes “quick 
service resta~rants.”’~ The purposes of the Elmwood Commercial Districts are, among 
other things, to preserve the shopping area that serves the surrounding community and 
the character of the neighborhood.28 

Regulating the Density of Fast Food Outlets 

The Westwood Village area of Los Angeles, California permits fast food outlets in 
general, but controls the number of such outlets by regulating their spacing on public 
streets.2g Bainbridge Island, Washington limits the density of formula take-out food 
restaurants in design g~idelines.~’The Town of Warner, New Hampshire requires a 
specified distance between fast food outlets in its commercial district3’ 

Regulating Distances From Other Uses 

Fast food outlets are historically perceived as having the potential to create a 
nuisance with the litter, noise, traffic, loitering, air pollution, and odors they can 
generate. Accordingly, some zoning laws require a specified distance between a fast 
food outlet and other uses such as schools, churches, hospitals, and nursing homes. 
Detroit, Michigan, for example, requires that for fast food restaurants (and other 
restaurants as well) “a minimum distance of five hundred (500) feet shall exist between 
the subject site and the nearest point of an elementary, junior high, or senior high 
school site.”32 Arden Hills, Minnesota has a similar provision in its zoning ordinance.33 

Restaurant Ban- Bainbridge Island, WA. Available at: 
http://www.newrules.org/retail/bainbridge. html. 

*’ Section 23E.44.040, Berkeley Zoning Code, Berkeley, California. Available at: 
http://www.ci. berkeley.ca.us/bmc/Berkeley_Zoning_Codelindex.html, 

Section 23E.44.020, Berkeley Zoning Code, Berkeley, California 

29 Section 5(B)(4), Westwood Village Specific Plan, Westwood Village, Los 
Angeles, California. Available at: 
http://cityplanning.lacity.org/complan/specplan/sparea/wwdvillagepage. htm. 

Washington. 

Hampshire. Available at: 
http://www.warner.nh.us/regulations.htm. 

30 Section 18.41.05O(B)(l), Bainbridge Island Municipal Code, Bainbridge Island, 

31 Article XI(H), Town of Warner, NH Zoning Ordinance, Warner, New 

32 Sections 92.0379C(j), City of Detroit, Official Zoning Ordinance. Available at: 
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Thus, there are many examples of municipalities across the country that have 
developed different types of zoning approaches, with various justifications, to regulate 
the presence of fast food outlets. None of the municipalities mentioned in this section 
chose to justify its zoning regulations on the issue of obesity, but as stated earlier in this 
guide, such a justification seems warranted by both scientific findings and legal 
precedent governing the relationship between zoning and public health. 

Question 3: Have the courts upheld zoning laws that address fast food outlets? 

ZONING THAT REGULATES FAST FOOD ESTABLISHMENTS 
IS CONSTITUTIONAL 

Several courts have upheld zoning laws that address fast food outlets or 
decisions made by zoning officials applying laws affecting fast food outlets. In most 
cases, a zoning ordinance or decision will be reviewed under the very deferential 
rational basis standard. Under this standard, the regulation will be upheld if it has a 
rational relationship to a legitimate governmental purpose of promoting the public 
health, safety, morals, or general welfare. To be unconstitutional, the ordinance or 
decision must be arbitrary, capricious, or not rationally related to a legitimate 
government purpose. A few examples of court decisions upholding zoning restrictions 
on fast food outlets are below. 

Franchise DeveloDers. Inc. v. Citv of Cincinnati, 505 N.E.2d 966, 971 (Ohio 1987) 
(denial of permit to develop a Wendy’s restaurant based on ordinance requiring 
franchise establishments in overlay district to be “primarily pedestrian and not 
automobile oriented upheld where the Supreme Court of Ohio found, among other 
things, that the City’s “attempt to preserve and protect the character of certain 
neighborhoods” was a proper exercise of its zoning authority and that “[tlhere is a 
legitimate governmental interest in maintaining the aesthetics of the community and, as 
such, aesthetic considerations may be taken into account by the legislative body in 
enacting zoning legislation.”) 

McDonald’s CorDoration v. Board of Trustees, Villacle of Elmsford, 610 N.Y.S.2d 387 
(N.Y.A.D. 3d Dept. 1994) (board’s decision to deny McDonald’s a special permit to 
develop a drive-in restaurant within the Village of Elmsford in Westchester County 
upheld where restaurant was to be located 1,320 feet from an existing Wendy’s drive-in 

http://w.municode.com/resources/code~iist.asp?stateID=22. 

Available at: 
http://w.ci.arden- 
hills.mn.us/Departments/Community_DevelopmenffZoning~Ordinance/zoning~ordinanc 
e.htm. 

33 Section 6(D)(l)(a), Arden Hills Zoning Ordinance, Arden Hills, Minnesota. 
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restaurant and the zoning ordinance required 2,000 feet between such establishments, 
and because the petitioner did not satisfactorily address issues related to traffic.) 

Bellas v. Planning Board of Wevmouth, No. 00-P-1837, 2002 WL 31455225 (Mass. 
App. Ct. Nov. 4, 2002) (unpublished opinion) (decision of planning board to deny a 
special permit for a drive-through window at a Dunkin Donuts facility upheld because 
"board's concerns with traffic and pedestrian safety had a reasonable basis in fact.") 

Bess Eaton Donut Flour ComDanv. Inc. v. Zoning Board of Review of Town of Westerly, 
C.A. No. 98-0648, 2000 WL 976659 (R.I. Super. Ct. Feb.15, 2000) (unpublished 
opinion) (denial of a special use permit for a drive-through window at Bess Eaton 
Donut's bake shop upheld because "there was sufficient, competent evidence in the 
record to support the dissenting members' denial of the special use permit based on 
incompatibility with the surrounding neighborhood and the threat of increased traffic 
congestion and hazard.") 

Conclusion 

This guide describes in brief fashion the complex issue of zoning fast food 
establishments for the purpose of addressing the public health crisis of obesity in 
America. A much more complete monograph on the subject has been compiled by the 
Center for Law and the Public's Health of the Georgetown and Johns Hopkins 
Universities. That monograph, The Use of Zoning to Restrict Fast Food Outlets: A 
Potential Strategy to Combat Obesity, is available electronically at the Center's website 
(http://www.publichealthlaw.net). Planners and others are encouraged to supplement 
their understanding of these issues by reading that monograph. 

effective tool for addressing obesity as a public health problem. While we are aware of 
no municipalities that have directly confronted their populations' problems with obesity 
through zoning legislation, zoning fast food establishments for other reasons has been 
tried and approved by the courts. 

and enhancement of the public's health. Mandatory childhood immunization laws, 
vehicle and traffic safety laws, building codes, product liability litigation, food and drug 
regulations, air and water quality laws and regulations, and many other forms of law 
have saved and will continue to save countless lives. It is well within public health 
tradition and legal precedent to explore the ways new forms of law, such as zoning law, 
might successfully address new threats to the public's health, such as the epidemic of 
obesity. 

In general, the main points of this guide indicate that zoning law might well be an 

The law, in all its forms, has an enormous impact on the preservation, protection, 
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Executive Summary 

While there has been significant efforts made in understanding consumer attitudes towards 
minimizing vehicle idling, there has been relatively limited quantification of the actual amount of 
idling that occurs and the energy impact of thls idling. A number of data sources were reviewed 
and re-analyzed to create estimates of the incidence of idling, distributions of the idling by length 
of idling event and energy use while idling, Also, the effects of increasing the number of vehicle 
starts on starter and battery service life are discussed. 

The data on the incidence and fuel use of idling indicated that: 

From a variety of vehicle usage surveys in North America and Europe the average 
amount of idling has been measured at between 13 and 23 percent of total vehicle 
operating time; 

Events under 3 minutes, which are typical of intersection delays, made up 72 to 80 
percent of the total idle time; 

Extended idle duration events over 10 minutes were found to represent between 1 and 7 
percent of the total idling; 

Long duration pre-trip idling (over 5 minutes) was measured at between 3 and 4 percent 
of total idling time; - Test data on idle fuel flow rates from a large sample of vehicles indicated that fuel use 
was correlated to engine size and that the specific fuel rate (Uh/Litres displacement) 
showed a smaller range of variation by engine size. A reasonable approximation of idle 
fuel flow can be made using afactor of 0.6 UHlL times the engine displacement. Thus, 
for atypical 3L engine, 10 minutes of idling will consume approximately 0.3 L of fuel; 

Using data on vehicle usage, efficiency, average speed and idling fuel use and estimate 
of the annual percentage of total private vehicle fuel used at idling of between 5 and 7 
psrcent is made; 

It is estimated that the maximum reduction in annual consumer fuel consumption 
achievable through an idling reduction program is between 0.6 and 1.8 percent. 

An analysis of energy and emission data collected on 1999 model year vehicles for a variety of 
stop time durations indicated that: 

. 

I 

= statistically significant increases in fuel use were measured for ail vehicles when idled 
compared to when they were shut off and the differences were proportional to the length 
of time the vehicles were idled; 

there is a positive correlation between the fuel use increment and engine size with the 
smallest engine (Corolla) having the lowest absolute and percentage differences and the 
Silverado, which had the largest engine, the highest differences; 



there was no measurable fuel use for an engine restart on a fully warmed up engine (the 
difference between fuel used over the 505 cycle when they were idled versus shut off); 

only the Dodge Caravan had statistically significant increases in its emissions at soak 
times greater than 5 minutes for CO - no significant increases in the other pollutants on 
stop times were measured; 

When the emisSions generated by the tested vehicles when they are idled and then 
driven over the 505 cycle were compared to those when they were shut off and then 
restarted to drive the cycle. there were no consistent statistical differences at any of the 
idle/soak periods. 

The review of data on potential impact of increased starting of vehicle maintenance costs 
indicated that: 

There is a large range in the durability (number of starts to failure) and costs of starters; 

Using high and low estimates of durability and costs and estimate of the marginal cost of 
an additional start was mRde at between 1 and 2 cents (possible maximum bounds of 0.5 
and 4 cents]; 

When this cost is translated into an average breakeven idling time based on fuel use 
and costs, it is estimated that 45 seconds of idling consumes the same costs as the 
increased wear cost of a restart; 

Batteries can be adversely affected by high frequency starts if the recharge time between 
stops is not sufficient to recharge the battery resulting a gradual deep discharge of the 
battery and a decrease in service life; 

Consumers should be advised of these possible costs and instructed that modest 
increases in the number of starts of the order of 6 to 10 per day will probably not increase 
total operating costs. 

In current generation engines, there are no measurable increases in engine or spark plug 
wear or fouling due to extended engine idling. 


